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PREFACE

The missions of most application satellites require that the payload is pointed to the earth during
the satellites active lifetime. in many cases also the position of the satellite in its orbit has to be
maintained within given limits. The pointing of the p..yload and the position control of spacecraft are the
topics of the papers presented in this AGAsfograph. The control problems will become more complex for large
spacecraft to be launched in the coming decades, due to the flexibility of the structure. This subject is
also discussed in this AGARDograph.

This publication has been divided into three parts; the first one deals with attitude and pointing
cowtrol.

Attitude control has been applied to spacecraft in some form since the first satellites were placed
in orbit. Most satellites carried a payload that required a prescribed orientation and as the payload was
fixed to the satellite structure, the orientation of the entire satellite had to be controlled somehow.

Initially passive attitude stabilization was applied. Such stabilization methods use natural torques
acting on the satellite, such as magnetic or gravitational torques or inertial effects, to maintain the
satellite's orientation. From these spin spabilization has been applied very frequently. If a satellite
rotates about its principal axis with the largest moment of inertia, this axis maintains its orientation
in inertial space due to the gyroscopic stiffness. Advantages of this type of stabilization are its rela-
tive simplicity and its reliability; a disadvantage is the impossibility to change the attitude at will.

Somewhat later active attitude control systems were applied, consisting of attitude sensors, con-
trollers and actuators. Due to the mechanical and electronic components in the system it is less reliable
than a passive system, at least in the sense that its lifetime is limited, but it offers the possibility
of very high pointing accuracy. Different forms of active attitude control have been applied in scientific
satellites. The experiments carried by such satellites require in general a high pointing accuracy but the
required active lifetime may be relatively short, in the order of one year.

Application satellites such as coimunication, and meteorological satellites, require both a
relatively high pointing accuracy and a long active lifetime, in the order of 5 to 10 Jer.The same
demands are posed by the payload on board of interplanetary spacecraft, in particular those launched for
the exploration of the outer planets. A system that meets these requirements is a combination of a passive
stabilization system, viz, spin stabilization, and an active control loop, realized in satellites using
momentum wheels and dual spin spacecraft.

In case of attitude control using a momentum wheel the satellite structure is kept in a fixed
orientation using the gyroscopic stiffness of a relatively small fast spinning momentum sheel. This type
of control is particularly suitable for communication satellites equipped with large solar panels. These
panels have to be directed to the sun so that the satellite has to be stabilized about all three axes.
Paper 1 of this AGAflDograph deals with various aspects of momentum wheels.

The lifetime of such a satellite may be limited due to wear off of the bearings of the momentum
wheel. This effect may be eliminated by application of bearings without mechanical contact. An example
of such a bearing is a magnetic bearing. However, as such bearings are more elastic than conventional bell
bearings, some unwanted relative motion between the wheel and the satellite may be possible. Problems
associated with this phenomenon are discussed in paper 2.

In case of dual spin stabilization the main structure of the satellite is rotating, just like a
simple spin stabilized satellite. Only a small part of the satellite, the platform carrying the optical
observation equipment or a ccmmunication antenna is kept stationary. The satellite is rotating at a
relatively low speed so that bearing problems are reduced, whereas a large attitude stability is obtained
due to the large moment of inertia of the rotating body.
Paper 3 deals with the determination of the attitude of an interplanetary spacecraft from observations
made by star sensors mounted on the rotating part of such a spacecraft.

Thus far it has been assumed that the payload is rigidly connected to the spacecraft or to an attitude
stabilized platform, so that the pointing requirements for the payload determines the pointing requirements

- - for the entire spacecraft. The requirements for the attitude stabilization of the spacecraft may be eased
if the payload is mounted to the main structure, such that some controlled relative motion is possible.
In that case the payload, such as an antenna of a comunication satellite, may be pointed independently
from the attitude stabilization of the main satellite. Such antenLna control may also be used if two of more
antennae on one satellite are to be pointed to different parts of the earth surface. A device for this type
of control is described in paper 4.

The second part of this AGARDograph deals with topics on determination and control of the position
of a spacecraft.

Orbit determination has always been an important subject in the exploration and the exploitation of
space. Usually a spacecraft is not continuously in view of a ground station, so that comunication with the

spcecraft is limited to relatively short periods of time. To make full use of these periods it is necessary
to predict the time at which a satellite will pass over a groundstation, and this requires knowledge about
the orbit of the spacecraft. For many satellites a relation exists between the orbit and the mission. If
the satellite's mission is to observe certain celestial radiation sources such observations can only be
made when the source is not obscured by the earth. If the satellite is not in contact with a groundstetion,
the experiments have to be preprogrammed and this requires also knowledge about the satellite's orbit. The
accuracy of the orbital parameters needed in the given examples is relatively modest. If satellites are
used for navigational purposes on the earth surface, e.g. for the position determination of ships or air-
craft, the accuracy requirements are considerably higher. In the past satellites have been used in this way,

% yielding position fixes with an accuracy of the order of one thousandmeters. However, in the next decade



the Global Position System GPS-NAVSTAR will become operational, providing fixes with an accuracy of the
order of ten meters in three dimensions. To enable this accuracy the orbits of the satellites concerned
have to be very well defined. A procedure that may be used for such an orbit determination is presented
in paper 5.

For many satellite missions it is sufficient to determine the position of a spacecraft at certain
instances of time, without the necessity to control or to correct the position. However, for an important
class of application satellites, e.g. communication satellites and some meteorological satellites, it is
necessary that the satellite maintains a fixed position with respect to the earth. Such a fixed position
may be obtained by inserting the satellite in a circular equatorial orbit at such an altitude, that the
orbital period is equal to the revolution time of the earth. However, even if the satellite has been
inserted in a perfect geostationary orbit initially, this orbit will not be maintained over a longer
period of time. Due to disturbing effects, caused by the sun and the moon the orbit will not De maintained
over a longer period of time. Due to disturbing effects, caused by the sun and the moon the orbit tends to
be tilted with respect to the equatorial plane, and due to non-homogenity of the earth gravitational field
the satellite will tend to drift in its orbital plane. These effects and the velocity changes necessary to
maintain the satellite's position are discussed in paper 6.

The disturbing effects on the orbit of geostationary satellite are relatively weak and the required
accuracy of the satellite's position is still so modest, that the orbital corrections may be applied at
relatively large time intervals. The position of the spacecraft is monitored by a groundstation and when
the deviation reaches some given value, an orbit correction is performed under control of the groundstation.
However, when the required station keeping accuracy increases, the time interval between the corrections
may become relatively short, resulting in an increased workload for the groundstation. Then it may be
worthwhile to equip the satellite itself with an on-board station keeping system. Such a system is described
in paper 7.

Thus far the orbit control has been discussed separately from the attitude control. However, in a
communication satellite both the orbit and the attitude have to be controlled, be it, that attitude control
is a continuously ongoing activity, and orbit control is performed at separate time. In a satellite the
electronics for both control activities are usually combined. An example of the hardware for an attitude
and orbit control system for a communication satellite is described in paper 8.
In autonomous station keeping the position of the spacecraft may be determined from angle measurements
to the earth, the sun and preselected stars, whereas pointing the payload (e.g. the communication antenna)
may be accomplished using a different set of sensors, such as horizon sensors, measuring the direction of
the earth horizon. In contrast to this in paper 9 a procedure for attitude and orbit control ir described
in which for both control loops an integrated set of angle sensors is used.

The third part of this AGAnograph deals with effects of flexibility of large spececraft on the
pointing control. It is anticipated that in the coming decades large structures will be placed in orbit for
communication, research, manufacturing and defense purposes. The dimensions of such spacecraft will be of
the order of tens of meters or larger. Nevertheless the total mass will be limited to reduce the number
of launches, needed to place the structure in orbit. Consequently large spacecraft will be very flexible
and the resulting flexible modes may interfere with the attitude stabilization and control.

A larger spacecraft may be composed of a number of separate rigid bodies, that are connected by a
more or less flexible structure. Such a modular structured spacecraft may be modeled using discrete masses
connected by hinges. The control of such a space platform is discussed in paper 10. The performance of the
attitude control system of such a platform may be affected by the flexible modes but the deformations of
the structure need not affect the performance of the platform as such. The performance of other large
space structures, such as a large space telescope or large antenna systems, depends very much on the
deformations of the structure. Pointing control does not only include control of the attitude of the
spacecraft, as a rigid body, but also the deformations of the structure may very well need to be kept
within certain narrow limits. This type of spacecraft control is the subject of the next three papers.
Paper 11 presents a survey of techniques, that may be applied for the dynamic control of large space-
craft.
Paper 12 gives a detailed discussion of the modeling of large spacecraft and the synthesis of the control
system. The discussion is illustrated with an example, being the control of a complex optical spacecraft.
In these papers a general approach to the control problem is given. In contrast to this, paper 13 deals
with the application of a particular device for the attitude and structural mode control.

A powerful tool in spacecraft control system development is computer simulation. For this the
dynamical properties of the spacecraft and the components of the control system are modeled into mathe-
matical models and the motion of this model is computed using a digital computer. In such simulations the
parameters in the equations of the control system may be changed easily, so that a flexible simulation
setup is available. However, a drawback is that only knowa properties of the components can be modeledt
and ignored dynamical phenomena may impair the performance of an actual hardware system. Therefore
simulations, which include hardware components of the spacecraft control system may provide very useful
additional information. In the last paper of this AGARDOgraph problems, associated with the hardware
simulation of control systems, both for rigid and for flexible spacecraft, are discussed.

The editor wishes to thank all authors for their efforts. Special recognition should go to Dr.
Stephen Z. Szirnay of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for his assistance in organizing the contributions from
the United States. The assistance of the executive staff of the AGAflD Guidance and Control Panel wasa
great help in the process of preparation of this publication.IrPitrh.vndnBok
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ATTITUDE CONTROL OF GEOSTATIONARY
SATELLITES WITH DOUBLE GIMBALLED MOMENTUM WHEELS

by

G. Schulz, Th. Lange
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fUr

Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., 8031 Oberpfaffenhofen, F.R.G.

SUMMARY

Conventional control methods are generalized using state vector feedback design procedures.
Alternatively, a decoupled control method using a nondiagonal inertia tensor is derived.
These are confronted to modern control theory design methods with observer, where especially
the insensitivity with respect to variations of the moments of inertia is demonstrated.

SYMBOLS

r,i indices for reference, inertial coordinate system

torque vector

angular momentum vector

: angular rate vector

Wo 0 earth rate

'N nutation angular rate

(,'0' : satellite angles with respect to reference system

yx~yz :gimbal angles about x,z axis

Ix,I z  moment of inertia about x,z axis

I :product of inertia with respect to roll/yaw
xz

1. INTRODUCTION

In future attitude control of geostationary satellites will be performed more and more by
flywheels. The main advantage is that they allow for storing a large momentum and thus,
without any control, only due to the gyroscopic effect, cause a high attitude stability.
Contrary to spin stabilization in which, on principle, the same effect is present, here
the satellite is continuously directed towards the earth so that no despin of the antenna
is necessary. Apart from a high reliability, the flywheels at disposal nowadays have the
property of exerting very precisely quantized actuator torques. This is necessary in order
to keep the required high accuracy of positioning. For communication satellites it is
approx. 0.10 in the roll and pitch axis, and 0.50 in the yaw axis (line of sight satellite -
center of earth). This accuracy results from the fact that instead of one single antenna
covering the whole range, today there is preferred a system of several antennae with small
beams, however with a high degree of efficiency (antenna gain). Due to this tendency, for
the future, the accuracy to be required will rise by the factor of two to three.

There are many possibilities how to use flywheels for the attitude control of satellites
[1]. The gimballed flywheel is particularly suitable for geostationary satellites. It
has a high nominal momentum in the range of 20 to 100 Nms, which can be varied by approx.
+ 10% for exerting actuator torques. The flywheel axis is nominally aligned to the pitch
axis of the satellite in order to keep it inertially fixed parallel to the orbit normal.
In an earth-oriented satellite the roll and yaw axis, are rotating with orbit rate with
respect to the inertial system. This fact and the gyroscopic stiffness already mentioned
allow for detecting yaw angle errors largely from the roll angle measurement. Thus in the
open loop case, an initial yaw error after 1/4 of orbit rotation (= 6 hours) appears as a
roll error. Practically, this is of particular importance, as those sensors that might
furnish a continuous yaw information such as star sensors e.g., do not meet the require-
ments for reliability and cost of application satellites.

Gimballing of the flywheel offers the possibility of total momentum exchange between sa-
tellite and flywheel and thus controlling the roll/yaw motion of the satellite. Thus it
is possible to control the attitude in all three axes, as long as the maximum gimbal
angle and speed range of the flywheel is not exceeded. In this case the operating condi-
tion has to be restored in a so-called momentum desaturation maneuver, without changing
the attitude of the satellite when doing so. This requires a balancing of the satellite
by means of external torques, as for example by thruster pulses. It is only natural that
thus the control system becomes more complicated, if the flywheel is imballed. But the
efficient on-board computers available today enable sufficient reliability of the whole
system. The development of fine-resolving stepper motors for the gimbal actuator, further-
more, allows a simple and effective steering by the computer. The known methods can be
used for the controller design as the behaviour of the satellite with flywheel, at least
during normal operation mode in consideration here, can be described by means of lineari-

% zed equations. In this report now the methods already known through the respective litera-
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ture will be compared to alternative solutions which have been found out, partly, by
means of the modern control theory. This will, however, not be treated exhaustively, since
here the satellite is assumed to be a rigid body. The results shown in the following might,
however, serve as a preliminary study for investigating the control problem of a satellite
with flexible appendages.

2. MOTION OF A GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE WITH GIMBALLED FLYWHEEL ("DOUBLE GIMBALLED MOWNTUM

WHEEL")

2.1 LINEARIZED EQUATIONS OF MOTION

As already mentioned, a geostationary satellite has to be aligned with respect to an orbit
reference system. The relative orientation of the coordinate systems is shown in Fig. 2.1.

earthrate

Th i de i dno tesa the in et ial re e e c y t m r m w i h o l w h r i e e e c

of flywhe of

Itorbit rate

Zr Xr

• Ye,.Yi

where

Fig. 2.1 Coordinate System for Geostationary Satellites.

The index i denotes the inertial reference system, from which follows the orbit reference
system (index r) by means of a rotation about the y -axis with the orbit rate . The sa-
tellite reference system is then achieved by a smal angle rotation,denoted by $ and *.

The equation of motion of the satellite with a flywheel follows from the law of conservation
of momentum. In the orbit reference coordinate sysect o te l ca bedelets as:
(2.1) Mr =L (gt () + ai~ x 9r

where

bi,r m angular velocity vector of the reference system with respect tothe inertial system

mr = momentum vector, given in the reference system
gr = vector of the external torque, again in the coordinates of the

reference system.

The total momentum is composed of that of the satellite itself and that of the flywheel.
Taking into consideration that the flywheel with respect to the satellite can be deflected
by the gimbal angles y. in the roll and y. in the yaw axis, and that the satellite attitude
in the reference systeA, in general, is discribed by the attitude angles fo, 8, , the mo-
mentum vector in notation of components is:

(2.2) Hrx 2 Ix b + (40 + yz)H

Hry = Iy (- ) - H

Hrz = 1z 0I (a + Yx)H

where Ix, Iy, Iz denote principle moments of inertia of the satellite.

-
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For simplicity it has been assumed that the principal axes of the satellite coincide with
the satellite reference coordinate system. Furthermore, second order terms were neglected.
According to Fig. 2.1 the following is valid for the angular momentum vector:

(2.3)

W 0oi,r = -

Thus, by inserting the equations 2.2 and 2.3 into the equation 2.1, neglecting again second

order terms, we get:

(2.4) Mrx = Ix, + H(I + yz ) + joH (v + yx )

Mry y

Mrz = Iz -H(p + ix) + WOH (0 + Yz )

As large deviations of the flywheel angular momentum H from its nominal value are not allowed,
the second equation of the equation system 2.4 which describes the pitch motion of the sa-
tellite, can be regarded as decoupled from the other two. However, controlling of this
subsystem does not cause any problems and will not be treated any further in the following.

2.2 PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM

In order to examine the eigenfrequencies, the reduced equation system 2.4 shall be subjected,
first of all, to a Laplace-transformation:

(2.5) [ x] 2  + w H H s +[ w H H sI [ xMz -H s IzS2 + oH] [ [] -H' W : H  Y

The characteristic equation for this system is:

(2.6) 54 + 2 (2T + CH ITA.' )+ T-O 2  0

For geostationary satellites the orbit frequency is equal to the earth rate and thus essen-
tially smaller than the nutation frequency of the satellite. Under this condition we get
just these two frequencies for the solution of the characteristic equation:

H
s 1,2 ± J ; s3 ,4 ±Jo

x z
Thus the system according to equation 2.5 can be split in a short term - and a long term
portion. In normalized form it can be described as follows:

(2.7) M. 0 [ 
' YXI

where

H Mx

x Z;x o
H Mz

This can be visualized in a very simple block diagram (Fig. 2.2).

It can be realized that by means of the gimbal angles y and y', at most, the nutation mo-
tion can be damped,which is characterized by the frequehcies w5 , I , ie. by the nuta-
tion frequency * = . On the other hand, a motion stimulated by the orbit fre-
quency (a in pri ciple is p~eserved. However, there can be found a control law for the
gimbal aggles y , y in such a way that the satellite angles 0 and 4P always remain zero.
This is obviousfy oAly possible if they are controlled by means of the undamped oscilla-
tion of the frequency (%.

From the physical point of view this is easy to see, because according to the law of con-
servation of momentum the total angular momentum of the system can only be changed by
external torques. A change of the gimbal angles can, however, only influence the distri-
bution of the momentum portions on each subassembly. In this sense, the satellite is a
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YZ

tpIT
N16 I M

Yx

Fig. 2.2 Block Diagram for the State Vector Representation of the System Satellite
+ Double Gimballed Momentum Wheel.

subassembly from which the angular momentum caused by external torques has to be removed.
Due to the control of the gimbals already mentioned, it completely passes into the flywheel
which is to be regarded as the second subassembly.

The behaviour of the system and thus the controller design is essentially determined by
the kind of the external torques M*, M* resp. Even if no torques are present, a stimula-
tion with frequency u) according t6 Fik. 2.2 can occur and that because of the initial
conditions. These arg not zero, if the momentum vector does not coincide with the orbit
normal. In consequence of the kinematic coupling through the orbit rate, the momentum
vector traces a cone in the orbit-fixed reference system, the symmetry axis of which
coincides with the orbit normal. Fig. 2.3 shows a projection of a point fixed to the
momentum vector onto the orbit plane. Thus a misalignment of the momentum vector here
appears as a circle about the origin. The angular denominations P, to, put in brackets,
signify a deflection of the momentum vector with respect to its nominal alignment parallel
to the orbit normal.

If an external torque acts on the satellite, the motion of the momentum vector can be found
out from equation 2.7, if the nutation dynamics are eliminated (long term behaviour):

misalignment Zr (-'P)
of the momentum Ivector \behaviour at constant torque

Xr(g)

increasing oscillation
through periodical
linerticily constant)
torque

mean deviation
caused through
constant torque MZ

Fig. 2.3 Motion of the Momentum Vector at External Torques, shown as Projection in
the Orbit Plane.

%i
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If this torque referred to the reference system is c.nstant, there is again obtained a
circle, the centre of which is shifted with respect to the origin by the amount of M*
In the representation of Fig. 2.3, the nominal alignment was taken as initial conditf6A
for this case. For a component M* a mean deviation ; is obtained which can be found out
from equation 2.4 by cancelling t~e derivatives with Fespect to time.

M
(2.9) - Z = M*

r 0 w0H z

This portion can obviously not be observed for the attitude control without yaw angle de-
termination. Because from equation 2.4 follows, too, that only the yaw angular rate is
coupled into the roll motion from which the yaw motion has to be estimated. The error ir
thus can only be kept within boundaries by the proper choice of the nominal momentum H.
Then, however, it is possible to counteract the effect of constant torques only by an ex-
change of momentum over a gimbal angle control without having to initiate a momentum
desaturation maneuver.

This is different for the inertially constant torques. They are coming about through the
influence of the solar pressure upon the solar panels of the satellite and they represent
the largest part of the disturbance torque. Inertially, they produce a constant precession
of the momentum vector which appears in the orbit-fixed reference system as an increasing
coning motion. The same result is obtained from equation 2.8, if it is taken into consi-
deration that the inertially constant torque in the reference system appears as a torque
being periodic with the orbit frequency. This acts on an undamped system being tuned to
the same frequency resulting in an unstable behaviour. This fact requires a momentum
desaturation at regular intervals, that is always in that case, when the gimbals have
reached their maximum deflection.

The starting point for these considerations was, that the short-period nutation motion of
the satellite is damped, so that only the long-period oscillations are present. The sa-
tellite thus is controlled, i.e. the "subassembly" satellite is free of momentum, whereas
the "subassembly" flywheel possesses the total momentum. Therefore here the direction of
the momentum vector can be equated with that of the flywheel axis, whereas the pitch axis
of the satellite remains inertially fixed paralle. to the orbit normal.

For the description of the nutation motion and thus the behaviour of the uncontrolled sa-
tellite, we consider the system response after a pulse stimulation caused by an external
torque, as for example a thruster pulse. Independent on the fact whether the system is
controlled or not, the momentum vector has to precess during the pulse duration accordi:.g
to Fig. 2.3, and that, on principle, on a circle as it is a torque being constant in the
reference system. At a short pulse duration, the pertinent short arc of a circle can be
approximated by a straight line. Now, of course, the momentum axis does no longer coin-
cide with the flywheel axis. On the contrary, it performs a nutation motion. If this is
essentially slower than the pulse it can be described as a circular motion which only be-
gins after the ending of the pulse. The radius of the circle follows from the additional
momentum which comes about through the torque pulse. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 2.4
in the state vector representation.

H,

Fig. 2.4 Behaviour of the System after an External Torque Pulse.
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Another nutation motion arises when stimulating the system by an internal torque, as for
example after deflection of a gimbal angle by an angular increment AY through the stepper
motor. Although the angular change does not happen infinitely fast, this may be presumed
approximately, because of the large inertia of the total system. Hence follows that in
the first instant only the flywheel- (spin-) axis having a common initial attitude with
the satellite pitch axis and the momentum axis can move. As an internal torque is con-
cerned, the total momentum vector remains inertially fixed. After completion of the gim-
bal step, satellite and flywheel are again rigidly connected with one another. They per-
form a common nutation motion in which the cone produced by the flywheel axis has as
symmetry axis the total momentum vector, as the momentum component of the subassembly sa-
tellite in y-direction is negligeable as against that of the subassembly flywheel.

He total angular momentum vector
finertially constant)

instantaneous position of the

motion of the deflection of the gimbal angle
sotellite referenced
y - axis

fnutation cone of the flywheel
axis

gimbal an le due to incremental
y deflection by the stepper motor

H Z

0-X

Ssatellite

Py

Fig. 2.5 Behaviour of the Satellite after Incremental Deflection of the Gimbal Angle
by the Stepper Motor.

3. REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE CONTROL SYSTEM

Dependent on the respective mission, the special demands on the control system are, of
course, very different. There are, however, some common points of view being valid for
all systems. Thus, as already mentioned, operating without yaw angle measuring shall on
principle be possible, generally during the largest part of the mission. If, however,
maneuvers shall be performed such as e.g. the momentum - or gimbal angle desaturation,
then - because of the disturbances arising - the execution will be timed until a yaw re-
ference e.g. through solar sensors will be available.

By way of contrast, we start in this report, on principle, from a lacking of a yaw refe-
rence even in critical maneuvers. The execution can take place at any time and can be
optimized according to the respective demands.

In this context there are higher demands for the controller with regard to its disturban-
ce behaviour; but it must also be designed to a sufficient command control behaviour. In
this case the disturbance behaviour i.e. the insensitivity of the orientation of the sa-
tellite with respect to external disturbance torques, remains the decisive criterion.

We can distinguish here between short term - and long term disturbance. Long term distur-
bances arp caused by external torques and that above all by the solar pressure affecting
the sular panels. The effect of this disturbance torque on the satellite has already
been discussed at length. It leads to a momentum desaturation having to take place at
regular intervals. By choosing the nominal momentum and the gimbal angular range, a
trade-off has to be found determining the time interval in such a way that the mean atti-

Stude accuracy is not inadmissibly affected by too frequent desaturation maneuvers.
Contrary to the quasi-stationary long term disturbances, short term disturbances have as
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a result a dynamic transient behaviour of the system. They can be brought about by meteor
impacts or by thruster control pulses as they are e.g. required for the gimbal angle desa-
turation. The shifting of the solar generator also brings about pulsed disturbances, because
this happens by means of stepper motors. This torque, however, affects in the first place
the pitch axis, the control of which is not so much of interest here. Apart from minimizing
the control error amplitude, also short daiaping time constants shall be obtained. For com-
munication satellites with a moment of inertia in the range of 1000 kgm2 this means a time
constant of approx. 20 - 30 seconds. But this only refers to the roll angle. The yaw angle
is less critical as long as it is equivalent approximately to a rotation about the antenna
beam axis. This is an essential precondition for the fact that it is possible to get along
without yaw reference. Because after damping of the mutation a yaw angle error only appears
over the weak kinematic coup-Ing with the orbit rate in the roll angle, which in the open
loop case leads to the exchange of errors already described, after..l/~4 of the orbit rotation.
A fast yaw angle control thus would result in a very large gain factor. This is, however,
avoided in most cases because of the high disturbance sensitivity involved.

During normal operation usually certain attitude maneuvers have to be performed requiring a
rerpective command control behaviour. This is e.g. necessary in regular intervals for the
calibration of the antennae of TV-Sat [2]. Similarly, the same is valid here, that has been
said with regard to the dynamic transient behaviour at short term disturbances. However,
in these maneuvers very large amplitudes of the yaw angle are possible, if the maneuvers
are performed without yaw information at all. The same applies to the external torques by
thruster pulses. In order to avoid this effect, coupling of the roll and yaw motion should
be as small as possible.

Apart from these design criteria for the controller derived from the mission requirements,
there is another point of view to be taken into consideration. It was already mentioned at
the beginning that on-board computers will be used more and more in future, because of the
complex structure of the controller. In this case a direct digital control system might be
advantageous. The application of such procedures to a attitude control system with a Double
Gimballed Momentum Wheel has already been studied in one case 13). It is above all of ad-
vantage if sampling time plays a decisive roll for the system dynamics, but also if ampli-
tude quantization decisively influences the behaviour as it happens e.g. by the finite step
width of the gimbal stepper motors. There are however stepper motors today, the step width
of which comes to only some per cent of the required attitude accuracy of the satellite
(e.g. 10 arc sec at + 0.10), so that a step sequence can be regarded as a continuous gimbal
angle rate. To what extent the choice of the sampling time becomes critical depends, of
course, on the system dynamics. If it is essentially determined by the rigid body motion,
there will hardly be any difficulties in this respect. Therefore and because of better
'possibilities for comparison in this report only continuous design procedures will be treated.

L4. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CONTROL PRINCIPLES

In this part different principles of stabilization by a gimballed flywheel shall be studied.
In doing so, in each case we consider the disturbance behaviour at normal operation.

Starting from the equations of motion developed in section 2.1, according to the Laplace-
transformed equation 2.5, the following block diagram (Fig. 4.1) can be given for the roll/
yaw dynamics decoupled from pitch.

M, IW woH
xx 12

f~_0 ni.1. lc igrmrl/a op

It ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S is faorbefrtedsgSf.h otolri h yte yaishv iiu r
de.Y Thi is acivdbPen ftepicpeo nenlrato oqe ewe e

chanica suasmbis Inti ae h em eednto h iblage n hi
veoite ar obndt nenltrus Hihatscorltrqe onheael-

teH
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For demonstration, equation 2.4 first will be shown in vector notation:

I [] D [] %wH [:1 + D [][

Here, the following letters are standing for:

I x Oz] inertia tensor

D = H ]1 gyroscopic coupling matrix

The control torques MR follow from the actuator dynamics implicitly contained in equation

(4.1).

( 4 .2 ) D 1 x +v ~ r MH[ yR X ]

Hence, the design for the control torques can be performed in order to get from equation
4.2 the control law for the gimbal angles. The feedback law for the control torques be
described by the following equation:

(4 3 22] KM [ ]
The desired control law for the gimbal angles has the form:

[z] K
R [ + KR2 [z

By inserting equation 4.3 and 4.4 into equation 4.2 the following relation is obtained.

(4.5) KR1 -D KM

KR 2  - D wo0 H [)o]

Thus the V-terms in equation 4.1 can be replaced by the control torques M , M further
using them for derivation of the feedback matrix K , and then determine tM feggback ma-
trices K KR2 by means of equation 4.5. This reduction proves to be necessary for
applicatTn of output vector feedback methods (see Section 4.3).

4.1 DISTURBANCE COMPENSATION BY MEANS OF FEEDBACK OF THE ROLL ANGLE AND ITS DERIVATION

The procedures described in the literature by Mork (4] as well as Lyons, Lpbsock and
Scott [5] utilize the widely apart eigenfrequencies of the satellite dynamics in such a way
that by feedback of the roll angle and its derivation

(4.6) MRx K P + K T

they render the roll loop a fast eigendynamic. Hence is valid
(4.7) Ix (+Kx +K v Mx - H

with the adjustable natural frequency

w@ : (. 0.1 Rad/s resp. T. f 60s for K = 10 I
1x

and the damping

% The coupling disturbance through the yaw speed is of minor importance insofar as the yaw
loop is made essentially slower by appropriate feedbacks.
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I z + k 4 + WoH 41 ZM

in which

O= (f 1.9 10-3 Rad/s reap. T 1 55 min

for H = 50 Nms and Iz = 103 kgm
2)

Thus the roll/yaw loop is decoupled into a roll loop with kigh eigendynamC4 and a yaw
loop with tow eigendynamicz. If it is intended to increase essentially the eigendynamics
of the yaw loop as well, then roll- and yaw motion have to be regarded as coupled motions.
If a general feedback is introduced

(4.8a) MRx = kxo (p + kx1

(4.8b) MRz = kzo ( + kzl

the result is the following characteristic equation

2 9)N *=+xl kxo - caH 2 + -40H s2 H2 + (kzo + kZI s)s • H
(4.9) N(s) =(a2 -1 ) .5 _ + k 1  s

Ix Iz x Iz x Iz
S4 kx1 s3 + H2 kzl H kxo -co)H +o H  2 kzo H kzl (oH

+ y5) + -

x x z x z x z x z x z

woH (kxO )oH

z Ix

The coefficients of the characteristic polynominal and thus the eigenvalues of the system
can be prescribed arbitrarily, because each polynomial coefficient can be made dependent
from a feedback coefficient k. Then the following is valid:

(4.10) N(s) - s4 + fl(kxl)83 + f2 (kzl)s
2 + f3(kzo)s + f4 (kxo)

For a system with two conjugate complex eigenvalues

2 + 2 2 ++2
N(s) = ( 2 + 2E1 ws + ca) ( + 2E2u2s + 2)

the feedback coefficients are determined as:

(4.11) a) kx1 = -2(E1lo1 + E2 )2 ) " x

2 22 0ix iz

b) kxo = 012 1 1- ) °H

2 2 kx0 -%oH uoH H2  Ix Iz

z x z

d) ko2 k1 w0Hd) =8 {"*lE2 "2 + ')2EI~ 1  - x T H

The disturbance transfer functions of this controlled system in a general form reads as:

(4.12) 1oH Mx H
a) q(s) = (s 2 . woz Mx H

x x x z

The stationary deviations for a body-fixed constant disturbance torque have the following
values:

(4.13a) r Iz

(STAT (aH :xOT .

0 •M z

%z
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(4.13b) k zo

OSTAT 0 H 
(w

H -
k x O  x

Mz

Whereas the effect of the disturbance torque M on the stationary deviation of the roll
angle is zero, the deviation of the yaw angle emains unaffected by the control, at iJ,
= M /waH. Howevbr the deviations are influenced by the feedback becayse of a disturbiwXA
torque Mx . Whereas the roll angle deviation is almost proportional _-, the yaw error de-

pends on the ratio k /k . Large numerical values of k reduce theXtationary angle errors
of the satellite and'Rt Ne same time increase the bandwfdth of the system as is shown in
equation 4.11b; because with good approximation kxo - W . 6.

For the example of a TV-Sat-size satellite [2] with aperiodic damping E = E 1, a period
time of T1 = T2  5 min (20 = W2= 2.094 10-2 Rad/s) was chosen. Thi resdlt for

Ix  = 1117,26 kgm
2

Iz  = 1309,30 kgm
2

H 50 Nms

were the following feedback coefficients:

kX0 = - 77,32 kzo = 2,14

k : - 187,25 kzI - 1843,9
For discontinuous disturbance torques Mx =0 Nm rep. M 5 10 Nm the result was the

transient behaviour shown in Fig. 4.2.

Whereas for a disturbance torque M = 10- 5 Nm the stationary deviations remain below
5/1000 degree, due to the control feedback, the yaw angle error shows a value of 0,15
degree at a disturbance torque M of the same size. This deviation can only be reduced by
a larger momentum of the Double 8imballed Momentum Wheel (see Section 2).

106

0 t/min - 40

Fig. 4.2a Roll angle ((t) for Mx 10- 5 Nm.

2-10 4  4,40

-2.10 "4

0 t/mln - 40

Fig. 4.2b Yaw angle 0(t) for Mx  10- 5 Nm.

0

(Pt

S-4 10' 6
% 0 t/min - 40

Fig. 4.2c Roll angle@ (t) for Mz  10- 5 Nm.

- - ~-------~.-
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0,150

0
0 t/min - 40

Fig. 4.2d Yaw angle 0(t) for Mz  10-5 Nm.

4.2 DECOUPLING OF THE YAW- FROM THE ROLL DYNAMICS AT NON-DIAGONAL INERTIA TENSOR

As already explained at length in section 3 it is desirable to keep coupling between the
roll- and yaw motion at a minimum so that disturbances of the roll motion do not cause
long-periodic yaw oscillations. If the satellite-fixed reference system is no more assumed
being at the same time a principal axes system, as it is usual, then even a complete de-
coupling of the yaw dynamics is possible without impairing the stability through it.

Assuming a deflection of the principal axes system with respect to the reference system
about the pitch axis yields a configuration according to Fig. 4.3.

Xh

y, pitch

Fig. 4.3 Orientation of the Satellite at non-diagonal Inertia Tensor.

The reference system and thus the measurement-and flywheel gimbal axes, too, show hence
a skewing angle with respect to the symmetry axis of the satellite. Thus additional dyna-
mic couplings are introduced which have an effect on the gyroscopic angular rate terms and
produce a damping effect,provided the sign of rotation is appropriate.

The equation of motion in matrix notation now reads:

(4. 4) [Mx [Ix -Ixz] . [ H + i +rr OHr +yx

Mz Ixz Iz J - + z 0 H + 'I

M I x 4 G(i + Y) + P • (x + Y)

where

I = inertia tensor

G = gyroscopic coupling matrix

P = stiffness matrix due to the kinematic coupling by the orbit rate.

27 t
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The vectors are defined as follows:

[ state vector (roll-/yaw angle)

=y gimbal angle (roll-/yaw gimbal angle)

Equation 4.14 is premultiplied by the inverse inertia tensor.
(4.15) x + I 1 [G * + P x + G + P ] M M

This reads in component notation:

(4.16a) xz H ( H  p + - H 4 + -- wH  " x H Y' +  - ( H  yX

I Ixz I Ixz
+ N a o z N Mx + NMz

(4.16b) + H ' + I- o ( - x H + I x H + H z + oH + -

Ix  I I X. Ix- - H j x  + --N - ) o H y x : M x +  --M z

N x N o

with N = det(I) = I I - 1 2
x z xz

In case of the product of inertia I being positive, the result in the yaw equation is a
positive damping term 'xz H ii: I Zthe roll equation it is negative, but the desired dy-
namics can be easily se as the roll angle is measured. This and also the decoupling of
the yaw dynamics is achieved by an appropriate control law for the gimbal angles. It is
defined as follows:

(4.17) 1-I [G x + P x + G j + P y] D i + C x

with D = C I
d21 d2 2  c 21  c2 2

Through the elements dll, c1 1 the desired roll dynamics are determined:

d1l = K1 = 
2Erwr c1l = KO = 2

0 r

Here o determines the eigenfrequency of the roll loop and E the damping factor.
Decoupling of the yaw motion from roll is accomplished by thF following condition:

d 2 1 = 0 c2 1 = 0

The other terms describe the dependence of the system from the yaw angle and can thus not
be influenced. They result from equation 4.16

d z xz o

I Ix
d,2 : ." H 022 -. 0o

H

The desired control law has, after solution of equation 4.17, the following form

(4.18) 0 - i + P " y = Q . + Q - x

with Q1 I D G

g I C P

After inserting the following relations are the result:
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x  -xz K, H 0 H

Q Ixz
[Ixz I z  0 H -H

I xz
K1 xz N 0]

This result is again inserted in equation 4.18 and yields the final form of the control
law:

y G01 P y + G- Q1 + G- Q X

(4.21) KiIxI K 0

iIx Iz W 0-Y H  1)oH H

= [I 
: o  ] 

+ 0

- Ix Ko) 00 Z -- T

A very important criterion for the applicability of this principle is the damping of the
yaw loop which is exclusively produced by the product of inertia Ixz* It results from the
decoupled yaw equation:

+I xz * xN H C + R- (oH t = 0

Thus the following eigenfrequency (g and damping factor E are obtained

(4.22) 2 1 x H6 ) 9 ON - o H  r a ( 1o z

H 1x Ixz HI g N IH , 0  fTX

where N f Ix  I

The necessary rotation angle a between the reference system and the principal axes system
(see Fig. 4.3) is of interest now. The transformation relation between the two systems
reads:

(4.23) 1h T r  . •

where

I r  =inertia tensor in the reference system

I h  =inertia tensor in the principal axes system

h  transformation matrix which transforms the reference system
Into the principal axes system

Th F cosC sinaiWith Tr Lsina cosaJ
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the principal axes inertia tensor is obtained as follows:

(4.24) Ix cos
2 L-2Ixz sins coss+Iz sin 2  -(I -I )sina cosa+Iz(sin

Ih
-(I -Iz)COSL sino+Iz (sin a-cos ) Ix sin c+21xz sina cos+I z cos s

The principal axes inertia tensor must have a diagonal form. Hence follows:

(4.25) (IX - Iz)cosQ sins = Ixz(sin 2 - cos2 )

" I~xz f (z - xta( )

For the numerical estimation of the required rotation angle C the same values for the mo-
moments of inertia Ix, Iz and the angular momentum H have to be taken as in section 4.1:

2Ix  = 1117 kgm H = 50 Nms

Iz = 1309 kgm
2

From this the eigenfrequency ca is obtained according to equation 4.22

c = 1.6665 10- 3 rad/s

Hence results the required product of inertia

Ixz P 2E Ix  ZH

With E = ( Thence follows:

Ixz r 68.95 kgm
2

According to equation 4.25 , the skewing angle of the reference system with respect to the
principal axes system is obtained:

r t 2 Ixz

ar tan I 1 17.8

From this finally result the principal axes of inertia according to equation 4.24

Ixh = 1095 kgm
2

Izh 1331 kgm
2

These are realistic values corresponding to a satellite of the size of INTELSAT V.

We have, however, to admit, that the moments of inertia are not known very precisely so
that a certain safety margin with respect to the choice of the rotation angle is necessary.
The higher damping of the yaw dynamic thus obtained is to some extent very advantageous.
On the other hand, the inaccurate knowledge of the inertia tensor leads to residual couplings.
This has to be taken into consideration particularly in connection with the solar generator.
The result of its alignment to the sun is a periodic change of the inertia tensor within
24 hours. The schematic arrangement of the solar generator as it is prevailing today on
communication satellites is represented in Fig. 4.4.

The change of the moments of inertia of the total satellite is determined by the rotation
angle 6 and the moment of inertia of the solar generator about its n-axis. According to
(8] the additional terms describing this change read as follows:

(4.26) A1x  In sin26

AIz  I n cos26

Al -71 •1 sin 28xz

Assuming that for 6 0 there is the nominal configuration with the moments of inertia
Ix , Izo , I xzo' the following is obtained:

(4.27) Ix I xo + In sin2

Iz I zo n(I Cos28)

Ixz xzO -In sn28
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Fig. 4.4 Arrangement of the Solar Generator on Modern 
Comunication Satellites.

According to equation 4.21, the expression 
for the damping factor of the yaw loop 

in depen-

dence of the solar panel rotation angle reads:

1Ixzo - I. sin26 /H .

2 1 + I sin26 (1 I01 2 6)] - a)

The variation of this damping factor is 
shown in Fig. 4.5, where the following 

value for

the solar generator moment of inertia 
about the n-axis was assumed:

Iin = 54 kgm 
2

1T

0x

0 V4 180

Fig. 4.5 Change of the Damping 
Factor in Dependence 

of the Solar Panel Rotation 
Ale.

By means of the decoupling 
of the yaw dyn icsit is now possible 

to produce torques by

attitude control thrusters 
affecting only the roll 

angle. This is important e.g. 
for

desaturation maneuvers. 
Usually the thruster 

torques are tuned to 
the internal torques

caused by the gimbal 
angle desaturation. 

As however thruster 
torques are subject 

to vari-

ations, in most 
cases a superposed 

control is necessary. 
In this case it is, of cor se,

of great advantage if the control error only appears in that angle that can be measured.
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It is advisable to determine the mounting area of these thrusters referred to the nominal
configuration. It results from equation 4.16 regarding that the torque affecting the yaw
loop has to disappear:x.zo xo

I--N- " Mx + I Mz = 0

Hence follows a skewing angle of the thrusters

Ixzo
arc tan -- --

Xo

Now remains to be investigated how the change of the inertia tensor by the rotation of the
solar generator affects the coupling in the yaw dynamics. For this reason a computer simu-
lation has been performed where apart from the moments of inertia already mentioned the
following data were assumed:

torque produced by the thruster: Mo = 10
-2 Nm

roll dynamics: cr = 0.2 rad/s
= 1 2

Er

The result is shown in Fig. 4.6 for different solar panel rotation angles.
3.10-4 ..

TO

Fig. 4.6a Roll angle due to disturbance torque M d =10
- 2 

Nm (short term).

6 .10 -6IT-

-6-10
-6

0

0 t/h 2

Fig. 4.6b Yaw angle for 6 s45° (long term).

7.10
-7

o t/h -

Fig. 4.6c Yaw angle for 6 = 90 (long term).

Disturbance Behaviour in Dependence of the Solar Panel Rotation Angle.

It is remarkable that in all three cases the stationary yaw angle error is zero. An in-
crease of the yaw error only takes place during the relatively short transition time of
the roll angle. It becomes the smaller, the shorter this time is. This is valid for all
rotation angles 6, as shows the following calculation.

The limiting value is found from the equations 4.16 and 4.21 by setting all derivations
of the angles 0 and 0 equal to zero. In the control law according to equation 4.21 and
for the relation of the components of the thruster torques the nominal values for the
moments of inertia are inserted.

%&
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xz-Ixz-Ko" Ixz o -M xoJ

The limiting value hence only depends on the nominal values for the moments of inertia.
Equation 4.28 yields:

M 

x
1P- = o Ixo

Mo. I xo • xzo)
$ =Ko.HI xo (I xzo  Io

xo

A variation of the moments of inertia has no influence on the stationary limiting value.
This can be explained when taking into consideration that the moments of inertia, on prin-
ciple, only cause dynamic couplings, whereas the limiting value exclusively depends on the
stiffness terms effected by kinematic coupling with the orbit rate 0o and the set gain K
The x-component of the disturbance torque, this time, does not cause a yaw angle error de
to the decoupling mechanism, but causes a yaw gimbal angle deflection. The mean value of
its undamped oscillation with the orbit rate co is due to the component M of equation 4.28
shifted by the amount of 0 z

M I
Ayz 0 xzo-~ oH Io

0 XO

This can be verified by inspection of the control law according to equation 4.21. It also
corresponds to the condition of the momentum equilibrium according to the law o; precession
which is explained in detail in section 2. According to it, the motion of the momentum
vector is independent of the satellite parameters and the controller, but is only a function
of the external torques M, the angular momentum H and the orbit rate ( .

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the control concept presented here as a certain
analogy to a well known attitude control system, i.e. the so-called WHECON-Attitude Control
Concept [6]. There, however, a fixed momentum wheel is concerned and the roll/yaw motion
is stabilized by means of attitude control thrusters. These thrusters are skewed by a small
angle with respect to the reference system. Thus a "damping" of the eigenfrequency caused
by kinematic coupling is obtained. This is not possible when using a gimballed flywheel,
as the damping of the momentum vector precession effected by WHECON cannot be achieved by
the internal torques of the flywheel. On the contrary, the undamped eigenfrequency L)
shows up clearly in the control law. But regarding the satellite as a subassembly ac~ord-
ing to the principle of internal reaction torques between mechanical subassemblies, the
effect is absolutely comparable, even if the physical reasons in both control principles
are different according to their nature.

4.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL BY MEANS OF OBSERVERS

Modern communication satellites will be equipped with an on-board computer for data-pro-
cessing. Thus, the effective use of digital attitude control procedures becomes possible.
In the on-board computer, estimation algorithms such as Kalman Filters and state obser-
vers can be realised, which reconstruct from the measured roll angle 0 the yaw angle $
well as the derivative of both of them. Of main importance in this section will be the
application of state observers.

For the controllable and observable dynamic system

(4.29a) x A x + B • u

(4.29b) C x

with the state vector x of the order n, the control vector u (order m), the measuring vector
X (order p), the dynamic matrix A (dimension n x n), the input matrix B (n x m) and the
measuring matrix C (p x n), the unity observer according to Luenberger [7] has the form

(4.30) z F z + G y + D • u

For z = x hence follows for the estimation error

(x - ) A x + B u - F - G • C x - D u F (x -

as far as

(4.31a) F = A - 0 C

% and
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(4.31b) D = B

If F and A have different eigenvalues, there exists a unique solution for G and an initial

estimation error is damped as follows:

(4.32) Ex(t) - x(t)] = eFt x(o) - )

Usually the eigenvalues of the observer are chosen in such a way that the damping time due
to its eigendynamics is shorter than that of the system. In this section, however, the
feedback matrix G of the observer shall be calculated in such a way, that the total system
is, as far as possible, insensitive to parameter variations.

The rotation of the solar generator as well as the center-of-mass-shift due to the fuel
consumption are regarded as the reasons which cause the variations of the system parameters.
The fuel consumption+is jupposed to produce variations of the moments of inertia 1, 1 of
± 20%, marked with I , I resp. 1x, 21. An orbit correction impulse is supposed t6 be'the
largest disturbance orque, which genirztes, because of the misalignment of the orbit cor-
rection2jet a disturbance torque of 10 Nm over approx. 60s. The false momentum of
6 • 10 Nms shall result in an initial error of the yag rate of 4 10-  rad/s. Furtper-
more, the initial error of the roll angle shall be 0.05 and that of the yaw angle 0.5

For the design of a parameter insensitive controller and observer the Min-Max-Design,
described in the appendix in equation (A 11), is inserted, i.e. the following optimization
is performed

(4.33) Min {Max J1
} I KGopt

KO J

with J = (xo, { (I + I+), (I, I;)z zz

For optimization of K , the Lyapunov-equation A.8c has to be solved, which has a unique so-
lution for negative r~al parts of A. Therefore the actuator dynamics having two poles on
the imaginary axis, have to be eliminated from the system equations. This is reasonable,
too, because anyway it cannot be influenced by the control. A damping of this partial
system would be equal to a shift of the momentum vector in the space which, however, is not
possible - as was explained at length in section 2 - because of lacking external torques.
Consequently, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, the control coefficients for
the control will be optimized with the internal control torques M,, ,, and by means of equa-
tion 4.5 the coefficients for the gimbal angle control will be de f@ined. The system equa-
tions considered read in state vector form as:

(4.34) -* - I *

(PI oH~-1~ --
xl x X

H _ 0 Hi
zz + S

CD 1 I MRJ
CI~j [

I 1

or abbreviatedx = A x + B u, Y C x

with the numerical values of the parameters from sections 4.1.

The optimization of the coefficients of controller and observer is bounded as follows:

(i) The estimated yaw angle is not fed back.

(ii) Roll motion is decoupled from yaw motion, i.e. variations of the roll angle
have no effect on the yaw motion.

The weighting matrices Q and R are chosen in such a way, that for Job which according to
equation A.8a and b affects J1

(4.35) Max 0
J1= Ma T AMa(P)

!Go 1 Go !Go

the following is valid:
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(4.36)
(Jo6 f $ 2 + - 2 + -0P 2 + 2

0o 0Max a M + Max Max

10 (- 1-)2 + ( MRx 2 ( MRz )2

'Pka x  + MRxMa------x

+ ( UBI 2 + ( DB 2 + ( UB3 ) + ( UB4  ) 2 ]dtUB 1Max j  UB2Max + Ma UB4Ma,

Here the individual terms were normalized with respect to their maximum amplitudes. Optimi-

zation of the controller-and observer coefficients lead to the following result:

(4l 37]
MRz - 50 -36.9-3 0 V

11.63

G - 9-55

3.00

-43.98

The conversion to the gimbal angle control, according to equation 4.5, leads to the following
relation:

(4.38) 0

[: 3.314 -0.7701 0.4256 0 ]

+ [ 02~1- 7.28-10-5 ] x- 7 .2 8 " 0 - 5  
0 y z

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the transient behaviour of the motion of a satellite with nominal
moments of inertia Ixo , Izo based on the initial conditions assumed in the section 4.3.

Short term behaviour

2.10
"3

210
- 3

0 t/min -4 6

% Fig. 4.7b Roll rate.
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Long term behaviour

1.10 -

Fig. 4.8a Yaw angle.

410
- 5

-4.10
5

0 t/h 3
Fig. 4.8b Yaw rate.

The roll angle, after one minute, damps down to zero. The yaw loop is, however, consider-
ably slower with a transient time of approx. 3 h. As the estimated yaw angle is not fed
back, the large yaw angle estimation error does not disturb the roll dynamic.

The transient behaviour for the satellite with the same controller, but moments of inertia
by 20% larger, is represented in Fig. 4.9.

2 .10 
. 3

-2.10
"3 rT

0 t/min - 6
Fig. 4.9a Roll angle (short term).

As shown by Fig. 4.9a and b the increase of the moments of inertia has almost no influence
on the transient behaviour.

-1.10-2 _

0 t/h ---- p 3
Fig. 4.9b Yaw angle (long term).

Fig. 4.1Oa and b show roll and yaw angles at moments of inertia being by 20% smaller.
There is no essential effect on the transient behaviour, either.

2-10 
- 3

-210
3

0 t/mln 6
% Fig. 4.10a Roll angle (short term).
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910
3

-9 10- 3

0 t/h 3

Fig. 4.10b Yaw angle (long term).

The eigenvalues of the controlled nominal system with state vector feedback are

X1 ,2 = - 7.41 •0 - 2 + j 0.116

X3  = - -.81 • 10-2

A4  = - 9.89 l0- 5

x5, 6 = + 7.28 • io-5

The observer eigenvalues are at

X1,2 = - 1.48 + j 3.05

X3  = - 3.74 •10 - 2

X4  = - 6.22 10- 5

A 5, 05,6 -

5. SUMMARY

The design of an attitude controller for a geostationary satellite with flywheel is made
easier considerably by taking advantage of the physical relations. This enabled Mork [4J
as well as Scott [5] to find simple and at the same time effective control systems, which
in general can well meet all requirements of application satellites. In this report it has
been shown, how to generalize these results, obtained rather empirically, by means of design
procedures for state vector feedback.

Taking advantage of the physical relations however, can also lead to modified sy I:,na-
mics which - compared to the general cse - can have principal advantages. Th.,r ..as been
demonstrated that a total decoupling of the yaw dynamics is possible if the inye i- tensor is
non-diagonal. The reaction to external torques produced by thrusters only affects the -ill
dynamics and thus is much better controllable.

These more conventional procedures from the point of view of control theory, were compared
to the design method with observer. In this case it is possible to maie the system very
insensitive to parameter variations by applying optimization procedures. The expense seems
to be very large for rigid satellites, but the additional dynamics of flexible appendages,
which are only known rather inaccurately, would justify this design method at least in
critical phases of operation.
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APPENDIX

DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS OF LOW SENSITIVITY AT LARGE PARAMETER VARIATIONS

A.1 SYSTEM MODELLING

Given be the controllable and observable system

(A.la) A x + Bu , x(o) = Xo

(A.lb) =Cx

The corresponding state estimator (Kalman-Filter, unity observer) be described as
(A.2A

The feedback law for total state feedback reads:

(A.3) u = K •

Due to the separation principle, the eigenvalues of the controlled system are determined
as the eigenvalues of

A+BK

and

A- GC

Defining

RB G

the following system is obtained by means of state vector extension[A.4) [A ] [B?] u~ o

[x A [ [ I 1OBL J to]

CG I - -

!!

The new measuring vector is z and the new control vector is RG"

With the selve explaining abbreviations, the system of equation (A.4) reads in vector form:

(A.5) XG = AG AG + BG " RG ; ( ° ) -IGO

= CG G

uG = KG * z

The feedback matrix K , to be determined, contains the elements of the gain G of the esti-
mator as well as of tRe state feedback K. The equations (A.5) represent the standard form
of a dynamic system with output vector feedback.

A.2 OPTIMIZATION OF THE OUTPUT VECTOR FEEDBACK FOR GIVEN INITIAL CONDITIONS

For the system of equation A.5 the constant feedback matrix Ka shall be determined in such
a way that the following quadratic integral criterion becomes a minimum.

- T T
(A.6) J 0 (KG) {o Q 2! + R R u,)dt

0

% According to Jameson (41 the cost functional Jo is calculated as follows:
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(A.7) With uG = KG K* CG * G

becomes

Jo = 0 4 dt
0

with
with Q~ + C6T K T R KG

G 0 GG

Transformation of the functional J leads to
0Jo tr(ET a dt] - tr{W

in which

W 2,, xT dt
0

is determined as solution of the Lyapunov-equation (A.8)

(A.8) W + W WT x T
- Go

with

= AG + BO KG CG

For negative real parts of A there exists a unique solution of A.8 for arbitrary values of
x. . The minimum of the cost functional J (K ) is calculated with numerical optimization
m4hods, in which the respective functiona? value is determined as shown above.

In order to reduce the dependency of the solution KG from the respective initial value,
Jameson [9] recommends instead of criterion A.6 the determination of the worst-case solu-
tion

Jo T P  
xG

J (K) TMa- Max T

-Qo -Go-xGo -Go -Go -Go

This is calculated as the maximum eigenvalue XMax of P

J

Max T Max(P)

-Go ?Go -Go

P being the solution of the following Lyapunov-equation:

XTp + p W-

This second Lyapunov-equation can also be used for the calculation of the cost functional
Jot as

J (K xG T P xGo tr(W

is valid.

4.3 REDUCTION OF SENSITIVITY OF THE SYSTEM FOR LARGE VARIATIONS OF THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

According to the design of filters of low sensitivity due to d'Appolito and Hutchinson (101,
the concept of the Min-Max-Design is applied to the design of state estimators and con-
trollers of low sensitivity. For 1 different system realizations

(AG, B0 , C0) G ={AG(1), BU(1), %G(l); ... A0 (i), BG(i), CG(i)}

resp. values of the system parameters

P = C(P); P (i), ..

which represent the parameter variations, first of all the maximum of the function J0 is

It determined over p, and then minimized over KG

(A.9) Min (Max J 0) KGopt
KG
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Maximizing Jo over p, presents itself as selection of the maximal value of J from the i
values of J , to be calculated. The subsequent minimization over Ka is perfSrmed with nu-
merical optimization procedures.

As far as (A (1), B (1), C (1)) resp. p(1) represent the nominal configuration of the system,
the corresponding fenctiongl value JNOM(KG) can be used for normalization so that

(A.10) li -N0MI,-
Min Max KGop
KG £ JNOM

is to be optimized.

By means of the system modelling proposed under A.1, the observer again G for a given state
controller K as well as the controller feedback K for given G, or both together can be
designed as insensitive with respect to the system parameters. As the system state x con-
tains the system state x as well as the estimated 2, the quadratic control error or =-a
quadratic estimation error can be weighted separately by means of Q. The size of the feed-
back matrices G and K is indirectly influenced by the weighting matrix R.

Instead of J also the criterion J , given in section A.2, can be used for the reduction of
the sensitivity, as well as other griteria Ji that need not be quadratic integral criteria.

For the application of the cost criterion J (KG) (equation A.8b) for the design of a con-
troller, insensitive with respect to parameier variations the corresponding Min-Max criterion
reads

(A.1I) Min Max J1 1 = Min {Max XMax(P)} - KGopt
KG P KG R

This criterion is used in section 4.3 for the design of a parameter insensitive controller
and observer.

3L
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ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE NUTATION
OF A SATELLITE EQUIPPED WITH MAGNETIC BEARING MOMENTUM WHEELS

by

C. Rouyer G. Heimbolt and Th. Lange

Head of Satellites Programmes Group Deutsche Forschungs und Versuchsanstalt
S.N.I.,Asrospatiale and flr Luft and Raumfahrt

B.P.2 - 78130 Les Mureaux, France Oberpfaffenhofen - 8031 Wessling, F.R.G.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the nutation divergence of a 3-axis stabilized satellite equipped
with hydrodynamic bearings momentum wheels has recently made anxious some specialists of
satellite attitude control.

The magnetic bearing momentum wheels, having a relatively low transverse rigidity
and dissipating energy in the rotor (due to eddy currents), are likely to present an
inconvenienCe of the same nature, if not of the same magnitude.

The purpose of this paper is to give a physical explanation of the phenomenon, to
present the results of some tests carried out on an air-bearing table, and to show that
the order of magnitude of the time constant of this divergence is so long that the
phenomenon cannot be detected on a satellite of the Intelsat size.

2. NOMENCLATURE

x, y, z Galilean reference axes

X, Y, Z Reference axes of the stator of the wheel supposed to be the main
axes of the satellite

-46
Z Axis of the bearings of the wheel

rRotor axis

I Transverse moment of inertia of the rotor
Tilt angles of the rotor axis with respect to the planes X Z and

Y Z (fig.3)

Tilt angle of the rotor axis (e F

K Restoring torque

Pa Damping torque

'Damping coefficient related to a tilt rate

WR Damping coefficient related to the rotation of the rotor

6)R Rotor rotation rate

Euler angles defining X Y Z with respect to x y z (fig.6)

A Transverse momentum of inertia of the satellite (Ix  I = A)x 4y

HR  Kinetic momentum of the rotor

HS  Kinetic momentum of the structure of the satellite

HT =HR + H S

0 Pulsation of the nutation of the satellite

oPulsation of the precession of the rotor

W2 Pulsation of the nutation of the rotor

T 0Time constant of the nutation of the satellite
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3. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

3.1 Magnetic Bearing Wheels Description

Many types of magnetic bearing principles can be conceived,depending on the sign
of the magnetic forces (attractive or repulsive) and on the number of axes with an active
stabilization control loop. Aerospatiale have chosen to develop the type characterized by

- attractive magnetic forces
- one active axis.

Such a wheel consists of:

- one central part including the magnetic suspension and the driving motor
- one rotor, the technology of which depends on the specific maximum speed.

Figure I shows a schematic section of the Aerospatiale magnetic bearing momentum
wheel.

Passive centering rings (reference A on fig.1) create a radial restoring force when
the axis of the rotor does not coincide with the stator axis.

The axial attraction of the magnetic rings of the stator and of the rotor creates
an axial instability . The axial stability is achieved thanks to an electronic control
loop (C) actuating an electromagnet (B). The error signal is generated by a speed
detection which minimizes the power consumption.

A complementaty passive damping device (D), consisting of copper discs in which eddy
currents are induced when the rotor tilts with respect to the stator, allows an easy
crossing of the critical frequency when the rotor accelerates.

An electronic commutation motor (E) completes the assembly. In case of a temporary
power supply failure, this motor can operate as a generator capable of supplying power to
the axial control loop during more than 80 minutes.

DC

- -

A. Centering magnets F. Electronic commutation
of the motor

B. Axial Control Loop Actuator
G. Safety ball bearings

C. Control Loop Electronics
R. Rotor

D. Transverse Oscillation Damper
S. Stator

E. Motor
V. Clamping mechanism

Fig.1

M
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3.2 Torques applied to the 
rotor

3.2.1 Restoring torque

When the rotor axis tilts by an angle 0( with respect to the stator axis, the
inagnetic bearinggapply to the rotor a restoring torque given by the formula

P = KY (I)

K

I,

Fig. 2

3.2.2 Damping torques

When the rotor moves with respect to the stator, eddy currents are induced in both
of them . As a result, under the influence of the magnetic field of the permanent magnets
of the bearings, forces develop on each bearing which result in pure torques when we
consider the complete assembly.

We have, however, to distinguish between the torques generated by a tilt around the

transverse axes, and those generated by the rotation around the revolution axis (0 Z).

a) torque due to a tilt around the transverse axes

Conventional signs

X Y Z stator axes

P plane perpendicular to O

Z intersection of P and O?

J intersection of P with the rotor axis

tilt angle (rotor/stator),rotation around
ox

tilt angle (rotor/stator),rotation around
oy

(fig.3 shows positive values of ( and
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,0 0

Fig. 3

Let us consider a rotation around 0 X resulting in a tilt angle 0(

According to Lenz's law, a damping torque is generated, proportional to A =

S= -IA(2)a

where I is a damping coefficient

A similar damping torque is generated by a tilt around O y

r (3)a

b) torque due to a rotation around 0 Z

Let us consider a disc rotating in a magnetic field presenting a revolution
symetry, the disc center being off-set by an angle O( with respect to the axis
of the magnetic field (see fig. 4 using the same conventional signs as in fig. 3,
plane P being the plane of the rotating disc).

ig4

M3

% Pig. 4
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Due to the off-sat angle OC , each radius of the disc sweeps a non uniform
magnetic field : this develops eddy currents in the disc, resulting in braking
forces according to Lenz's law.

Let us suppose that a( is the consequence of a rotation around 0 X (J on Z Y)
and let us consider 4 points ; MI M M3 and M

A of the disc, MI and M on the
one hand, M2 and MA on the other had, respectively symetric*4ith reapect to
the point J, centel of the disc.

Due to the eddy currents generated in the disc, an el~m 'ary force is applied
on each of these points, colinear with the gradiant tf the induction flux 4

The elementary force in M is thus colinear with MZ, since grad 4) is radial with
respect to Z

This is shown in fig. 4 where we consider the components V_ (tangential) and N
(radial) of the speed vectorl of M with resnect to the tfield lines. It is r

obvious that will not induci any eddy current and that Lenz's law will react
only against V.

When we onsider the point M, a sjilar reasonina shows that IF F r= 1 lF but
thac |IPlaims towards Z wlil |&'FAaims towards the opposite ditection . The
same woulA apply for any other couplA of points symetric with respect to the
Y axis, such as M 2 and M In consequence, the resultant force or ali the
elementary forces applieA to the set of points of the disc is parallel to
the X axis . when oc is small, we can assume that this resultant is proportional
tc d< and to the spin rate QR =

F x R

( (4)F = o0y

where k is a coefficient of proportionality. Considering the complete rotor
assembly, these forces result in a Lorque

P (5)

where is equal to multiplied by the lever arm between the upper and lower
parts of the rotor.

In a similar way, a tilt around Y could result in a torque around 0 X =

rX 7& R f&(6)

I, -.

Fig. 5

.... | I I ., , ... .. . .. . F

. . . . . . . ., , , . . . .,-0, . L . . - . . . -.
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3.3. Mathematical Analysis

3.J.1 Reterence axes

Let x y z be the Gaiilean reference 
axes and X Y 4 the stator reference 

axes.

The orientation of X Y Z with respect 
to x y z is defined by the angles

as shown on fig. 6

., .

/i

Fig. 6

The rotor axis (J) is still defined, with respect to X Y Z, by angles a( and

Tne| 5 ngesO and are supposed ot be small.

i 7

9. -.-

L in .... rhe.rotor axi , (J , is... still-.- ..ef.ne, wit respect. to X..........by angles. _~ an
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3.3.2 Torques coordinates

The results of § 2.2 are summarized in the table below

Coordinate Torque on Torque on
on the rotor the satellite

0 X

restoring - K4 + K

damping +

0 Y

restoring - K( + K

damping

Note the damping terms q4 and l are related to an energy dissipation in the rotor
and in the stator . The terms I sf and nW,, f are related to an energy
dissipation in the rotor only

3.3.3 Equations

Tne equations of the satellite tilting motion, without external torques, can be
written as follows, compilating the torques listed in § 3.3.2

rotor/satellite A -; 4,4i

interaction K + {L W 0< (7)

rotor + satellite A +(P* ) &). V
assembly tA9* (9+F')\(4~(~ (8)

where HR is the kinetic momentum of the rotor, the amplitude ot which is supposed to be
constant

(Note : it is assumed that the attitude control of the satellite around the Z axis is such
that it keeps a fixed direction of the transverse axes with very small rotation rates
and ; . Consequently, the coupling terms (B-C) 4 and (C-1) &+ can be neglected).

rhe characteristic equation of this system of 4 equations is

6 A2 2
p x (A 2 )

+ p5 x (2 A2 t 7 )

+ p4 x A2 ( 12 + H2 R + 2 IK) - AIH R VR R)

+ p3 x (2 A HRI + 2 A2 h R I R (") - AIHR I R R + 2A 2& K)

p2 x A2 (K2 + WYRW2 ) + 2 AH;R K H2R ) (9)

+ p x (2 I K H2 R)

+ 
0

x (H 
2  

(K 
2
, 1 W.

-0%
pI HR(2 R .)

= o.
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3.3.4 Natural frequencies

Keeping only the main terms, this equation can be simplified as follows

p 6 xA 2 12)

5 x ( 2 A2 1 j) Rotor
+ p4 2 ( 2 )  Nutation

+ p x (A H R
j 2 2  

(10)
p x 2 (A HRV) + A K + A HR IR4R)  Rotor

K p2 x ( 2 K2 ) Precession

+ p x (2 . K H)
I R Satellite

+ pO x (H 2 R K2) Nutation

= 0

Assuming that there is no coupling between these 3 modes (their frequencies being
quite different), their pulsations can be estimated by the formulae

HR
- satellite nutation 0 (11

A

- rotor precession 1 = K (12)1 HR
- rotor nutation 02 = (13)

Orders of magnitude

A = 4000 Kg x m 2  2O0 1,25 X 10 - 2 rad/s

I = 7 x 10 2 Kg x m2
1 .20 rad/s

HR  = 50 Nms
R O2 714 rad/s

C.R = 850 rad/s

K = 1000 Nm/rd

Identifying the coefficient of the above equation to those of

(p2 + 2 a ° p + (4 20 ) (p2 + 2 a1 p + W21 ) (p2 + 2a2 p + 2)

we can calculate the damping ratio of each mode

For the satellite nutation mode we find

' z - , " (14)

This damping ratio is negative, indicatina a divergence of this mode

The time constant of this divergence is

T22 (15)
o-3= R

H R!

I
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The damping ratio af the otner two modes are positive, indicating a convergence of
these moaes :

-1 K

R

3.4 Physical analysis of the nutation uivergence

a) the global Kinetic momentum of tne satellite can be split into two Darts

-- 1 "-4 (16)
H = H + H

( relative momentum ( momentum of the satellite
( of the rotor with ( structure with respect
( respect to the stator ( to the galilean reference

As a first approach, we can consider tnat

Neglecting tne perturbance torques, HT is constant

d HT 0 dHs_ d HR- 0-b - " -(171)

dt dt dt

In a pseudo steady state, IHR l and H5 1 can be considered as constant
-df -- W

d t HO R- . -- td H
dt % 

H  
= 

0
H (19)

dt 0A s dt 0
d iiS  -.70 -- U I H.) Hs dT HE HS  19)

where 4) represents tne nutation of the satellite W 0 is colinear with HT )
and ( re resents tne angle between r ano H0

combining (17), (18) and t19) we obtain the relationship

HS = R'H (2o)

b) The rotor is submitted to a torque R which is the resultant of

- the restoring torque K ( rK)
K

- the damping t rque lR 4 RE. (a perpendicular to rX)
- the damping torque E, colinear with K but much smaller, and which

can De neglected.

r+1- ~ rj K+ C)
R~ K a R 1

d-- ,ard comparing with (1) we obtain a relationship between Eand
Since-3t adcmaigwt (1)e

___- AK H (22)K AK

The satellite is submitted to the torque b

% .. .a d Hs  d HR

r r d R (23)
S dt dt
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C) These torques are shown in fig. 6 where the vectors are projectea

- on the one hand, in a plane perpendicular to OZ

- on the other hand, in the plane (

Equations (19) and (23) show that HS is perpendicular to rS"

Knowing K, V 4) R and A which are characteristic data ot the wheel and of the
satellite, and Sf being given, tne triangle (H , Z, H ) can be urawn without any
ambiguity. This triangle keeps a constant shap as lo~g as we consider that we
are in a steady state and that we do not take into account the other two modes
of the rotor (precession and nutation) which are decoupled from the nutation of
the satellite which we are considering.

If we consider two positions of this triangle during one nutation period of the
satellite which is 3-axis stabilized (see fig. 8) where the axes X and Y Keep a
constant direction), it appears that the relative motion of the rotor with respect
to the stator is a rotation Wel around OZ with the same rate as the nutation rate
of the satellite,&j 0  rel

I rel 0

Cos

"3X

I II I

i Fig. 8
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d) Let us calculate the power dissipated by the relative motion of the otor with
respect to tne stator. This power is related to the damping torque ga and to the
relative rotation rate " rel by the relationship a

Pa =  a a wrel a Wo0 > 0 (24)

This shows that the mode is civergent since Pa > 0

Pa a o!L ? R o

R a r2 (15)

Fig. 9

e) Let us calculate now the energy related to the nutation of the satellite

E = A (p2 + q2 ) + Cr2 ] (26)

where

A = transverse momentum of inertia

C = axial momentum ot inertia

p,q,r = coordinates of the rotation vector of the satellite with respect to X Y Z

r = 0 (the satellite is 3-axis stabilized

p2+q2 = WO2 r see fig. 10) (27)

Fig. 10

%P
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Reterring to fig. 8 and taking into account that 4t4" (equation 22 - E C?/OO0)
it appears that 5

2 2 2 (28)
p + q #(,

E ~ A (4) = (29)

f) On the other hand we have

= dE H 2 d(" (30)Pa =  dt A dt

Assuming T o exp (-t/TO ), we have

-r= (31)
dt To

a = A T (see equation 26)

To = 2 E 02)

Combining with equation (25), we obtain

T = FA 5 (33)

A
2  K

2

To  = RR HR- (34)

which confirms the equation 15 of § 3.3.3.

3.5 Order ot magnitude of the time constant of tne nutation of the satellite

When the satellite is fixed and the wheel notrotating, the equation ot the tilting
motion of the rotor can be simplified as follows

I' + + K 0 0

where I is the transverse momentum of inertia of the rotor of the wheel.

The damping ratio ) is related to V) by the relationship

Tests results obtained on available wheels show that

o,.ol < 0.03

Assuming i

K = 1000 Nm/rad

I = t2 x io-3 Kg.mI

we nave

O.17C R< O.51 tNm/rad/s)

On the other hand, the Aerospatiale wheels are designed such that the energy dissipated
in the rotor is minimized

?RW 0.02 -0 3.4 x 10 . < 0.01 (Mm/rad/s)

Assuming A - 4000 Kg x m2 and 0 R = 83u raa/s, we can calculate

15.4 x 106 S < T0 / 45 x 106 a

182 days < T0 < 546 days

This time constant is quite long, and the nutation ot the satellite will never be
perceived.
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4. AIR BEARING TESTS

The Aerospatiale magnetic bearing momentum wheel RCPM45O was subjected to dynamic
tests on an air bearing platform performed at the DFVLR in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany.
Due to the very low ftiction torques produced by an Air bearing, the platform and thus
the payload mounted on it, is free to move about its center of mass with very low damping.
Therefore this test facility allows the experimental verification of the small nutation
divergence effect produced by the flywheel.

It is quite obvious, that in order to identify the respective parameters, one has
to know very exactly the properties of the measurement system. Therefore a large amount
of time must be spent in preparing the test. To begin with, in the following paragraph,
a short description of the test set up will be given.

4.1 Test Set up

To reduce aerodynamic losses the wheel has to be operated under low pressure. For
this purpose a special vacuum chamber was constructed at the DFVLR, which for reasons of
weight reduction was manufactured from aluminium. By carefully sealing the chamber, the
wheel could be tested for several hours without exceeding the specified pressure level
of 4.10-2 mbar.

The platform, where the wheel with vacuum chamber, electronic boxes and pack of
NICd batteries were mounted, is shown in Fig. 11. Its basic configuration was adopted
from the test specifications developed by DFVLR and MBB for the INTELSAT V attitude
control system. There the moment of inertia ratio pitch vs. transverse axes was required
to be less than unity. For this purpose large booms were attached to the platform in
vertical direction. The bearing itself is of the monof low type (3). It consists of a
steel ball underneath the platform and the spherical counterpart mounted on a ground-
fixed pedestal. By pumping highly pressurized air into the central inlet hole, an air
cushion is generated between ball and bearing supporting the whole platform.

For initial excitation of the platform motion, an intelrated system of cold gas
jet thrusters was used. The gas supply, a set of air pressure bottles, is arranged
underneath the mounting surface of the platform in a configuration, so that the center
of mass shift due to gas unloading and thus gravity-induced disturbance torques are
nearly zero.

Fig.l1 Air bearing platform

As no telemetry system was available, the data transfer to the ground had to be done
via flexible wires. They were fixed very near to the center of rotation of the platform,
to keep spring restraint and damping forces to a minimum. In this way the damping
influence of the wires could ho more be detected when comparing the pendulous motion of
the platform with and without them.

The attitude measurement of the platform had to be very accurate, as only small
oscillation amplitudes are permitted. This is due to the restraint forces of the flexible'I wires and the bending of the platform itself. Therefore high resolution optical sensors
have been utilized, which operate according to the collimator principle, where the photo-
cathode of a multiplier system is arranged in the focussing plane of the optical system.

% They were fixed to the ground on special pedestals and focussed on platform-fixed mirrors.j
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The testing equipment comprised various data acquisition devices, which are shown in
the blockdiagram Fig. 12. The data to be evaluated are wheel speed, relative motion of
the wheel and the platform oscillation. Wheel speed can be derived from the commutator
pulses of the motor by a frequency counter.

ancedistance
no t s onl f tistructuras

als cotanedsped nfRPMton Buto thediffrentmpoetcudb ietfeda"h

p i q b e aly difert analyzer

in detal here

Ipulses

Sanalog

atng mamifs me data loge

Imatoas a'lrs lfes Creorder

Fig. 12 Block diagram of data acquisition

The relative wheel motion was indicated by a distance sensor especially provided
for test purposes. It was mounted opposite to the lower part of the wheel. As only one
sensor was installed, a separation of translational from tilt motion was not directly
possible. Additionally, due to residual balancing errors of the wheel, the sensor signal
also contained speed information. But the different components could be identified as the
pertaining frequency bands were clearly different.

On-line data handling was provide by a structural dynamics analyzer and was used
for the investigation of the relative wheel motion . Due to reasons mentioned below it
was evaluated separately by the so-called fixed base tests which will not be described
in detail here.

For the very low frequency pl nato (sgyrtion, an off-lne evaluation of the
measurement data was p to b e at 5,reer comprehended by a data logger and registered
on a magnetic tape recorder. The evaluation was performed on a digital computer, where
a fast Fourier analysis program was utilized completed by special damping evaluation
procedures.

4.2 Calibration Procedures

As the effects to be detected are very small, adequate calibration of the whole test
facility was necessary. To begin with, the wheel a an and the attitude sensors were accura-
tely aligned, parallel to a reference system, by means of optical instruments.

Secondly, the platform center of mass had to be shifted towards the center of rotation
to minimize gravity-induced disturbance torques.For balancing the platform, a torquing
closed loop was used, consisting of coils attached to the fixed frame in front of permanentmagnets mounted on the platform. A correct balance is obtained when the current in the coils
which is necessary to keep the platform horizontal is equal to zero. But this method allows

only for balancing in the horizontal plane. In the vertical direction this is not necessary.
It is sufficient to have a pendulous restraint torque yielding a platform precessionalfrequency well below the platform nutation ("gyrostat") frequency. The ratio of these
frequencies was adjusted to be at least 15, referring to the total range of wheel speeds to
be commanded.

This turned out to be an advantage, since with a pendulous restraint torque the
platform motion is less sensitive to balancing errors. Another aspect is the effect of
orbital rate simulation generated by the pendulous torque. It allows a scaled simulation
with the true ratio of satellite nutation with respect to orbital rate thus ensuring
realistic simulation conditions (2).

In addition to these static adjustment procedures, dynamic coupling effects also
have to be considered. These effects are introduces, if the principal moment of inertia axes
are not coincident with the reference axes. As for an axis distortion about the vertical
(pitch) axis, it does not affect the results, since only frequency and damping of the
platform oscillation are of interest. It is different, if the vertical axis is not a

! principal axis of inertia, since during the tests, the platform remained caged about that
! axis preventing it from drifting out of the field of view of the optical sensors. Thus
i any residual dynamic coupling into pitch axis would cause a portion of the nutational

% energy to be dissipated in the caging loop.
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The calibration of this effect is performed with wheel running, while the pitch caging
loop contains only a proportional feed-back thus being completely undamped (Fig. 13).

6~e t

Fig. 13 Block diagram dynamic calibration

The feedback gain, K, is defined such that the caging loop is in resonance with the
platform nutation frequency. If a dynamic coupling from roll (+) and yaw (*Y) into the
pitch axis, denoted by& , is present, the pitch angle 0 will start to oscillate with
increasing amplitude. The envelope of this motion is a ramp, the slope of which depends
directly on the coupling factor S . The phase relations allow a direct association to
the respective transverse axis being coupled with pitch. The sensitivity of this balancing
method is limited by the disturbance torque influence, which makes the identification of
the ramp slope impossible, if the dynamic coupling is too weak. The experimental results
indicate that the cross-product of inertia to be identified is less than 1%, relative to
the maximum moment of inertia. This seemed sufficient since residual damping introduced by
this coupling is equivalent to a time constant of 20 hours, which is much greater than the
contribution of the air damping effect being discussed in the next paragraph.

4.3 Measurement Results

During the tests with the oscillating air bearing platform, no wheel precession could
be detected. Therefore, the relative motion of the rotor was investigated separately (refer
to paragraph 4.1). By the determination of the eigenvalues from the time record of the
platform attitude angles (platform nutation and precession) a mathematical model of the
system could be verified. It turned out, that, due to the limited moment of inertia of the
platform, coupling terms between the oscillation modes as described in chapter 3 had to be
taken into account to some degree. In addition, air damping in the laboratory had to be
included in the analysis. Thus the basic equations for a parameter identification have to be
modified to the following torm

HR  HR2O HR (1 - A.K (35a)

o IR4 JR 3  da R R 3 R da (35 b)0 A2 . 2  A A K 2  
A

HR2
where K = K + 2

A

and JR = rotor moment of inertia about the rotor axis

da = air damping coefficient

*7O ,T 
= "damping" (divergence-) eigenvalue

From equation (35b) it is clear that although the platform nutation is damped by the
atmospheric environment, this damping effect decreases with increasing energy losses in the
rotating parts of the wheel (first part of Eq. 35b). Therefore a parameter identification of
either parameter is possible from this relation. Similary in Eq. 35a, we have an increasing
nutation frequency with increasing wheel speed, which on the other hand is influenced by a
decreasing term due to the finite stiffness K of the wheel. Thus, this relation can be used
to identify the parameters A and K. It should be noted that the items describing the platform
characteristics, i.e. the moment of inertia A and the air damping coefficient d had been
identified additionally in a preliminary test where the xheel was not running sad just the
pendulous motion of the platform was observed.

-& - -- 
-"-- 

nn
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For example, the platform response in roll with H - 35 Nms and HR = 51 Nms is shown
in Fig. 14. Two oscillations are clearly to be identifled. In additionR to the nutation
there is a nearly undamped platform precession with a relatively long period resulting
from the shift center of mass vs. center of rotatlon. Concerning the parameter identifica-
tion from the measured frequencies, it can be shown that for weakly coupled oscillation
modes a decoupled frequency can be computed by simply subtracting the precessional from
the nutation frequency (1). At least this is true to the degree of measurement accuracy,
if the respective frequencies are about one order of magnitude apart frnm each other.
This was fulfilled as shown in Fig. 15, where the result of the rast Fourier Transformation
of the platform roll angle is presented, the wheel angular momentum being 51 Nms. The plot
in Fig. 16 confirms, that the pitch axis is almost completely decoupled from roll/yaw and
that there is practically no energy flow into the pitch axis caging loop. Anyhow from
Fig. 14 it can be seen that the platform nutation is damped, but for an angular momentum
of 51 Nms obviously the air damping and the divergence effect due to rotor losses are
nearly equal.

The evaluation results are shown in the next two graphs. In Fig. 17, a curve fit to
the measured frequencies is shown yielding a least square fit confidence level of very
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Fig. 14 Air bearing table response,roll axisI
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Fig. 15 Linear spectrum, roll axis Hw = 51 Nms, = 1.9"10 - 4 Hz.
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Fig.16 Linear spectrum, pitch axis Hw  51 Nms, - 1.9"10 - 4 Hz.
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Fig. 17 Test results, air bearing table nutation frequency
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Fig. 18 Test results, air bearing nutation damping
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nearly 1.0. The parameters, which have been extracted are

A = 118.9 kgm
2

K = 901.3 Nm/rad

The damping factor evaluation was as to be expected not quite as good. The result is
plotted in Fig. 18 ; the pertaining confidence level was 0.66. The parameter identifica-
tion yields:

R 0.7 10- 2 Nms

d = 1.7 .10 - 2 Nmsa

In any case, the value of 11 R appeared to be comparable to that being extracted from
the fixed base tests, which naturally is also the case for the stiffness parameter K.
Thus, according to the parameter values identified, we may extrapolate according to Eq. 35,
what the time constant would be for an INTELSAT-size modern telecommunication satellite.
As'uming a transverse moment of inertia of 4000 kgm2 and nominal wheel speed equivalent
to H = 50 Nms, the divergence time constant would be 150 days, which is in the order of
the approximative estimation from chapter 3.5.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic analysis revealed that, due to eddy current losses in the rotor, restoring
forces lagging behind the spin axis deflection are generated. By physical analysis, it was
shown that these forces generate an instable satellite nutation motion. The approximative
estimation of the pertaining divergence time constant, referring to a satellite of the
INTELSAT size, shows that this effect is so small, that it can hardly be detected. The
results from the analysis have been confirmed by an experimental verification on an air
bearing platform.
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SUMMARY

An entirely autonomous attitude determination algorithm for a dual-spin planetary
spacecraft has been developed. A batch mode process which identifies three reference
stars within a rotor-mounted star scanner's field-of-view based on the criteria of
intensity and geometry is established. The sequential mode which continuously tracks
the reference stars provides star transit times and estimates of rotor's spin rate. A
least-squares estimator is formulated which sequentially determines the spacecraft's
attitude from successive star crossings by minimizing the error in the star and scanner
slit normal orthogonality. This spacecraft attitude also provides intermittent updates
for the gyro propagated inertial attitude of the despun science platform. Simulation
results are presented, showing successful star identification and attitude convergence
in the presence of nutation and star transit time uncertainty.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a star-napping technique onboard a spin-stabilized vehicle for
attitude determination has been designed and successfully implemented in various earth-
orbiting satellites [Ref. 1-4]. It involves a star scanner mounted on the rotating
section of the spacecraft for data collection. The algorithms for determining the
attitude are basically star identification and attitude estimation using the techniques
such as direct match, angular separation, phase match and discrete attitude variation
[Ref. 5]. Their applications depend on the scanner design, output data format, computing
capability and a priori attitude information. However, the essential function is to
associate the observed data to stars recorded in a star catalog. From the scanner
observations which relate the spacecraft reference frame to the star positions in
inertial space, the spacecraft attitude can be evaluated. The attitude estimator takes
on a variety of forms from a simple deterministic approach to a complicated stochastic
minimization algorithm with multidimensional spacecraft dynamic model. The choice
depends on the required accruacy as well as the available computing capability. The
concerted operations of these two processes can determine the spacecraft attitude mnany
orientations with little or no a priori attitude information.

Due to the complexity of these algorithms, the star-mapping techniques have been
applied mostly to earth orbiting satellites where ground comnmication support is
available. In an earlier application for the Project Scanner, manual sorting of star
transit time pairs is required. Other systems such as the Application Technology
Satellite (ATS-C), Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO), and the NASA Multimission Modular
Spacecraft (MMS) use a wide variety of instruments, reticle designs and attitude deter-
mination software implementation where limited ground base support is still necessary.
The Pioneer mission to Venus employed an extensive star-mapping and attitude determina-
tion (AD) algorithm using the sun and two stars as celest a reference. However, the
entire processing is performed on ground using onboard sensor telemetry. The estimated
attitude is then uplinked to the spacecraft for attitude control.

For outerplanetary missions, autonomous onboard AD is required because of mission
complexity and commuunication time delay. One innovative feature of such AD system is
the capability to determine the absolute spacecraft attitude with respect to a fixed
celestial-referenced frame by onboard processors without explicit prior attitude
knowledge and ground support. Such design concept has been realized in the development
of a spacecraft for the NASA's Galileo (GLL) mission to Jupiter. The sacecraft configu-
ration is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a spinning section (rotor) that carries a
high gain antenna for earth communication, two radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTGs) for power supply and a magnetometer boom for measurement of magnetic fields. The
spacecraft also consists of a despun section (stator) and an articulated scan platform
that provide celestial pointing for the science instruments. The spacecraft's inertial
attitude is determined by a V-slit star scanner mounted on the rotor. Accurate pointing
is aided by a pair of gyros located on the scan platform.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the overall attitude determination
functional interfaces are described. The sensor hardwares typically used for celestial
pointing are reviewed in Section 3. The batch and sequential star identification
algorithms are described in Section 4 and formulation of the attitude estimator is
presented in Section 5. Scan platform attitude propagation and update procedures are
described in Section 6. In-flight calibration procedures are outlined in Section 7.
Section 8 presents8 the computer simulation results of the attitude determination scheme

% only from star scanner data. Conclusions are given in Section 9.
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Figure 1. Galileo Spacecraft (Deployed Configuration)

2. ATTITUDE DETERMINATION FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

The star scanner generated data are processed by two distinct onboard algorithms
to provide the spacecraft attitude in inertial coordinates, such as the Earth Mean
Equatorial system of 1950 (EME50). These algorithms are the Star Identification
Algorithm (SID) and the Attitude Estimator (AE).

Two modes of the SID algorithm: batch and sequential, are designed to operate in
sequence. Two revolutions of star data are required before the batch mode processing
can be initiated. The batch SID operates on the data to identify three reference stars
through correlation of their angular separations and intensities with data in a star
catalog. Coarse spin rate estimate, provided by the acquisition sun sensor, can be
refined from the periodic pattern of the star data recorded in the two revolutions. The
sequential SID is for continuous tracking of the three reference stars defined in the
batch mode. It operates on the principle of prediction and confirmation. A time range
of the star crossing event is predicted, and the data within the predicted range is
processed to confirm the occurrence of the star.

Spacecraft attitude information is needed for real-time onboard control algorithms
such as high gain antenna pointing, scan platform pointing, and initializing command
turns. The purpose of the AE is to sequentially determine the spacecraft attitude and
angular momentum vector (H) in the inertial space from the data of each star transit.

The scan platform's inertial attitude specified in auaternions is propagated by a
gyro integrator algorithm from the gyro's incremental position outputs. The propagated
attitude contains drift due to the inherent truncation and roundoff errors in the quater-
nion integration routine. Hence, an onboard algorithm is required to update the inertial
referenced platform quaternions from star data.

The AD system of the Galileo spacecraft is depicted by the functional block diagram
in Fig. 2. For attitude re-acquisition after spacecraft maneuvers, the autonomous AD
procedures are initiated starting from the batch mode SID to acquire a new set of three
stars. The time sequence of the AD execution is shown in Fig. 3. For the Galileo
spacecraft, the total time for initial attitude acquisition takes approximately 4-8 minute.,
The relative difficulties in interpreting the star data increase as the spacecraft motion
deviates from pure spin. Combinati of nutation and wobble effects will degrade the
performance of the SID and the AE. Uonsequently, the attitude determination algorithms
are executed only after these adverse dynamical effects have been damped or controlled.

3. SENSORS

Rotor mounted star scanner (Fig. 4) is widely employed as celestial sensing element
for spin stabilized spacecraft. Examples are BBRC CS-20 and Bendix GLL Star Scanner
Assembly. It consists of a set of refractive optics which project the star field images
onto a V-slit reticle (Fig. 5). One of the slits, known as the clock slit will provide
the clock positions of the stars detected in the spacecraft body frame. It is, in general,
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cone angle while the relative clock angle
between any two stars can be evaluated from the difference between the two clock slit
transit times. These computations require that spin rate information be available. In
general, spin rate can be determined based on the repetitive star pattern over several
revolutions. Frequently, an a priori estimate of spin rate for initialization comes
from a different sensor, e.g. sun sensor or gyro. A sun sensor may operate inefficiently

./ for rate determination when the spacecraft -- sun line is within 5* from the pin axis,
j This may often be true for outerplanetary missions when the high gain antenna boresight~
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which lies along the spin axis is aimed towards the Earth for conmunication. However,
for a dual-spin spacecraft, encoders can be used in conjunction with stator-mounted
gyros for spin rate determination by measuring the relative clock position between
the rotor and stator and the stator rate as sensed by the gyros.

4. STAR IDENTIFICATION

There are two modes involved in the SID algorithm: batch and sequential. The batch
mode is executed when there is no a priori attitude information available. From two
revolutions of recorded data, a coarse attitude can be evaluated along with a spin rate
estimate. Three reference stars are also defined based on various criteria for subsequent
tracking by the sequential mode. The sequential mode will then continuously track the
defined stars by confirming their occurrences within the time window predicted. However,
it can also be initiated independently to track three ground selected reference stars
within the scanner FOV (Field-of-View).

4.1 Batch Star Identification

The batch SID identifies three reference stars by comparing the data to a star catalog.

A nominal set containing about 200 stars which are within the detecting capability of
the scanner should provide enough candidates for tracking at any attitude. Three major
operations are performed by this algorithm, namely, star pair selection, spin rate
determination and star matching.

(a) Star Pair Selection

Star data containing magnitudes and transit times information for both clock and cone

slits are recorded sequentially in a stack register according to their time order of
detection. A procedure based on magnitudes and elevation angles is commenced for pairing
two star pulses corresponding to the clock and cone slit transits. To determine if two
consecutive pulses (i, i+l) are recorded from the same star, a relative intensity check
is executed which is defined by the following inequalities,

1
aIAVG L 1i a IAVG

AVG L i+l a 'AVG

IAVG = (Ii + Ii+i)/2

where I denotes the pulse intensity and a is the relative intensity measurement accuracy.
If both intensities are within bounds, an elevation angle test is performed. From the
transit time difference between pulses, the star elevation angle E i relative to the
rotating body of spacecraft can be evaluated as

E i = tan- {klsin [W(ti+l-t) k2 cos [w(ti+l-ti)]}

k = cos(Ar)
1 tanB

k2 sin(Ar)2 rana

where kl, k2 are constants determined from the scanner mounting configuration, [Ref. 6).
w is the spin rate and ti, tj+l are pulse transit times, Ar and 0 are angles as shown in
Fig. 5. The angle computed should be within the scanner cone FOV. However, when there
is a large initial spin rate uncertainty, the FOV criterion should be increased accordingly
to avoid deleting any valid star pair. If both tests are satisfied, the two pulses
are assumed to be a valid star pair by assigning a confidence index J of 1, otherwise,
an index of 0 is assigned. An ideal sequence of J should contain only alternating Is'
and Os'. However, there can be ambiguous situations when more than two pulses of equiva-
lent magnitudes are grouped together, thereby, satisfying both tests. To select the
more probable pairs, magnitude differences between two consecutive pulses within the
group are evaluated. The pair with a smaller magnitude difference when compared to the
following pair will be chosen. The confidence indices for such pairs are reduced to
ensure a lower probability for being chosen as star matching candidates. The index is
cnmputed as

J = A(l - el/e 2) for ei e2  and A < i

where

e- '1i - il
/ 2 - Ie i -

e 1 11 1

,, i.... ... li. l~ m ~ n i i /0d . .. . . _ - J ' -a,
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If eI > e2 , proceed to check Ii, li+l, Ii+2 with el and e 2 redefined accordingly. To
choose unambiguous bright stars which are not close to the edge of the scanner FOV, each
possible pair with J # 0 is assigned a point rating P as follows

P = C x J x (1 - M/7)

where
C { CI if JEJ < FOV - 10

C 2 otherwise

and

CI1 > C 2

M is the averaged magnitudes of the pair computed as

M - - 2.5 loglO (IAVG/IR)

where IR is a reference intensity greater than the brightest star recorded.

(b) Spin Rate Determination

Spin rate is determined from the periodic pattern of the stars in terms of magnitudes
and elevation angles. Magnitudes recorded for the same star over two revolutions should
be within the relative intensity measurement accuracy, or

1
i  ! k  ! i

The difference in elevation angle should be within the limit of residual nutation and

wobble angle of 
6
e as

JEi  - Ek; : 'e

Each pair (i) is checked against all other pairs (k) following it according to the two
criteria. When both tests are satisfied, the difference in clock slit transit At is
recorded where I = 1,2...N for some N. Let mi be the number of times that At satisfies
the criterion

A A n I At k, n = 1,2 .... N Z 4 n (4.1)

The At limit should reflect the maximum variation in spin rate between revolutions and
the clock measurement accuracy of the scanner. Let mma be the maximum value of mk,
1 < z < N, the A's that correspond to mmax are averaged to determine the spin rate.
With the improved spin rate, the procedures given in section (4a) are repeated for one
revolution of data. After the points P have been evaluated, the top four pairs are
chosen as matching candidates for comparison with the star catalog.

(c) Star Matching

The four candidates are compared to a star catalog based on the absolute magnitude
and angular separation test. For the i-th candidate, a magnitude compatible star set
(i) is defined with its elements satisfying the constraint

rim 1 Ikc < r 
1
im

r < I

where lim is the measured magnitude of the i-th pair and Ikc is the cataloged magnitude
of the k -th star and r is the absolute magnitude measurement accuracy of the scanner.
The angular separation between two candidates (ij) is computed as

X -cos ~I 
(SBi . SB)

where SB is the measured star vector expressed in the spacecraft body frame and evaluated
from t e- clock and cone angle measurements. Similarly, the angular separation for any
two stars (k, ) corresponding to the compatible set (ij) respectively is computed as

Xk " cos'
1 

(SCk SC)

where SC is the star vector expressed in EME50 from the catalog. The difference between
these two angles

ex - IXij - Xktl

is then checked to ascertain if it is less than the criterion Ax given as

% AX - 2 x n x sin (2C/3) + 2 x * x sin (t/2) + v
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where t is the clock angle separation between star i and J, n is the nutation angle,*
is the wobble angle and v is the measurement uncertainty introduced by the scanner
[Ref. 6). All possible combinations of the elements in the four sets are tested for
angle compatibility while a point rating scheme is evaluated to determine the best
matching combination. It is computed as

4
POINT= (P ix Di) {TR+l1)

where D is the number of pair matches for the i-th star and TR is the number of triangle
matches for the combination. The matching combination with the maximum rating is con-
sidered to be the correct identification if there is at least one triangle match. From
the matching combination, three stars which establish a triangle with the lowest
distribution index X are chosen as references. The index is defined as

A I(S 1 .5 2 )(S 2 .S 3 )(S 3 .Sdi[ 0 < A < 1 (4.2)

to ensure large angular separations among the stars for improved performance of the AD
estimator.

4.2 Sequential Star Identification

The sequential mode can only search for the three defined reference stars based on
the concept of prediction and confirmation. A time window is predicted within which a
particular star is expected to be observed. All pulses within the window are checked
for magnitude and elevation angle compatibility with the expected star to confirm its
occurrence. This operation is performed sequentially in real time. When a star is
confirmed, the transit time information is routed to the AD estimator for attitude
update. If confirmation cannot be achieved, the next star will be considered. Two
stages of operation are involved: search phase and output phase.

(a) Search Phase

Since the sequential SID is designed to allow initialization independent of the batch
SID, timing synchronization between the act' al star transit and the algorithm is required
for prediction. To locate the i = I reference star, all recorded pulses will be checked
until two consecutive ones which satisfy the absolute and relative magnitude tests as
well as the elevation angle check are detected. The range of occurrence of the next
star j is then predicted as follows

t INITIAL = t.i + (e . - e)/w

t FINAL - tINITIAL + at3 + (2e/w)

where t. is the star i clock slit transit time, es, is the relative clock angle between
star i ifid j, atj is the transit time difference be ween slits for star j (evaluated from
the elevation angle), and e is a tolerance on both bounds. Absolute/relative magnitude
and elevation angle checks are performed for all pulses within the bounds. Upon confir-
mation of all three reference stars, the search phase is considered to be completed and
will proceed to the ou1tput phase.

(b) Output Phase

Similar procedure of time range prediction and star pulses confirmation is execut-ed.
For each confirmed star, the clock/cone slit transit times as well as the star vector are
sent to the AE. To account for the gradual drift in the H vector, the elevation angle
and the relative clock angle for each confirmed star are updated for the next prediction.
In addition, spin rate is evaluated at the end of each revolution by averaging the clock
slit time differences between revolutions for all the confirmed stars.

4.3 Noise Consideration

The star scanner detector, whether it is built based on CCD or photo-multiplier
tube (PMT) technology, is very susceptible to radiation noise. Radiation environment
is sometimes encountered in orbiting missions to outer planets (e.g. Jupiter). The
noise is introduced in the form of false pulses in the data stream. Consequently, the
sequential SID should allow interleaving of other pulses between the reference star
pulse pair when performing magnitude and elevation angle test within the time window.
Due to high radiation background, the sensitivity of the scanner will be reduced
thereby lowering the star detection probability. In such situations, failure to confirm
a reference star can occur frequently. When there is no confirmed star for several
revolutions, the time range prediction may not be accurate because of the invalid
constant spin rate assumption over this period. Under such circumstanceq, an alternative
approach can be taken based on gyro information. Assuming that the gyros are turned
on during this period, thereby providing the rotor attitude and spin rate in inertial
space. The transformation ETR frm rotor EME50 can thus be obtained at any specified
ts. The next reference star vector can be expressed in the rotor coordinate as

[S S S IT . [IT)
LR y Rz -T) E
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from which the star clock angle * in the rotor coordinate is evaluated as

* = tan
-
1 (SRy/SR.)

and [-]T denotes a matrix transpose. Rotor spin rate w can be measured by the gyros and
encoders for time range prediction which is given as

tINITIAL = t s + (0 - e)/w

tFINAL = tINITIAL + At + (2e/w)

for the j-th reference star. All testing procedures will then remain the same. With the
reduced scanner sensitivity, the magnitudes of any star detected may deviate from the
true value larger than anticipated. To compensate for intensity variations, a function
relating the measured intensity with the true star intensity and background is required.
Background information is a measure of radiation level as monitored by the scanner.
An empirical model is given as

Ic = K ln(l + 10 /[(1 - ;)K - B])

where B is the background intensity, I0 is the measured intensity of a star, € is a
scanner constant, K is the scanner saturation level and 1c is the true star intensity.
Based on such a model, recorded intensities should be adjusted prior to the magnitude
tests for more accurate result. If the scanner threshold is adjustable, it is recommended
to set the level high enough to be able to just detect the dimmest reference star.
Subsequently, the number of noise pulse will be reduced to the minimum while the scanner
is still sensitive to detect the entire reference star set.

5. SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE ESTIMATOR

The attitude estimator (AE) for the Galileo spacecraft is designed to sequentially
process the star scanner measurements and determine spacecraft's attitude and angular
momentum vector in EIME50. The AE formulation uses the least-squares method to determine
the attitude which satisfies the necessary condition of star and slit normal orthogonality.
Nutation and wobble are initially considered in the dynamical modeling. However, with
the presence of a passive nutation damper and an onboard wobble control algorithm,
nutation and wobble can be assumed negligible during steady state operations. Consequently,
the model can be simplified to a pure spin case.

5.1 Formulation of the Dynamical Model

A spacecraft inertial coordinate frame A established by three orthonormal vectors

A = [a,' 42' 3]

is first defined with a3 aligned with the estimated angular momentum vector H, and al lying
in the plane defined bj H and the line-of-sight (LOS) of the "first" reference star.
A is also called the attitude matrix of the spacecraft.

The basic concept in the model formualtion is that when a star falls in the scanner
slit FOV, the star vector S is orthogonal to a vector n normal to the scanner slit. The
star vector is defined in-E (EME50), and the slit norial is defined in rotor coordinates
R. If the slit orientation and the star transit times are exactly known, then at each
star crossing, the necessary condition of orthogonality holds:

I clock slits n = 0 j = (5.1)
j 2 cone slit

However, due to the presence of spacecraft modeling errors, transit time resolutions
and measurement noise, errors would exist in the orthogonality defined by

c = S § nj 0 0 j - 1,2 (5.2)

To carry out the above dot-product operation, both S and n are expressed in the
same coordinate frame (A), i.e.

S= ATSE (5.3)

and

T n clock slit crossing

P ~ t i - o ) 3 -l R
fB - [I+enx][I+e~x] (5.4)BW(t2-to)] T Rn cone slit crossing

where [BJ denotes a rotation about the i-th axis by an angle e, t (t2 ) is the clock
(cone) tfansit time, and h and n are the alit normals in R which are constant

% vectors for known slit mouAfing orintations after in-flight misalignments calibration.
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Furthermore,

e n  [t] 3  y; e [wt] 3  y

1-0"0

where 6 is the precession rate, and the x,y components of nutation angle n , n and
wobble angle *x, - are assumed small. I is an identity matrix. The notationy[ex] is
a matrix cross-product operator defined as

ex = 3  0 -e for e e2

e 2  eI1 e 3

For some special modes of spacecraft maneuver (e.g., all-spin mode) when wobble and,
perhaps, nutation become significant, the vector [n n , e e ] can be simultaneously
estimated together with the attitude error by utiliEingYequatioX (5.4).

In the sequel, we will assume that the spacecraft attitude is generally estimated
when all the spacecraft dynamical excitations and nutation are essentially damped out
and wobble is controlled. Then the errors contributed by both nutation and wobble can
be assumed small. Typically, onboard memory size and execution time margins are major
concerns in the design of spacecraft control algorithms, and it is deemed appropriate
to assume a pure-spin model for the AE formulation. Consequently, the slit normal in
the absence of nutation and wobble is given by

[W(tl- t°T 
n

T R n clock slit crossing

[w(t 2 -t0 )A n 2R cone slit crossing

The objective is then to determine the spacecraft coordinate frame A such that the error
in (5.2) for both slit crossings are minimized.

5.2 Attitude Estimator Algorithm

At each star crossing time k, the sequential SID provides the star vector S(k),
and the transit times t (k) and t (k), Given the last estimate A(k-l), our objective
is to determine A(k). Let y be t~e desired angular rotation about the axes of A(k-1)
to assume a new A(k). By siall angle approximation, (5.2) can be formulated as

[I-yx ] S(k) n .j(k) = v.(k) j = 1,2 (5.6)

where S(k) and t(k) are expressed in the A(k-l) -oordinates, and vj(k) is the associated
error In the ort-ogonality due to measurement noise. Rearranging (5.6) one can obtain
the equation

S(k) . n (k) = (S(k) x nj(k)) • 1(k) + vj(k) , - 1,2 (5.7)

A coordinate system L i (LI, L2, L3) is defined with the star vector aligned with Ll and
L2 aligned with the clock-slif nofmal at transit. This enables simple expressions of
the sensitive axes (hi - S x ni, i - 1,2) orientations to be defined in the L2-L3 plane
(Fig. 6). As the ch.nge In tfie actual attitude between the two transits tl(k) and t2 (k)
is small, the attitude update can be performed immediately after the cone slit transit,

using both clock and cone transit information.
With hi(k) and y(k) expressed in L2L3
coordinates, (5.7) can be written as

L3
12STAR VECTOR IS -H(k) yt(k) + v(k) (5.8)

hk ALONG LIwhere

or1 91 S nS x TJ-h2 H2

- Ln (Sxn T h T

For 90° > > 0, H is a nonsingular matrix.
The least-squares estimate of the error

Figure 6. Star-Normals Coordinate Frame (L) rotation in (5.8) is

1 (k) - E(k) (5.9)
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At each star crossing k, (5.8) is given by

fo 1l
e(k) 1 - l(k) + V(k) , 8 # 0 (5.10)

L-sina cosal

(5.10) is solved to give

x(k) = [ 2 (k) [ct e(k)

in the L2-L3 plane. Furthermore, l,&2 can also be expressed in terms of n l and n2 .
From Fig. 6

1 -l
1 = s n - -sin '1

Then, with nl, n2 defined in A(k-l), Y(k) can be expressed in the A(k-1) frame by

Y(k) = (Fl(k)n 2 (k) - &2 (k)nl(k))/sinO (5.11)

Although we have derived a desired rotation about the coordinates of A(k-l) to
assume a new A(k), it is desirable, for better noise tolerance, that the actual attitude
update is controlled by different estimator gains K(k) depending on whether the space-
craft is in the transient or steady state. The actual rotation angle is specified as:

p(k) = K(k) _(k) (5.1)

At transient state, fast reduction in the attitude error is desirable and hence
full gain on star information is used. Such a gain, however, weighs equally on the true
attitude error as much as on the effect of noise. At steady state, the gain is reduced
to a minimum magnitude (e.g. comparable to the size of jittering), so that sporadic,
high frequency noise can be adequately filtered out.

The estimator gain K(k) can be set at

1 k < k: transient state

K(k) = k k = 1,2,3...

2 mi n  k > k O  steady state

where k is a slit crossing counter (six per revolution), and is reset to zero whenever
an external torque is applied to the spacecraft (e.g. thruster firings). kQ can be
chosen based on the distribution of the three identified stars Si, i = 1,3 in the
inertial space. In a deterministic sense, the estimation error e(k) can be reduced by
e(k) - xe(k-l) per revolution in the transient state, where X, defined in (4.2), is
a star distribution index indicating the degree of orthogonality in the reference stars
distribution. Since the spacecraft is initialized by the batch SID with an error in
the order of one degree, A vs. ko is computed to be

A 0.014 0.12 0.24 0.34 0.49 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.8

k 3 6 9 12 18 24 27 45 54
0

where ko - 3T, and T is the number of revolutions required to reduce the error from
17.45 mrad to below 0.3 mrad. From the above relation, ko can be assigned a value
onboard each time A is computed from three identified stars.

For computational efficiency, the Galileo onboard attitude estimation is done using
quaternions as follows:

q(k) = coso q(k-1) + .... q(k-) (5.1)

L 0

Q2 A 1 (p(k) • p(k)) for the interval [k-l,k].

5.3 Attitude Estimator Initialization

An estimated A coordinate frame defined in EME50 can be computed from the orientations
and the scanner clk:ck/cone measurements of any two identified stars for initializing the
attitude estimator. For two unit star vectors S and S2 of known orientations, an
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orthonormal coordinate system D - [1, 42. 43] can be defined as:

d 2 x 1l

Since S1 S2 in E (EME50) are readily available from the star catalog, [dl d2,d3] can be
defined Ift E which is equivalent to a transformation matrix from D-to E 6 -
ETD. Furthermore, Si S2 can be expressed in the spacecraft body coordinate frame rom
the scanner clock a! cone angular measurements of the star transits, and [di d2,d3J in
A, or ATD, is thus available. Subsequently, an estimate of the A coordin terme,
equivalent to a transformation matrix from A to E, or ETA, is given by ET [ATD .
Note that the third column of ETA corresponds to the attitude of the spin axis, and
hence an estimate of the angular momentum vector in EME50. For Galileo, this procedure
provides an initial estimate of the spacecraft body coordinate frame with error of about
one degree per axis.

6. SCAN PLATFORM ATTITUDE PROPAGATION AND UPDATE

Accurate determination of the attitude and rate of the platform coordinate system
with respect to inertial space is essential for high precision platform pointing and
slewing. For the Galileo spacecraft, the sensors are a pair of rate integrating gyros
mounted on the platform. The gyro outputs are used by an integration algorithm onboard
to propagate the scan platform attitude and rotational rate. Absolute inertial attitude
information is computed using star scanner data for intermittent update of the propagated
platform attitude.

6.1 Platform Attitude Propagation

The scan platform attitude relative to the inertial space is specified by quaternions
q, and can be obtained by numerically integrating the quaternion differential equation:

q(t) A(t) q(t) I A(t) -' o a .0

Since A(t) is time varying, a closed form solut' a is not readily available, and a series
method is used for the solution design. A fourt. order algorithm [Ref. 71 is chosen
for Galileo after performing a tradeoff study among algorithm complexity, truncation and
roundoff errors for 32-bit floating point arithmetic:

qj - ([g] ~~+ 1. e + 1. e2 + 1. (6~e3~ ~

(6.1)
+1 4+ = (e + 4(ej( J-2 - 2eJ- 1 ) - (8J-2 "2j-)eJ)) qj-1

where is the gyro incremental position vector

e ,
at its sampling time J. For Galileo, the gyro sampling interval is 44 4/9 msec.

6.2 Platform Attitude Update

Since the gyro outputs provide incremental positions, the algorithm in (6.1) only
propagates the attitude with respect to an initialized platform attitude. For prolonged
periods of time, this propagated attitude may be drifted away significantly from the
true attitude due mainly to the inherent truncation and roundoff errors in the integrator
algorithm. In the case of Galileo spacecraft, star scanner information is used to
intermittently update the platform's absolute inertial attitude. The main differences
between platform attitude update and the AE are as follows:

1. The star vectors S and slit normals n are expressed in the platform coordinates via
the spin bearing asseibly and articulated scan subsystem's encoders, using synchronized
star crossing data, encoder data and gyro readouts.

2. The AE determines the 'A' coordinates, which is basically an inertially stationary
coordinate frame within the periods when no external torque is applied to the spacecraft.
For the AE, rapid attitude convergence from a large Initial error is of prime importance.
On the other hand, the scan platform attitude updating procedure is designed for small

error corrections (such as due to integrator algorithm drift) in the steady state. For
Galileo, the gyro integrator algorithm drifts in the order of 0.4 mrad per hour (3a).

%.
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The error in n is reflected by the error function

= 12 2(62

and can be minimized by rotating n according to the kinematics

j = Px 9, j j - 1,2

This minimization can be achieved by choosing i such that V, given by

222 (n " S) S) U Q ( (S x 1j) (6.3)

Jl J - j-1 .. ..

remains nonpositive. The identity (Px n) • S = P'(n x S) is used in (6.3). V ! 0 always
holds if we choose

u(k) = S(k) x (El(k) n1 (k) + <2(k) n2 (k)) (6.4)

for each k where cj = nj .S, j -1,2, which constitutes to the desired coordinate
rotation ot

p(k) - G v(k) ,0 < G 1 (6.5)

for each star crossing pair, [Ref. 8] (6.5) can be directly applied to the quaternion
updating equation (5.12), in which q(k-l) is the latest propagated platform quaternion
just prior to the star update.

7. IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION

The exact orientations of the slit normal vectors ni in the rotor coordinate system
are essential for the AD accuracy. Due to mounting misalignments and other systematic
errors, ground calibration of the scanner from in-flight data is thus required. The
basic equation representing the slit crossing by a star is given as

T ETR n = 0 f1 clock slit

T i =  2 cone slit (7.1)

The actual slit normal defined in the rotor coordinate can be modeled as

ni = (I - [eix]} n*-i[i] i (7.2)

where n ±s the known nominal and ei the slit misalignment error vector. The transforma-
tion LTR can be determined frorn gyros which are appropriately calibrated and initial-
ized. On substituting (7.2) to (7.1), an observation model can be defined

Yi S TETR * =He. +V
E -i -H

where
H = -T ETR [n* x]

-'

At each star crossing, the transit time and the star vector are telewetered along with
gro information for attitude reconstruction. The transformation ETK is evaluated at

e time of star crossing for defining the observables yi and the observation matrix H.
A standard sequential Kalman estimaLor can be applied for error estimation with ei assumed
time invariant. The equations are as follows;

e(k+l) - e(k) + K(k+l)[y(k+l) - H(k+l) e(k)]

K(k+l) - P(k)H(k+l)[H(k+l)P(k)HT(k+l)+R(k+l)]
-l

P(k+l) - [I-K(k+l)H(k+l)]P(k)[I-K(k+l)W(k+l)]T + K(k+l)P(k+l)KT(k+l)

Simulation studies indicate that convergence can be achieved in 18 star measurements
with residual error of less than 0.05 mrad [Ref. 9]. The error estimates are then
uplinked to the onboard AE for improved attitude determination.

8. SIMULATION

For performance evaluation, the star scanner data was simulated using a three-body
spacecraft model. The star field observed was defined by the input attitude and
nutation angle based on a 200 stars catalog. The data was generated for 60 revolutions
at twenty inertial pointing directions along a nominal Galileo trajectory. A sample of
such data for 4 revolutions is shown in Fig. 7. Successful identifications were
achieved in all cases by the batch SID while the sequential SID could track the three
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reference stars during subsequent revolutions.
5.0 1 1 1 The processing time is approximately 30

4.5 seconds on UNIVAC 1108 for the batch with
uncertainty of 0.1 mrad/sec in spin rate. The

4.0 processing time of the sequential SID for each
prediction and confirmation is small (in order

3.5- -of msec). Values of the various parameters

3.0 -employed in the simulation are given in Table 1.

The AE was simulated and tested with
various orientations of the H-vector in EMESO.

2.0 -Table 2 shows the corresponding star distri-
bution index, the initial and final errors,

1.5 and the number of star crossings prior to
attitude convergence for each test case.

1.0 Transit time noise of a - 0.5 and 1.3 nsec
and nutation angles up to 2 mrad were tested.

0.5 Figure 8 depicts the various transitions to
0 the steady state gains from the transient

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 state ain depending on different values of
Several test cases with H - (1 0 0] are

TIME, sec depicted in Figs. 9-11, showing the quaternions

update vector p the error function V =-E,
Figure 7. Star Scanner Pulse Sequence and the estimation error in H versus star

observations by both slits (3 per rev.). In

Fig. 9, a noise-free case is shown. A simuiation with transit time noise of a = 0.5 msec
and nutation of 0.5 mrad is shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 depicts large uncertainty in
the transit times (a - 1.3 msec) and high nutation of 2 mrad.

Table 1. Star ID Simulation Parameters

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTIONS VALUES 1.2 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.1 TRANSIENT STEADY

11 RELATIVE INTENSITY 0.871 10 STATE GAIN STATE GAINJ.( CRITERIONT

UP ROTOR SPIN RATE 0.33 mrad/sec 0.9

k SCANNER MOUNTING 1.245 \<0,3 0.3< oS0.5 k >0.5

CONFIG CONSTANT K(k) 0. 7

k SCANNER MOUNTING 1.089 0.6
2 CONFIG CONSTANT 0.5

A CONFIDENCE INDEX 0.7 0.4 -
COMPUTATIONAL CONSTANT 0.3 -

cI  POINT COMPUTATIONAL 100 0.2
CONSTANT 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5D 55

c 2  POINT COMPUTATIONAL 65 No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k

CONSTANT

FOV FIELD-OF-VIEW ±50 Figure 8. Estimator Gains

9 RESIDUAL NUTATION 0.50
AND WOBBLE

At SPIN RATE VARIATION 8 msec
CRITERION

Ga ABSOLUTE INTENSITY 0.795

CRITERION

NUTATION ANGLE 0.51

WOBBLE ANGLE 0.0060

p SCANNER ANGLE 0.250
MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

e TIME RANGE PREDICTION 5(
TOLERANCE

K SATURATION LEVEL 6.5 x 106

SCANNER CONSTANT 0.00775

IR REFERENCE INTENSITY 1.5 x 10
4

II
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Table 2. Spacecraft Inertial Attitude (A) Estimation

Initial Final Number of
HI Attitude Star Distribution Error Error Star Crossings
in EMESO Index per Axis (mrad) per Axis (mrad) Prior to Convergence

[00 0.03 21 0.42 26

[100) 0.68 15 0.37 60

[io 0.02 10 0.35 24

i.11°
11D0.21 17 0.45 38

0.5 0.16 35 0.27 37
0.7071

8 1 1 1 1' I I 20

7 
1

NOISE FREE TRANSIT TIMES

6 -PURE SPIN 16

5 ......... P1 14

4 --- -P2
P3 

12
p (k ) X

10..2 3 Z 10

2 0 a6

1 62 2ol
-2 0 L --j
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k

Figure 9(a). Attitude Update Parameter Figure 9(c). Angular Momentum Attitude Error

r 5 25 I 251 I 1 1

i3

20 •.... I

010
V ( ) (k ) 5

10-
3  123 0 

- 3

0 s 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 0 s 10 15 20 2s 30 3s 40

No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, &

Figure 9(b). Error Function Figure 10(a). Attitude Update Parameter

-.
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166

12 6

5

V~k ~V(k) 4
10-5 to-

3

4 2

0 - I I - I
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 0 5 t0 15 20 25 30 35 40

No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k

Figure 10(b). Error Function Figure 11(b). Error Function

5.0 1 1 I I I

25.01
4.5

22.5
4.0 -

~3.5/

NOISY TRANSIT TIMES 0- 0.5-6Uc 23

15.0 A NUTATION =0.5Ywad 2E.
.52.5

z 52.5

10.0 0 2.0 -

7.5 -.
1.0

5.0
2.5 _0.5

0 5 30 15 20 25 30 35 40 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, It

Figure 10(c). Angular Momentum Attitude Error Figure 11(c). Angular Momentum Attitude Error

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Depending on the value of computed each
I time a set of star was identified, ko was

4 - TRANSIT TIMES NOISE o = 1.3 msec assigned a value as follows:
NUTATION = 2 mrod

3 12 (4 rev) x < 0.3
--- 2 ko 

=  27 (9 rev) 0.3 <_ A < 0.5

2 , i!, - 3 54 (18 rev) x > 0.5

k ' I^; where the values of k relative to X as shown

~( 3 k) ."*in section 5.2 are slghtly increased to
I0k 0 • " " " account for noise disturbance. Convergence

" 'in H error to below 0.5 mrad was achieved in

all test cases, including initial errors as
2 ! "large as 100.

IX CONCLUSIONS
-4

An entirely autonomous star-referenced
-51 1 1 1 1 1 I I attitude determination system for a dual-

s to 5 20 25 30 35 40 spin planetary spacecraft hRs been presented.
No. OF STAR CROSSINGS, k The design concept is realized in the design

e11(a). Attitude Update Parameter of the Galileo spacecraft for its mission to

Figure .Jupiter. Two algorithms pertaining to this

system are the star identification and attitude
-f estimator algorithms. The star identification

algorithms define three reference stars for

continuous tracking. Then the star transit
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times are input to the attitude estimator to establish the spacecraft attitude within
an accuracy of 0.5 mrad (3a). A procedure for determining the attitude of the scan
platform is also presented. Simulation results show that attitude determination from
star data are successful for all inertial pointing directions along a nominal Galileo
mission trajectory.
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SOFA : SYSTEME D'ORIENTATION FINE D'ANTENNE

(an antenna fine pointing mechanism)

Bernard HUBERT and Pierre BRUNET

Soci6t4 Nationale Industrielle A6rospatiale
CANNES, FRANCE

ABSTRACT

AEROSPATIALE's SOFA is a device designed for the highly accurate,
2-axis pointing of antenna or any feature installed on a spacecraft.

The SOFA system, now pending an AEROSPATIALE patent, is particularly
suited to the transmit-and-receive antennae of Television Satellites.
It is one of the requisites for a Radio-Frequency type deviation
detector.

The major characteristic of this system is complete freedom from fric-
tion and wear-out, resulting in numerous advantages, such as outstan-
ding precision, virtually endless service life, high simplicity and
reliability.

The sizing method is described and performances are analysed. The re-
sults from analogue simulations are presented.

A functional model of the electrical and mechanical parts has been
built and subjected to on-ground tests using a 2-axis platform simula-
ting the spacecraft's motions. The results obtained are thoroughly in
keeping with the predictions and simulations. A qualification model is
under test. Various possible applications of the SOFA system are
mentioned.

1. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication satellites as a rule and television satellites in particular require
increasingly fine antenna pointing accuracies. Despite increased sophistication, the
conventional means do not meet the present demands. As a matter of fact the earth sensor
kinetic wheel assembly, even with one or 2 degrees of freedom does not meet safe accuracy
values of 0.1i or 0.05*.

Furthermore the overall pointing budget has to take into account the misalignments
and thermal deflections.

Certain improvements have been made to the late projects: increase of the number
of Earth Sensors, location of the Sensors on the tower supporting the antenna feed reflec-
tor reorientation device for misalignment compensation.

However, these changes are not sufficient. On the contrary the adoption of a radio
frequency sensor, whose major advantage is the use of a radio electrical path very close
to that of the useful beam, is a decisive improvement in pointing accuracy.

This sensor may be used to control the overall satellite's attitude. That configura-
tion ensures the excellent accuracy for the Antenna used in receiving the Beacon's signal.

Alternatively, this sensor may be used to pilot only the beam delivered by the
Antenna receiving the RF Beacon signal. The latter concept ensures the best accuracy in
pointing the transmit Antenna and fair accuracy in pointing a receive antenna other than
the transmit antenna.

In this case, the orientation mechanism is interlaid between the antenna's reflector
and the spacecraft's structure, with the source remaining in a fixed position on the
spacecraft, e.g. on a tower. The reflector position is then continuously adjusted to nul-
lify the error signal delivered by the RF Sensor.

The beam is permanently orientated towards the on-ground Beacon through an indepen-
dant control loop whilst the satellite itself is stabilised by conventional means with
regard to earth centre.

The antenna fine pointing system, the so called SOFA developed by AEROSPATIALE CANNES
Is the subject of the description herein after which also covers the efforts conducted to
demonstrate the performances of the system.

An application has been filed for a patent to cover such system.

JL_
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2. SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

The specifications adopted are suited to utilisation for the transmit antenna of the
French TV Satellite.

The main data to be considered in the conceptual design and sizing of the pointing
system may be summarised as below :

- satellite's in orbit weight : 1,000 Kg
- thruster's torque : 10 Nm
- inertiae : Ix - Iz - 25,000 m2 Kg

ly - 900 m2 Kg
- solar panels' rotation by 0.15* steps
- solar panels' torsion inertia - 50 m2 Kg
- solar panels' minimal oscillation period = 3 sec
- satellite stabilisation accuracy - 0.3'

- maximal perturbation torque in orbit corrections : 0.8 Nm
(misalignment of thrusters and dissymetry of thrusts).

The most stringent typical perturbation effects to be considered in beam pointing are
under the following conditions %

- a spacecraft oscillation, period 24 hours, amplitude 0.3'

- 0.05 Nm torque steps on the reflector during station keeping

- spacecraft body oscillation at a period of 3 sec and an amplitude of 0.02'

- the signal from the radio frequency sensor is assumed to be affected by a
random noise, density 2.8 10~1*/Hz*within the 0 - 15 Hz band, say a
of 1.1 10-3 degrees (I C- ).

- the 10 Kg elliptic reflector whose inertias are 5 and 9 m2 Kg

The beam pointing error added to the sensor error is required to stay below 0.01
degree (IG-).

Taking into account the amplifications,the adopted vibration level specifications ares

- 40 g on the longitudinal axis
- 30 g on the transverse axis

with the reflector's C. of G. 15 cm above the mechanism's axis.

The temperature limits selected are - 120* + 80" C.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANISM

3.1 General presentation

The system developed by AEROSPATIALE Cannes, the SOFA (syst~me d'orientation fine
d'Antenne) is an antenna fine pointing device absolutely free from friction or any source
of wearout and having infinite resolution.

The principle is illustred in figure 1. Two plates, the lower one mounted on
the spacecraft and the upper one clamped to the reflector, are linked by a deformable
element, the central spring, acting as a ball joint.

The forces required to orientate the reflector are provided by 4 circumferentially
located linear motors.

The mechanical system furthermore includes

- travel stops
- a locking device for launch phase
- an electromagnetic temporary locking device

A control loop electronics drives the current into the coils depending on the sensor's
error signal. Each of the above element is detailed hereinafter.

3.2 The spring

The spring utilised is a beryllium copper cylinder having superimposed and alternated
series of 120* spaced slits (figure 2).
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The properties of such deformable system are well fitted to the problem

- the bending stiffness (0.1 Nm/degree) selected is a fairly small one to
reduce the permanent electrical consumption,

- the other motions are not damped but they remain very small even when in
resonance excited by the thrusters,

- the spring's stresses and fatigue during in orbit operations are quite

negligible.

3.3 The motors

Each motor consists of a magnetic circuit with permanent magnets which is attached to
the reflector clamped platform and a flat coil attached to the spacecraft mounted platform
(fig. 3).

Interaction between current running through the coil and magnetic field generates a
force according to Laplace's law:

F=21n IP.B

which is proportional to the current value.

Only one motor is used on each axis while the opposite motors are used for redundancy.

Each coil counts 800 turns for 45 ohms, stop piece limit deflection to ± 1.5* in the
present configuration, which permits to compensate a beam deflection of approximatively
S3".

For example a 35 mA current is necessary to rotate the reflector by 0.5* (approx l*
for the beam) which amounts to 55 m W.

3.4 Locking device for launch

Of course this hinged device has to be secured to carry the reflector throughout
launch. The device chosen is an adaptation of the system previously qualified for the re-
traction of solar arrays. Three 120 ° spaced feet are tilted to bottom on the 3 stops
which motion compresses the spring by 4 mm (figure 1).

The assembly is locked by a kevlar cable, the tension of which provides overall assem-
bly prestress.

Tension is applied through a deformable lever that has tension regulating action whe-
rever deflections are felt.

At the time of in orbit deployment a pyro cutter releases the system. Each contact
foot is returned by a spring that frees the stops as well as the reflector supporting
plate, which takes up its nominal operation position after expansion of the central
spring.

3.5 Temporary locki,

A temporary locking device can be incorporated to restrain the two platforms into zero
position.

This system consists of an electromagnetically driven flip-flop locking device. Two
similar 90* spaced devices are used. Their distance to centre is 10 cm. With the spring as
the third attach point, restraint is thoroughly ensured. This system would be used
only in the event of failure of the on-ground RF Beacon, which would only be temporary, or
in the event of dual failure of the RF Sensor and on-board SOFA system.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

4.1 Environment analysis

A mathematical model was established for the purposes of system analysis.

The two axis are decoupled.
On one axis the transfer function may be expressed as

_I(L-5)e14- .- 1 +G , . . + Fe.
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where p is Laplace's variable

(r): pointing error

G (?)t spacecraft rotation

G t static gain of the loop

F(p) control law

sensor noise

a perturbation torque on reflector

A and B are inertia of the system

K spring's constant

The transfer function is illustrated by the diagram in figure 4.
An integral control loop was integrated to the control law F (p) to avoid occurence of

in error in presence of a torque rg during orbit controls, whence

F(r) ++1 42, +

Examination of the roots of the characteristic equation and of the various transfer
unctions has led to a compromise between all 3 types of perturbations phenomena which are:

- spacecraft motions

- reflector torques

- sensor noise

The effects of which disturbances may be summarised as follows

- error induced by a torque 1 is in reverse ratio to gain: 0 .O8 --- G
- error due to spacecraft oscillation is of the form E=(E-) thereby in

reverse ratio to the gain

with F b .no -..scillation frequency

and F! ' "

- error dus tc noi,;4 is given by 4F (-i) = (6F) /

where : Do is th- spectral density of sensor
noise in */Jiii, (6F1) is the equivalent band pass
of the system.
This error is proportional to the 4th root
of gain.

These variations are illustrated in figure 5. The parameters selected for the
ass analysed are as follows :

- a 200 Nm/rad gain for the 9 m2 /Kg inertial axes and
a Ill Nm/rad gain for the 5 m2 Kg inertial axis.

- the filter is identical for the 2 axes a

1)l - 39 rd/sec I - 0.85

G 0.26 sec K - 1.5 sec-l

2 Pointing accuracy

With the selected adjustment the expected errors are as follows a

- noise leads to 2 10- 3 degree depointing (3 3- ) within the
0 - 6 Hz band over the 2 axes, which leads to a power con-
sumption of 0.03 W per axis

A
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- the spacecraft's daily oscillations are quite negligible

- the effect of solar panel's rotation steps gives 4 10 -3
degree in the East-West direction

- the 0.05 Nm torque which may occur during station keeping shows
1 sec peaks at the beginning and at the end of each manoeuvre which
peaks have an amplitude of :

* 1.10-2 degree around the 9 m2 Kg inertial axis, which is
due to the longitude corrections

. 1.8 10-2 degree around the lesser inertiae axis, which is
due to the inclination correction manoeuvres

- such other sources of error as the roll or pitch desaturations
give errors less than 1.10 -3 degree.

In brief, apart from the peaks observed at start and end of station-keeping manoeuvre
(duration 1 sec, amplitude less than 1.8 10-2 degree 30-), the error enduced by the SOFA
is at 30-less than 3 10- 3 degrees in the North South direction and 5 10- 3 degrees in
the East West direction. The sensor's noise effect is included in the above values.

The beam's global pointing budget is obtained by adding the constant and daily errors
from the RF sensor itself.

4.3 Analogue simulations

The mathematical model was simulated on an analogue computer and many simulations were
performed wich provided checking of the selected setting and verification that the varia-
tion of parameters, particularly of the filter's setting was not critical.

The findings are that the performances obtained are absolutely compliant with
predictions.

The spacecraft body's oscillations are indeed reduced to the extent nominally
predicted (see figure 6).

Figure 8 shows the effects of a torque on the reflector and of sensor noise as well as
the effect of integral control.

A 0.05 Nm torque gives peaks of 1.10-2 degrees (duration 1 sec) and the 2.5
10- 3 degrees (3 G- ) noise gives a pointing error of 1.5 10- 3 degrees (3 -)

The model has been used to study certain transient phenomena.

The simulations provided knowledge of the effect of thrusters' impulses at variable
periods with the error staying below 10- 3 degrees (see figure 7).
Acquisition from maximum deviation (reflector tilted by 1.50), taking into account a sen-
sor signal peak-clipped at 0.4o has been analysed.

The system is still convergent and acquisition is performed in 20 sec.

Even with substantial noise the driving current for the motors can be filtered
and is a fair measurement of SOFA rotation apart from the transient phenomema. Finally as
the system's equivalent bandpass is 1 He. the antenna's structural modes should necessari-
ly be greater than 5 Hz to ensure good frequency decoupling.

4.4 Description of the electronic

To qualify the antenna pointing mechanism under as good as "real like" conditions a
functional development model of the driving electronic was designed and developed by AE-
ROSPATIALE Cannes.

This model in electrically typical of the actual unit as planned today but with the
absence of redundancy (only 1 North South and East West control loop instead of 2).

As shown in the synopsis attached hereto (figure 9), the model is made up of 3 parts.
namely s

- solar cells adaptation ; amplification of signals delivered by the solar cells
(simulation of F Sensor) by 0.1 V/" to 20 V/* (the predictional output level
for the RF sensor).
This part will not exist on the actual unit.
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- North South. control loop : comprises the following circuits

* summators of the N S error signal with a preset bias voltage (purposeful

depointing of the beam)

* filter

* integrator (provides integral feedback of control loop)

• current amplifier (gain G - 0.25 A/V), (the charge presented by the motor is
45 Ohms ± 40%; a voltage command is impossible due to this dispersion).

- East West control loop : same as here above

The model here built proved throroughly satisfactory permitting the successful
performance of many design and development tests on the antenna pointing mecha-
nism.

5. FUNCTIONAL TESTS

A functional development model was built from the motors spring and driving
electronic, see figure 10.

The test set up utilised suggests the operational conditions

- the mechanism is installed on a table with 2 degrees of freedom providing simula-

tion of the spacecraft roll and pitch motions (see figure 11)

- the reflector is simulated by the inertia of a rectangular metal frame

- the radio frequency sensor is simulated by an optical system : the picture of a
flood light is shaped after reflection on a mirror (which is fixed to the moving
part) at the centre of 4 photo electr4.c cells.

The noise and stability of the error signals are better than 0.5 l -3 degree.

Figure 12 shows the principle of sensor simulation.
With this set-up the different sorts of perturbatons w3re tested in quite realistic

conditions, namely :

- torque on reflector (figure 8)
- spacecraft's oscillations at various frequencies;
- satellite depointing
- noise on tne sensor signal (Zigure 8)
- acquisition with great initial depointing.

The results obtained provide adequate verification of the shape of responses and the
values obtained by both the analytical study and the analogue simulations (figure 8).

The consistency of all above results is a verification of the mathematical model and
demonstrates that the parameters of the control loop law have indeed been mastered.

6. RELIABILITY

The electronic is designed for pointing the beam to a particular angu-ar distance
from the beacon.

To improve reliability such presetting is performed on board prior to launch but there
is a register that enables refinement of such setting and corrections of the misalignments
or zero errors.

The electronic and motors are fully redundanced and no cross-coupling is needed bet-
ween those elements owing to the high reliability.

The reliability of, the electronic parts calculated with quality (E2) components over 7
years is 0.995.

The reliability figure for the largely over-dimensioned mechanical part is 0.9996 and
undergoes no degradation over time as the spring is the only element that is stressed af-
ter pointing mechanism release, with the very high reliability of 0.99999.

(
'I
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7. STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT

The model was utilised in very numerous tests for 1 year.

A qualification model was built with no change made to the functional elements i-e
spring and motors. The locking system is an adaptation of some already qualified systems.

The qualification tests are under way to completion.

Adaptation to a given mission can be done smoothly with minor changes to essential
elements.

Adaptations are in progress for different applications, particularly a model including
position sensors that enable a reflector to be locked to a given position or to the posi-
tion of a first reflector, itself locked by control loop to an RF sensor as described
herein.

8. CONCLUSION

The SOFA described here is a system that permits to solve, under optimal conditions
the problem of fine antenna pointing.

The SOFA offers numerous advantages, namely

- very high pointing accuracy = 1.10 -2 degrees (3 i- ) to be added to RF sensor's
accuracy on beam pointing even during orbit controls

- small weight (4 Kg including electronic) and power consumption (less than I W)

- very high reliability and virtually endless service life of the frictionless,
free from wear mechanical part

- small outline dimensions and easy accomodations by all configurations

- small height minimising the effects of defocusing

Using the SOFA leads to very significant relaxation of the system constraints, as the
SOFA:
- puts up with simplified stabilization of spacecraft body

- allows great relaxation of the alignment and thermal deflection requirements on
the various constituents of the Antenna and on the sensors.

Thus the SOFA system largely simplifies satellite attitude control as well as all
alignment and stability constraints of structures

Several applications are possible :

a) antenna fitted with a SOFA and an RF sensor ensuresboth transmit and receive func-
tions or transmission alone, as the receive antenna requires no accurate pointing

b) an antenna fitted with a SOFA and an RF sensor plus another antenna also equipped
with a SOFA reproducing the evolutions of the first one. This set up corrects all
attitude control errors.

c) the SOFA's electronic is designed to permit orientation of an antenna beam's axis
on a different direction from that defined by the RF sensor's on-ground beacon.
This variable offset is telecommanded.

IL
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Factorization Methods for Precision Satellite Orbit Determination

G. J. Bierman, L. A. Campbell, W. A. Feess,
Consultant to The Member of the Technial Staff Sr. Engineering Specialist
Aerospace Corporation The Aerospace Corporation The Aerospace Corporation
President, Factorized
Estimation Applications, Inc.

Summary

This paper documents state-of-the-art square root information filtering and smoothing
technology that has been incorporated into the Aerospace TRACE orbital analysis program.
Topics include (1) a pseudo-epoch state batch-sequential filter formulation, (2) techniques
for inclusion of Markov process noise models, (3) a variable dimension filter structure
that accomodates state vectors of large size, and (4) inclusion of a GPS second-order
Markov clock model within the framework of the square root information filter/smoother
formulation. Planned evaluation of filter/smoother performance in a GPS context is also
discussed. The filter/smoother is to be used for post-flight orbit determination, co-
variance analysis, navigation system performance monitoring, and to generate reference
"best estimate" orbits.

Introduction

Our primary goal in this paper is to paint a representative picture of the use of
state-of-the-art techniques for precision satellite orbit determination. Rather than pre-
sent a survey, we elect to focus on our installation of a square root information filter/
smoother into a large orbital analysis program, TRACE, and to illustrate the ideas
involved using the Global Positioning System of navigation satellites. We use these
specific examples in order to clarify the relation of the mathematical formalism under-
lying the filter to its intended applications. No numerical results or actual cases are
presented. We have assumed some familiarity on the part of the reader with linear
estimation theory, but have tried to respond to the needs and tastes of tho"- of our
audience who are not specialists in filter theory, and have omitted many of
mathematical details that are available in other publications.

The Global Positioning System (GPS) was designed to provide accurate location and
time information to many different classes of users through the use of a constellation
of navigation satellites called Navstars. Phase I of GPS got underway in 1974, and the
first Navstars were launched in 1978. At the time of this writing, there are six Navstars
aloft in 12 hour orbits. Each Navstar carries a precision clock (oscillator) onboard.
Pseudo-range and delta pseudo-range data from the Navstars are collected at a number of
monitor stations. For precise definitions of pseudo-range, delta pseudo-range and other
GPJ terms and for a general introduction to the GPS system, see the papers collected in
[1J. The data are obtained by comparing satellite clocks with monitor station clocks and
measuring transit times. The collected data are transmitted to the Master Control Station,
which uses a square root covariance (Kalman) filter, involving a large state vector, to
estimate the satellite ephemerides and clock offsets for the Navstars and monitor
stations. Predicted Navstar ephemerides and clock offsets are transmitted (uploaded) to
the Navstars at regular intervals. A GPS user receives transmissions from those Navstars
in view, which enable it to make pseudo-range and delta pseudo-range measurements and to
retrieve the uploaded navigation information. Using the predicted Navstar ephemerides
and clock offsets, in conjunction with corrected measurements, a user can determine its
own position, velocity, and time (clock offset), if enough Navstars (four in the absence
of other information) are in view. Navigation accuracy is heavily dependent on relative
satellite geometry and Navstar clock accuracy.

TRACE is an orbital analysis program developed at Aerospace. The principal functions
which TRACE addresses are ephemeris prediction simulated data generation, orbit
determination, and covariance analysis, see (3). TRACE has extensive modeling capabilities,
with sophisticated geopotential models allowing for high order spherical harmonics and
embedded point masses, several built in atmosphere models, outgassing and other thrust
models, solar radiation pressure effects, planetary perturbations, orbit adjusts, five
basic timekeeping systems, four basic reference ocordinate systems, and certain non earth-
centered (e.g. lunar) and powered flight capabilities. Analytic models can be used for
orbit propagation, but the standard method is integration of the equations of motion and
the variational equations for parameter partial derivatives using a Cartesian coordinate
system and a high precision numerical integrator. Our principal concerns are orbit and
parameter determination and covariance analysis. In 1979, Aerospace began the installa-
tion in TRACE of a square root information filter and smoother, which uses techniques
developed by one of us (Bierman) and suggested by his prior orbit determination experience
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This is where our story begins.

There are limits to the accuracy with which data can be collected. A high precision
orbit determination program takes this measurement noise into account and determines an
orbit that provides a "best fit" to the collected data. ro produce accurate answers, such
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programs have depended, in the main, on precise numerical integration and sophisticated
deterministic models of orbital dynamics and planetary geography (including, for example,
the effects of solar radiation pressure on orbits and pale wander on geography). As
complex as the models may be, they cannot be perfect. Consequently, model errors are
often ascribed to process noise, which lumps together both unmodeled and truly random
perturbations. Stringent accuracy requirements, such as those imposed by GPS, necessitate
models with many states and accurate stochastic modeling of certain key parameters (e.g.
GPS clock phase, frequency and aging terms). After a study of various recursive stochastic
filter formulations, Aerospace chose a batch-sequential, square root information filter
with an associated U-) covariance factorized smoother, see [4], [5]. Key features of the
implementation include

An estimation algorithm with an established reputation for numerical stability.
The algorithm (SRIF) is an efficient and flexible extension of the weighted least-
squares estimator that makes maximal use of numerically stable orthogonal transforma-
tions, see [6] ,[4],

A pseudo-epoch state vector formulation, (51, reduces the amount of computation
required and effectively uses epoch state partials. This dovetails with previous
TRACE software, which generated epoch state partials for use in batch mode weighted
least squares fitting.

Pass dependent parameters. which allow for handling of problems with an unusually
large number of parameters, (7]. The U-D covariance factorized smoother for pass
dependent parameters is currently unique to TRACE.

Colored process noise, in particular second-order Markov models (developed for
use as models of GPS clocks). The models and algorithms used generalize the first
order case, presented in [4] and [] I

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 1 presents the mathe-
matical algorithms used. The use of data equations and orthogonal transformations is
emphasized. A review of the square root information filter in the white noise case is
included, both for completeness and to clarify subsequent discussions of colored noise
and smoothing. This section assumes some familiarity with linear estimation theory,
Kalman filters, etc. Section 2 concerns proposed applications of the SRIF filter/smoother
to some GPS problems and planned tests of filter/smoother performance in a GPS context.
Section 3 compares alternative approaches to the orbit estimation problem to the SRIF
approach and considers, in a speculative vein, the general directions that forthcoming
developments in high precision orbit determination are likely to take.

Equations are numbered consecutively within each subsection. Equations with more than
one part carry a distinguishing letter. Equation 6a of subsection 0 of Section 1 is re-
ferred to as (6a) in subsection 1.0, as (0.6a) in other subsections of Section 1, and as
(l.0.6a) when referenced in other sections.

1. Mathematical Formulation of the Estimation Algorithms

1.0 Data Equations, Orthogonal Transformations, and Filter Updating

References [4] and [5] treat the square root information filter (SRIF) in
considerable detail, and here we only review the basic ideas and techniques. When dealing
with linear unbiased minimum variance estimation problems the key information is contained
in the state estimate k and the estimation error covariance P. This is, of course, the
fupdamental idea of the Kalman filter. Let R be any square root of the information matrix
-1, i.e. RTRp-I If i is defined to be Rx, then, assuming Gaussian noise, the definition

of P as the estimation error covariance shows that v=Rx-z is a zero-mean Gaussian random
vector with unit covariance, which we write as ve N(0,1). In the SRIF formulation, we
replace the pair (P,i) by the equivalent data equation

Rx - i + v , vE N(0,1) (la)

The pair (P,i) can be recovered from this data equation, since i-must equal f-li for an
unbiased estimator and, as can be seen by a simple computation, P is then R-Ik-T. For
simplicity of notation we write a - b to mean a = b + v, v cN(0,l) so that (la) becomes

Rx z (lb)

The data equation concept arises naturally from least-squares analysis and the
minimization of quadratic performance functionals. The key idea in the square root Informa-
tion filter is to exploit the freedom of choice in the selection of the square root informa-
tion matrix R by using premultiplication by orthogonal transformations to generate more
useful data equation representations.

We will need the following properties of orthogonal transformations (T_1 - TT).

(a) Given a matrix A, there is an easily computed (Householder) orthogonal
transformation T, such that the product TA has zeroes below the first element in its first
column.

(b) The product of orthogonal transformations (matrices) is orthogonal.
% (c) Given a matrix A, there is an orthogonal transformation (matrix) TA such

-- , % ,, .. . ... . ... ,. . - . .. . -- . . S
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that T A has zeroes below the main diagonal. T A is then a (not necessarily square) upper
triang lar matrix. This fact follows from (a) nd (b) by induction on the size of A.
Crucial to the intended SRIF applications is the fact that one can construct the triangular-
ized result TAA without explicit construction or storage of the orthogonal transformation
matrix TA.

(d) If vcN(0,I) then TvCN(O,I) for any orthogonal transformation T. Thus
a-b if, and only if, Ta-Tb.

(e) If T is orthogonal, then matrices A and TA have the same rank. Most
importantly, as discussed in [6], the computed product TA is relatively insensitive to
roundoff errors. Thus premultiplication by orthogonal transformations is numerically
rank preserving.

These facts about orthogonal transformations are used to construct the measurement
and time update algorithms for the SRIF as follows:

Measurement Updating

Given a priori information about the state vector x, in the form of a data equation
Rx-u, and linear measurements z = Ax + v, assumed normalized (veN(0,I)) then

Now, by property (c), the array[W]can be triangularized by an orthogonal transforma-
tion T, say

T [:]R ] (3)

where k is upper triangular. Applying T to both sides of (2) produces

[i X-14] , where T [] =l []2 (4)

and the data equation Rx-i represents the combined information, a priori plus measurements,
about x. By property (e), if the original problem is overdetermined ano of full rank, then
theminimum variance unbiased estimate i of x can be computed as i =R-. '

Let ifli denote euclidean norm. Since T is norm preserving ell = minl/[/ x- 1

=mm~ [R] x_ [u 1 Thus Hell is a post-update measure of the residual least-squares error.
x LAJ z]

Time Updating

Consider a discrete time dynamic model of the form

Xj+I = 1  xj + rw (5)

where 0 is nonsingular, r =(r ... ,r ,) and w is a discrete time white sequenge of zero-
mean raAdom vectofs with uncorielated Pmponents w4 (i), i=l,....nw. Thus E(w wl)= 0 if
jok and Q =E(w w ) is a positive definite diagonal matrix. For purposes of 1l1orithm
developmet, dcmpose the dynamic model (5) as the product of a deterministic update

x (D) (6a)
j+l = xa

and nw successive single component stochastic updates

xi+l = Xi + riwj(i) (6b)

where i =1. nw and the variables x, are defined by (6b) and the relations x, CJ+l

From (5), it follows that xj+ I - Xl+nw"

The point of this decomposition is that it makes more transparent the compong
SRIF data equation steps. Starting with Rj xj~zj, construct a data equation for x1BI

R(D) x(D) _ i (where R(D) - R (7)

J+l J+l j J+l j jI )

The single component stochastic updates are carried out by considering an aug-
mented state vector and an associated data equation

.. . =.. . - - " - ! . ..V
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w.(i) - 0 is a data equation for the noise component w (i) and, for
W( 1 ) (D) j
Ri

I ) 
= R and z = . This data equation is then partially triangularized

by rre.ultiply lAg by an elemenary orthogonal transformation, cf. property (a), to obtain
the equivalent data equation

0 ~ ~ l R(i+1

which serves to define R
( i

+l) and z'+l. The lower portion, R(i+l)x , . z1 is a valid
i+ i+l -iidata equation for x'+ and is used as input to the next step. The terminal value of

this process, (R , z+ ), is a square root information array for x The top
row in (9) embodies infor aton concerning the noise and its relation toJ l the system
state. It is saved for later use in computing smoothed estimates, [4] , [5]. As far as
the filter estimate R is concerned, the top row can be simply "tnrown away" because
the partially triangukai structure isolates the noise variable w.(i) from the filter
state x I and neither the estimate i+ nor its associated err~r covariance are
affecteA+Iby the top row. This theme I +ugment the state vector, (partially) triangularize,
save data for the smoother, and reduce the state vector size in preparation for the next
filter step - occurs again and again. Section 1.5 on smoothing discusses how the saved data
are used to generate smoothed estimates.

The SRIF implementation in TRACE involves a number of refinements to the basic
filtering process represented by the above algorithm for measurement and time updating.
These refinements are described individually in the following sections.

1.1 Treatment of Biases and First-Order Markov Colored Noise

Considerable gains in processing efficiency (in both the filter and the
smoother) can be realized by partitioning and rearranging the state vector in the
discrete time model (0.5). In the TRACE implementation the dynamic model takes the form

pM 0 0 ] [ pW

Y j+l 0 0 0 1 j 0

where

p = process noise states (the only states to which process noise is explicitly added)

f = force states (which may influence the dynamic states through 0xf)

x = dynamic states (nonsingular transitions, x ; possibly influenced by the p and
f variables)

y = bias parameters (trivial dynamics; affect measurements only)

In (1) the added process noise w. is a white noise sequence of random vectors, whose
components may be correlated. The fict that M is not further specified, and may be
singular, allows for a good deal of generality. A single component, say s, of p may
satisfy an equation of the form

sj+ = m s + wj (2)

extracted from (1), where m may, in general, depend on j. Situations of special interest
are m = 1, in which case s is a random walk parameter, and m = 0, In which case s Is a
white noise parameter. When 0 < m < 1, we call s a first-order Markov colored noise
parameter. Such parameters are used for modeling drag, solar radiation pressure, slowly
varying gyro drifts, range and doppler drifting measurement biases, nongravitational
forces, etc.

The colored noise time updating algorithm, described in [4] and [5], is arranged to
handle the full range of m values, in particular m = 0, which corresponds to a transition
matrix singularity. The point to note is that in the SRIF algorithm only the

% deterministic portion of the time update requires a nonsingular transition matrix (cf.
equations (0.7) and (0.8)). In the TRACE implementation the transition matrix for the
dynamic states is a matrix of partials obtained by the integration of variational
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equations and is always nonsingular.

Process noise is effectively added to the dynamic states because they are coupled
to the process noise states through the matrix E. The dynamic states are usually
simply vehicle position and velocity, and procepqnoise is not added directly to these
states because they are modeled as continuous processes. Force states, f, and bias
parameters, y, differ only in that bias parameters do not dynamically affect any other
states and appear only in the measurements. This allows bias parameters to be treated
as force states, if desired, by defining appropriate columns of zeros in *xf.

The arrangement of states given here was chosen for computational efficiency of the
time update. Just as in 1.0, the time update can be decomposed into a deterministic
update followed by stochastic updates. If M is diagonal, these stochastic updates take
the form of np successive single component stochastic updates, where np is the number of
process noise states. If the ny bias parameter states are placed at the bottom of the
list, neither the deterministic update nor the stochastic parameter updates will affect
the bottom ny rows of the equations involved. For the stochastic parameter updates, the
minimum number of columns that must be triangularized is the depth of the parameter
(i.e. its location) in the parameter list. Placing the process noise parameters at the
top of the list thus minimizes the computational effort.

1.2 Second-Order Markov Models

The matrix of the discrete time dynamic model (1.1) need not be diagonal.
Here we describe a two state (clock phase and clock frequency) model intended to be used
for GPS clocks. This model has been implemented in TRACE (but simpler models are also
available pending testing and evaluation). It is based on a continuous time model of
the form

cf 0 -I/ cf I 1

where E i = 1,2 are continuous time zero mean white noise processes with intensity
matrix iag (qp, qf) 6(t-t'), see [8] . An analytic solution to (1) gives the discrete
time results

[:]p~ I a~ .B I B 2 [:1]2

where the w vector is N(0,I) and

b = exp(-Dt/T)

Dt tj - t (3)

a = T(1-b)

and the matrix B is an upper triangular Cholesky factor of the system response covariance
matrix

t+I [(t+ -1Tt - s) ds (4)
0E B 3 ] jo B 3 ft . s qf

where

whee [1 a(t)1
t 0 b(t)

with a(t) and b(t) defined as in (3), using t instead of Dt.

Note that cf is a first-order Markov colored noise parameter. Because the use of a
second-order Markov model in this form is so far unique to TRACE, we present the clock
model time update, published here for the first time, in somewhat greater detail than we
have used heretofore. Since the basic idea in the SRIF time updates is to factor the
transformation described by the dynamic model into a product of simpler transformations.
attention is restricted to the case where the transformation involved is that described
by (2) for the clock states, and reduces to the identity for all other states (since the
clock states are dynamically decoupled from the other states, the time updates for the
other states can be done before or after the clock state update). Assume, then, that
the dynamic model is of the form
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c 0 1 a c + 1 B2] [: (6)
fcf 0 Bb3

where x now represents all the other states, and assume that we have a data equation

10 RP RflR Rp Rpf ep z Zp (7)

Rfp Rf [f [ ] z(f

in partially triangular form. The task is to find a comparable data equation for the
states at time tj+ 1 . Write out the model (6) as a system of equations

xj+ 1  = Jx. (Ba)

cpj+ 1  = Cpj + a(cfj) + B1 w1 + B2 w2  (8b)

cfj+ 1  = b(cf ) + B3 w2  (8c)

and introduce the variables

6p = cpj + a(cf) (9a)

6-p = jp + B2 w2  (9b)

Clearly

cpj+ 1  = ep + B1 w1  (10)

The utility of this decomposition of the cp update becomes clearly when (9a) and (9b) are
substituted into the data equation (7), yielding

Rp (R pf - aRp) [x Zp (la)

Rfp (R - aRfp) J fI z f

and

1 0 0 0 1 2 0

-B2 R Rx R (Rxf Xj Z
2X) x p X p J~ X (11b)

-B2 R 0 R p (R pf -aR p) ep Zp

-B2 Rfp 0 Rfp (Rf -aRf) J cf zf

The top row of (lb) merely states that w N(O,). The key substitution step now is to
use the relation (8c) to eliminate w2 and to introduce cfj+ I . Namely, use

w2  = [cfj+ 1 - b(cf )] /B 3  (12)

to eliminate w from each row ot data equation (Ilb), obtaining an equivalent data
equation involing xj 1 , cp, cf+ I and cf Reorder the resulting equations to obtain a
data equation of the

J -. form J

-bB3 0 0 1/B 3  cf 1 [0F----- I[ j j+I - (13)
IV R' Jp Z

Li Lcj+l] L i-
While the development appears complicated (so much so that we do not explicitly write out
the terms V, R' and z'), these manipulations, involving basically elementary column
operations, require relatively little code when Implemented on a computer. The next step
is to premultiply (13) by an orthogonal transformation that partially triangularizes it,
obtaining
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9 j xJ1 J [ J(14)0 R" -PZ
Lefj+

The top row (s, z*) is stored away for later use in smoothing and the square root
information array (R", z") is retained for use by the filter. The final step is to use
the standard procedure for single component first-order Markov parameter stochastic
updates to obtain a data equation for xj+l, cpj+l and cf j+ from the given one for Xj+l,
Mp and cfjl, using the relation (10).

When B is zero, that is, when there is no white noise cross correlation, the
algorithm jast described reduces to a deterministic update followed by two single
component stochastic updates. This second-order model updating algorithm is thus a
generalization of the first-order colored noise update, and shares with it the property
of being well defined and numerically stable even when the process noise states transition
matrix is singular. The algorithm is readily modified to handle higher order models.

A point worth emphasizing is that the update outlined here actually takes on a simpler
appearance when described in terms of the assignment and array indexing statements of
computer code and turns out to involve only a modest amount of computation. This is typical
of SRIF algorithms.

1.3 Addition and Deletion of Parameters

There are over one hundred different types of parameters available to a TRACE
user. Even if only a few different types of parameters are used, the total parameter set
can be quite large when there are a number of different ground stations and satellites
involved.

The basic storage required for an orbit determination/covariance analysis program is
roughly proportional to the square of the number of parameters used. This limits the
number of parameters that may be used in a given run. For TRACE this basic limit has been
arbitrarily set at 100 parameters.

Our square root information filter formulation provides a means for evading the
restriction on the total number of parameters. By means of the orthogonal transformation
triangularization techniques that are central to the SRIF, it is possible to dynamically
add and delete parameters. Even though the parameter set at any one point in time cannot
contain more than 100 parameters, the total number of parameters used in a run can be
quite large. The following is an outline of the technique used.

The total parameter set for a SRIF run is divided into two subsets, called common
parameters and disposable parameters. The total timespan under consideration is divided
into arcs, which are adjacent subintervals specified by the program inputs. Each arc may
contain many time steps of the underlying discrete time dynamic model. The disposable
parameters are labeled with pass identifiers and pass dependent start/stop times (not
necessarily coincident with arc boundaries) are supplied. When arc boundaries are crossed,
disposable parameters are added to or deleted from the current state vector. Common
parameters cannot be eliminated and must appear in the state vector in each arc. The
convention used in TRACE is that disposable parameters cannot be process noise parameters
and must be dynamically decoupled from the vehicle states. In terms of the discrete time
dynamic model (1.1) they must be bias parameters, and we may take the common parameters to
be the p, f, and x vectors of (1.1) and the disposable parameters to be the y vector. These
restrictions, which could be relaxed somewhat, cover the class of problems encountered in

TRACE applications.

Let the state vector be partitioned as

where x now represents all the common parameters and y represents the current set of
disposable (bias) parameters. At an arc boundary a new set of disposable parameters y'
is introduced, where y and y' may share some states. If

is the data equation obtained at the end of the arc, then the following steps are taken
in the transition to the new arc. First, the data equation columns are permuted so that
in the resulting equation the parameters to be deleted head the parameter list. This
equation is then triangularized to yield

-



0 R Rx] [e - 1 (3)

r Yret ret

Here y, Yret represent the sets of parameters to be deleted and retained, respectively.
The to row, 'denoted by asterisks, is saved for later smoothing. To the bottom two
rows, which form a data equation for x and y , is added the a priori information
concerning the newly introduced disposable sates, Yadd' resulting in the data equation

0 R, 0 1 (4)r
0Yret ret (4)

0 R Yadd '-addJ

A priori standard deviations and values for the newly introduced disposable parameters
are supplied by user input. Equation (4) is a data equation for x and y', where y', the
set of disposable parameters for the new arc, consists of yret followed by Yadd*

1.4 Pseudo-Epoch State Variables

In the discrete time dynamic model (1.1) the dynamic states, x, are current
time states. Restrict attention to the case of a single vehicle and assume that x
consists of earth centered inertial (ECI) position and velocity for the vehicle (center
of mass). Most conventional orbit determination procedures solve for initial conditions
(usually called "epoch states") rather than current time states and compute measurement
partials with respect to epoch states. A large investment in computer code is tied up
in the routines that calculate the measurement partials. Both to avoid the extensive
rewriting of code that would be required to use current time states directly and because
the resulting simpler dynamic model affords greater computational efficiency, the TRACE
implementation of the SRIF uses a pseudo-epoch state formulation of the discrete time
dynamic model and the measurenent modpl. This formulation is briefly described here.
Full details can be found in [4] and [5]. In estimating pseudo-epoch states, the filter
operates in batch-sequential mode, generating pseudo-epoch state estimates at time t
based on data with measurement times up to, but not including, tj+1 .

The filter only provides estimates of the states at discrete time points, but one
can define an estimated continuous trajectory, consistent with the choice of a piecewise
constant process noise model, by

() = x(ttj j + xp(t, tj j + xf (t, t)
for t < t < tj+ 1 where ,x(t, tj), xp(t, t.), and $xf(t, t.) are transition matrices

(actually matrices of partials, since the problem is linearized) relating the vehicle
states at time t to parameter values at time t.. Call Xb an equivalent pseudo-epoch
state estimate, if it produces the same estimaied traject~ry

9(t) = Ix (t, tO 00 + 0xp(t, tj) j + xf (t, tO ) . (2)

Note that in this equation t has been replaced by t (the initial or epoch time) in all
but the term corresponding tO the process r'ise stat~s. The term "pseudo-epoch" is used
because the relation (2) betweeJZ (t) and xO. depends on the current estimate of the
process noise states p. Thus x0 is not, inigeneral, an estimate of the epoch state
x(t 0), and is meaningful only through (2). When there are no process noise states, the
pseudo-epoch state xO is independent of j and does reduce to the epoch state, x(to).

The fundamental transition relation )(t, to ) 4(t, t ) 4(t., to) gives rise to
the "chain rule"

4,xf(t, to ) = x(t, tj) xf(t j , to ) + sxf(t, tj) (3)

Equating the right hand sides of (1) and (2) one obtains the relation

= x(t, to ) (9j - txf)tj, t to)?) (4)

This relation with -". s removed, is used to define the pseudo-epoch states. The dynamic
model (1.1), reexpressed in terms of these pseudo-epoch states, becomes simplyp M i0 0 0l PI wi

0 jP 0 1 + (5)

%Y + 0 0 ,1 Y 0
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where

VP o l(tj+l, to) *xp(tj+l, to) - X I(tj, to) *xp(tj, to) (6)

This dynamic model enjoys both advantages claimed

- it is computationally simpler than (1.1): the transition matrix is more
sparse and more highly structured than that of (1.1).

- it makes effective use of epoch state partials: equation (6) expresses the
terms of the transition matrix for the pseudo-epoch states entirely in terms
of epoch state rather than current time partials and requires only the
inversion of small (6x6) matrices.

The only measurement partials that need to be corrected in order to account for the
fact that pseudo-epoch states are being used are the measurement partials for the process
noise states. To see this, let

z(t) = A p(t) + Aff + Axx(t) + Ayy + V, v E N(O, 1) (7)

be the (linear and normalized) measurement model for a measurement at time t (between
t and t 1 ) expressed in terms of measurement partials with respect to current timesiates aga let

z(t) = Ap(t + A f +A x(tO) + Ayy + v, v c N(O, I) (8)

be the corresponding measurement model using epoch states. The epoch state measurement
partials can be expressed in terms of the current time measurement partials using the
chain rule for partial derivatives. They are computed without knowledge of the process
noise states transition matrices M.(i.e. assuming M. 1). To obtain the measurement
model in terms of pseudo-epoch staies, set p(t) equal to p (piecewise constant process
noise) and substitute (2) (with "^" s removed) into (7). JCollect terms to obtain

z(t) = A'p + A;f + A~xO +Ay + v, v c N(O, I) (9)

Comparison of terms shows that

A = A
f f

A; = A0  (10)x

A' = A
y y

and that

A = Ap + Axoxp(t, tj) (11)

Since

A0 = Ap +AO (t, (12)p Ax xp t to )

(11) can be expressed as

A =A
O + Ax xp(t, tj) -A Xxp(t, to) (13)

Algebraic manipulation, using

A = Ax~x(t, to ) (14)

and the chain rule, shows that

A' = A0 - A 0 (-1 (t t) ,(t to)) (15)
p p x x 01 cp j

Relation (15) represents the only adjustment that must be made to the epoch state
measurement partials. The correction term factor

.1 (tj, to ) 0 (t to) (16)
N j, 0 xp j

is calculated only once per time step, regardless of the number of measurements in the
time step, and is used both in the calcul.tion of VP (Equation (6)) and to adjust the
measurement partials (Equation (15)).

1.5 Smoothing

Reference (5] contains a complete description of the square root information
smoother (SRIS) as i. Is applied to the orbit determination problem. Here we focus
primarily on the computation of smoothed estimates, with only a few remarks on the
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computation of smoothed covariances. Smoothed estimates are optimal (minimum variance)
unbiased linear estimates that are based on a priori model knowledge and measurements
that encompass the entire time span of interest. In contrast, filter estimates

1 
are

based on only part of the data.

The smoothed estimates are generated in a two pass procedure. The first pass
(operating in reverse time order) uses the stored smoothing coefficients to generate
pseudo-epoch smoothed estimates. The second pass uses equation (4.2) to generate current
time smoothed estimates from the pseudo-epoch smoothed estimates. The operation of the
second pass is straightforward, so we discuss only the first (backward) pass.

There are two basic steps in the operation of the filter: measurement updates and
what we call model updates. The latter category includes deterministic updates, single
component stochastic updates, clock model updates, and addition and deletion of parameters
at the ends of arcs. In a measurement update the square root information array for the
filter state vector is updated so as to incorporate the information provided by the
measurements. In a model update the current filter state vector actually changes, that
is, we start with a square root information array for the current filter state vector and
consider a new filter state vector (of possibly different length) which bears a
mathematical relation to the previous (no longer current) filter state vector. The nature
of the mathematical relationship is determined by the model, including its stochastic
aspects. For instance, in a single component stochastic update (Section 1.0), one
typically augments the state vector (by a single component), deduces the square root
information array for the augmented state vector, reorders the states and triangularizes
the resulting data equation, then saves a row of smoothing coefficients before reducing
the size of the state vector again. Here the change in size of the filter state vector
is of traasitory nature. A deterministic update, in contrast, is a simple linear
transformation and does not involve any augmented state vectors nor any saving of
smoothing coefficients.

Suppose that

0LRXretJ (1) [xe]_[

is a data equation generated at a point where the states x are to be deleted from the
current filter state and the states x are to comprise tMglnew filter state. The
smoothing data (si, s., zd) are saved retat this point. Suppose we were to leave the
states xdel in the fiter state vector. Consider the effect of performing a measurement
update 

0
(Section 1.0) corresponding to the (linear normalized) measurement model

z = Axre t + v, v c N(0, 1) (2)

We form the data equation

s A] [X retj _ri (3)

0 A

and partially triangularize by premultiplication by an orthogonal transformation to
obtain a data equation

Xret  (4)

which incorporates the knowledge gained from the observations, (2). The fact that the
matrix of measurement partials (bottom row of (3)) has zeros in the columns corresponding
to the x states, together with certain properties of the Householder Transform
guaranteg

1
that the smoothing data array (s s z ) is left unchanged (depending on

the specifics of the Householder code implelentitiog, one might have various rows with
sign changes, but that does not affect the significance of the equations). Since
measurement updates do not affect the relation-between deleted variables and current
variables, we can, conceptually, consider a gigantic data equation, growing in time, for
all the states that ve appeared in the current state vector at one time or another

Our batch-sequential filter formulation produces-pseudo-epoch state estimates at time

tjbased on data with measurement times up to, but not including, t4+ 1 (see 1.4). In the

modern estimation literature, [2] the usual convention is that filter estimates at
time t are based on all the data occuring at times up to and including t.
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At the end of the filtering process we have a banded data equation for all these states
which incorporates the information corresponding to all the measurements. The significance
of this banded structure is that each row of the above matrix only involves two sets of
variables. This large triangular system of equations can thus be solved by back
substitution, with a solution vector of small effective size, since only two sets of
variables need be handled in any one step. The state estimates obtained are clearly based
on all the measurement information and model knowledge, i.e. they are the smoothed
estimates.

The actual computation of smoothed pseudo-epoch state estimates does not proceed in
exactly the fashion outlined above. First of all, the equations for all the states are
not considered simultaneously, as depicted schematically in (5). Rather, starting with
the filter solution at the terminal time (the solution to Rx - z in (5)), one obtains
recursively the smoothed estimates of the filter state vector at the various time points
by "reversing" the steps in the model updates corresponding to a change in the current
filter state vector, i.e.

- applying the inverse linear transformation to reverse a deterministic update

- solving an equation such as (1) to obtain a smoothed estimate x * for deleted
states from a smoothed estimate x* for the retained states del

ret

- dropping components of the smoothed estimate where the state vector was
augmented in the filtering process

- applying the inverse permutation to the smoothed estimate components to
reverse a permutation of the filter state vector

Furthermore, when covariances for the smoothed estimates are calculated it proves to be
convenient and efficient to compute separately estimates of the bias parameters and
"bias-free" estimates of the common parameters (see 1.3 for definitions of bias and
common parameters). "Bias-free" estimates of the common parameters are estimates of the
common parameters computed within an arc by ignoring the bias parameters, i.e. by using
only the (logically anterior but temporally posterior) bias free covariance and estimates
derived at arc change and the portions of the smoothing array related only to the common
parameters. Estimates of the pseudo-epoch states are obtained by combining the bias-free
common parameter estimates and the bias parameter estimates using a sensitivity matrix
which expresses the influence of the bias parameter estimates on the pseudo-epoch common
state estimates. In this approach separate recursion relations are used for the U-D
factors of the bias-free smoothed estimate covariance matrix, the U-D factors of the bias
parameter smoothed estimate covariance matrix, and the smoothed estimate sensitivity
matrix. The advantage of this approach is that the U-D factors of the bias parameter
covariance matrix change only when a transition to another arc occurs.

The choice of a U-D factorized covariance propagation scheme for the smoothed
estimates over a scheme involving the use of data equations for the smoothed estimates
is based primarily on considerations of efficiency. For single component stochastic
updates (involving a single row of smoothing coefficients) the covariance update for the
smoothed estimate covariance is a simple rank two update and there are attractive
algorithms, [9] available for carrying these out for the U-D factors.

2. Applications to Global Positioning System Orbit Estimation

2.0 Current Areas of TRACE Application

TRACE has been used extensively in support of many space programs for post-flight
orbit determination as well as error analysis, I.e. projections of orbit determination and
prediction capabilities. For the Global Positioning System (GPS) the support activities,
which have called for the use of TRACE include

- generation of test data for use in end-around checks (in which the simulated
data is processed by the system cotponents and the results obtained are
compared with "known" truth - see (10])

- validation of the accuracy of orbit determination and prediction by the operational
system (by comparing operational results with orbits obtained by post-flight
estimation based on extensive data spans)

- modeling studies (in particular, a number of studies of alternative solar pressure
models)
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- system parameter determination (comparison of system data-base values with
values obtained by TRACE, studies of the effects on orbit determination of
variation of assumed measurement noise and process noise2 levels)

- post-flight investigation of orbital parameter discontinuities caused by,
e.g. space vehicle (SV) momentum dumps

- diagnosis of clock anomalies (spontaneous changes in clock model parameters
or stochastic behavior)

2.1 GPS Measurement Description

In GPS the term pseudo-range has been adopted for the measurement obtained
from the computed signal transit time determined from onboard and ground station clock
readings. The use of this term reflects the fact that the measurement is a function
of the clock offsets as well as the actual range. Both pseudo-range (from code tracking)
and delta pseudc-range (doppler data from carrier tracking) measurements are available
(see [1] for details). Raw measurements are edited and corrected for tropospheric delays,
ionospheric delays, transit time of the signal, satellite lever arm (displacement of
satellite transmitting electrical center with respect to satellite center of mass), and
the periodic relativistic effects. The measurements are also "smoothed"; in the current
context, smoothing means only that raw measurements are combined into a single measurement
covering a time span much greater than that between the raw measurements and time-tagged
with an appropriate interior time point of the smoothing interval.

2.2 Current SV Orbit and Clock Determination Procedures

Before the installation of the SRIF, TRACE orbit determination capability was
limited to batch and sequential batch modes in which constant or segemented constant
parameters were estimated using a priori covariances for the parameters and a weighted
least-squares fit to the data (obtained using a standard "normal equations" approach).
Segmented parameters are, essentially, multiple copies of a single parameter with each
copy "valid" during a different time interval. Thus one could, for example, estimate a
separate solar pressure force parameter for each pass of a Navstar over a ground station
or for each day. The use of segmented parameters and of a deweighting capability
available in the sequential batch mode were the tools used to study the effects of process

noise.

Because of the nature of the stochastic behavior of oscillator driven clocks, pseudo-
range data could not be effectively processed using TRACE in the batch mode (where the
clock model is treated as a deterministic, lumped parameter process, i.e. epoch phase,
frequency, and aging are the sum of constant states and arbitrarily selectable pass
dependent parameters). Indeed, attempts to fit pseudo-range data in the batch mode
resulted in a significant aliasing of estimated ephemeris states3 due to random clock
phase errors. However, the GPS atomic clock frequency stochastic behavior can be regarded
as a white noise process over smoothing intervals of 900 seconds (the current GPS nominwl
data smoothing interval). This empirically determined aspect of the clock frequency
behavior holds, in fact, for smoothing intervals much larger than 900 seconds.
Consequently, delta pseudo-range can be adequately modeled as a white noise process In
the measurement imodel for batch processing. Up to now only delta pseudo-range measurements
have been used in the post-flight orbit determination process - the process in which a
Best Fit Ephemeris (BFE) is produced. Because only delta pseudo-range data is used in
producing the BFE, SV clock offsets (which depend critically on phase information) are not
estimated. Using orbits derived in this way and the fully corrected pseudo-range data
obtained from the Vandenberg tracking station (which acts as the ground station carrying
the reference clock for the system), the individual SV clock offsets with respect to the
defined reference clock are estimated by attributing residual errors (differences between
the fully corrected pseudo-range data and the range computed from the BYE) to SV clock
errors. These estimates constitute a Best Fit Clock (BFC) file. Together the BFE and
BFC are called a Best Fit Ephemeris/Clock. Dissemination of the BFE/C to a variety of
agencies has been an ongoing Aerospace function. The BFE/C has also served as a
diagnostic tool to evaluate and study the operational real-time system.

2.3 Tests of the SRIF/SRIS Algorithms

The inclusion of SRIF/SRIS algorithms adds a new dimension to the analytic
capabilities of TRACE. Because these algorithms can deal with stochastic processes in
both the force model and the measurement model, pseudo-range data can be used directly In
the estimation process. Thus, maximum (optimal) use can be made of available data in
various modeling and validation efforts.

Tests of the new capabilities (and of the assertions made above) are being conducted
by one of us (Feess). First, a test case using simulated data is being evaluated. The
test data for this case are the same as those generated for the GPS Phase I Ephemeris End-

2 Investigated by using deweighting and segmented bias parameters.

3In simulated data cases, batch mode fits using pseudo-range data only performed
noticeably more poorly in recovering the (known) ephemeris than did batch mode fits
in which delta pseudo-range data was included and pseudo-range data was deweighted.
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Around Check, [10]. Secondly, a number of tests are planned which will use real data
obtained from the operational GPS system. In addition to independent evaluation of the
results (based on the criteria outlined below), the results will be compared with BFE/Cs
(discussed in 2.2).

In the simulated data case, a data base model is perturbed to obtain a "real" world
model. Both the data base model and the perturbations to it are described in [11).
Perturbations consist of changes in the number and magnitude of geopoteitial coefficients,
changes to the solar radiation pressure reflectivity coefficients, tracking station survey
locations, earth spin axis, polar motion, and deterministic clock model parameters. As
described in [11], TRACE is then used to generate perfect measurements based on this
"real" world model. Noise is added to these measurements based on stochastic models of
receiver measurement noise, tropospheric delay variation, ionospheric correction from
dual frequency measurement processing, and random clock oscillator variations (for the
latter the models described in [12] are used).

The simulated data case has the advantage that the "truth" is known (i.e. the orbit
used to generate the data). Thus direct comparisons of the estimation results and the
"truth" can be made and used to assess the quality of the estimation. The value of the
conclusions drawn depends on the realism of the simulated data case. In view of the
random character of the perturbations to the data base model and the stochastic components
of the generated data, a number of cases (10 are planned) will be run to ensure statistical
significance of the results.

In the real data cases, truth (i.e. the actual orbit) is not known. Consequently,
measures of the quality of the estimation based only on the estimates themselves must be
devised. The measures used in evaluating the real data cases are

- are measurement residuals consistent with the assumed stochastic model?

- are corrections to states based on measurements consistent with state estimation
covariance matrices?

- do predictions of ti - orbit based on estimated parameters agree well with the
results of batch fits to the data subsequently obtained during the predict period?

The tests outlined here are not intended to serve purely as a means of validating the
implementation of the SRIF/SRIS algorithms in TRACE. On the contrary, it is expected
that they will provide useful insight into the operation of the GPS operational (square
root covariance Kalman) filter, and by allowing for the simultaneous estimation of
ephemeris and clock states, will lead to a simplification of the task of generating
reference orbits for use in studies of the GPS system.

2.4 Future Capabilities

Error analysis, i.e. the study of the effects on estimation error covariances of
unmodeled or mismodeled parameters and incorrect statistical assumptions, plays an
important role in the study of systems such as GPS, where there is an abundance of
parameters affecting the ultimate results (e.g. the user's estimate of his position). It
is particularly important when possible modifications to the system design are being
considered. As described in [4], the SRIF/SRIS algorithms lend themselves easily to such
error analysis. TRACE has significant error analysis capabilities in batch mode.
Corresponding capabilities in the SRIF/SRIS mode of operation have not yet been implemented,
but the required effort is not large. It may be confidently predicted that they will find
immediate application as soon as installed. Analysis of large numbers of "consider"
parameters (unestimated parameters) can be taken into account in computing estimation
error covariances. This capability can increase the accuracy of the estimation error
covariances and can be used to identify the most sensitive parameters so that the (limited
state) operational GPS filter can be "fine-tuned".

3. A Look at the Estimation Algorithms in a Larger Framework

3.0 Comparison with Other Estimation Techniques

The SRIF pseudo-epoch state filter has been successfully applied in a number of
significant cases, [13] - L16]. In regard to computational efficiency, we note that none
of the researchers in the cases cited above have expressed dissatisfaction with the
computational costs of the estimation algorithm, though such costs are, of course, always
a matter of concern.

Among alternative estimation techniques are the conventional weighted least-squares
techniques based on the solution of the normal equations

(ATWA)xis , ATWz (1)

and variants of that approach involving various "deweighting" schemes, limited memory
(fading memory and moving window) filters, the inclusion of "segmented" parameters to

I account for drag or other stochastic effects, or combinations of all of these. In the
hands of a clever and experienced engineering staff, these and other ad hoc techniques
yield acceptable results and are not to be dismissed. The SRIF orthogonal transformation
techniques are, however, numerically more reliable than techniques based on the solution
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of the normal equations, see e.g. [93, and this additional reliability is Durchased
at a relatively low computational cost, [17]. Further, the implementation of the more
sophsticated stochastic models, such as Llarkov models, in the least-squares algorithms
is generally expensive and tends to require skills bordering on artistry. A propos
of least-squares techniques, it should be noted that mathematical equivalents of these
(including their variants) are special cases of the SRIF algorithms.

Another alternative to the SRIF is the Kalman filter, which recursively computes
estimates and estimate error covariances. For problems involving large numbers of
measurements the Kalman filter can be far more costly than the SRIF; [17] contains
arithmetic operation counts that demonstrate this point. It is now well established, [9]
that covariance update formulas for Kalman filters are numerically unreliable, and that
the U-D factorized covariance updates described in [5] and [9] have far superior (4ndeed
excellent) numerical characteristics. Comparison of U-D factorized Kalman filters with
the SHIF in orbit determination problems has shown them to be of comparable accuracy and
except in extreme cases they incur comparable computational costs. These two algebraically
equivalent approaches are developed in parallel in [4], and for orbit determination
problems there seems to be little reason to favor one approach over the other.

The U-D factorized covariance smoothing algorithm developed in [5] operates from
coefficient arrays generated during the operation of the SRIF. For the typical orbit
determination problem (many measurements and a relatively small number of process noise
variables) this smoother is more efficient than its competitors: the Rauch-Tung-Streibel
(RTS) Kalman filter based backward pass smoother, the Kamninski-Bierman square root
information smoother (SRIS), the modified Bryson-F'razier adjoint variable smoother, the
Mayne-Fraser two filter bi-directional smoother, and the covariance formulated SRIS. For
descriptions of these algorithms the reader may consult [4] and the references cited
therein. The principal reason for its efficiency is the compact nature of the smnoothing
coefficient arrays that are generated by the SRIF. It is numerically reliable, being
based on rank two updates of U-P factors, and does not call for the calculation of
differences of covariance matrices (as do e.g. the RTS and modified Bryson-Frazier
smoothers).

3.1 Prospects for the Future

Ever more precise measurement hardware and increasing computing capacity are
clearly impacting the areas of high precision orbit determination and control. Because
of competition for limited manpower resources, it will be more difficult in the future
to find skilled and experienced staff for operational systems and staffing costs will
rise. Together these factors provide impetus to develop reliable, easy to use software
and processing techniques that require less in the way of technical judgment from the
user. The thought is to automate operations wherever possible, and to design systems
that can be operated and maintained by technicians rather than technical specialists.
Such automation would represent a considerable advance over current practice.

It seems likely that numerically reliable orthogonal transformation techniques and
related square root algorithms will be more commonly used both for estimation and for
control and guidance. The state of the art is such that key mathematical functions can
be standardized so that they can be applied in a variety of situations by selection of
readily understandable parameters. In particular, it should not be necessary to require
senior navigation engineers to devote their energies to the development of ad hoc
strategies whose function is mainly to numerically stabilize a Kalman filter or batch
processor.

Large scale integration techniques in chip fabrication are bringing down computational
costs and new developments in computer architecture, such as the use of array processors
and distributed processing, are increasing computational speeds. With lower costs and
higher speeds, we expect to see more use of the current generation of adaptive estimation
and identification techniques. Currently, the choice of stochastic parameter
characteristics ((-ing levels, etc.) is still something of a "black art". The use of
adaptive techniques should require far less in the way of intuition and judgment from the
user. We also expect to see on-site processing (in parallel) of multi-station tracking
data using algorithms currently thought to be too slow or too complex.

Because of the very high data rates (say 100-1000 *iz) involved in raw data processing,
there is currently an emphasis in this area on the use of simplistic algorithms that avoid
the use of the Kalman filter. One exciting development that we expect to see in the near
future is the fabrication of special purpose chips designed to handle such applications.

Automated navigation capabilities, eventually space-based, are among the applications
we expect to see arise from the developments foreshadowed above. In [18] some preliminary
results regarding automated (ground-based) navigation are discussed. U-P covariance
factors are used in the navigation processing, which is applied to Galileo Jupiter
encounter data.

4There are square root covariance algorithms which propagate a square root of (rather
than the U-P factors of) the covariance matrix. These Involve slightly more arithmetic
than the U-D algorithms with no attendant accuracy benefits, so they will not be further
discussed.
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More users will turn to the generation of smoothed ostimates (as opposed to filter
estimates) when process noise models are involved. The problem of smoothing has until
now generally been thought to be a more difficult, complicated and expensive problem than
the filtering problem. Experience shows, however, that generation of smoothed estimates
is far simpler than the initial construction of filter estimates. Furthermore, the
generation of smoothed covariances, see [5], is comparable to operating only part of the
filter process (the time update portion). For certain applications, e.g. those involving
maneuvering vehicles, smoothed estimates (from, say, a fixed lag smoother) often give
results that are much improved over those that would be obtained from a simple filter.
The relative simplicity and efficiency of the smoother algorithms briefly touched on in
this paper makes it likely that they will be popular in those applications in which
smoothed estimates offer a significant advantage in accuracy over filter estimates.

Finally, we venture a few remarks on the durability of the algorithms discussed in
this paper. The SRIF process noise filter was applied at JPL to the Mariner 10, [13]. A
more flexible SRIF formulation, corresponding to what we describe (it included a
predecessor smoothing algorithm) was applied to the 1975 Viking Mars exploration, [14).
This same filter/smoother has been employed in the current Voyager missions. The point
of these highlights is that, although we expect to see modifications evolve (such as the
pass parameter feature and the higher order Markov models discussed in Section 1 and 2),
our feeling is that the SRIF/U-D factorized smoother will play a useful role in spacecraft
navigation for years to come.

In closing this section, we note that a soon to be published new result of investi-
gations by one of us (Bierman) of the smoothing algorithms mentioned here shows that one
can obtain the smoothing algorithm results directly from the output of a U-D factorized
Kalman filter. The idea of having a U-D filter/smoother is clearly very attractive.

3.2 Concluding Remarks

We have described a particular implementation of the SRIF, one which we feel is
flexible and well suited to the types of orbit estimation problems discussed here. SRIF
is not the only way - the choice of SRIF over a U-D facotrized filter was based primarily
on the advantages of batch-sequential processing for large numbers of measurements. The
SRIF is efficient and it is based on numerically sound procedures that have been
extensively analyzed and accepted by the numerical analysis community. Furthermore, the
methods used in the SRIF (data equations and orthogonal transformations) are simple and
elegant. It is our belief that these factors will lead to an increasing popularity for the
SRIF.
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SUMMARY

The requirements for the control of the position and attitude of gostationary communications
satellites are examined and some of the principle system parameters and options available
are outlined. A number of current systems are compared and the principal limitations of
their performance are discussed. The overall communication system trends are indicated and
the effect of these upon the design of both attitude and position control is indicated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to receive the uplink signal and transmit the downlink signal to a prescribed area on
the ground a communications satellite in geostationary orbit must be controlled in both
position and attitude.

The accuracy of positioning required is dictated principally by the uplink antenna beamwidth
which for large ground stations is a fraction of a degree. The satellite is therefore
typically controlled to +0.1* in both latitude and longitude in order to remove the necessity
for a tracking system on the ground antenna. A change in the orbital position of the order
indicated changes the antenna pointing direction by a quantifiable but generally negligible
amount.

The accuracy with which the downlink beam must be pointed is dictated by the beamwidth and is
generally established to be 10% of the beamwidth. The precise level is influenced by the
effect of pointing errors on the overall system performance and by the cost and complexity of
achievement of desired accuracy.

Early designs employed spin stabilised cylindrical configurations where the power level is
limited by the available surface area of the body upon which the solar cells are mounted. The
requirement to provide for more cost effective high capacity satellite systems has resulted
over the past two decades in changes to the beam coverage from full earth to narrow multiple
spot beam systems and higher satellite power. This has in turn resulted in increasing emphasis
being placed upon the use of 3-axis stabilised systems employing deployable solar arrays. Such
systems are not as highly constrained by the available launch vehicle payload volume. The
emphasis in this paper is therefore directed toward such systems and to the on-orbit operation
of such systems.

The attitude control system invariably .itilises propulsion equipment in conjunction with the
orbit control system and the total system is generally referred to as an Attitude and Orbit
Control System (AOCS). The paper first discusses the problem of position control or station
keeping, followed by consideration of attitude control.

2. Station-Keeping

2.1 Perturbations

A spacecraft in geostationary orbit changes its position with respect to an Earth-fixed frame
of reference due to the action of a number of perturbations. The word "perturbation" is used
to signify forces other than those due to the gravitational potential of a homogeneous
spherical Earth. The effect of the perturbations is to cause the spacecraft to drift away from
its nominal station. The congestion of the geostationary orbit and the use of higher
frequencies leads to requirements for tighter longitude and latitude limits to avoid
inter-satellite radio-frequency interference. A dead zone of +0.10 latitude and longitude is
typical of present generation spacecraft such as Intelsat IV and V, OTS, ECS, MARECS, etc.

The perturbations causing spacecraft drift can, to good accuracy, be separated into those
causing longitude drift, and those causing latitude drift, and separate manoeuvres can be
devised to counteract the drift in each direction. The perturbations causing the satellite to
drift in longitude arise from the ellipticity of the Earth's equatorial cross-section
(expressed mathematically by the J22 harmonic of the Earth's gravitational potential), and the
effect of solar radiation pressure on the satellite surfaces.

The former causes a change in the orbit semi-major axis, which results in a longitude
drift-rate; while the latter causes the orbit to become eccentric, which results in a diurnal
variation in the spacecraft's longitude (this diurnal variation is also known as libration).
The perturbations causing the spacecraft to drift in latitude are due to the gravitational

attraction of the Sun and Moon. These perturbations cause the geostationary orbit pole (the
vector normal to the orbit plane and in the direction of its angular momentum) to move in the
general direction of the vernal equinox, thereby causing a change in orbit inclination and
ascending node position. Diurnal latitude variation results from a non-zero inclination of the
spacecraft's orbit, and the spacecraft describes a figure-of-eight relative to an Earth-bound
observer (the axis of the figure-of-eight being in the North-South direction). It can be seen,
therefore, that control of longitude drift implies conrrol over the orbit's semi-major axis and
eccentricity (and, for completeness, argument of perigee), while control of the latitude drift
implies control over the orbit's inclination and ascending node position. In order to
appreciate the impact of station-keeping requirements upon spacecraft design it is important to
assess the correction requirements of the perturbations outlined above. A simplified qeneral
approach is adopted to highlight the most important results. As the counteraction of the
perturbations involves manoeuvring, which imparts velocity increments to the spacecraft, the
significance of the perturbations will be expressed in terms of the velocity increment
(,V) needed to counteract them.
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The longitude drift acceleration imposed upon a spacecraft by the J22 perturbation could be
about 0.00197*/day 2 . (Owing to the nature of this perturbation its value is dependent upon the
spacecraft's nominal on-station longitude. The value given above corresponds to a peak in the
perturbation variation with longitude). For a station-keeping manoeuvre cycle time of about 28
days (typical of a large number of such spacecraft) this results in the requirement of an
initial drift rate of 0.028*/day in order to remain within a +0.1* deadband. The resulting
manoeuvre applies to the spacecraft a velocity increment of 0.16 m/s. Over the period of a
year the &V requirement is about 2. 1 m/s.

The longitude drift imposed upon a spacecraft by solar radiation pressure depends upon the
area-to-mass ratio of the spacecraft. For spacecraft of the recent past and present, the
area-to-mass ratio has been of the order of 0.03 m2 /kg. This results in a manoeuvre
requirement of the same order as that required to correct for the J22 perturbations
- about 2 m/s per year.

The inclination drift arising from luni-solar gravitational perturbations depends upon the
phasing of the Sun and Moon orbits relative to the geosynchronous orbit, but varies between
0.76* and 0.95* per year. The velocity impulse to correct this drift therefore varies from
about 41 m/s to 51 m/s per year.

The results for the three different perturbation sources is sumearised in Table 1 . Since the
AV required from the manoeuvres is directly related to the amount of propellant the spacecraft
must carry, it becomes obvious at once that correcting latitude drift imposes a fuel penalty
upon the spacecraft an order of magnitude greater than that imposed by the correction of
longitude drift.

For a fairly typical spacecraft with a latitude deadband of +0.1* and a 7-year lifetime, the
hydrazine propellant mass required for latitude drift control (also known as North-South
station-keeping) amounts to about 75 kg (for a spacecraft with a mass on-station of 520 kgs).
The corresponding fuel mass requirement for correction of J22 and solar pressure effects (also
known as East-West station-keeping) is only about 3.5 kg. North-South station-keeping,
therefore, has a much greater impact upon spacecraft design than East-West station-keeping.

2.2 North-South Station Keeping

The large fuel penalty imposed by North-South station-keeping has led to an investigation of
the ways in which the design impact can be minimised. Briefly, three alternatives are open to
the designer.

The first consists of accepting the fuel penalty as the most cost-effective solution for the
particular satellite under consideration. A large number of satellites currently in use adopt
this approach, and carry about 70-80 kg of monopropellant hydrazine for North-South
station-keeping alone. The manoeuvre size is large and, typically, imparts to the spacecraft a
AV of 3.5 m/s. this has a direct impact upon the attitude control system of the spacecraft,
which has to maintain pointing accuracy in the face of the resulting jet misalignment and plume
impingement disturbance torques. This can require the inclusion of control hardware (and
software) dedicated to the station-keeping phases of the mission. North-South station-keeping,
therefore, increases the control system design complexity in addition to imposing a fuel
penalty.

The adverse interaction with the control system is likely to become more severe on future
satellites with larger solar arrays which are both flexible and more susceptible to
interference with the propulsion system thruster plume. Plume impingement disturbance torques
have resulted in a revision of the North-South station-keeping manoeuvre strategy for the
Orbital Test Satellite (OTS). An originally planned single manoeuvre has been broken into
several stages, with periods of attitude control system adjustment (momentum wheel dumping)
between the stages.

The second alternative is to relax the latitude deadband in order to reduce, or eliminate
altogether, the North-South station-keeping requirement. If latitude limits of +3.0' were
allowed it is possible, in certain cases, to avoid North-South station-keeping altogether.
Such a strategy does, however, require the accurAte placement of the geosynchronous orbit pole
in inertial space at the start of the mission. This complicates the transfer orbit phase of
the mission and somewhat narrows the launch window, but results in a very worthwhile payload
mass gan. Generally, wide-beam communications coverage allows the latitude limits to be
relaxed. Such a strategy has been adopted by the ESA Maritime Communications Satellite
(MARECS).

The third alternative is to use a highly efficient propulsion system. Currently available
chemical propulsion systems have specific impulses in the range of about 200 secs to 400 sacs,
while those suitable for satellite use have specific impulses in the range 200 sace to 300
sacs. An order of magnitude increase in specific impulse is available from electromagnetic
thrusters or ion engines.

I



They have to date had limited use, but they must be regarded as strong candidates for long
duration misaions (lifetime Z~p10 years) requiring North-South station-keeping. Experimental
packages have already been flown. The use of ion engines requires a very short station-keeping
cycle time (1 or 2 days instead of several weeks) owing to the very low thrust level available
from them (typically 0.01N). Though this enables very accurate station-keeping, it is
operationally inconvenient and imposes a high workload on the satellite control station.
Another problem is that the exhaust plusm causes contamination of the surfaces upon which it
impinges. Contamination of the solar array leads to a drop in available power, requiring a
larger array to compensate for the loss. This results directly in a mass penalty. integration
of the ion engines in the satellite is made difficult due to the bulk of the packages, and the
requirement to carry redundant systes. The ion engines, though fuel..efficient, consume a
considerable amount of electrical power which would make their use daring an eclipse
undesirable. Such considerations have hitherto limited the use of electric propulsion.
However, for long lifetime satellites, the mass gaim resulting from their use becomes
significant and the future could well see an increase in their use.

2.3 Station-Keeping Strategies

Currently station-keeping is carried out in an open-loop mode. The ground station tracks the
satellite and evaluates the time and magnitude of the next manoeuvre. The appropriate commands
are sent to the satellite which then executes the manoeuvres as instructed. The ground station
then tracks the satellite to verify the correct execution of the manoeuvre and computes the
time and manoeuvre details of the next cycle, and so on.

If the station-keeping cycle is of the order of weeks this results in an acceptable workload
for the ground station. As the North-South manoeuvres are so much larger than East-West ones,
any thrust misalignment errors during the former will couple into the latter. To avoid a
consequent fuel penalty the North-South manoeuvres are interleaved with the East-West ones and
any cross-coupling corrected by the subsequent East-West manoeuvre.

It is usually a requirement that the specified deadzone be maintained to a certain probability
level. This recognises that manoeuvres will be non-nominal owing to errors in orbit
determination, thruster alignment and thruster performance. OTS, for example, was required to
be controlled to within a deadzone of +0.10 in latitude and longitude to a probability of 99%.
The strategy derived therefore, took into account the likelihood of adverse dispersion impacts
on a stochastic basis. Frequently there is a requirement on the minimum cycle time. This
requires the strategy to be designed such that even if dispersions occur (to a specified
probability level) so as to reduce the cycle time, the latter is not lower than the specified
value.

Various manoeuvre implementation strategies are available. For East-West station-keeping, when
the perturbations are small, it is possible to maintain the deadband with a single-burn
strategy. This implies that a single burn is used per cycle. With such a strategy the J22 and
solar pressure perturbations are comnpensated together by sizing the burn for the former and
timing the burn for the latter. Operationally, nis is very convenient and has been
implemented on OTS. Wh~.n the perturbations are larger, multi-burn strategies become
necessary.

Two-burn strategies implement the burns approximately 12 hours apart to correct for both the

J22 and solar pressure perturbations. A characteristic of this strategy is that the fuel used
f or the manoeuvres is the larger of that required for the J2 2 and solar pressure perturbations
separately. The strategy is, therefore, fuel-efficient.

In order to minimise fuel usage, the station-keeping strategies correct only for the
satellite's secular drift, and the short period perturbations, being of second order, are
allowed for separately within the deadband. The deadhend within which the satellite is
actually controlled - the control deadbend - is therefore somewhat Smller than the specified
deadband. An understanding of this is particularly important for North-South station-keeping,
where the fuel requirement, already high, could easily be doubled if the short-period notions
were required to be counteracted. There is therefore a lover limit on the desdbend within
which the spacecraft can be maintained. in practice, tracking and execution errors provide a
limitation that is reached before that of second-order short-period perturbations. As an
experiment, OTS has been kept within North-South deadband limits of +0.0S* latitude. A much
higher accuracy would impose requirements on tracking accuracy that would be difficult and
expensive to seat.

3.* ATTITUDE CO)NTROL

3.1 Current Systems

Spin stabilisation, where the total satellite or a major portion of the Satellite is spun to
provide an angular momentum sufficient to produce short term stabilisation, has been employed
on a large number of satellites. INTELS8AT 4 (Figure ?I employed spIn-stabillsatlon In what Is
termed a dual-spin configuration. A major portion of the satellite - the solar array drum - is
spun while the commnication subsystem including antennas is pointed toward the Earth. The
despun portion of the satellite is provided with a damper having a time constant chosen to
provide overall stability. The power of such satellites i. limited by the size of the fixedf solar array mounted on the surface of the spinning drum which can be accommodated within the

- launch vehicle.
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Most current communication satellites overcome such limitations by the use of three axis

stabilisation. The most common configuration adopted is a central equipment body from which

solar arrays are deployed in a symmetrical anner (Figure 2). A symmetrical configuration is

adopted in order to minimise the solar radiation pressure disturbance torque, the principal
naturally occurring disturbance torque in guostationary orbit. The solar arrays are rotated

once per day to follow the sun.

The Earth provides the most suitable reference in two axes and most current systems employ a
two axis infra-red horizon sensor to provide sensing of pitch and roll attitude (Figure 3).
The problem of sensing attitude on the yaw axis is influenced by the choice of stabilisation
concept.

The simplest concept employs a fixed momentum wheel with lmentum vector aligned along the
pitch axis. The interchange of roll and yaw axes each quarter orbit results in a roll/yaw

coupling which may be utilised to produce a bounded yaw error. Such a system operates

satisfactorily in the presence of naturally occurring disturbance torques. During
station-keeping manoeuvres a significantly higher level of disturbance torque is applied to the
satellite and an active loop is used to limit the yaw error. Sensing my be performed using
gyros, sun sensors or star sensors. The use of si sensors constrains the time at which
station keeping can be performed as no yaw information is available near mid-day. As
North-South station-keeping is most efficiently performed near the orbit ascending or
descending node a suitable strategy minimising the increase in propellant must be devised.
Star sensing is an expensive and complex option which has not generally been used. The other
loops may also be modified during station-keeping manoeuvres to enable them to maintain
pointing in the presence of the higher disturbance torques.

Three basic control concepts have been employed (Figure 3).

e Fixed momentum wheel

• fReaction wheels

e Gimballed momentum wheel

The first of these concepts has been briefly discussed. The wheel is operated an a reaction
wheel in the pitch axis. It is the simplest of the three concepts and is utilised on a number
of British Aerospace satellites including OTS, ECS and MARECS.

The second concept employs three reaction wheels in basic form and provides an independent
control loop on each axis. In this case yaw sensing must be performed at all times. Provided
that a suitable level of reliability can be achieved, gyros updated with aim sensor
information provides a satisfactory scheme.

The third concept can be implemented using a single or double gimbal. The gimbal torquers are
used to rotate the moentum vector and provide a reaction torque as directed by the roll and
yaw control loops. The pitch loop operates on the wheel speed in a reaction wheel mode as in
the first concept. The system may also be implemented by use of two or more fixed momentum
wheels aligned along different axes where the rotation of the net mentum vector is achieved
by varying the relative speed of the wheels.

All the concepts became 'saturated', that is reach the limits of wheel speed or gimbal
position, and a non-conservative device such as a ga-jet is used to return the system to a
state from which it is capable of absorbing additional angular momentum. Host current systems
employ a hydrazine gas jet system for this purpose and for station-keeping. The control loop
pointing error is sensor limited.

The ac racy to which the bean centre is required to be Is dependent upon the beam
width. All the systems discussed are capable of achicvi., - uracy of the order of +0.20 in

pitch and roll and of the order of +0.50 in the yaw axis. The .a therefore capable J being

used with systems having a beanwidt h of the order of 20. Scoe limited improvement to these

figures can be achieved by careful design and alignment. The problem of improvement is
illustrated by reference to Table 2. The allocation to the control system is significantly

smaller than the overall error and thus a large overall improvement requires a number of

improvements to be made.

The boresight error is calculated assuming that the antenna is pointed at the subeatellite

point, and that the roll and pitch errors are independent and are normally distributed. when

the antenna is directed toward aome other ground position, the method of adding the component

errors is calculated by reference to the orbital geometry.

IL
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4. FUTURE TRENDS AND REQUIREMENTS

A study of the evolution of communications satellites indicates that they will increase in
number, increase in capacity and be required to achieve higher reliability. The first trend
will lead to a crowding of the geostationary orbit, the second to larger satellites, and the
third to longer design lifetimes. All three trends will have a direct Impact upon the
station-keeping requirements. In addition there is a trend toward the use of higher
frequencies in order to increase the system capacity. This will lead to narrower beans and
increased pointing accuracy requirements.

The use of higher frequencies will lead to a progressive tightening of the East-West deadband
in order to minimise ground station complexity, and radio-frequency interference with closely
spaced neighbouring satellites. Tighter deadbands require a greater &V for station-keeping,
and higher tracking accuracies. The former will provide the impetus for more efficient
propulsion systems, while the latter could result in novel tracking techniques, such as laser
tracking or satellite-to-satellite tracking. One means of overcoming the congestion is to use
spacecraft in 24-hour orbits of non-zero inclination. This could double or treble the orbit
capacity hut would require a family of satellites and fairly complex ground stations. The
station-keeping requirements would also be quite severe, with inclination maintenance imposing
up to a 10-20% penalty in fuel compared to the zero-inclination orbit. A family of satellites,
typically 4 to 8, would provide two virtual satellites at latitudes of approximately +150.

Correct phasing of communications handover between the satellites could provide unbroken
service with the advantages of better geometrical configuration for communications to
moderate-to-high latitudes (i.e. N. America and Europe), more cost-effective provision of spare
satellites, and avoidance of communications drop-outs due to Sun blinding of ground station
receive antennae. The station-keeping requirements to maintain inclination and phasing could
be severe.

-The increase in communications power will lead to larger satellites through larger solar arrays
and antennae. The trend for an increasing spacecraft area-to-mass ratio is already well
established. This will lead to the dominance of solar pressure perturbations over those
related to J2 2 , and will result in an increase in the East-West station-keeping fuel
requirement. Furthermore, the large structures will be relatively more flexible than present
day satellites and will require careful design of the control system if the pointing accuracy
is to be maintained during periods of manoeuvring.

The increase in spacecraft reliability will lead to satellite lifetimes substantially greater
than those of present generation spacecraft. This characteristic, coupled with a requirement
for North-South station-keeping within a small deadband, will point to the use of higher
efficiency propulsion systems, possibly electric propulsion. These in turn will lead to
manoeuvres being required every few days or so. Though this would to some extent alleviate the
severity of stru-ture-control system interaction, the frequency of the manoeuvres would impose
a high workload on the ground station controlling the satellite. The obvious answer to this
problem is to use a closed-loop station-keeping system fully autonmous within the spacecraft.

The feasibility of the autonomous station-keeping has already been established, and an
experimental implementation has been flown. "he concept consists of determining the
satellite's orbit on-board the satellite using appropriate sensors, and an ephemeris model
stored in a satellite-borne computer. Bised upon a knowledge of the satellite's orbit and
position, simple algorithms evaluate the time and magnitude of station-keeping manoeuvres.
These manoeuvres are then initiated automatically. The system has been shown to be suitable
for implementation in conjunction with electric propulsion systems.

Other possible future developments include a very large structure in geostationary orbit
capable of being used as a "hanger" upon which to mount a variety of communications payloads
providing a variety of services. This would reduce the congestion in the orbit and the risk of
collisions. The station-keeping of one large composite satellite would replace the
station-keeping of individual satellites bringing a reduction in ground station workload.

Other concepts include satellite clusters with station-keeping being carried out on the mster
satellite alone, the other satellites maintaining position with respect to the mater
automatically using on-board radar.

A summry pictorial representation of the impact of Comsat evolution upon the station-keeping
requirements is shown in Figure 4.

The effect of these trends upon the pointing requirements is illustrated in Figure 5.

The concept of radio frequency sensing, that is sensing the position of a radio frequency
beacon located near the centre of the main beam ground pattern, provides a large improvement in
sensor accuracy. If the sensor signal is derived from a radio frequency feed within the
antenna being controlled then the alignment errors may be more easily controlled and reduced.

The use of larger spacecraft with multiple antennas leads to consideration of the use of
antenna pointing mechanism. These can be used to remove fixed errors which are present and in
the case of more complex beam patterns adjust the position of the beam so that the optimum
position is achieved.
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The introduction of inter-satellite links to increase the capacity of systems where mre than
one satellite is operating within a single comnmunication system again requires a more complex
controller to ensure that the pointing requirements of both the inter-satellite link and the
satellite to ground link are met without adverse effect of one upon the other.

First generation comsmunication satellite designs employing spin stabilisation have been largely
replaced by second generation systems employing three axis stabilisation, and currently being
designed and deployed. The station keeping requirements have not changed significantly during
the developments frome first to second generation.

Future systems will require a number of developments in both station-keeping and pointing if
the potential improvement in system performance is to be achieved.
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Perturbation Compensating AV Nydrazine Mass
(m/e)/year kg)

J22 2.1
) 3.5

Solar Pressure 2.0

Luni-Solar 51.0 75

TABLE 1 STATION KEEPING PROPELLANT MASS

Axis Roll Pitch Yaw Error
• Type

Error

Source

Antenna

i) RF alignment 0.02 0.02 0.002 A

(ii) Hysteresis 0.02 0.02 0.003 A

(iii) Thermal 0.05 0.05 0.01 B

IRES

i) Null 0.01 0.01 - A

(ii) Thermal etc. 0.03 0.03 B

Alignment

i) Wheel/IRES/
Antenna 0.03 0.03 0.04 A

(ii) Thermal - - 0.04 B

(iii) AOCS Loops 0.05 0.05 0.3 C

RSS A 0.042 0.042 0.04 A constant
errors

RES B 0.058 0.058 0.041 B Cyclic

at orbit
rate

RESS C 0.05 0.05 0.3 C Higher
frequency

A + B + C 0.15 0.15 0.381

Boresight error - 0.1710

TABLE 2 A TYPICAL CURRENT POINTING SYST24 ERROR BJDGET
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FIGURE 1 INTELSAT 4

FIGURE 2 ORBITAL TEST SATELLITE (OTS)
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FIGURE 3 CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
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AUTONOMOUS STATION KEEPING
OF

GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES

by
M.C. Eckstein, A. Leibold

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt f~r
Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., 8031 Oberpfaffenhofen, F.R.G.

SUMMARY

The increasing ground operational complexity of controlling the orbits of future 3-axis
stabilized geostationary satellites, introduced by more stringent station keeping accuracy
requirements over long mission times, suggests the consideration of autonomous orbit con-
trol. A self-contained on-board navigation system consisting of an Earth sensor, several
sun sensors, a Polaris sensor and an on-board clock is investigated. An epoch element fil-
ter along with a reasonably simple orbit model is used to evaluate the navigational infor-
mation from the sensor data. The orbit corrections are performed by low thrust electric
propulsion according to an optimal strategy. The feasibility and performance of the auto-
nomous system is demonstrated by computer simulat on of a one year station keeping period
for a large 1000 kg geostationary satellite at 19 West. All computations relevant to the
station keeping system are carried out in single precision in order to simulate the re-
duced on-board processor capacity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Once a satellite has been injected into a geostationary orbit, it tends to drift away
from its prescribed position because of

" injection errors entailing an angular velocity slightly different from that of
the Earths rotation and

" perturbation effects due to the triaxiality of the geopotential (resulting in a
longitude drift), lunisolar gravitation (mainly disturbing the orbital plane)
and solar radiation pressure (primarily changing the orbit eccentricity).
Hence the orbit has to be corrected artificially from time to time in order to
keep the satellite within given tolerance limits around its nominal geostationary
position.

Exizting Geostationary Satellites are controlled from the ground, i.e. tracking stations
and ground computer facilities as well as telemetry/telecommand systems are required to
determine the orbit, to compute the necessary manoeuvre parameters and to transmit the
corresponding manoeuvre commands by radio link to the satellite. On board the satellite
a ranging transponder is needed.

The increase of ground operational workload associated with more stringent accuracy re-
quirements and long durations of future geostationary missions has initiated investigations
of autonomous station keeping systems as an alternative tc ground based orbit control.
An autonomous station keeping system must be capable of performing the measurements for
zrbit determination (OD), the manoeuvres for orbit correction (OC), and the necessary com-
putations automatically on board the satellite.
Various degrees of autonomy can be considered. Fully autonomous OD would be completely
independent of any ground support, whereas semi-autonomous concepts could include the use
of beacons on the ground, existing relay satellites or the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Similarly, the OC may demand automatic corrections of all 6 orbital elements, or less
than 6 elements if, for instance, only the longitude motion is controlled.

The subject of autonomous station keeping and related topics have first been studied al-
ready nearly 20 year5 ago. Good general surveys, covering the 1960's are given by Gansler
(1) and Braga-Illa (1). Further valuable review papers were published by Gura et al (3)
and Brogan and LeMay (4) at the begin of the 1970's. A very recent and clear assessment
of the present systems technology state achieved up to 1979 is provided by Lowrie (5).

In 1968 the US Air Force began to investigate the potential of on-board autonomous space-
craft navigation: experimental, autonomous systems controlling the mean orbit l8ngitude
of the spin-stabilized geostationary satellite LES-6 (1968) to an accuracy of 2 and of
the 3-axis stabilized satellites LES-8,9 (1975) to an accuracy of 0.02 were tested and
qualified (5,6,7); several pulsed plasma thrusters, two sun transit sensors, an Earth
horizon sensor, a solar ephemeris synthesizer and a simple hardware algorithm were used.
Primarily for low orbiting spacecraft an on-board autonomous and a semi-autonomous navi-
gation concept was developed also on behalf of the US Air Force: a Lunar/Star Space Sex-
tant (5,8) providin-. 250 m posi ion accuracy after I day tracking, and a Passive Ranging
Interferometer Sys, . (8) wit, .ie capability of precise angle tracking o, and pseudo
ranging to known ra ard- .. achieving an accuracy of 450 ft after 1 revolution with
signals from 3 radar zoio

* Parallel to these activities autonomous navigation systems, primarily for low orbiting
satellites using landmarks (5,9,10), Navstar OPS (11,12,13,14,15) were investigated by
space research institutions.
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A more recent study on in-plane and out-of-plane autonomous station keeping of future
communication satellites was supported by ESA (16). Optical sensors for Earth, sun and
Polaris provide the navigational information. The OD concept involves the satellite atti-
tude. OC can be accomplished by a high or low thrust propilsion system. Autonomous sta-
tion keeping is demonstrated for 5 days.

The present paper follows a slightly different approach using an attitude-independent orbit
determination concept and an optimal orbit correction strategy especially designed for low
thrust propulsion. The fully autonomous system is based on present or near future techno-
logy hardware. Assuming a 3-axis stabilized satellite, the measurements of an Earth sensor,
several sun sensors and a Polaris sensor are taken in regular time intervals to compute the
angles subtended by the Earth-sun and Earth-Polaris directions. These navigation angles
do not depend on the attitude of the satellite and contain only orbit information. The na-
vigational data are evaluated by an epoch etement 6itte which combines the advantages of
Batch Least Squ&res Estimators (insensitive with respect to system- and measurement model
errors; accurate estimation which guarantees reliable orbit prediction; good numerical sta-
bility)with the benefits of Sequential Filter Algorithms (recursive and on-line data pro-
cessing). For JiLteA htabitization a Nonadaptive Stabilization Method is used.

Objt coArection manoeuvres have to be carried out by a suitable propulsion system. The
advanced state of development of ion thrusters (17) and the considerable fuel savings (18)
to be expected especially for the long mission duration and heavy weight of future satelli-
tes, justify a concept which provides et4eetc pLoputLzon for autonomous station keeping.
The low thrust level necessitates the development of a correction strategy which is basi-
cally different from the conventional ones to be found in the literature (19,20,21). In
contrast to the commonly applied "waiting strategy" which provides orbit corrections only
when the satellite is going to exceed certain tolerance limits, a "precaution strategy" is
required: the total correction, to be carried out during a specified time interval, is pre-
computed and distributed on several correction manoeuvres, each of them small enough to be
within the capability of the low thrust propulsion system. Whereas the "waiting strategy"
minimizes the frequency of manoeuvres, which is desirable from a ground operational point
of view, the fuel optimization in the "precaution strategy" leads to a maximum number of
thrusts (22). The width of the tolerance window is only partially used, leaving the re-
mainder as a safety zone. The latter is particularly useful for autonomous station keeping
because of the limited navigational data accuracy, orbit model deficiencies and thrust exe-
cution errors. On the other hand, the arguments favouring infrequent thrusts are no longer
important in case of autonomous operations.

As it is difficult to judge the described autonomous station keeping system theoretically,
it has to be tested by computer simulation with respect to feasibility and performance.
Hence the controlled motion of a geostationary satellite is simulated with realistic
assumptiorson the various error sources and on-board processor accuracy.

2. STATION KEEPING HARDWARE COMPONENTS

A brief survey of available on-board equipment and a discussion op6 its qualification for
autonomous station keeping can be found in the recent ESA-study (10). Similar considera-
tions lead to the conclusion that fully autonomous OP requires the following hardware com-
ponents:

* I Earth sensor

e 4 sun sensors

* 1 Polaris sensor

* 1 on-board clock.

The OC can be carried out by means of a propulsion system consisting of at least

e 4 ion thrusters.

The necessary computationa have to be performed by

* an on-board processor.

2.1 SENSORS

Most of the sensors mentioned, with the exception of the Polaris sensor, are standard on
present day geostationary satellites. The main characteristics for a few examples are
shown in Table 1.
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Earth-Sensor Sun-Sensor Polaris-Sensor

Mass [kg] 2.5 1 5

Field of View + 120/+ 140  + 640/+ 640 + 80/+ 80

Noise + 0?0073 + 0?004 + 0?0008

Bias 0?02 . 0. 0?03 0?003

RMSE O?021 . 0. O?031 0?015 0.0031

Manufacturer OFFICINE GALILEO ADCOLE 20910 BALL BROTHERS
OTS IR Earth (digital) CT-41 1
Sensor (IRES)

Table I Potential Sensors for an Autonomous Station Keeping System.

-main

Sbody

-- S1

L. /

EarthII

South
Fig. 1 Sensor (E,P,S.) and Thruster (Ti )

Arrangement. 1

2.1.1 SENSOR CONFIGURATION AND MEASUREMENTS

It will be assumed that the satellite is 3-axis stabilized with the x-axis nominally poin-
ting east, the y-axis south and the z-axis towards the Earth's centre (Fig. 1). In crder
to cover all possible sun directions, the 4 sun sensors S1 ... S4 are to be mounted on
the side walls of the satellite. Earth sensor E, Polaris sensor P, and the sun sensors
S , S should be mounted close together so as to reduce the effects of alignment errors
aAd thermal effects. The calibration between the various sensors and with respect to the
satellite coordinate system is alleviated by putting the Earth sensor E and the sun sensor
S on a common platform. Each Sensor measures 2 of the 3 direction cosines of the observed
o~ject in a sensor dedicated coordinate system. The transformation of the sensor outputs
to the satellite fixed coordinate system is rather simple for the specific sensor arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 1.
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The Earth sensor measures the unit vector components (X ,YE)' the Polaris sensor (X ,Z
and the 4 Sun sensors (X ,Y 1 ), Y,Z ), (X ,Y ) (V Z4) in the satellite systeg.
Hence the unit vectors iI'thi diregiiog to t Egth, Pgiarfs and Sun are given by

XE -

FE YE ] P = 
'IX ZP

Sfl "-Ys2-Zs2 XS3
S 1  YS2 YS3

S~~~ ~ ~ 2S1Z2.f-S S3

S2T 2;

YS4 Z

ZS4

2.1.1 NAVIGATION ANGLES

The unit vectors U , U and U depend on the attitude because they refer to a satellite
fixed coordinate sstei. However, if U and U are measured simultaneously, one can com-
pute the attitude-independent angle a btween-he Earth- and Sun direction by

.= arc tan (UE US ) , 0 < < t (2)

similarly one obtains the angle 8 between the Earth and Polaris directions

= arc cos (UE - UP), 0 < 0 < n (3)

The simple expression (3) is sufficient for accurate evaluation of 8 because 8 The
sun direction US can be taken from the output of any of the 4 Sun sensors. In gegeral,
only one sensor w~ll see the sun at a time, although there is some visibility overlap be-
cause of the + 64 field of view of the sun sensors. In these cases the smaller pair of
measured sensor coordinates is to be preferred.

Since a and 8 contain exclusively orbit information, they will be used as navigation angles.
The attitude can influence a and 8 only if

* the directions U and Us or U and U are not measured simultaneously and the
attitude varies-letween-the mRasuremgnts, or

* the sensors are used beyond their nominal measuring range where the errors are
relatively large.

The first error source can largely be eliminated by interpolation between a series of mea-
surements of both contributing sensors, the second by discarding navigational data collec-
ted during very norn-nominal attitude phases.

2.1.3 MEASUREMENT ERRORS

Random Errors

The random errors in a and 8 can be considered as a sum of errors due to discretizatior.
(uniformly distributed errors), due to errors caused by short term temperature variations
within a particular sensor and/or within the satellite structure changing in particular the
phase angles between the Earth sensor and the different sun sensors. According to the cen-
tral limit theorem zero-mean normal distribution will be assumed for the random errors in
a and 8.

Information on sensor accuracy is rather limited. In general, the manufactures give an over-
all value of the angular error from which a rough estimate of the variance of a may be ob-
tained by assuming the directions of both Earth and Sun to be close to the sensor axes.
Then the variances of the sensor outputs are added geometrically as

a 2 +r2 11an302M XE XS for sun sensors ()
% +2 2 2 and 4

XE Z



Similarly one obtains for the variance of 0

2a 2 +a2 (5)
13 YE ZP

Systematic Errors

The measurements X, Y, Z of each sensor may be additionally corrupted by constant and/or
periodic systematic errors due to long term temperature variations with a period of -1
day, caused by periodic heating and cooling of different parts of the satellite structure
facing the sun or the opposite direction. Periodic errors in c and 0 are also produced
through residual mounting errors which can not be eliminated by pre-flight or in-flight
calibrations. Due to lack of reliable experimental data on most of the systematic errors
only the residual mounting errors are included in the navigational data simulation, resul-
ting in systematic shifts of a and 0.

2.2 THRUSTERS

A system of 4 Ion thrusters is assumed to be used for both North-South (NS) and East-West
(EW) corrections. rypicat characteristics are listed in Table 2.

Type: ION-Thruster

Thrust level: 10 mN

Fuel: HG

Specific Impuls: 31000 Ns/kg

Mass: 9 kg

Power Requ.: 375 W

Manufacturer: MBB - RIT 10

Table 2 Characteristics of the Adopted Propulsion System.

2.2.1 THRUSTER CONFIGURATION

In order to avoid contamination of the solar paddels, 8he thrusters are mounted on the east-
and west walls of the satellite body, inclined by + 45 with respect to the satellite equa-
tor (Fig. 1). Hence the individual thrust directions of the 4 thrusters are nominally NE,
NW, SW, SE with no component in the direction towards the Earth. Accelerations in the main
directions North, East, South and West can be generated by operating two thrusters simul-
taneously. Although this results in a 30% efficiency loss, the fuel mass savings of an
electric propulsion system with respect to chemical propulsion is still considerable.
Slightly bettsr efficiency could be achieved by a steeper inclination up to the admissible
limit of + 55 with respect to the satellite equator because the major velocity increments
are needed in the North-South directions. However, the configuration of + 45 inclined
thrusters has been chosen here for the sake of simplicity.

2.2.2 THRUST ERRORS

Very little is known about errors in thrust level and directions of Ion thrusters6 Hence
several values of random and systematic errors up to + 3% in thrust level and + 3 in the
thrust directions were assumed in the station keeping-simulation.

2.3 ON BOARD CLOCK

The accuracy of the on-board clock shguld be _ompatible with the sensor accuracy. A cry-
stal-controlled clock of accuracy 10 - to 10- is sufficient.

2.4 ON BOARD PROCESSOR

The processor will be used for other purposes besides the autonomous station keeping.
Word length, core store, speed will therefore be determined by the overall requirements.
Those fcr station keeping are not yet defined. Most likely a 16-bit maschine (partly re-
programmable in-flight) with single and double length arithmetic available should be ade-
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quate. This confidence is justified by the fact that all algorithms relevant for sta-
tion keeping were successfully tested in single precision without any numerical problems.
Implicit scaling by proper orbit and measurement modeling and the use of a robust OD
algorithm are additional supporting factors.

3. ORBIT AND MEASUREMENT MODELING

Orbit generators will be needed

9 for the OD algorithm in order to compute residuals between measured and
predicted quantities

* for the OC algorithm in order to consider future orbit variations

* for the station keeping simulation in order to produce realistic satellite
motion and measurement data.

In the first two cases the orbit model must be rather simple even at the cost of reduced
accuracy so as to fit the limited capability of the on-board processor. Considerably
higher accuracy is required in the third case in combination with a long term prediction
capability because the simulations extend over several hundreds of revolutions. Hence
analytical perturbation models with different degrees of complexity are selected for the
3 tasks (23). In addition to the natural perturbations due to the triaxiality of the
geopotential, luni-solar gravitation and solar radiation pressure, the thrust effects also
have to be modeled.

3.1 GEOSTATIONARY ELEMENTS

As the classical set of Keplerian elements (a,e,i,a,Q, M ) is inappropriate for geosta-
tionary orbits because the angular quantities are undefined for zero eccentricity and in-
clination, a different set of "Geostationary Elements" (D,h,l,p,q,A) is introduced (24).
They are related to the classical ones as follows:

D = (n - nE)/nE, where n :I 1
2 a-3/2

h = e sin (Q + w)

= e cos (a + w) (6)

p = sin sin 0

q = sin cos a

X M+Q+ -L.

In Eq. (6) n is the Earths' angular velocity of rotation and L the station right ascen-
sion, whereag U is the geocentric gravitational constant. The geostationary elements are
non-dimensional and vanish in case of an undisturbed, exact geostationary orbit. The
element D is a normalized drift rate, X the mean off-station longitude, whereas (h,l) and
(p,q) essentially represent the eccentricity and inlination vectors.

The perturbations expressed in these elements do not contain any singularities for circular
and equatorial orbits (24). For abbreviation the geostationary elements in the above order
will also be denoted by the vector

: (D,h,l,p,q,A)T  (7)

All the components of E are small and can be treated as first order quantities for a sa-
,ellite orbit controlled within a small geostationary tolerance window. This fact ensures
well conditioned matrices in the orbit determination algorithm without the need of scaling.
In case of unperturbed Keplerian motion the element vector E is constant with the exception
of the last component, X, which is a linear function of time. In the presence of pertur-
bgtions all 6 components of E are time dependent according to the variational equations
('5). Hence the variation o? E is governed by the equation

E +4 a (8)

with
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 9 )
0 0 0 0 0 0

% 0 0 0 / o

nE 0 0 0 0 0
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o -3 0

-cosL 2sinL 0

sinL 2cosL 0
1 (10)

0 0 1sinL

0 0 cosL

-2 0 0

The acceleration vector

A= (aR, aT, aN)T (11)

consisting of components in radial, tangential and normal direction with respect to the
orbital motion is due to any non-Keplerian forces acting on the satellite. The first term
in Eq. (8) represents the Keplerian mean motion which affects only the off-station mean
longitude, whereas the second term exclusively describes the perturbation effects. In Eq.
(10), V = 3.07 km/s is the geostationary orbit velocity. The rather simple form of the
variational equations is obtained by neglecting all terms proportional to squares or higher
powers of the geostationary elements, as it is justified for a nearly geostationary orbit.

3.2 NATURAL PERTURBATIONS

Since a geostationary satellite maintains its position ielative to the geopotential, the
contribution of triaxiality to the acceleration vectcr a is constant. The contributions
from luni-solar gravitation and solar radiation pressuri repeat with daily, monthly and
yearly periods. Hence the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (8) can be represented
by a triple Fourier Series. The integration of Eq. (8) yields the result (23)

E(t) = D(t,t )E + c(t-t + c(t-to 2 + AEp(t) + AEs(t) (12)

with the abbreviations

1 0 0 0 0 0

0

0(t-t o ) 0 (13)

0 15*5

0

LE (t-to )

Em for the epoch mean element vector,

c for the secular perturbation rates of the orbital element vector,

M S
AELP(t) I Z [A oms cos(mL +sLe) + Boms sin(mL +sLo)] (14)

m:M s -S
for the long periodic perturbations and

N M S
AEsp(t) z I I [Anms cos(nL+mLe+sLe) + Bnms sin(nL+mLe+sLe)] (15)n:0 m:M 5-in 0 YSl

for short periodic perturbations at time t.

Le:Le(t) = mean longitude of the moon,

Lo=L(t) = mean longitude of the sun.



The coefficients A , Ds vary slowly with time because of variations of the Moon's
orbit. This effecPm an R-d modeled with sufficient accuracy by a 2-degree polynomial as

2Anms = jX Anmsj d j

(16)

2D-nms = j£ D-nmsj 
d J

j=O ns

where d is the number of days elapsed since a fixed epoch date. The coefficients can be
calculated (23) from the geographic station longitude, satellite mass and cross section
area for a time interval < 2 years specified by 2 dates.

3.3 THRUST EFFECTS

The orbit corrections for a satellite with a tolerance window of about + 0.10 can be con-
sidered as differential corrections. Thus, for their computation the variational equations
(10) can be used again. The effect of finite thrusts, constant between t 1 and t , on the
orbital elements at time t is obtained by integration of (8) and summatioA over al thrust
phases. The result is

K

AETH(t) = WX(t) AX (17)xi

0 -3AL 0

-2cosL. sin 1 ALX  4 sinLX si1 ALX  0

2 sinL sin1 ALx  4 cosLX si1 AL 0

(t) 1 Is n A (18)
VnE 0 0 sinL si4 AL

0 0 cosL, sin- a,

-26L -3ALw (L-L X ) 0

where

K = number of predetermined thrusts,

= acceleration vector of xth thrust,

L + nE(t-to), (19)

x L° + nE[1(txl+tx2)-to ]  (20)

AL = nE(t-tX1) if tXl < t < tx2 (21)

nE(tX2t l) if t = t 2

tX1t x2 = switch-on and switch-off times of uth thrust,

L 0 station right ascension at epoch to.

Eqs. (17) - (21) are obtained under the assumption that the acceleration is constant during
each thrust period. The switch times and the acceleration vectors have to be knorn for all
thrusts occurring in the time interval (tot). They are precomputed by the orbit correc-
tion algorithm described in section 6.

I

9.
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3.4 MEASUREMENT MODEL

The navigation angles % and 0 are determined by the position vectors x, x and x2 of the
satellite, the sun and Polaris, respectively, in the equinoctial system !wth the- origin
at the Earth's centre. Introducing the measurement vector

Sz (yy2) T (a, )T  (22)

one obtains

cos Yi - (xi-2 )/(r Ai) - x i/(r Ai) + rlAi (23)

with

r = JAI. Ai Ix.-xI . (24)

Earth Sun (i=1)
orXPotarls11=2)

Satelite

Fig. 2 Definition of Navigation angles (y,,y 2) (a,).

The position vector x can be expressed in terms of the geostationary elements as

/cos(L+X) - l(l-cos2L) + h sin2L\

x =r in(L+X) - h(h+cos2L) + b sin2LJ (25)

- 2p cosL + 2q sinL /

whereby squares and higher powers of the geostationary elements are neglected.

If y, is introduced as the measurement vector which wo~id be observed from the nominal
geosiAtionary satellite position xST = rST(cosLsinLO) one obtains from Eqs. (23) andf25 )

2
cos yi = cos YSTi + J (ain cosnL + bin sinnL) 1 : 1,2 (26)

n=O ni

with the coefficients

ao (h sine. + 1 cosai)Cos 8 (27)

ail = -A sinai cos8i - 2p sinb i  (28)

bil = X cosai cos6 i - 2q sin6 i

ai2 = (h sinai - 1 cosai)cos6i  (29)

bi2 = -(h cosai + 1 sinai)cos8i

where (aI,68) and (a2,62) are the right ascension and dclination of the Sun and Polaris,
respectiOeli.

It is interesting to note that the eccentricity vector (l,h) can be determined from Eqs.
(29) after evaluating, for instance, a and b1  from observations of only one navigation
angle y . Measurements from Earth and Sun senibrs are preferable because cos8 f I whereas
cos62 -A I. However, the remaining elements occur only in Eqs. (28) defining & and bW
They can be determined only if, at least, 2 navigation angles y, and y2 are obs@ved, iA"

%order to provide 4 independent equations for k,p,q.

_7 T-
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The choice of Sun (8, < 23?5) and Polaris (8i= 890) as measurement sources is justified
by Eqs. (28) which t en becomes a well condi ioned system yielding good separation between
inclination effects (p,q) and longitude drift behaviour (4).

Expansion of the left hand side of Eq. (26)

cosYi cSYsTi - (yi - YSTi)sinYSTi + (30)

yields a linear relationship between geostationary elements and the measurements

Y(t) = ZST(t) + H(t) E(t) (31)

with the measurement matrix

H(t) H' (32)

where

0 T

[sino i + sin(mi-2L)]cos6i

H.c OSi - cos(ci-2L)]cos6i i 1,2 (33)
S 2 STi 2 cosL sin6i

sin(ai-L)cos8 i

Note that the measurement matrix H(t) does not depend on E. The right ascensions and de-
clinations c.,6. are known functions of time or constant-in case of Polaris. The neglec-
ted terms containing squares and higher powers of the geostationary elements contribute
only few arcseconds to the navigation angles which is well below any measurement error.

4. ORBIT DETERMINATION

A station keeping system, autonomous in measurement data acquisition and data processing,
requires a careful match of the orbit model (dynamic system) and the estimation algorithm:
complex models and sophisticated estimation algorithms lead to high computer storage re-
quirements and long computation times, respectively; however, simple models usually cause
either poor orbit determination accuracy or divergence of the estimation algorithm. The
following properties are desirable for an on-board station keeping system:

1) The orbit model used in the orbit determination algorithm should be simple but
eonsistent with the moderate sensor accuracies.

2) The algorithm should be sufficiently robust to tolerate a simple measurement

model as well as temporary sensor and thruster failures.

3) Numerical stability on a limited word length on-board processor.

4) Sufficient accuracy for reliable orbit prediction as required for the orbit
correction strategy.

5) Low sensitivity with respect to model and measurement error statistics.

6) Recursive and sequential data processing which eliminates data storaging.

In the literatur primarily two methods are applied to satellite OD problems:

0 Batch Etimatoa ALgoaithmA such as the Weighted Leaat Squares (WLQ) Method,
often modified to include also a-priori information on the orbital elements,
evaluating the tracking data. This classical and widely used method in
ground station OD lacks particularly the property 6) in which one is in-
terested for onboard OD.

* Seqantidt E4timato4 ALgoxithmA such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) frequ.
used in satellite on-board navigation problems. To avoid filter divergence
due to modeling errors in the dynamic system measurement equations as well
as in the proceb. and measurement noise statistics, nonadaptive (26) and adap-
tive (structural (27) and statistically (28) adaptive) methods are applied to
modify the filter. To guarantee numerical filter stability on a word length
limitted on-kpard processor,"covariance matrix square root" (29) and "square
root-free" (Qu) algorithms have been proposed with the same computational
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efficiency and accuracy reached by the EKF in double precision on a large
scale computer (31). In this investigation none of these methoIs is used.
it is assumed that the outlined sequential algorithms will probably either
have divergence problems under the conditions (1), (2) and (5) or will be
still too complex. An EPOCH MEAN ELEMENT FILTER processing also a-priori
information was developed. Ideas from the Least Squares Method and of the
Kalman Filter are used.

4.1 MODEL SIMPLIFICATION

The expression (12) for the natural Perturbations is rather complex and not well suited for
the orbit determination algorithm. Fortunately, the ahostt peliodic pa'tuAbationa AE are
very small. Their effects in longitude are of the order of 0?005 and much less in Iffitude
which is well below measurement accuracy. Additionally, the OD procedure to be described
in section 5 largely eliminates short periodic effects because they are averaged over one
revolution. Hence, they may be omitted in the orbit model for both the orbit determination
and orbit correction phases.

The tong peaiodic peztuAbotienb AETp are considerably larger (up to some hundredths of a
degree in longitude) than the shore periodic ones, but their variation during a few days
is also very small. Hence, if the measurements extend over one or a few days only, the
omission of AE in the OD model results essentially in a offset AELP(to ) to the estimated
epoch mean elements ED, i.e. instead of E., the set

E + AE (34)

- a - -LP(t 0

is obtained.

Since the orbital element vector has to be computed for each measurement time, a simple
orbit model is very essential. Therefore, the long periodic effects AE are also neglected
in the OD method described in the sequel. The resulting values E can-4 corrected to ob-
tain t whenever necessary because AE is a known function of time t. These considerations
lead to the following simplified orbTyV(system) model

E.~O E 0ct-) 1 - (tt) (35K
jo E. - -(tj-to) , - c(tto ) 1 , ,j a + f. (35)

where the subscript j refers to values at time t. . The 4-th term on the right hand side is
the contribution by the thrusts according to Eq. (17) and the last term

t.

f G(T) *(r,to)w(T)dT + AELP + AEs P  (36)
to

is added to include various error effects; it accounts for errors in the systems equations
due to modeling errors of both the natural perturbations as well as of the thrust, due to
numerical errors because of truncation, round-off errors and process noise. In Eq. (36)
G(T) is a transformation matrix and w (T) is non-zero mean white noise. Since 0. , c and
0,,j do not depend on E., the partial derivatives can easily be obtained form Ei!0 (35) as

N t (37)aE. = o E . '

4.2 MEASUREMENT MODEL FOR ORBIT DETERMINATION

The measurement model is taken from Eq. (31) supplemented by systematic and random errors:

yj = ZSTj + H Ej + _'j + vj (38)

where m+ +j - N(ajRj) (39)

The partial derivatives with respect to the osculating elements are
I

% = Hj . (40)

-L
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4.3 EPOCH MEAN ELEMENT FILTER

The algorithm basically consists of an estimation (measurement updating) cycle and a pre-
diction (time updating) cycle: within the e~timation cycle the a-priori known epoch mean
element information is combined with the information obtained form a Least Square Fit over
a block of measurements by elementary statistical principles; in the ptediction cycle the
estimated epoch mean elements are propagated to the begin of a new block of data to be fit
in the next estimation cycle.

Combining system equation (35) and measurement equation (38) one obtains the navigation
angles zj(E.) = yj(Ej(E )) at time tj as a function of the epoch mean elements E.:

K

z.(E y -STj + H. 0. E + Hj c(tj-t o ) + Hj c(t-t) + H. Z T . a0 a 3T f-0 2- i -=J 3  l ) 3- X (41)

+ H. . + m. + v .

Eq. (41) will be used to estimate the epoch mean elements E from the measured angles z
whereas the a_, are treated as conhidet paxameteu only. S!nce the vector _J

2 K
2 H c(ti-t ) + I Hj c(t.-t ) + H. V j a (42)

!j ISj ' j - 0. 2 j -30 .~i X x42

does not depend on E. , it is a known function of time. The following additional abbre-
viations are introduced for simplification:

A3 Hj j,o ; 3j Hj 7j + -3 + -j (43)

4.3.1 SEQUENTIAL WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES WITHIN A BLOCK OF DATA

For the derivation and justification of the filter equations for the estimation cycle the
following aspects of the physical problem must be outlined:

i) The major deviations between and modeled navigation angles occuring during
an OD arc are due to systematic and random sensor errors. They are assumed
of about equal size. Compared to these effects those from the neglected long-
or short-periodic perturbations are small or introduce a known offset (bias) in
the estimates, respectively. Of minor importance are also the thrust errors
during one OD arc.

ii) Six epoch elements are to be estimated:
" The "in-plane" elements: D (driftrate); AX (mean off-station longitude);

h,l (eccentricity components). Contributions to their estimation come
mainly from the navigation angle Earth/satellite/sun.

" The "out-of-plane" elements p, q (inclination vector components) are
preferably estimated by the navigation angle Earth/satellite/Polaris.

With (i) and (ii) it seems justifyable to use as weight for the navigational data the
reciprocal of the associated mean square errors or variances only. The filter equations
are summarized in the subsequent table:

Measurement Model = A E + f + n.(4)
3j - -3 -3 44

Aj, fj, nj as defined in (43); (42); (36); (39)

A-priori Statistics nj "system noise"

m + . N(m., R. ) non-zero mean measurement white noise
+ sequence

Mj = 
(M Ij m2jT Rj 0 0)5)

Initial Conditions

stimate E 00 (46)

A-priori Covariance Matrix 0

41.

--------- !
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At Time t. within Block k

Measurement Weighting Matrix W1 j 0

wj 10 W2j (47)

Fwtj :(m
2
1 j + Rtj)

-I

Intermediate Estimate for A. = Ae + K. T.
Element Corrections (stored - J T (48)
in 2x6 matrix) with A6o  0
-------------------------------------------------------- 1
Gain K j-[W + A (49)

Inverse of the NoAmat MatA£x N: = M N- 1  MT + K. WI KT3 3 j-1 j w J (50)

where M: I -K A and No I-- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- --- ---- --- --- --; --- -- --.. --... .. ......... .. .. .... .... .. .. ..
Modified Residual ErrorT j [ tj1

t. Z. 0 - f. - A A4. u (51)
-J j-1-

u (1 i)
T

------------.-.-------------------------.-.--------------------------------------------

Covariance Matricet 1j Mj i MT KT

Corresponding to I and 2n d  L- _ j + Ktj Rj KTj (52)
Column of A with Iot 0

At End tn of Block k^n

Final Estimates and E n E 00 + An
A-posteriori Covariance n- n
Matrix P n + NnPo1 n (53)

n n n (53

-n n k-

n S2  + S2n In I k 2n 2 k

Matrix Sk is used for filter stabilization and is

here not further specifil. P-1 is obtained by
Cholesky Decomposition (>). Tnversion of 7 can
be avoided for the stable filter (Sk r I) an2 if
(47) is replaced by W : R-1 which is justified
by ii) of this section si s

Table 3 Filter Equations for the Estimation (Measurement Updating) Cycle.

4.3.2 TRANSITION TO THE NEXT BLOCK

To propagate the obtained estimate from epoch t of data block k to epoch t.l of the next
data block k+l the orbit model (35) assuming nominal thrust is used whereby'kf is neglected.

To obtain the a-priori element estimate variance for the new block k+l the a-posteriori
covariance from block k is time-propagated using * in the familiar way. To take
account of the neglected natural perturbations andkr st error effects (to be expected
during block k+l) on the estimates, a "noise matrix" Q is added, constructed from the terms
which are in the average neglected during each OD arc.

%

._ h.- ,
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Element Propagation from E * l + c(t - ) + c(tk+l-t)
2

Epoch tk of Block 
k to k+l _ k+lkon - k+l k 

k

K (54)
+ X 'x,k+l -o

Covariance Matrix =k+l,k n + Q (55)

Propagation o k+lk

r 2I :I" (56)

where

1 L [ a )aN  (571 r-- t1 [H j1 flj t V,n aN 4I, a N %,nSLj:l ~

022 ..., 06 are similarly constructed;

L = number of OD arcs per year, and

n = number of measurements collected during an
OD arc;

W is the second column of VX from Equ. (18);

aN = the acceleration and

(A +a) is the mean square error in the thrust
direction during the daily inclination

corrections.

Table 4 Prediction (Time Updating) Cycle.

4.3.3 NONADAPTIVE FILTER STABILIZATION

The neglected natural long-and short-periodic perturbations as well as the thrust error
effects may not be perfectly compensated by Q defined in (57). To prevent filter divprgence
its structure is modified in order to change the element corrections prope'ly depending
on the behaviour of the mean residuals averaged over a data block. The technique applied
is derived from the method described in Ref. 26 and outlined in Table 5.

Matrix of the Means I 0
of the Residuals in
Block k M2 (58)

n

where r I - [j - Aj .
n _j ~ 3 D

Matrix of the Means
of the Residuals from Mk R (k-lmM- m k MR (59)the m last Blocks :- M '

the lat Blcksk > m already assumed

Matrix with Normali- [zing Factors 71 0

(60)

n R

Na = a tion Angle + Root Mean Square Error

---.--- .-- -------.---------- -- -- ---.... ---.... ---..... ----- ----- ------. _ . _ . . .------------- ------.
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Element Corrections Sk  = I + Qk = k (61)

within Block k $ 0 S2k J

where

Qk m-l +1Qk= M - Q k-1 + m Qk'

Auxiliary [Cl 0]Matrices Ck = Mk = 1

A 0 C 2 2J

k [ [g 1 1  0 1
G 0 g2 2  

(62)

[qj1  01
Qk'0 q1J

where

- ga if c l > 0

0 elsewhere

Table 5 Modification Matrix Sk for Filter Stabilization.

5. ORBIT CORRECTION

The triaxiality of the geopotential, luni-solar gravitational influence and solar radiation
pressure perturb the geostationary orbit with the effect that the satellite will sooner or
later exceed the prescribed tolerance window. Hence the orbit has to be corrected once in
a while by artificial accelerations produced by the on-board propulsion system. As it was
pointed out earlier, an electric propulsion system is preferred for station keeping because
of considerable savings of fuel weight. A simple concept of an electric propulsion system
is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming three-axis-stabilization, 4 ion thrusters can generate thrusts
in directions which are inclined arainst the North-South axi§ in order to avoid contqmiga-
tion of the solar padales. Each thruster produces about 10"  N thrust resulting in 10-
km/s 2 acceleration for a 1000 kg satellite. This is only little more than the acceleration
by natural perturbations. The tolerance window of future geostationary missions will be
of the order of + 0.10 in longitude and latitude. Hence the orbit correction strategy for
station keeping must be based on a very low thrust and narrow tolerances of the orbital
elements.

5.1 CONSEQUENCES OF LOW THRUST PROPULSION

Conventional station keeping generally applies a "waiting strategy", i.e. corrections are
carried out only when the satellite is going to exceed the tolerance window. Such a
strategy minimizes the number of necessary manoeuvres which is desirable from the grcund
operations point of view. The magnitude of the corrections corresponds to the size of the
tolerance window.

However, this waiting strategy cannot be applied in case of electric propulsion because the
low thrust level limits the magnitude of the orbit corrections attainable by a single thrust.
For instance, a pair of thrusters of the aforementioned electric propulsion system produces
about 0.3 m/s velocity increment in 6 hours of burning time which should not be exceeded for
efficiency reasons. This is far below the 11 n/s required for an inclination correction
of 0.20 associated with the aforementioned tolerance window of + 0.10 in latitude.

Hence one has to apply a different strategy which provides more frequent corrections of
smaller size. In fact, the maximum number of two thrusts daily should be chosen at least
for the out-of-plane corrections in order t. reduce efficiency losses associated with non-
impulsive burns. In contrast to the waiting strategy this may be called a "precaution
strategy" because it prevents the orbit from exceeding the range of corrections attainable
by a single low thrust manoeuvre.
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5.2 CORRECTION CYCLES

The switch times of the thrusters have to be derived from the necessary orbit corrections
which in turn depend on the present orbit obtained from orbit determination and on the fu-
ture variations according to the orbit model used for prediction. Furthermore, the solu-
tion should minimize the fuel consumption which is proportional to the total velocity in-
crement. If orbit determination, orbit prediction and thrust execution were free of errors,
the switch times of the thrusters could be determined in advance for the entire mission.
However, the errors of orbit prediction limit the time period for which a reliable thrust
program can be defined. Hence the mission is split in a sequence of correction cycles,
each of them short enough to permit a reliable determination of the switch times. The latter
are then based on the observed orbit at the start and an orbit correction to be achieved
within each cycle.

There is also a lower bound on the cycle duration. If the cycles are very short, the
corresponding corrections are quite small and may become of the same order of magnitude as
the errors in the determination of the initial orbit. Hence the computed switch times are
strongly influenced by orbit determination errors, which introduces a risk of wasting fuel
for correcting non-existent effects that are simulated by orbit determination errors. This
risk is reduced if a longer cycle duration is selected, with the effect that the orbit
correction associated with one cycle is considerably larger than the initial orbit errors.

The optimal cycle duration is very difficult to derive theoretically but can be found by
realistic simulation of the entire station keeping process. In the following, a duration
of I or 2 weeks will be assumed.

The corrections of the orbital elements to be achieved at the end of each correction cycle
have to be defined by a long term strategy which minimizes the total velocity increment
needed for the entire mission. This requires the solution of an optimization problem in-
volving the long term behaviour of the orbit perturbations. Once the element corrections
are obtained for a specific cycle, the switch times are found from the solution of a short
term optimization problem.

5.3 LONG TERM STRATEGY

5.3.1 MODEL SIMPLIFICATION

As in the case of orbit determination, the orbit model described by Eq. (12) must be simpli-
fied for on-board computation of the corrections but still contain the major perturbation
effects. For this reason all short periodic perturbations are neglected here. Their effects
can be considered globally by a slight reduction of the tolerance window. Of the remaining
perturbations the secular contribution and the major long periodic terms have to be included.
Numerical evaluation of the amplitudes of the periodic terms obtained by perturbation theory
(23), shows that only the contributions AEe by solar radiation pressure are significant
and have to be compensated by corrections.

Hence the OC strategy is based on an element vector

E 0(t) @(t,t o ) E + c(t-t o ) + I i c(t-to)2 + AEo(t) + AETH(t) (63)

In Eq. (63) the epoch mean elements E0 are estimates from orbit determination corrected
by Eq. (34). The corrections AE have to be determined so as to keep E,(t) within pre-
scribed limits which correspond'-WR the given tolerance window.

5.3.2 CORRECTION OF SECULAR EFFECTS

For the compensation of secular perturbations the corrections &ETU are derived from the
condition that a given target orbit has to be reached by the end f each cycle. If tA is
the start time and T the duration of the cycle, one obtains from Eq. (63) without the
periodic terms AEo(t)

1 T.t- c T
2  

f64)

AETH 2 feST - *(tA A T, t A) E(t) - c T - -c

The target elements are defined as

K@ST - (_ c6/nE' o, o, o, o, 0 )T (65)

with a non-zero drift rate in order to compensate the secular perturbation rate c of the
longitude. In the absence of any errors the estimated initial orbits #.(tA) are fdentical
to the targetorbit EeST (if only secular perturbations are considered)-and the corrections
AETh will be the same for all cycles if T is not changed during the mission. As the fuel
consumption is proportional to the sum of correction magnitudes, this is an optimal stra-
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tegy becausu all individual AETH are in the same direction. However, this is obviously
no longer true if EO(tA) 4 E@ST' Hence the presence of errors leads to an increase of
fuel consumption.

The correction vector AETH obtained from Eq. (64) primarily concerns the normalized drift
rate, the inclination vector and the off-station longitude, because these elements undergo
significant secular perturbations.

5.3.3 CORRECTION OF LONG PERIODIC TERMS

The only significant tong oeriodic perturbations originating from solar radiation pressure
affect the eccentricity which may be represented as a position vector in the ex, ey plane
as shown in Fig. 3. Due to solar radiation pressure the point E with coordinates (ex, ey)
approximately moves along a dtijt ciAcLe, with radius R completing one revolution per year.
As the orbit has to be very nearly circular, station keeping requires corrections so as to
keep the point E within a tote4ance ciActe with radius r around the origin.

The long term strategy to achieve this with minimum fuel has been derived in Ref. 33 where
solutions are obtained for the 4 cases shown in Table 6.

Tolercince Circle Ery/ eneire
Er Toteriance [ircle

El 0ET IR 0 xS E

Ec

Drift Circle

Fig. 3 Optimal eccentricity correction in Fig. 4 Optimal correction in Case II. The
Case I. The correction AeTH = E Er has to drift circle is moved into the tolerance
be performed while the eccentricity moves circle. Keeping (P < 4) during the shift
from E. to Em due to natural perturbation, guarantees that E never exceeds the tolerance
which resultR in a combined motion from circle.
Eo to Er. If or- cycle exceeds the Pre-
scribed time to reach Er, the target is a
point E1 which is determined by the angte
(P and the condition that OE1 is parallel
to EcET.

r <R r > R

Ieol <r I II

1eo1 > r III IV

Table 6 The 4 Possible Cases Depending on the Initial Eccentricity le and the
Radii of the Drift- and Tolerance Circles.

Future geostationary satellites are likely to be equipped with large solar paddles leading
to cases I or III with R > r because of increased solar pressure. The cases Ie I > r are
included because unavoidable errors may cause the eccentricity to exceed the tolerance
circle by a small amount.

According to Ref. 33, Caae I requires eccentricity corrections in the direction of the
common tangent to the drift- and tolerance circles with the effect that the point E moves
from an initial position Eo towards a point E on the tolerance circle due to combination
of natural *)erturbation and correction (Fig. 5). This point should be reached by a time
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T = (p/no  (66)

where o is defined by the initial eccentricity vector and the mentioned tangent as shown
in Fig. 3, and n is the mean motion of the sun. If T0 is greater than the cycle dura-
tion T, only part of the correction is carried out, observing the requirement that E is
always inside the tolerance circle. On the other hand, if T < T, the point El should be
reached by the end of the cycle, where fj__can be determined from the angle 'PT = noT by
the condition that E T is parallel to OEj. The formulae for computing the correction
AITH are derived in Ref. 33 and summarized below

-6- y(e o -er) ( > IT
A 2TH =

A (TH (cosOT -sinTp
( 5-.1 siJW cosOT (e - e - (67)

where

e r rR 12e I2 (R-r 2)IcI e (R-r)2  r-R
2 e Ce -ei7 _

e£ ( °-  ), T nT
p = a r c c o s ( : -r nRT ( 6 8 )

6e ( l-COBsT sin(PT Ce -e
-sinoT 1-cos0T

e • e r

The vectorse and e are the initial eccentricity OE0 and the position vector 2E f th±
centre of th drift circle. 

0

In Case II (Fig. 4) the optimal strategy is to shift the drift circle completely h
tolerance circle, by corrections along the connection line between the two centr'4-%, CL-
serving the condition IfI < r. The resulting expression for each cycle is

Tolerance Circle
Tolerance

En 0Circle

EcZ 1

Drift Circle Drift Circle

Fig. 5 Optimal correction in Case III. The F Optimal strategy for frequent correc-
t correction is a relative shift of the tions in Case IV. The drift circle should
circles such that the tolerance circle touch- be moved into the tolerance circle as fast
es the drift circle from inside in a point as possible, which results in a total correc-
En which is reached by the excentricity after tion c.
n cycles. The number n is to be chosen as c c

small as possible, observing that the mag-
% nitude of the correction per cycle is limit-

ed because of the low thrust.

Lm
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(-e [l-(Rcosi + 4/2 - R2 sin 2 )Iecl] if ecl > r - R
A TH =(69)

0a otherwise

where

V4 r21c2 ( 2 - r 2 _ le02)'
4o 

=  arctan 2 2 2

R
2 

- r
2 + le c

12

n - (o (70)
i - p0

fc(ec - eo)
Co = arccos -cI R

TT 
= 
The0

In Case III the eccentricity is initially outside the tolerance circle (Fig. 5), and it
should be moved as fast as possible to a position En on that circle such that fuel optimal
corrections are possible afterwards. While the eccentricity completes the angle on from
Eo to En on the drift circle, the two circles should approach each other such that the
tolerance circle touches the drift circle from inside in the point En. Then the correction
vector AeTH for a single cycle is obtained from the relation O=NO*Ec + EcTor, using the
previous definitions

nA TH  £c - R -  (cosn -sinn
nAe - (eo - c) (71)TH R \sincn cosp - -

n

on 
= 
no T (72)

where n is the number of cycles necessary to achieve the total correction. If Ae is
the largest possible correction per cycle this number is obtained by iteration fr Xthe
inequality

nAe max > I nTHl > (n - l)emax (73)

In Case IV the drift circle should be shifted into the tolerance circle as fast as possible,
i.e., in a direction opposite to ec OEo (Fig. 6). If n cycles are necessary, the shift
A2TH is obtained from

nAeTH EcEw = -2c + ec (r-R) (74)

where n is again defined by (73).

5.4 CALCULATION OF SWITCH TIMES

Once the corrections of the orbital elements for a specific correction cycle have been
found by the long term strategy, the switch times for each thruster can be obtained by an
inverse application of Eq. (17) to (21) which describe the orbit changes as a function of
the switch times.

The problem is reduced to the solution of Eq. (17) for the L and AL. where the left hand
side is replaced by the known AETH(T,as), with the additional requirement that the fuel is
minimized, i.e.

K
Z I!xALK = Min. (75)X=I

Evidently this problem

* is non-linear,

it % * yields solutions only if K> 3,
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" is expected to yield multiple solutions because the unknowns appear in
trigonometric functions,

" may be split in two parts, one containing the 4th and 5th, the other
containing the remaining rows and dolumns of the Matrix T,

* is further simplified because the propulsion system does not generate
radial components, hence aRx : O.

Splitting the matrix T. in two parts allows the well known separation of North-South and
East-West station keeping if the propulsion system is properly designed to produce accele-
ration vectors ax with only one component different from zero. The electric propulsion
system mentioned here fulfills this requirement nominally. It should be noted, however,
that any deviations due to inherent thrust execution errors introduce a coupling of North-
South and East-West correction which deteriorates the station keeping accuracy.

5.14.1 NORTH/SOUTH CORRECTIONS

In order to achieve prescribed corrections (Ap,aq) to the geostationary elements p and q,
the pairs (Ti,T2) or (T3 ,T4) of thrusters (Fig. 1) have to be operated. The switch times
are obtained from the solution of the following optimization problem with respect to the
unknowns L and ALE:

KN KN I
E aNsinLX sin 2 ALX = Vn pE , X aNfcosL sin 7 ALX = VnE Aq , (76)

KN

1 j aNxALX = nEAVN = Min. (77)
X=1

The constraints (76) are obtained from Eqs.(17) and the cost function (77) to be minimized
is proportional to the velocity increment AVN due to the N/S-corrections. The acceleration
components are of equal magnitude

aNx = - aN, aN > 0, x = 1, ... , KN N (78)

For a given number of thrusts KN the optimal solution is

Lx  LN + XT
L N~

Vn EAL = 2arcsin a-E /AT W x 1,2, ..... N  (79)
KNSN

where

sinLN :os cosL N : (80)

The velocity increment

2KNaN VnE VV n arcin- V p (81)

nE _KNa N

decreases with increasing K,. Hence the number of thrusts should be chosen as large as
possible under the constrait that all thrusts must happen within the correction cycle,
i.e., the inequalities

_' 1  AL1 I LA + n : LE -LKN + ALKN K LE - n (82)

must be satisfied, where LA and LE are the station longitude at the start and at the end
of the cycle. The conditions (82) may be used to determine KN . As ALI and AL, depend on
KN according to Eqs. (79), an iteration procedure is indicated.

Once the number KN of thrusts has been found, the unknowns Lx and AL., as well as the
velocity increment AVN can be computed from Eqs. (79) - (81). The sign in Eq. (80) has to
be chosen so as to satisfy the condition (82) for the first thrust. The switch times are
obtained as

Li
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ti1 =tA L (L- AL- LA)

nE x = ,2 ,. KN (83)
1 1

tx2 tA E (Lx + ALx LA)

where tA is the cycle starting time.

5.4.2 EAST/WEST CORRECTIONS

The calculation of the switch times for E/W thrusts requires the solution of the system

T KT 1 1

i a AL" VnEAD , I a wsinL sin ALx = VnEAh

(84)
K T  KT

Z a,.xcosL Xsin -f AL) V E At 1:axL - .),&Lx = Vn E A
xwl X:l

with respect to the.L. and ALU under the condition that the velocity increment AVT due
to E/W-corrections is minimized:

I JaT.1AL W = nEAVT = Min . (85)
X=1

The constraints (84) are obtained from Eqs. (17) with a 0 because the propulsion
system produces no radial thrusts. For the tangential gomponents one has

aTx = ±aT , aT > 0 , x = I,...,KT (86)

Solutions of the system (84) exist only if K > 2. As in the North-South case, the num-
ber KT of thrusts should be taken as large aW possible.

However, this leads to a complex problem which does not admit a simple analytical solution.
Considering the fact that East-West station keeping requires only a small fraction (- 5%)
of the velocity increment needed for the North-South component, one concludes that the
thrust arcs ALX will be quite short even for small K , which justifies the following
simplifications without a significant loss of perforlance:

KT  3 (87)

sin - , x = 1,2.3 (88)

Although K - 2 would be sufficient to obtain solutions L. and AL satisfying Eqs. (84),
the existewce of a solution cannot be guaranteed. Furthermore, tIere would be no freedom
for fuel minimization. For instance, if the eccentricity correction (AI,Ah) is dominant,
fuel minimization is achieved only if the eccentricity vector changes due to the thrusts
are in the same direction, which reouires that

Lx = LT + mxu , mw : integer number (89)

Eq. (89) can, in general, not be satisfied if KT = 2. On the other hand, if KT = 3, the
enlarged number of unknowns L , AL allows to introduce the condition (89) a pxioki in
addition to (84).

The extended system yields a 3-parametei familj of solutions which can be examined with
respect to their velocity increments. The switch times are then computed from the solu-
tion with the smallest velocity increment.

Using normalized velocity increments

vX  a T ALx x 1,2,3 (90)

E

0the equations
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sinL Ah ____At

T T h2  2 cosLT :fAh2.+L2  (91)

and the following linear system of equations can be derived from Eqs. (84) to (89):

/1 )1 1A

1) m l  (-l)m2 (-1) m  V2  /A2At7 ) (92)

2 m3 /m M m 3 / v3 n[AX-(L E-LT)AD]/

Eq. (92) yields a 3-parameter family of solutions for all combinations ml,m2,m 3 associated
with a non-vanishing determinant of the matrix on the left side. This condition is equi-
valent to

3
1 (-l)mSl < 3 • (93)

x:I

The 3-parameter family of solutions is further restricted to values of L. within the longi-
tude interval imposed by the limits of the correction cycle. The condition

1 1 11 AL -
(L-(L -L L(4n A + 2 AL1 - LT) < mI < m2 < m3  it E - 3 - LT)

admits only thrusts during the correction cycle and eliminates the possibility that the
same thrusts occur twice with interchanged subscripts.

After rejecting all combinations of the m which do not satisfy the conditions (93) and
(94), the solutions v and the associated velocity increments

3
AVT = V z IV i (95)

X=l

are computed and used to select the fuel optimal solution.

If several solutions need the same velocity increment, additional criteria have to be
applied. For instance, it may be advantageous to carry out the correction manoeuvres in
the early part of the cycle, which means that among fuel optimal solutions the one with
the smallest m should be preferred.

K

Once the m and v are known, the switch times can easily be computet by (89) - (91) and
(83). '

6. STATION KEEPING SIMULATION

6.1 SIMULATION PROGRAM AND INPUT DATA

The orbit determination and orbit correction algorithms were tested by a closed loop simu-
lation of the satellite motion and measurement data on an Amdahl 470 V/6. The satellite
motion was simulated by means of the model described in section 3 without simplifications,
considering all secular and periodic perturbations with amplitudes greater than 10-5. The
nominal thrusts were superimposed by errors. Systematic thrust e.ecution errors Aa for
the magnitude and A0, Ap for the direction, constant during the whole test period, and
errors 6a, &P, 8o constant during one orbit determination arc, but random for different
arcs, were assumed. The simulated navigational data were corrupted by systematic sensor
misalignment errors and random noise. The true motion and measurements are computed in
double precision whereas all computations relevant to the station keeping systems were
performed in single precision. The investigations cover a period of 384 days, identical
to 369 OD arcs, each arc 25h long. The samplinr rate was 1 pair of navigational angles
per hour (corresponding to a step size of 150 in orbit longitude). By the arc length
of 25h instead of 24h a small asymmetry in the measurement distribution was intentionally
introduced. The orbit model for the OD and OC was strongly simplified as indicated ill
the preceeding chapters. Additionally, small biases were added to the coefficients for
the secular perturbations to be used in the OD process.

The orbit correction algorithm was based on a 10 day correction cycle duration. It in-
cludes emergency updates of the switch times if one of the limits: 0.0004 for the eccen-
tricity, + 0.046 for the off-staticn mean longitude and 091 for the inclination is exceeded
during a cycle.

/

9.
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Simuiated PeAZiod: 1983/l/1-1984/l/20 Elements of Matrix Q:
Q11 = 1.5157 i0- 3,

SatUae Data Q22 = 1.3465-10-10
Cross Sectional Area FX  = 44 m2 , Q33 = 0.6679.10-10 "

Satellite Mass M z 1058 kg, Q44 = 0.9888 10- 10 ',
Reflectivity Coefficient K = 1.2; Q55 1.8970:10-10,

Q66 = 7.4381 1-0
Okbit Data (Initial Values): Qij = 0; i 3 1 ;

D = -7.67.10-5,
h -2.29.10-4, Estimated Parameters: D,h,L,p,q,X o.

= 4.89.1o-5,
p 2.64.10-5, O'tbit Coaxection
q =1.70:10-5' Correction Cycle Time T = 10 days.
q 0 6.86.0- Electric Propulsion Thrust Level: 10 mN;

.19ow Single Thrust Duration < 6 hours;
Maximum Number of North-South Thrusts,

046ct Vete4mination: 3 Tangential Thrusts per Cycle;

Measurement of Navigation Eccentricity Tolerance Circle r 0.00025.
Angles Q,A
Orbit Determination Arc,
Block Length DT = 25h,
Sampling Time dt lh.

Table 7 Input Data for the Autonomous Station Keeping Simulation.

Measurement Measurenent Systematic Random Annual Velocity Violations in

Bias Noise Thrust Error Thrust Error Increment (m/s) X % of

m1  m 2  V Aa Ac8 4 a. ar N/S E/W the time

3% 30 30 0% 00 00 100

1% 10 10 1% 10 10 66.5 8.6 3
010 OP005 1% O5 o5 1% 10 10 66.2 6.7 1.5

0 0% 00 00 3% 30 30 67.2 8.8 0

0.015 00225 0225 66.3 4.7 0

020 0?30 o 30 66.5 4.8 0.3

0020 '5 0225 0225 0 1 66.5 6.7 0.3
0.010 0C20 0220 1% 1 1 66.5 6.1 0

0.10 0.20 65.7 4.7 0.3
02035 0% 00 0700 66.7 4.7 0.3

Table 8 Station Keeping Simulation for Various Measurement Biases m1 and N/S Thrust
Direction Errors Aq4, Aw in yaw and roll.

The simulation was started with the input data given in Table 7 and carried out for various
combinations of errors as shown in Table 8 in order to investigate their influence on the
station keeping performance.

6.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It turns out that measurement noise (R ,R ) and random errors (oa, a, a ) of thrust
magnitude and direction are of minor 4 po~tance for the station epiMgprfess. This is
also true for systematic errors m of the Earth/Satellite/Polaris angle 0 and the thrust
magnitude bias Aa. On the other gand, the key roles are played by the systematic measure-
ment error m of the Earth/Satellite/Sun angle d caused by sensor misalignment and the
thrust misalignment AT, Aqp during the N/S corrections. A systematic angular error A40
around the yaw axis entails an undesired tangential acceleration component which strongly
influences the E/W motion. The effects of various combinations of mi and A40 are shown in
Table 8.

In columns 11 and 12 the annual velocity increments for N/S and E/W corrections are listed.
These numbers are by 40% larger than the ideal values because the thrusters are inclined
by 450 against the optimal thrust directions in order to avoid solar panel contamination
(Fig. 1).

The last column shows the percentage of violations of the E/W-tolerance window. The com-
parison of line I and 4 as well as Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show that the (unestimated) errors A,
A(, constant during all N/S-corrections of the station keeping period, are critical,

% whereas the corresponding errors ft, ft, random from arc to are, are not serious. For A0=A(=
30 the satellite will leave the tolerance window rahter quickly, for AovAm 10 violations
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in 3% of the cases are counted (see also Fig. 7). In contrast to this undesired behaviour,
a = 00 = 30 leads to consideral oscillations around the target longitude, however, the
stellize stays within its tolerance window.

The effect of a large systematic alignment error ml (which is not observable on-board the
satellite) is shown in Fig. 9. In the average the satellite is therefore kept in the right
half part of the tolerance window.

C)2

Table 9 PercenteofToetrnse Wdowc Violain

stantmisalgnmet durng N/-cor einSt an auracy N/-of 'e< .2to barotesa

.015i-

.02

0.00

•035 .3%

Table 9 Percentage of Tolerance Window Violations

for Various combinations of m0 and &P, A0.

The shaded area of Table 9 shows the mJ/MP, Av-combinations where no violations of the tol-
erance window were encountered for the investigated station keeping period. The following

conclusions may be drawn: the reduction of the residual bias ml, to a level of ml < 0.020
through catibtatiow from ground right after positioning as well as the e Siratio of a con-
stant misalignment during N/S-corrections to an accuracy of A , A < 0.20 on board the sa-
tellite, using data from several OD-arcs, are necessary. Once the orth-South accelerationmisalignment is known, it can be compensated automatically by corresponding East-West thrust

program variations.

I0.10

o.o5 0,05

-0.05 -0 0!5

-0:10, -o 0, ,_,0

Fi.7 True Position within Tolerance Fig. 8 True Position within Tolerance

Window for Controlled Satelli- Window for Controlled Satellite
te - 4a = 1%, Atk= A p = 10 - 06 3% 5 yr, -_ o~w = 30 Random
Systematic Thrust ExecuAtion Thruit Execution Er9ors.

Errors.
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0 r

0.10 0.10

0:0 0 0

0.00 0.00

-0.05 0.05

-0.10 1 -0.10 1
o to in to V)n

Fig. 9 True Position within Tolerance Fig. 10 True Position within Tolerance
Window for Controlled Satellite Window for Controlled Satellite
- mi = 0.0350 Bias on Earth/Sa- Assuming m, = 0.020 and Aa = 1%
tellite/Sun-Angles. Ai , AT 0.20 as Residual Errors.

E -4 E -4
10.0 5.0

8.0 .

6.0 3.0

4.0 2.0

2.0 1.0

0.0 0.0

-2.0 -1.0

-4.0 -2.0

-6.0 
-3.0

-8.0 -4.0

-10 o0 . . -5.0 .

0 CD (D SDN0 N 'SW CD OWrW

Fig. 11 Inclination Vector (p,q) for Fig. 12 Eccentricity Vector (t,h) for
Controlled Satellite. Controlled Satellite.
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E -4

0.0

-2.0

-3.0

-4.0

-6.0

-1.0

-8.0

-9.0 _____ _

N 0 M~ in N 0 N1 VA t W
17 '1 t I I

Fig. 13 Drirtrate (D) Versus Epoch
Mean Longitude (Xo ) for Con-
trolled Satellite.

7. IMPACT ON GROUND SYSTEMS

Station keeping within a narrow tolerance window for a future geostationary satellite with
large solar panels will be troublesome. Even assuming a geostationar, position favourate
wrt the geopotential, the drift rate and the - at least - partial correction of the orbit
eccentricity requires in the average 1 correction per week preceeded by 1 2 days tracking
and orbit determination period. Future geostationary satellites will most likely be
equipped with an electric propulsion system for the inclination corrections. Due to its
low thrust level, at least every 2 days (maybe each day) a N/S-station keeping manoeuvre
has to be performed. Again orbit determination has to be done periodically (every 10 days)
to design and schedule the manoeuvre. This workload burdens the ground station during the
whole 7 to 10 years satellite life time. At least to some degree these manoeuvresmust be
automized. Substantial reductions in the requirements of repetitive tracking, orbit de-
termination and in the workload associated with frequent orbit corrections can be obtained
with an on-board autonomous station keeping system with the consequence of lower operating
costs on ground.

On the other hand, it is obvious that ground stationswill still be needed even in case of
fully autonomous satellites.

Assuming an autonomous system as described in the preceeding chapter III to IV the following
tasks only would remain with the ground station:

i) during the first few months:

* Coventional station keeping by ground station tracking, orbit determination
and manoeuvreexecution via telecommand;

e Calibraticn of on-board sensors and sensor configuration;

* Calibration of thrusters and thruster configuration;

ii) Within particular time intervals:

" Updating of the numerical values of the orbit model parameters every 2 years
by on-board computer reprogramming;

" Clock synchronization in appropriate time intervals according to guaranteed
clock accuracy;

iii) Periodic monitoring tasks and emergency duties:

this may involve orbit determination based on telemetry sensor data, orbit
correction- and manoeuvreparameter computation on ground and manoeuvre
execution commands by radio link to override the commands of the on-board
system in order to reposition the satellite in case of attitude loss or
unwanted violation of the tolerance window.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

A simulati8 n of a one year period of controlled satellite motion indicated that accuracies
of about 0.1 are feasible for the described autonomous station keeping system. Most of
the assumed hardware components are presently available and in use for satellite attitude
control, the others are in an advanced state of development.

The simulation revealed two critical error sources, one beirg a residual bias in the Earth-
satellite-sun angle caused by sensor misaligment, the other being a systematic North-South
thrust axis misalignment error. The former cannot be observed on-board and introduces a
longitude bias AX into the station keeping process. The only way to eliminate this error
is by calibration with ground observations. The latter introduces an uncontrolled bias
in the satellite drift rate, entailing violations of the admissable longitude tolerance.
This error should therefore be estimated to an accuracy better than + 092 and taken in
account in the orbit correction algorithm.

Since the orbit determination - and correction algorithms were tested in single precision,
no serious difficulties are expected to arise from limited word length of on-board pro-
cessors. In case of numerical problems on the on-board computer the OD algorithms can
be modified using square root-free techniques similar to those which achieve numerical
stability for the Kalman Filter.

During the initial station keeping phase, the necessary in-flight sensor- and thruster-
calibrations have to be performed by qualified personnel of the ground station. Exchange
of a few program modules for the orbit model every 2 years are periodic ground station
tasks, and possibly clock synchronization activities every 4 to 8 weeks. Finally, the
ground station must monitor the spacecraft periodically and has emergency duties.

Further investigations of the autonomous station keeping system will include on-board
processor implementation, laboratory demonstrations as well as weight-, power-, reliability-
and emergency-considerations.
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DIGITAL ATTITUDE AND ORBIT CONTROL ELECTRONICS
FOR LONG-LIFE COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

by

Mirhael Wlaka

Dornier System GmbH
7990 Friedrichshafen, FRG

SUMMARY

For the new generation of large three-axes stabilized communication satellites now
under design, digital data handling electronics is being applied in different areas.
The requirement for performing complicated control algorithms for attitude and orbit
control (AOC)and the desire to use standardized on-board electronics has led to a
modL..ar, microprocessor based data handlinq system being developed.
It consists of a 16 bit-processor, a memory block and various input/output modules.

Special features of the system with respect to space applications are low weight,
small volume and low power consumption. This is achieved by using multilayer boards
and flat-pack CMOS chips.

The stringent reliability requirements for long-life satellites has led to a high
degree of redundancy and cross-strapping capability within the system.

LIST OF ABREVIATIONS

ADC: analog to digital converter MSI: medium scale integration
APM: antenna pointing mechnism MW: momentum wheel
AOCS: attitude and orbit control system PROM: programmable read only memory
BAPTA bearina and power transfer RAM: random access memory

assembly SSI: small scale integration
CMOS: complementary metal oxid semi- TC: telecommand

conductor TM: telemetry
DMA: direct memory access UPS: unified propulsion system
DW: data-way WD: watch dog
MPX: multiplexer

1. INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft and payloads have become progressively larger and more sophisticated.
This tendency has been accompanied by two other trends towards higher requirements
for the subsystem performance and the standardization of subsystem components.

Many of the enhanced subsystem or payload performance requirements result directly
or indirectly in higher requirements for attitude and orbit accuracy. In spite of
larger spacecrafts and higher effieciency minimum cost per transmission channel will
be the primary design goal.
Significant examples for subsystem or payload requirements which induce also require-
ments for attitude and orbit control are:

o more precise antenna pointing and stationkeeping due to limitation of converage
areawith max. EIRP.

o larger solar arrays to fulfill higher power demands, these larger arrays cause
dynamic oscillations with very low eigenfrequencies.

o more effective propulsion systems like electrothermal hydrazine, bipropellant
propulsion or ion thrust systems, to save mass reduction of the performance
capability.

All these system requirements have a large impact on the desj.gi of attitude and
orbit control electronics. Higher pointing accuracy demands a higher accuracy for
the control algorithm computation. The use of new equipment as gyro packages,
radio frequency sensor, anten.:a pointing mechanism etc. introduces new more sophis-
ticated oreration modes.

In particular flexibility for adaptation of future trends must be guaranteed in
order to ensure compatibility with new equipment to be introduced as soon as it has
reached the required reliability and qualification level.

The control electronics concept described hereafter is based on this design philo-
sophy, making use of space qualified equipment.
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2. SYSTEM CONCEPT

Many ways have been sought to simplify the method of interconnecting the different
sensors and actuators with the control electronics. The application of digital
technology provides several improvements to the system design and for the capability
of on-board operations.

T7he potential advantages of digital techniques in attitude and orbit control system
for operational use are:

" adequate precision and range of comouting power including sophisticated algorithms
" more efficient use of modern control theory as there are optimization, estimation

and adaptive control
o techniques for Kalman filtering for more accurate attitude and rate determination
" stability of the encoded data
" wider range and automation of mode selection
" multiplexing of data channels

The modular on-board data processing system for attitude and orbit control is based
on a 16-bit concept. It consists of a central data processor which performs arith-
metic and logical operations and controls the data transfer via a 16-bit parallel
and bidirectional data bus to the different peripheral modules. The essential
characteristics of the data processor, MUDAS DP 430-Rl are given in Tab. 1.
(I4UDAS =Modular Universal Data and Acquisition and Processing System).

Technology CMOs (SSI, MSI)

Organization 16 bit word length

Hardware register 16 x 16 bit

Instruction set 70 instructions

Execution time Branch 4,5 - 6ps

(clock 1 MHz) Add/Sub 6 u

I/O transfer 7,5 ps

Multiply 21 us

Divide 37,5 us

Program interrupt 4 flags, 1 external condition

3 external alarm request lines

Data transfer rate module transfer 130 K words/sec.

Direct Memory Access 300 K words/sec.

Memory (RAM4, PROM) 64 K addressable

Power consumption 0,8 w
(processor)

Tab. 1.: Essential Characteristics of the MUDAS-Data
Processor DP 430-Rl.

Most of the system components like sensors, actuators, or telemetry and telecommand
units are adapted to the data bus by standard modules. The interface to sun sensors
may be realized by digital inputs or analog to digital converters respectively.
Gyro outputs will require a counter module or a digital input module. For time
correlation and proper sequencing a real time clock will be required. To operate
actuators like thrusters, momentum wheels and drive mechanism for solar generators
or antenna pointing, digital outputs, diqital to analog converters as well as special
type modules will be necessary.

Components located far from the data processing unit can be connected to the paral-
lel data bus by serial data lines via the serial interface module of the data
processing system.
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A typical configuration of the modular data processing system is shown in Fig. 1
Fig. 2 shows the hardware implementation of such a system in flight standard

EXIERNAL CONNECTIONS{I I It 1

if EA AWAY

Fig. 1.z System Configuration with a Data Processor

3. REDUNDANCY CONCEPT

A redundancy data orocessing system is necessary to meet the high reliability
requirements which arise from the envisaged lifetime of 10 years for the coming
generation of communication satellites.

. .

ZI

Fig. 2.: MUDAS-R Processing Unit

An analysis of a data processing system which meets the reliability requirements
for an operational lifetime of 10 years resulted in a system design with the pro-
cessor and the memory tn four-fold redundancyFiq. 3 shows the block-diagram of
this system.
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Fig. 3.: AOCS Electronics Block-Diagram

Besides the advantage of rapid adaption to new mission requirements and changes, the
modular system allows the easy implementation of redundant configuratio.
A mass and power balance for this configuration is given in Tab. 2.

No. COMPONENT UNITS TOTAL TTA

MWSS SS (+

1 Data Processor 4 0,96kg 0,8 W

2 Memory (2k RAM, 4k PROM) 4 C,f3Okg 0,8 W

3 Base Board 4 0,36kg 0,1 W

4 Dataway Selector 2 0,18kg 0,2 W

5 DMA Controller 2 0,14kg 0,1 W

6 Digital Parallel Output 2 0,14kg 0,1 W
7 Digital Parallel Input 4 0,24kg 0,2 W

8 Diqital Serial Input 2 0,14kg 0,1 W

9 Digital Serial Output 2 0,14kg 0,1 W

10 Multiplexer & ADC 2 0,14kg 1,6 W
11 WCounter 2 0,14kg 0,1W
12 I Real Tim Clock 2 0,14kg 0,1 W

13 f therboard 2 O,15kg -

14 Standardbox (in . connectors and

I harness) 2 3,60kg -

(+) redundant parts are switched of f

Tab. 2.: Mass and Power Balance of AOCS Electronics

,t. -
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The four-fold redundant system according to Fig. 3 can be operated in different
modes:

o only one processor with associated memory and one dataway are in operation, while
the other components stand in cold redundancy

o two processors work in parallel on different data-highways. In this mode a higher
processing capacity is provided during normal operation. In case of failure one
processor can keep the AOCS in a safe mode while the other can run test sequences
for failure detection.

o two processors and two data ways with attached I/O modules run in parallel sharing
the different attitude control tasks. Synr.nronization can be achieved by software
or by means of a common external clock.

Switching of redundant elements is in general a complicated task. It includes acti-
vities such as: detection of error, initiating of a system's safe mode, identifi-
cation of error and isolation of the failed element.

In the described system a "watch dog" circuit is the major element of system moni-
toring. It checks a frequent status signal delivered by the processor system in
operation.

Two conditions have to be fulfilled to give a positive status signal: a processor
self-test routine has to give a positive output and one significant attitude sensor
signal must not exceed the nominal range. In case of a default of the status signal
the watch dog circuit, as part of a redundancy control electronics, initiates a
system reconfiguration.

A possible strategy for switching of redundancies is given by a flow chart in Fig.4.

PaOCES Sao *POcso. I *CI 2SSO.2

AIOISEATING

N TIPIAI IS

Fig. 4.: Redundancy Switching Strategy

i, .. . ... .",.



In case of a failure all AOCS components will be switched over to the redundant one.
This will be done by switching the power supply of the different components. This
first step will be performed automatically without ground interference to keep the
time of a malfunction as short as possible.

Further activities as startingof test routines for failure identification dnd system
reconfiguration will be initiated by ground station via telecommand.

A fully automatic system results in more effort for on-board hardware and software
and bears a higher risk. For communication satellites fultime groundstation cover-
age can be assumed so that the outlined strategy will be feasable.

4. SOFTWARE CONCEPT

Software is a vital part of the modular data processing system. The flexibility of
the concept depends on software as much as on hardware. The mission specific
requirements are implemented by software rather than by hardware.

AS.;jR OEBLJOGEk DUP I MULAT. ,~E~O

Fig. 5.: Structure of the Software Development System

Therefore much care has been taken to provide versatile system software and useful
software development aids. A survey of the existing software is given in Fig. 5.
The differentsoftware aids are:

o Crossassembler written in Fortran IV which can be run on host computers. It
includes a versatile macropreprocessor which allows the user to define macro-
instructions by himself. A computer configuration for software development is
shown in Fig. 6

o Simulator program, which simulates all processor functions. With this aid the
user's program will be tested logically before implementation on the dataprocessor.

o PROM-code generator, as an extension to the simulator program. It generates the
paper tape necessary for programming the processor's PROM.

o Dump and debugger program, lists the contents of all registers and used RAM
elements. In addition it provides the possibilities of modifying these data and
defining breakpoints within the user's program.

o Standard routines library.
o Processor resident operating system for attached teletype and unit tester.

Several editior functions such as program input, program listing, modification of
instructions etc. ease the system integration.

MUDS SOFTWARE (

DEVELOPMENT T 0
ASSEM1LER - SYSTEM

Rg IBM NO.POP 11170
SIGM4A 2.,E NS 330.40

~PROM
PROORAMMING

LteING I S Ove

Fig.6.: Computer Configuration for Software Development
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Normally the user's program e.g. the attitude control algorithms, are written in
assembler language. This is reasonable for programs up to a few thousand instruc-
tions. For more complicated programs the programming effort becomes so great that
the use of a high order programming language becomes necessary.

Therefore the described data processing system provides the possibility of writing
programs in PEARL (Process and Experiment Automation Realtime Language). PEARL is
a highly sophisticated language which is idealy suited for realtime applications in
the field of automatic control.

5. APPLICATION

The described modular data processing system has found several applications in
space projects such as the Spacelab Instrument Pointing System (IPS) and the Micro-
wave Remote Sensing Experiment (MRSE).

The modularity in hardware in connection with the existing software proved to be
very useful for cost and time efficient development, manufacturing and integration
of on-board attitude control and data handling systems.
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INTEGRATED ORBIT/ATTITUDE DETERMINATION

A. Oale Mikelson
Space Sextant Program Manager
Martin Marietta Aerospace

Post Office Box 179
Denver, Colorado 80201

SUMMARY

The Space Sextant - Autonomous Navigation Attitude Reference System (SS-ANARS) being developed
by Martin Marietta Aerospace for the USAF is a spacecraft subsystem that has the integrated capability
of on-board orbit determination with on-board attitude determination. An instrument, called the Space
Sextant, is a gimballed-two telescope included angle measurement device that is driven by an on-board
computer to measure the angles between celestial bodies, as seen from a spacecraft, to an accuracy of
1 arc second.

Orbit determination with the system is achieved by measuring the included angles between brighter
stars and the limbs of the moon and earth, and processing these angle measurements through a Kalman
filter with an on-board digital computer. Spacecraft position accuracy from 800 to 1200 feet is
determined for any earth orbit.

Attitude determination relative to the celestial sphere is determined with the same device to an
accuracy of less than 1 arc second by measuring the included angles between the brighter stars and a
reference platform consisting of a mirror and a Porro prism.

The SS-ANARS has been under development since its inception in 1973 and has progressed through
critical technology development, a proof of concept model, a laboratory model and a flight demonstration
system. This flight demonstration system is to be flown as a sortie payload on the Space Transportation
System (Space Shuttle) to prove its autonomous-integrated orbit and attitude determination capabilities.

A. ORBIT DETERMINATION MEASUREMENTS

Navigation or position determination with the aid of celestial observations has been practiced
by our ancestors for centuries. The vast rovings of our oceans by the Norsemen must have necessitated
use of celestial observations even though their techniques were not recorded for us to study. Recent
investigations into the navigation techniques of the Polynesians show that they have, for generations,
plied the Pacific in their outriggers using the stars, sun and moon as part of their navigation infor-
mation, passing their art to their decendents by word of mouth and life long training, leaving no
written record of their techniques.

Marine navigators began using devices such as the quadrant or astrolobe as early as 500 AD to
determine their latitude. More sophisticated devices using mirrors and lenses, called quadrants, octants
and sextants, came in use about 1730 and were designed to measure angles to the sun or stars with re-
spect to the local plumb bob or visible horizon.

However, few of these early navigators had any way of determining their longitude, thus requiring
that they travel north or south to the latitude of their destination and then east or west until they
arrived, days maybe weeks, different than planned. Not until 1760 was a good timepeace called a
chronometer developed allowing determination of longitude. Total earth relative navigation with a
sextant and a timepeace has been in use only approximately 200 years.

Navigation in space by making angle measurements to celestial bodies with a device called a
sextant differs from navigation on earth in that the spacecraft's radius from the earth's center is not
known and precise measurements to the earth's horizon or to its center is difficult because of the earth's
atmosphere. The next most apparent body to which angle measurements can be made is then, our moon. It
is specifically this body, our nearest celestial neighbor that the SS-ANARS relys upon for its primarynavigation measurements.

The simple concept of navigation with a lunar-star space sextant is depicted in Figure 1. It
Is apparent that if: 1) the sextant can precisely determine the angles between the stars and the moons

Sate it. satollte stew

Selitte Orbit
FIR 1 p St N
FIGUE I Space Sextant Navigation Concept
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center of mass; 2) the stars directions are precisely known; 3) the moon's ephemeris is precisely known;
and 4) International Atomic Time (IAT) is known, then it should be possible to determine the spacecraft's
position in space. However, since the spacecraft's radius to the earth's center is not known, observa-
tions to the moon from one position in space does not provide a unique solution of spacecraft position.

An angle measured between a star at virtually infinite distance and an object such as the moon at
a finite distance, places the navigator somewhere on the surface of a cone with the cone apex at the
position of the object and the cone axis in the direction of the star (Figure 2). A second measurement
to another star and the same nearby object establishes a line of position which places the navigator
somewhere along the intersection of the two cones (where the second ambiguous intersection is obviated
by the navigator's approximate knowledge of his position). No further position information is possible
solely on the basis of additional star to moon measurements except for the inevitable refinement of the
original line of position. However, because the spacecraft and the moon move relative to one another, new
lines of position are continually obtained. Old lines of position can be in effect projected forward
in time in a highly predictable manner by virtue of the dynamical laws that govern the motion of the
spacecraft.

S,

FIGURE 2 Navigation Principle Using Two-Star Measurements

Correlating the moon to star included angle measurements with time to result in a continuous
on-board orbit determination of a spacecraft can be achieved with a Kalman-recursive filter being exe-
cuted in a spaceborne computer.

However, because spacecraft motion relative to the moon is required to refine the line of position
to a series of lines intersected by a dynamical model, the time duration from beginning of measurements
until precise position estimates are known may be a matter of many hours. The SS-ANARS could also use
earth limb to star angle measurements thus establishing a second line of position. This line inter-
sects the first as defined by the moon and 9tars, thus allowing a complete position fix in as short a
period of time as is necessary to complete these measurements.

B. CONCEPTS OF INCLUDED ANGLE MEASUREMENT AND ATTITUDE DETERMINATION

The orbit determination accuracy of a space sextant system is proportional to the accuracy to
which the included angle between the stars and the limb of the earth or moon can be determined. The
SS-ANARS included angle measurement concept is quite simple, although somewhat complex to implement,
and consists of two optical trackers gimballed on a coimmon axis with a measurement head to determine the
angles between the optical centerlines of each tracker. The fundamental concept of operation of the
measurement device is depicted in Figure 3.

Moon Wi ndow

" Tracker B Star
Tracker A

Timing 6 1
Sensor B Timing

d e* w ~ Sensor A

FIGURE 3 Wheel Angle Measurement Concept
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Assume that each tracker is aligned to its respective tvrget and visualize a very narrow window
that is rotating through an arc with a constant angular velocity W. As the window passes through the
optical axis of tracker A, the timing sensor sees an impulse of liot (ti). As the window continues

in its arc, it will pass through the optical axis of tracker B, at which instant timing sensor B sees
an impulse (t,). The included angle is e W(1:2 - t1).

A cross sectional drawing of such an included angle measurement head mounted on two stacked outer
gimbals is shown in Figure 4. The two rays required for operation are shown and called the tracker ray
and the timing pulse ray. The tracking ray enters the telescope at 1) (both telescopes pointing downward
in the figure), reflects off the primary mirror 2), the secondary mirror, 3) and finally to the tracking
detector, 4) where pointing error signals are developed. These error signals are used to drive the
gimbals to maintain orientation in the measurement plane and to maintain lock onto the celestial object.

Mtasu mnt

iming Pulse-

Tracker - Trader
Ray pay

Lights'I

Outer Gimbkals d

FIGURE 4 Cross Section of Space Sextant

The timing ray originates from an internal light source 5) emerges from a slit, 6) and is col-
limated, 7) before being split into two branches by the prism assembly which diverts half of the energy
into each telescope. The prism, 8) is coaxial with the wheel and rotates with it. At one instant in
each revolution of the wheel the timing ray Is exactly parallel to optical axis of one of the telescopes
and impinges on the detector at that instant thus creating the required timing pulse. The time that
this occurs depends upon the relative orientation of the telescope to the wheel, and the time difference
depends upon the relative orientation of the two telescopes. The timing pulse from each sensor is
used to start and stop a digital counter that counts a precision clock. The corresponding binary number
represents the properly scaled scalar angle between the two telescopes optical axes.

The factor allowing the accuracy achievable by this design is in the precise integration of the
angle rotated by the wheel as a point on it moves from the axis of one telescope to that of the other.
This is achieved with a phase-locked loop and self compensation for radial runout and encoder disk sys-
tematic errors.

Since such a design is a celestial body tracking system and since it measures the included angles
between celestial bodies, it is ideally suited for incorporation into a system that does both orbit
determination and celestial attitude determination. By the mere addition of a platform reference mirror
and a precision three axis gyro package, the integrated concepts shown in Figure 5 arose.

Implementation of this concept was achieved by replacing the stacked gimbals with a ring gimbal
and addition of the attitude reference platform consisting of a reference platform mirror, a Porro
prism assembly, and a strapdown gyro package, and a stray light and thermal control system. Direct
optical correlation of sextant measurements to the reference mirror was achieved by incorporation of a
light source in the telescopes and allowing one telescope to autocollimate off of the mirror while the
other is tracking a star. This angle (the angle between the perpendicular to the mirror and the direc-
tion of the star) is called an Elevation measurement. The perpenicular attitude is determined by
making included angle measurements between two or more stars and the reference mirror.

The Porro prism was added to allow an Azimuth Measurement of the mirror with respect to the
celestial sphere. A Porro prism has the unique property that light impinging on the prism perpendicular

0 to the prism apex is reflected back perpendicular to the apex of the prism. Thus by implementing the
sextant to allow single axis autocollimate off a Porro prism assembly while the other telescope is
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SSextant Precision Attitude
Reference System

Three Axis
Mirror Strapdown
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Measurement TASP) Measurement to
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Digital
C omputer
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FIGURE 5 Concept for an Integrated Orbit/Attitude Device

tracking a star, a direct measurement of mirror azimuth with respect the celestial sphere is also achieved
with one device.

Figures 6 and 7 depict the elevation and azimuth measurements, respectively. The strap down
gyro package is used only to allow correlation of one measurement to the next utilizing a Kalman recursive
filter in the on-board computer.
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FIGURE 6 Sextant Collimation Off Mirror - FIGURE 7 Sextant Collimation Off Porro Prisms
Elevation Measurement Azimuth Measurement

C. EXPECTED SS-ANARS PERFORMANCE

The expected performance of the SS-ANARS has been extensively evaluated by two types of analysis;
covariance sensitivity analysis and non-linear Monte Carlo simulation. Orbits studies included those
in Table 1.

TABLE I TEST CASE ORBITS

ORBIT PERIOD HOUR i APOGEE N.MI. ECCENTRICITY INCLINATION DEG.

A 12 24,850 .73 63.4
B 24 22,760 0 0
C 12 I 14,350 0 63
D 124 68,000 0 I 90
E 272 115,000 0 90

.AAAA
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The system's attitude determination performance was found to be independent of orbit parameters since
the attitude measurements are in no way correlated with altitude, velocity, or direction of the vehicle
with respect to the earth. The covariance analyses results to be presented was verified with non-linear
Monte Carlo simulation of both navigation and attitude reference for orbit A. The principal parameters
that affect the Space Sextant performance are included angle measurement noise and the time needed to
slew, acquire and read the measurement (measurement interval). The secondary error sources are gyro
drift in attitude determination and uncertainties in moon position and lunar/earth limb terrain height
in navigation.

ORBIT DETERMINATION

The performance sensitivity to measurement noise for Orbit A is shown in Figure B. The measure-
ment noise consists of the uncompensated random component of the included angle error and is represen-
tative of a composite of the true electromechanical sensor noise as well as the gaussian uncertainties
in the calibrated systematic sensor errors, such as tracker to tracker bias, telescope to planet limb
bias, and telescope to star bias.

ORBIT A

MEASUREMiENT INITERVAL 120 sec

2 o2.5 ARC SEC

o-n 1. 5 ARC SEC

TIME (MINUTES)

FIGURE 8 Navigation Sensitivity to Measurement Noise

The time to converge from initial position uncertainty (30 n.ml.) at apogee to steady state
accuracy was found to be independent of measurement noise. The position error reduces to less than 1
nautical mile in less than 25 measurements. It then remains nearly constant until the satellite passes
through perigee where it drops to a smaller steady state value. Since the system was initialized at
apogee, the final convergence occurs at approximately 6 hours.

The measurement interval was found to have an affect on the performance. Figure 9 shows the
growth in the navigation error with measurement interval. The nominal measurement interval was 120 se-
conds for this study to reflect a combined navigation-attitude reference system performance. It is
noted that navigation measurements could approach a 30 second measurement interval.

RSS 1,000
Navi ga-
tion
Error 50T-
n mi

0 50 Ad~ A
FIGURE 9 Navigation Sensitivity to Measurement Interval (At M)

The above error values were taken at 1500 minutes which Is after two complete orbits. The posi-
tion error at 10 hours of Figure 8 for the 120 second measurement interval was 1000 feet.

The performance profiles for orbits B, C, D, and E are shown in Figure 10. The basic profile
is the same for all orbits; rapidly converging to 1 nautical mile error and then more slowly to an ever
decreasing steady state value. The h~gher orbits take longer to converge to precision accuracy because
their angular motion with respect to the moon (or earth) is less. In theory and as shown by simulation,

% the steady state performance should be independent of the orbit.
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Covarlance Analysis
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FIGURE 10 Navigation Accuracy in Orbit B, Orbit C, Orbit D and Orbit E

Theory shows that the inclusion of earth-star observations significantly reduces convergence time
and provides continuous navigation during moon occultation by either the earth or sun. Figure 11
dramatically collaborates theory and shows the difference between processing all lunar measurements,
all earth measurements and two ratios of moon-earth measurements. It is obvious that earth-star measure-
ments, when mixed with moon-star measurements, decrease the time for convergence.

All Lunar ass$uratets

SAll Earth Meeafronents

ASS urlrt bsrn$

115S 5 L ar/EartI 11asar11In tS
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FIGURE It Influence of Earth Measurement on Navigation Performance
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The earth's limb uncertainty, which was estimated to ie 1 nautical mile, is greater than the

moon's limb uncertainty of 1700 ft. Figure 12 shows the performance sensitivity to the earth limb

uncertainty for the nominal sequencing of an earth observation for each lunar observation. The curve

is nearly flat; accurate lunar observations are the dominant factor in steady state performance.

Tim - 9O0 Min
RSS
Navigation
Error
n mi

0 6000 1200 1000 24000 30
Earth Radius Uncertainty-Ft

FIGURE 12 Navigation Sensitivity to Earth Limb Uncertainty

The rigorous non-linear Monte Carlo simulations validated the covariance analysis. The cumula-

tive standard deviation curves are shown with corresponding covariance analysis results for the 
three

parametric measurement noise levels in Figure 13. The agreement validates the covariance analyses.
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Monte Carlo Standard Deviation
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- T-

4/
On • 2.5 Ac-S,, Time - N

3.I~ I
RSS
Navigation
Error

n mi

200 ADD 600 aW loS 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 ?.0 2.S

Time - Min MeaSurnmet Noi w-Arc-SaC

% FIGURE 13 Navigation Accuracy Comparisons - Covariance Analysis
vs. Monte Carlo Simulations
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ATTITUDE DETERMINATION

The error sources that most effect the attitude determination accuracy of the SS-ANARS were found
to be, as expected, the included angle measurement accuracy (measurement noise - a n, measurement interval

(Atm = 20 sec) and non-compensable-long term gyro drift. Figure 14 shows the ANARS systems sensitivity

to measurement noise (an) as well as a comparison of the covariance analysis results to Monte Carlo

similations. Also, the rate of convergence of attitude determination errors to steady state values was
not significantly effected by measurement noise (a ).

an --\n 2.5 ARC SEC

n 2 r~O5ARCSEC
ila n - 1. 5 ARC SEC

2 1o- n - 0. 5 ARC SEC

O 2

0 1 I I I
0 10 20 30 40 50

TIME (MINUTES)

FIGURE 14 Attitude Determination Sensitivity to Measurement Noise

Figure 15 shows system sensitivity to measurement interval and Figure 16 shows system sensitivity
to non-compensable gyro drift.

A tm = 20 sec

*05arc-sec RSS
RSS Attitude
Attitude - Error ___"

Error Arc-Sec 1
Arc-Sec

0 15 30 45 60 75 0 .005 .01
Measurement Interval- Sec Gyro Drift (deg/hr.)

FIGURE 15 Attitude Determination Sensitivity FIGURE 16 Attitude Determination Sensitivity
to Measurement Interval (At m) to Gyro Drift

The results of the ANARS system performance studies are summarized in Figure 17 as a function
of the included measurement accuracy (measurement noise - on). In conclusion, if the SS-ANARS can be

designed to: 1) measure included angles to an accuracy of 0.5 arc sec; 2) make measurements as often
as each 30 sec; and 3) have non-compensable gyro drifts of no more than 0.0010/hour it will determine
its own orbit to within 600 ft. and its attitude to 0.4 arc seconds.

The next section describes the results of laboratory model tests showing that the SS-ANARS should
have a measurement noise approaching 0.5 arc seconds.

I'
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NaiwiiioES Performance Altitude Dterminlon Performince

32 1.2 m 5
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FIGURE 17 SS-ANARS System Performance Summary

D. PROOF OF CONCEPT AND DEVELOPMENT TESTS

ERROR MODELS

To provide quanitative values and yield confidence in the conceptual design, a system model was
developed that incorporated the dominant error sources. This model provided time solutions of the
modeled servo state equations in conjunction with the support electronics, yielding time histories of
sextant induced measurement errors. These errors were averaged over a one second measurement interval
to produce "single measurement" error values. The standard deviation of a sample set was then calcu-
lated to yield the sextant's measuring capability of 0.56 arc sec (l).

A "self-calibration" scheme for on-orbit sensor calibration has also been developed. This
technique was predicated on a fundamental design feature that permits either telescope to track a
star (or the moon's limb). By measuring the angular separation between two known stars, the systematic
tracker to tracker bias errors may be solved for and compensated for in the on-board computer. The
uncertainty in this calibration was statistically averaged with the composite sensor noise to yield
an overall random measurement error of approximately 0.6 arc second.

RESEARCH MODEL

An engineering model of the Space Sextant has been developed and tested to demonstrate the included
angle measurement accuracy of the current design. This research model was developed primarily to demon-
strate "proof of principle", and to obtain a laboratory verification of the inplane measurement noise
predicted by the theoretical model previously described. This model (Figure 18) employed a single gimbal
for in-plane measurement, contained several expedients made necessary by cost and schedule constraints,
and consequently departed in many important respects from the ideal instrument design. However, despite
these known deficiencies this suboptimal device was capable of 0.65 (la) arc-sec random noise, thus
amply fulfilling its anticipated performance (Figure 19).

8
I __

-15 -1I0 -o;: 0 ',5 10 15 DecImal

.02. -155-.7T 0 e.7f 1.55 2.02

/FIGURE 18 Sextant Research Model FIGURE 19 Measurement Repeatability

-- 1322L4.._

.. . . . 3 _. ; .+. .. .+: . . . . .
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LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION MODEL

The favorable research model results prompted construction of a Laboratory Demonstration model,
containing all the functional equivalents of a flight article, Figure 20, excluding the thermal control
system. The four degree of freedom device was controlled by a PRIME 300 minicomputer and demonstrated
search, acquisition, and capture of stellar, lunar ane autocollimation targets followed by statistical
processing of the included angle measurement data.

The testing facility, Figure 20, was a thermally controlled positive pressure test cell, with a
six ton granite optical slab. On the slab were two American Opticdl Company star signal simulators,
one 12 inch aperture off axis parabolic mirror used for lunar limb simulation, and two Wild T-3 theodo-
lites to provide the angular references for Sextant data comparison.

FIGURE 20 Laboratory Model & Test Facility

Test results demonstrated a measurement accuracy of less than I arc-sec after compensation for
sextant biases and systematic errors and test fixture thermal distortions. Very satisfactory slev,
rastor scan for acquisition with the course detectors and hand-over and to the fine detectors was demon-
strated for both the simulated stars and the lunar limb. Thus, the functional performance of the system
was demonstrated as well as showing that a single detector can be used for both star tracking and lunar
limb tracking. Limited Testing also showed little system sensitivity to base motions and temperature
sensitivity. The autocollimation features for the attitude determination measurements of autocollimation
off a reference mirror and off a Porro prism were also demonstrated.

E. ORBITAL DEMONSTR, 'IN SYSTEM DESIGN

The orbital demonstration system design of the SS-ANARS is comprised of three packages (Figure 21):
1) the Computation and Storage Package (CSP); the Support Electronics Package (SEP); and the Sensor
Package (SP). The on-orbit demonstration of autonomous orbit determination and attitude detenmination is
to be performed flying as a sortie payload on an early STS (Space Shuttle) flight. Figure 22 presents
an artist's cutaway of the flight demonstration sextant,

A
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Computation Supoort Sensor
& Storage Electronics Package (SPI
Package TCSPI Package (SEP)

S PaCec r'tt
T1&C & P1aR

Gyros

FIGURE 21 Orbital Demonstration Zonfiguration

Sextant Cutaway
,.- s I n c lu ded A n g le -
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Folding Mirror
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" Elevation Angle OueYibl -

. Collimation p Gym Package
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FIGURE 22 Flight Demonstration Sextant Cutaway

The outer and middle gimbals are used for positioning the measurement head into the plane of
measurement and controlling crossplane motion in both telescopes after target lock. A base plate supports
these two gimbals, a gyro package, a reference collimation mirror and two Porro prism assemblies.

The gyro package contains two, two degree of freedom, unheated ball bearing qyros with expected
on-orit performance of 0.01 degrees per hour considering random noise, alignment and scale factor and
bias thermal sensitivities. As the reference mirror and Porro prisms provide the attitude reference

% triad, dynamic short term alignment stability of the optical elements to the gyro package was designed
to be 0.003 degrees per hour.
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The outer and middle gimbals contain class seven wet lubricated bearings. Gimbal torque is pro-
vided by brushless, two phase, DC torquers with position feedback obtained from multispeed resolvers.
Signal and power feedthrough is effected by slipring assemblies.

A casted yoke supports the middle gimbal and provides, in conjunction with the bearings, 30 arc
seconds long term stability of the outer/middle gimbal orthogonality.

The Sensor Package's Thermal Control System is a cold biased system consisting of the Thermal
Control Shroud, rotatable shield, and rotatable spherical segments utilizing heaters and proportional
controllers to maintain operating temperatures within limits.

The telescopes are off-axis Cassegrains consisting of an f .7 quarter wave parabolic primary mirror,
a beam splitter-hyperbolic secondary mirror, a folding mirror, a beam splitter pellicle and two hybrid
electronics detector assemblies. The wide Field Of View (FOV) detector assembly is behind the secondary
mirror and has a 4 deg. FOV. The coarse and fine FOV detector is at the focal plane of the Cassegrain
system with a coarse FOV of 6 arc min. Autocollimation is achieved via an infrared light source placed
at the Cassegrain's focal plane below the pellicle. The telescope focal length is 60 inches resulting
in an eight arc second star image size on the fine detector elements. The telescope sunshades are a
dual internal baffle design providing stray light attenuation of 260 db. Figure 23 shows how the three
target types (star image or returned autocollimation light source, lunar limb, and slit image timing
light) are focused relative to the coarse/fine FOV detector.

In Plane Motion

Sit Image

ab

Lunar Limb

6 r.Min. Field Of View.

FIGURE 23 Coarse/Fine FOV Detector & Focused Images

The two critical developments of the program: the wheel bearing assembly and the hybrid electronic
detector assemblies have proven to be very adequate. Figures 24 and 25 show these critical assemblies.
Figure 26 shows the flight demonstration system sensor package assembled up to thermal shroud installation.
The Computatiun and Storage Package (Digital Computer) and the Support Electronics package have completed
qualification testing and system testing has progressed through slew and star image acquisition. Pre-
liminary data analysis indicate that system performance should be as good or better than expected resulting
in a system with included angle measurement errors of less than I arc second (1o). Flight software design
is complete utilizing less than 30 thousand 16 bit words of memory. The flight demonstration ANARS will
complete qualification testing in 1981. Upon completion of flight demonstration on the STS it is antici-
pated that a long life, single package version of the space sextant sy!tem will be developed for opera-
tional usage on advanced space systems.

j
40

%A
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t~ 4'

FIGURE 24 Wheel Bearing Assembly FIGURE 25 Hybrid Electronics Detector

FIGURE 26 Partially Assembled Sextant
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A MULTILEVEL CONTROL APPROACH FOR A
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SUMMARY

A three-axis mathematical representation of a modular assembled space platform con-
sisting of interconnected discrete masses, including a deployable truss module, was
derived for digital computer simulation. The platform attitude control system was devel-
oped to provide multilevel control utilizing the Gauss-Seidel second level formulation
along with an extended form of linear quadratic regulator techniques. The objectives of
the multilevel control are to decouple the space platform's spatial axes and to accommo-
date the modification of the platform's configuration for each of the decoupled axes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The successful first flight of the Space Shuttle has presented the world scientific
and technical communities with a new era for opportunities in both research and applica-
tions. The Space Shuttle will be used to place in Earth orbit many large payloads, some
of which include the Space Telescope, Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility, 25 kW Power
System, and Science and Applications Space Platforms (SASP). A second order SASP, as
shown in Figure 1, is a moderately large spacecraft that will require more than one
Space Shuttle flight for its complete assembly. Some of the elements used for the SASP
are Earth assembled modules and others are deployable on orbit. A typical deployable
truss module under current development is shoxni in Figure 2. The truss module will be
used for connecting Earth-assembled modules and also serve as a mounting base for experi-
mental packages.

The control requirements for a space platform to be assembled on-orbit present some
unique problems. The initial problen Is how to control the platform during the assembly
phase, i.e., in its partially completed state with relatively large changes in mass,
moments of inertia, structural dynamics cha:' cteristics, etc., occurring as each module
is added to the platform. Also, for the pidcform to be really versatile, it must be
adaptable to varying geometry to meet diff3rent mission objectives over its extended life-
time. A natural consequence of the modular nature of the SASP would be a modular designed
control system that would not require complete redesign each time a module is removed
from, added to, or rearranged on the platform. A control system that embodies potential
capabilities to fulfill the necessary requirements for the SASP is currently under
development and can be described as a multilevel multivariable system. The control sys-
tem utilizes a combination of Gauss-Seidel multilevel control and an extended form of
linear quadratic regulator (LOR) techniques to accomplish two objectives. The first is
to decouple the spacecraft spatial axes and thereby reduce the dimensionality of the con-
trol problem. The second is to accommodate the modification of the platform's configura-
tion for each of the decoupled axes. Both objectives are achievable by the inherent
characteristics of the multilevel techniques that decompose the control problem into two-
level hierarchy of subproblems. Each first-level subproblem is treated in this paper as a
two point boundary value problem using LQR techniques, and the second-level subproolem is
the coordination of solutions cf first-level subproblems.

2. PLATFORM MODELING

The basic module for the SASP is the 25 kW Power System (PS) spacecraft. For this
study the flexible body PS was modeled using five discrete masses consisting of a central
body and four masses representing the solar arrays as shown in a topological diagram of
Figure 3. The radiator panel and antenna were not included in the model. Appropriate
hinge constants were selected to interconnect the masses that would provide the charac-
teristic low-frequency dynamic response expected from very flexible solar arrays. The
depioyable truss connected to the PS central body is represented by four masses numbered
six through nine in Figure 3. Attached to the end of the truss is a rigid module or a
second spacecraft represented by a single mass. Actuators and sensors for attitude con-
trol of the platform will be located in the PS central body and can also be in the second

.0, spacecraft.

% The rotational dynamics of the ten body three-axis space platform of Figure 3 were
developed primarily by utilizing the augmented body techniques of Hooker and Margulies (1)
and extended by Cornell (2)(3) and Lipski (4)(5). These techniques were recently applied
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to a five-body three-axis model of the Power System spacecraft by Chichester (6). The
procedure can be outlined in ten steps as follows:

1) Approximate the assembly of vehicles with rigid bodies interconnected by a spring-
hinge suspension.

2) List symmetry conditions that may apply to elements of the model.

3) Determine the vector locating the center of mass of each rigid body with respect
to its barycenter.

4) Determine the vectors locating each adjacent hinge with respect to the bezycenter
of each rigid body.

5) Derive augmented moment of inertia matrix equivalent to the effective moment of
inertia of each rigid body in the model with respect to its barycenter.

6) Write the effective torque balance about each barycenter with rigid body angular
rates, wi' as vector state variables.

7) Express the equations resulting from 6) in vector-matrix form.

8) Invert the coefficient matrix of in the model of 7) to obtain the state
variable rigid body angular rate Faodel.

9) Express time rate of change of relative Euler angles in terms of rigid body
angular rates to obtain the state variable Euler angle model.

10) Aggregate the state variable Euler angle model with the state variable rigid
body angular rate model to obtain the state variable rotational dynamics model.

3. STATE VARIABLE ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS MODEL

The linearized rigid body angular rate equations and the linearized Euler angle rate
equations may be combined into a state variable rotational dynamics model of the following
form.

GLCs! + GLKsa + GU

= K., (1)

where: = rigid body angular rate vector

= Euler angles

u = actuator torques

and the definitions of the matrices G, L, K, C and K are given in the appendix.

If these vectors and matrices are expanded in terms of their scalar components and
elements, respectively, they may be rearranged in such a way that scalars associated
with a specific axis of the model are grouped into the same subvector. Each coefficient
matrix appearing in the resulting state variable model may be written in the following
form:

3
kj (A.jkx + a kuk) j = 1, 2, 3 k 1, 2, 3 (2)

where:

T TT

k = ( 'k' 2k )

Gjk Lk C sk i jk L kKsk a k

AI = -------- . 0X (01 =10 x 10 zero matrix

jk K (0]

T T
i cl x' '2x 1 " 10x -2 = , w~yP " loy)

!! 3 
=  ( " z ' w 2 z ' " l~z )

Ik (k = 1, 2, 3) has scalar expansion of the same form as k

9.
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T
al = (01' "12' "13' A024' "35' A016' A067' "78' A089' 609,10 )

a 2 
= (01, 8012' AO13'" ' 9,10

) T

23 = ( I' 12' Aq 13 ' 
A ' 9,10)

T

Using the definitions of matrices G, L, K, Cs , and Ks as given in the appendix, Lk is a
10 x 9 matrix of the same form as the 10 x 9 partitioned matrix L, with "1" in the place
of each submatrix "I" and "0" in place of each submatrix "[0]'. Ks1 is a 9 x 10 matrix of
the same form as the 9 xl0 partitioned matrix, Ks with "kl2x" in the place of each 3 x 3
submatrix "K1 2 " and similar substitutions for the remaining submatrices. Csl is a 9 x 10
matrix similarly developed from the 9 x 10 partitioned matrix C s. The matrices Ks2 are
similarly expanded with the subscript, y, in the place of x as are the submatrices K,3 and
Cs 3 with the subscript, z, in the place of x, Kjk = [0] for k # j. For k = j, it is a
10 x 10 matrix of the same form as the partitioned matrix K, with "1" in the place of
each "I" and "0" in the place of each "[0]".

4. MULTILEVEL STATE VARIABLE MODEL

The subscripts appearing in the state variable rotational dynamics model, equation
(2), correspond to the axes of the model. The matrix coefficients, Ajk and Bk, repre-
sent interaxial coupling with k # j. This model may be recast into multilevel form by
decomposing it into a series of submodels. Decomposition temporarily supresses the
interaxial coupling in the overall model producing three single axis submodels and a
coordination submodel. It is effected by writing the following coordination equations
which constitute the coordination subproblem.

3 k k
aj = (A + B.-s k )

= 1, 2, 3 (3)- k=l ( A k k'  ]-

k j

- =k k = U k # j = 1, 2, 3 (4)

Equation set (4) is in the form of Gauss-Seidel coordination as presented in Wismer (7).

Substitution of equation sets (3) and (4) into the state variable rotational dynamics
model of equation (2) yields three submodels of the following form.

x_. = Ajjx + Bjjuj + aj(t) j = 1, 2, 3 (5)

The four submodels developed in this section may be assembled into the two level
hierarchy shown in Figure 4.

Corresponding to the decomposed state variable equations of this model, a decomposed
performance index and a decomposed Hamiltonian are constructed.

4.1 Decomposed Performance Index and Hamiltonian

The decomposed performance index for the application of optimal attitude control to
this vehicle may be written as follows:

Z f Pjdt (6)
)=I tO

where:

P= (j -jd) Qjlxj - jd) + u'TWjuUj xjd prespecified desired value of x

Qj = positive definite state variable error weighting coefficient matrix

Wju a positive definite control energy weighting coefficient matrix

The corresponding decomposed Hamiltonian expressing the energy state of the system is
written as follows.

H 3Hj (7)
JJ
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where.

T 3 [ k 3 k T k T
Hj . P + XT  A jj) + Bj + k=l (Ajk dk + Bjk-j- + (£j) (Xj- ) 

+ (1j) (uj-j)

k#j k#j (8)

3 jth vector costate variable (Lagrange multiplier)
-k

d1, j. kj, and v . = Gauss-Seidel type vector coordination variables

4.2 Costate Equations

The costate equations result from application of the following necessary condition
for minimization of the decomposed Hamiltonian:

- = - AT.. - Q.(x.-Xjd) + bM(t) (9)
-J ax. 22-j -j -j -

where:

b (t) P- k  (tf) = 0 (final boundary conditions) (10)

k#j

4.3 Control Equations

The control equations result from application of the following necessary condition
for minimization of the Hamiltonian:

3
3H = 0 *U W-_(BT + k()
au. -1 ju jj k-i 

(

k#j

4.4 Combination of jth State, Control, and Costate Equations Into The jth TPBV Subproblem

Substitution of the jth control equation into the jth state equation yields a new
state equation in terms of x. and X.. Association of the jth costate equation with the
equation representing the cobinatlign of the state equation and the control equation
results in the jth two-point boundary value (TPBV) subproblem.

x = Ajxj + RjXj + Sj(t) = - QAjj - AT j, + bj(t) (12)-2_- 2 -_ -2 2 - 22 -2

whe(red:

-2 k kjk2 bjk-j 22-2=-2 k= 2 2 22j ju 22

k#j k#j

xj(t o) = Xj0 (initial boundary conditions)

Aj (tf)= 0 (final boundary conditions)

Solution of the subproblems requires an extension of the LOR techniques to reflect
the presence of the additional terms on the right hand side of the corresponding TPBV

subproblems. This extension, which was presented in Chichester (8), begins with genera-
lizing the assumed form of _X in terms of x to the following,

_t , K(t)x(t) + r(t) (13)

where Kit) and m(t) are a time variable matrix and vector, respectively, to be determined.
The assumed form of X results in the generation of two simultaneous Riccati type equations
to be solved for K(t) and m(t). Substitution of these solutions into equation (13) yields
the feedback control to minimize the performance index at time t . It should be noted
that the corresponding solutions to the TPBV subproblems are obtlined subject to the valuek k k k k
of the coordination variables d, 1j, p and

%
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4.5 Assembly of Coordination Equations Into the Coordination Subproblem

The remaining necessary conditions for minimization of the Hamiltonian result in
additional coordination equations to be satisfied.

H. k aH.
k =2 =x. k f jU*

-D2(14 )

3H k T aH k T0_ P. =- Ajj kk = 0 j-k
7d7k " as.

The top two of the above coordination equations are associated with the state equations
while the bottom two are associated with the costate equations. All of the coordination
equations are assembled into an overall coordination subproblem. Inputs for this coor-
dination subproblem are state vectors, xj, control vectors, uj, and costate vectors,

obtained as solutions of the jth and kth TPBV subproblems, respectively.

4.6 Construction of the Subproblem Hierarchy

The original problem of generating the optimal attitude control contours for the
prototype flexible space vehicle has been transformed into a series of interrelated sub-
problems to be solved. Due to these interconneztions it is evident that these subproblems
can be assembled into a hierdrchy with the coordination subproblem at its apex. This
hierarchy is depicted in Figure 4. Solution of the overall optimal attitude control prob-
lem is attained by iteration between the levels of the hierarchy. The modification of
the space platform's configuration by adding or removing modules is treated at the first
level subpzoblem as presented in Chichester (8).

5. CONCLUSION

A three axis state variable model of the rotational dynamics of a space platform,
consisting of a typical flexible space vehicle connected to another space vehicle by a
deployable truss, was developed utilizing augmented body techniques. The equations of the
model were then linearized and recast into state variable form. The scalar equations of
this model were rearranged by grouping them according to axis to attain a higher degree
of block diagonalization in the coefficient matrices of the model. The resulting model
consisted of three submodels with light coupling between them. The coupling between the
axes of this model is light because of the symmetry of the platform, however, with an
asymmetric configuration the axis cross coupling will be much stronger. Platform models
with stronger coupling will be investigated in the future.

A combination of Gauss-Seidel multilevel and an extended form of LQR attitude control
techniques was applied to the three coupled submodels. This approach reduced the original
three dimensional attitude control problem to a set of single loop control subproblems
with coordination of their solutions accomplished in a coordination subproblem. The
attitude contfol problem was thus recast into a hierarchical form. Iteratio'n between the
subproblems, i-quired to solve the overall attitude control problem in this form, appears
to afford adaptive capabilities in the controlled system.

I
9.
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P1

Figure 1. Second Order Science and Applications Space Platform

Figure 2. Deployable Truss Module
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APPENDIX

Definitions for matrices appearing in the state variable rotational dynamics model,
Eq. (1).

? 'il 7------l,30 1 11  G12  G13

G = I=A G= G21  G2 2  G23

T 930,11---- g30 ,3 0 L G31  G 32  G 33

j L
^T
Glk = [Slk' 24k' 17k 2. S28k

]

2k = 122k' 25k' -8k' '290 j

3k = [3k' q6k' q9k' .. 30k

jl= (gjl' gj4' gj7' gj28 )

T
qj2 (gj2 p gj5' gj8. gj29

)

T
j3 (gj3' gj6' gj9. gj30

)

SUSPENSION MATRIX

-I -I [0] [0] -I 10] [0] [0] [0]

i [0] -1 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

[o] i [0] -i [0] [0] [o] [0] [0]

[0] [0] i [0] [0] [0] [0] [] [0]

L = 0] [0] [0] I [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

[0] [0] [0] [0] I -I [0] [0] [0]

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] I -I [0] [0]
[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] I -I [0]
[0] 10] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] I -I

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] I

10 01 0 0 0 0 0 0

1= 0 1 0 [0] 000
0 0 1 0o 0 0

SPRING CONSTANT MATRIX

[0] -Ks1 2  [0] [o] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] (0]

[0] [0] -Ks1 3  [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

[0] [0] [0] -Ks24  [01 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

K [0] [o] [0] [0] -Ks3 5  [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

a (0] [0] [0] [01 [0] -Ks1 6  [0] [0] [0] [0]

(0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] -K s6 7  [0] [0] [0]

[0] [0] [0] 10] [0] [0] [0] -Ks7 8  [0] to]

[0] [0 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] -K88 9  [0]

[ 10] [0] [0] [0] 10] [0] 10] [0] -K, o1 0
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DAMPING COEFFICIENT MATRIX

C s1 2  -C s1 2  [0] 10] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

C s13  [0 -C s1 3  [0] 10] [01 [0] [0] [0] [01

[0] C s24  [01 -C s2 4  [01 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

[ 0] [0] C s3 0t] -C8s3 5  [0] [0] [0] [01 [0]

s C s6 [0] [0] [01 [0] -C s16  [0] [0] [0] 10]

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] s67 -Cs67 [0] [0] [01

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] 10] C s7 8  -C s7 8  [0] [0]

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] 10] C s89 -C S89  [01

L 0] [0] [0] [0] [0] 10] t0] [0] C S9 ,10 -CS9 ,1 0 1

TRANSFORM4ATION MATRIX

I [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

-I 1 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

-I [0] 1 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

[0] -1 [0] 1 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

= [0] [0] -I [0] 1 [0] [0] [0] [0] [0]

-1 [0] [0] [0] [0] 1 [0] [0] [0] 10]

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] -I 1 [0] [0] [0]

[0] [0] [01 [0] [0] [0] -1 1 [0] [01

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] -I 1 [0]

[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] t0] -I I
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DYNAMIC CONTROL OF LARGE SPACECRAFT - A SURVEY OF TECHNIQUES

R.C. Rogers M. Burton
Dynamics Engineer Assistant Group Leader

British Aerospace Dynamics Group British Aerospace Dynamics Group
Space and Communications Division Space and Communications Division
Site B, Gunnels Wood Road, Site B, Gunnels Wood Road,
Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2AS Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2AS
United Kingdom. United Kingdom.

SUMMARY

A number of techniques for the dynamic control of large spacecraft are discussed. The main
problems identified are the high order of the system and model accuracy.

One basic approach is to design a controller for a low order model obtained by truncating modes
from the system model. This may lead to instability problems due to interaction with unmodelled
modes. A number of techniques are discussed which aim to avoid or overcome these problems.

An alternative approach to controller design aims at ensuring stability in the presence of
modelling errors and truncated modes. In the simplest case this involves direct output feedback.
A technique which enables a dynamic approach to be used is also discussed although it uses rate
measurement and can therefore only be applied to vibration control.

A brief comparison of the various control approaches applied to the control cf a large platform is
presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

with the introduction of the Space Transportation System the construction of large space
structures for use in communications, scientific and solar power applications will became
feasible. In order to minimize the mass of these structures they will be flexible and control
systems capable of controlling their vibration will be necessary. In this paper the nature of
this control problem is discussed, a number of approaches are described and their relative
merits assessed.

2. THE CONTROL PROBLEM

In general the space structures uder considcration will have the usual modes of rotation and
translation of a rigid spacecraft, together with an infinite number of modes corresponding to
flexure of the structure. In order to obtain mathematical models of the systems, techniques
such as finite element analysis will be needed. Techniques are available for the construction
of models consisting of interconnected elastic bodies.

Consider a large flexible space structure provided either with a number of actuators applying
a torque and sensors measuring angular position, or, alternatively, with actuators applying a
force to the structure and sensors measuring linear displacement. The structure dynamics may
be represented by the generalized wave equation

2M
m(r)p tt(r,t) + 2CLp t(r,t) + L p(r,t) a £ u(r)u 1(2.1)

i=l

where p(r,t) represents the displacement frum the equilibrium position at point r of the

structure in response to the applied force distribution due to the inputs UI , --- , Umto the
actuators. m(r) is the mass density of the structure as a function of position r. L is a
symmetric, non negative, time invariant differential operator. 9 is a non negative real
number representing the damping coefficient of the structure. Here it is assumed the damping
is constant throughout the structure. Typically ; will be very small.

Consider m(r) = 1 by scaling p(r,t) as necessary. Then the operator L has distinct
eigenvalues X,1 i=l, --- , and orthogonal eigenfunctions *Ir). This enables a

transformation to be made by defining xi so that

p(r,t) = S x1 *i(r) (2.2)
i=l

Then Z(t)- ,;, ,) + a2
x(t) = Ru(t)(f diagonal) (2.3)

and the measuremc't, yi. I = i, --- ,p) are given by

Y€ - Sx.

For practical purposes only a finite number of modes need be considered since very high
frequency modes will have negligible effects. U , R, S will then be matrices and will be
available, for example, by finite element analysis. 3ecause of the special properties of
mechanical structures and the types of actuators and sensors used, S - R

T ( O) if actuators
and sensors are colocated.

This system may be written in standard state space form as follows:

1= v : u (2.4)

_-2 2 . v'

Y = (s O] v (y is the position vector at actuator locations)

v Xk

The model derived by finite element analysis is likely to be too large for direct use in
controller design, and so lower order models are needed. Certain modes are selected as being
particularly important and the remainder ('residual' modes) truncated by deleting the
appropriate rowe and columns of the system matrices. If xN corresponds to retained modes and
xR to residual modes, with

v,. , y [c [1

N 
4L%
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the system may be written

d [NJi
dt L (2.5)

vR  0 AR R B R

If an observer is used to reconstruct vN from the measurements y neglecting the residual
modes, the estimate is given by

d A

dt N NN + Bu + K(y-CV) (2.6)

If this is used to control the system using feedback u =-GvN  it follows that

N A - B G 0 - BG N
d R = -50 AR -BRG v

(2.7)

e 0 KCR  AN-KCN

y = CNVN +C RVR

The effect of the residual modes on the system depends on their coupling with the retained
modes in the control model and the observer modes. This depends on the terms -BRG and KCR in
the second row and column respectively.

In [I] a sufficient condition is given for the stability of this system in terms of the matrix
KCR and the stability margin (slowest decay rate) of the system without this coupling tern.
This interaction of the residual modes and the modelled system is known as spillover, and is
the fundamental problem which occurs when designing controllers using truncated models. It is
particularly important in the case of large space structures whizh have low inherent damping,
since the residual modes can easily become unstable.

A number of authors have discussed the problem of selecting modes for retention in a control
model [2,3,4,5,6] . An interesting concept is the model completeness index of [2]. This
indicates the effect of truncation by considering the proportion of structure momentum
interaction corresponding to the modelled modes. The index tends to unity as the number of
modes is made large.

3 . CONTROLLER DESIGN APPROACHES

Three control objectives may be considered.

- reduction of structure vibration

- attitude control of part of the structure (e.g. pointing an antenna)

- shape control of the structure.

The shape control problem, applicable for example to large antennas, is the most difficult

case, likely to lead to large numberh of actuators and sensors. Vibration and attitude
control are of most interest here. A number of approaches to attitude control using a
truncated control model are described and these could also be applied to vibration control.
Also direct output feedback and a related approach are considered, which aim primarily at
vibration control of the whole structure but which might be adapted with suitable actuator
placement to attitude control.

Many physical constraints on system design involve hardware availability and precision.
Actuators and sensors here are aqsumed to be perfectly linear devices giving immediate
response. In practice this will not be the case, and there may also be restrictions on device
locations such as requiring a particular field of view.

Approaches to control system design are now described and some aspects of their performance in
the context of large platform control are summsarized in Table 1.

/
5"
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3.1 Model Truncation

This is simply the implementation of a controller designed for the truncated control model.
Consider system (2.7) where additional terms are included to represent disturbances and
observation noise, so that

v %BNG 0 -BNG vq 0MW

d -BRG % -u+ y - c. + + n

dt R N55  R W , y V + v f

e 0 KC R  N-KCN e Rn (3.1.1)

One approach is to determine feedback matrix G by optimum control theory to minimize an
appropriate cost function of form

lix E ( vNT v + uTR u)
t+ NU

where E is the mathematical expectation and t time, the residual modes being neglected. K is
selected as the steady state Kalman gain for the truncated system, assuming whiteness of the
noise processes.

This approach takes no account of the spillover problem and so is likely to lead to an
unstable system. Other approaches modify this design to avoid spillover, or provide
techniques to overcose instability when this initial design is evaluated.

3.2 Equilibrium Enforcin2 Optimal Control (Sesak)

This approach, alternatively known as he Singular Perturbation method is described in [7].
The controller is of form (2.6) but with the feedback gain G chosen in a manner which reduces
the excitation of residual modes. This requires the designer to have knowledge of these modes
and in practice there will be further residuals not known to him. The aim of the approach is to
constrain the residual state VR to be constant (effectively preventing excitation of residual
wndes). From (2.5) this means

J R =  
V R +  

B U = O

so v =-A BR U

(3.2.1)

This expression is used to eliminate VR from an optimal control cost function. Suppose this
is

j v T v T TJ = N QN+ QRv +u RuU) dt
(3.2.2)

where QN, QR and Ru are constant positive semidefinite matrices (Ru positive definite).
Substituting for vR gives

oTT Tv RN'+ U u+BRT(A-' Q(A;-)BRJ u)dt (3.2.3)

0

This approach provides a systematic way for reducing spillover to a number of residual modes
by a suitable choice of QR' assumed diagonal. This is chosen to give the best control
consistent with spillover limitations.

It has been shown that this technique is sensitive to errors in the control model parameters
and an approach which aims to overcome this is proposed. The state vector is augmented by
vS consisting of the partial derivatives of vN with respect to uncertain parameters in the
control model. The previous ideas are then applied to constrain to zero

_.~ [v; ]
dt v

By choosing suitable values of coefficient matrites Qp, QS in the cost function a compramise
is made between performance, spillover reduction and robustness.

%



3.3 galas's Cancellation Technique

A basic control system is designed using the truncated control model as in Section (3.1).
Consider the system (2.5) with vN 2N-dimensional, VR 2R-dimensional, u m - dimensional and y

p - dimensional. The technique modifies the control law and obeerver equation (2.6) in order to
eliminate excitation of the remainder of the system by a number of selected residual modes.

These are chosen following evaluation of the basic control approach based on truncation (see
3.1) in order to overcome stability problems. This technique is described in 8].

A maximum of P/2 residuals may be selected. The technique involves an additional control term
based on the innovations process

H(y - CN VNN N

and a modification to the input term of the observer dynamics.

The input term to the system (2.5) becomes

A A

U =-VN + H N(Y - CNVN )  (3.3.1)

and the observer equation (2.6) becomes

d A A A~-.) TQ
dt VN VN+ BNu +K(yC + T B u (3.3.2)

where A , B
9g C O are formed by taking rows and columns of AR, BR , C, corresponding to the Q

modes frcm whic spillover is to be cancelled, and T. is the solution of

(-KCN)TQ-TQ AQ+K CQ =0 (TQ is 2N x 2Q) (3.3.3)

Let IE CQ-CNTQ CE (CETCE C E (3.3.4)

Then HN =G TQCE ( 3.3.5)

The overall system matrix now becomes, for state

VN

VQ
A _

V 8  e vN VN -TQVQ (3.3.6)

e

AN-BNG 0 BNHNC8  -BNG-BNHNCN

-BG AQ BQHC B -BQG-BQHNC N

-BBG 0 Bie C -BG-BHSNCN

0 0 BCa AN -KC N

Therefore there is no excitation of other modes due to the cancelled modes corresponding to
AQ, though the cancelled modes will still be excited. Note here the cancelled and residual

modes have been separated for convenience. There is no restriction over which residual modes

are chosen for cancellation.

The system (AN, %N, CN) is assumed controllable and observable. Then the following conditions
are sufficient for the existence of a unique solution to (3.3.3).

Ci) AN-KCN and AQ have no common poles

(ii) 2Q S rank (CZ) S P S 2R (note: CZ is P by 2Q)

In fact 2Q : rank (CE) is necessary and implies both position and rate measurements mist be
available (i.e. at least Q position and Q rate measurements). If only position measurements
are available the rank of C1 can be no greater than Q.

%
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Since this technique i based an cancellation of terms due to normal and innovations feedback,
and uses the parameter values of the control model and cancelled modes in a coplicated design
procedure, there my be parameter sensitivity problems.

3.4 Additional Direct Output Feedback

In this approach rate output feedback is used to stabilise the system designed using the
approach in Section 3.1, which my suffer from spillover problems. In the system (2.5) where
the actuators and sensors are assumed to be colocated the control law is changed to

u * N +  (3.4.1)

Because of the property S -y R7 in (2.4)

Therefore the system becomes

!i N  % 0 vN  + BN I N F% T vN I BNI 4
d av [:R 0 [ % vj [: R4 : B[ [R 4:: R B (3.4.2)

If F is chosen negative semidefinite (for example F = -k.r, k>O) the contribution of the

direct output feedback to the system matrix

B R  B R

is negativemidefinite. This form of F implies energy absorption at the actuator locations.

This approach is only immediately applicable to systems with colocated actuators and rate
sensors.

Several studies have uged this technique in controller design 19,10) . An alternative approach
is to apply the direct output feedback before designing the 'ptimal' controller for the
reduced order model.

3.5 Pure Direct Output Feedback

A number of papers 111,12,131 consider the use of direct output feedback alone for the control
of large space structures. Sone of these consider the use of passive devices. When active
devices are used it is important to consider the effect of phase lags in the actuators and
sensors on the high frequency modes. These are not Included here.

The approach taken here is to apply local position (angular or linear) feedback to establish
attitude control and then apply rate feedback to damp the vibrations. The system following
the application of local position feedback may be written in the form (mode shapes and

frequencies will in general be different to those in (2.5))

- NXN ;Y= (3.5.1)-aI, I
where 8 [31 C c -RT , iag (Wl, w-- NK D negative

semide finite.

For the cost function

(Gj. T y + uT u)dt ,0>

0
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the optimal control law obtained from the (steady state) Ricatti equation is, taking D - 0 (no
inherent damping)

u=

Thi-s motivates the use of local rate feedback to minimize vibration at the actuator/sensor
locations. Similarly. control laws of the form

u -- My

may be motivated for positive semidefinite M.

If the overall feedback for the system (2.5) is

u ( 1y 2 (3.5.2)

with J1 and J2both positive semidefinite symmetric matrices stability is assured since the
effect of J, is equivalent to the attachment of passive devices (springs at the actuator
locations) and the effect of rate feedback is to remove energy from the system.

As reported in [11] there is a limit to the amount of rate feedback which can be usefully
applied for vibration control. High gains will result in low amplitude vibrations at the
actuators but the mode shapes will change so that the structure vibrates between the
actuators. In the extreme case the actuator locations will be stationary and the vibrations
elsewhere will have only inherent structure damping. For sone intermediate feedback gains the
overall vibrations can be minimized.

3.6 Robust Controllers

The possibility of designing controllers with the general structure of section 3.1 but having
guaranteed robustness properties is discussed in 1141. The approach discussed here is a
special case of these controllers, and is a development of .the pure direct autput feedback
approach. The rate feedback, instead of being direct uses an estimated rate value. This is
derivsd from an observer which includes only a subset of the system modes. These would
generally be chosen as low frequency modes. The idea is to avoid - or reduce - the problem of
direct output feedback, where control of the modes is achieved only at the actuator locations
as gain increases. A suitable choice of observer gain assures system stability. This
corresponds to state estimation in the presence of sensor noise and disturbances (be to
actuator noise, with rate measurements. That is the effect of spillover is considered as
sensor and actuator noise. This controller wakes the structure well behaved before the
application of direct output position feedback for attitude control.

Consider the aystas with no feedback expressed in form (3.5.1). Instead of the control law

u Ok- in this case u =-ay where

y =pR jj .n<N

L~1 (3.6.1)

The observer is

d : A v+
2 (yj)B (3.6.2)

and the observer state Is

Xn n

~, , 5 Rrepresent the truncated versions of D , B, R, and nmy include modelling errors.
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Writing v = XNWN , then v(3.6.3)

N f

The system matrix M may be decomposed into negative semidefinite and skew Hermitian components

from which it may be concluded there are no eigenvalues with strictly positive real parts.
This provides a robustness result for the controller.

In order to implement this approach with system (2.5) the feedback law is

u = -(Jly + J 2 ')

where y is generated by an observer of the form

d V [0 V .

6 (3.6.4)

J, is positive semidefinite and J2 diagonal (this could be relaxed) positive semidefinite.

With position feedback included in this form stability is no longer assured. However, if a
high level of rate feedback is used to establish vibration control it should be possible to

clcee position feedback loops without difficulty. An alternative is to remove the -J 1 Y
component of the position feedback in the observer by adjusting the parameter metrices S , B.
This is an attractive approach in that it does assure stability, but it would probably require
a more ccaplicated procedure for design in order to obtain suitable values for the matrices.

3.7 'Forgetting Factor* in Observer

As a tentative approach to stabilizing the basic controller of Section 3.1 the matrix AN in
the observer equation (2.6) could be replaced by AN-dI for small 0 - 0. This corresponds to
making the observer 'forget' the information presented to it in an exponential manner with
time. The possible advantage of this technique, compared to the similar approach of
additional direct output feedback is that the observer states are all available, so the
technique may be used with non coloceted actuators and sensors.

I
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TABLE I

Comparison of Controllers for Large Platform Control

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Model Truncation Applicable to a wide Liable to instability de
range of control to spillover
objectives

2. Equilibrium Enforcing Reduced spillover Possible parameter
optimal Control problems sensitivity

3. Cancellation Overcomes spillover Possible parameter
Technique from selected modes sensitivity. May be

difficult to apply with
non colocated actuators
and sensors

4. Additional Direct Predictable performance Requires colocated
output Feedback actuators and rate sensors

5. 'ure direct output Robust to parameter Limited control objectives.
-edbeck errors Requires actuators and

sensors to be colocated
and suitably placed

6. Robust Controller Robust to parameter As for approach 5
(as in Section 3.6) errors. Improved

control compared to
approach 5 by concen-
trating on most
important modes.

7. Forgetting Factor in Applicable to non coloc- Appears to distort control
observer ated actuators and model and observer pole

sensors case. patterns excessively.

*1
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The approaches to the control of flexible spacecraft considered in this paper fall into tvo
categ~ories:

" Controllers based on truncated system~ models

* Controllers based on output feedback having robustness properties

Each of these has limitations. The first category is sensitive !-i parameter value errors and
spillover effects. It may also be difficult to obtain a sufficiently accurate model for
design of a controller of this type. The second category of controller is less sensitive to
parameter errors, and remains stable at least for idealized actuators and sensors. However,
control performance is somewhat limited, particularly since only rate smasur-ements may be
used. This precludes direct application to attitude control, though once the system has been
made stable a further control loop could be added for this purpose.

The use of additional output rate feedback to overcome stability problems following
application of a controller designed for a truncated model is widely discussed in the
literature and appears to work well. An outstanding problem is to coordinate the design of
the original controller with the output feedback. The Robust Controller also appears to give
good results. The particular case discussed in this paper combines the direct output feedback
approach and a truncated model of the system used in a controller. The equilibrium enforcing
optimal control technique provides a systematic approach to selecting optimal control cost
function control cost coefficients in order to reduce spillover. Since this coefficient is
often chosen in an arbitrary way this technique should be helpful. Finally, in a practical
design problem it may be possible to combine features of several approaches to achieve the
desired features.
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SUMMARY

Modeling, control design and system identification techniqueE to synthesize feedback
control laws for large space structures are discussed. The theoretical background is
covered. Techniques are applied to a mathematical model with complexity comparable to
that of real flex<ible spacecraft. The paper includes a tutorial description of the
problem and summarizes recent developments. The discussion is oriented towards the
control design engineer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Deployment of large space structures for communications, space defense, power genera-
tion, manufacturing, and research has become a major objective of space mission planners
for the mid-1980's and beyond. These systems typically combine large size w' 'I extremely
rigorous pointing and surface figure error requirements. There is a clear d- ire to
achieve diffraction limited performance with large apertures and the most stringent require-
ments are posed by antennas operating above 10 gHz and large optical systems. Boresight
jitter stabilization well below 1 virad and dynamic surface figure error near one twentieth
of a wavelength are necessary to realize the performance capability of these large systems.

Coupled to these ultra-high performance requirements are the obvious needs to mini-
mize spacecraft mass and construction and launch costs. High system mass may entail
multiple launches and on-orbit assemoly, greatly increasing system cost. In addition,
structural design and materials limitations may, in many cases, make high performance
unreachable with any mass in a passive system. For these missions the need to create
control-configured spacecraft is clear. Our ability to conceptualize space systems, to
select structural materials, and to build mechanisms for on-orbit construction and deploy-
ment has now far outstripped our demonstrated ability to control the resulting structures.
Stability augmentation and its integration with flight control systems, now a well-estab-
lished discipline for high-performance aircraft, must be invoked if current system concepts
are to be realized. The objective of this paper is to discuss recent research results in
stability augmentation for flexible spacecraft in the context of system requirements,
modeling, controls synthesis, and system identification.

Control requirements for large apace structures may he broadly divided into three
categories: (1) attitude control in the presence of structural bending, (2) transient
vibration suppression (usually required during maneuvering), and (3) suppression of steady-
state vibration propagation due to on-board disturbance sources. Stability augmentation
and flight control system configurations are dictated by mission-dependent mixes of these
objectives. Passive structural damping can, in some cases, provide the desired perfor-
mance or enhance active system performance. Such passive methods, however, have unpre-
dictable performance characteristics, address only a small subset of the main control
objectives, and in some cases can degrade system performance (see Section 4). Control
requirements are an essential ingredient in proper modeling, synthesis, and evaluation
activities as illustrated later in the paper.

The paper is organized into five main sections: modeling (Section 2), controls syn-
thesis (Section 3), a complex spacecraft example (Section 4), computational considerations
(Section 5), and system identification (Section 6). Hardware aspects including actuator/
sensor developments, digital processor development and brassboard demonstrations consti-
tute an adequate basis for separate papers [1,21. These issues are not discussed here.

The subject of flexible spacecraft modeling, discussed in Section 2, has received
much attention in the recent literature and the reader is directed to several references.
Modeling methods are restricted to those essential for closed-loop structural control,
Including synthesis and performance evaluation. The role of data-base management and
interfaced structural modeling and controls synthesis software is addressed bo th in Sect ion
2 and later in Section 5 on numerical methods. Order-reduction of these models, necessary

% for controls synthesis, is addressed early in Section 3 (Controls Design), including an

example, which examines modal convergence properties for a simple beam. rrI



A two-level controls synthesis approach is developed in the remainder of Section 3.

A more complete description of the methodology may be found in Ref. 3. High-authority
control exploiting specific knowledge of spacecraft dynamics is combined with low-authority
colocated sensor/actuator systems to control spillover and to satisfy robustness require-
ments. Synthesis methods using frequency-shaped quadratic costs and the basic low-authority

formulas are given with a limite6 discussion of robustness properties as discussed pre-
viously in Refs. 4 and 5.

A non-trivial spacecraft example of a representative optical space stracture, using
a 120-state evaluation model, is treated in Section 4. This example illustrates both
procedural techniques in synthesis and evaluation, and potential payoffs for the stability
augmentation approach discussed earlier. Numerical details of the computations are dis-
cussed in Section 5.

To complete the paper, some general requirements and characteristics of system iden-

tification methods, applicable to closed-loop systems, are discussed. Traditional modal
testing methods, for open-loop structures, have been found to be generally inadequate to
evaluate closed-loop structural dynamics behavior. Various methods including maximum
likelihood and instrumental variables are discussed. The summary and conclusions provide
a status report on accomplishments and important research objectives to be addressed in
the near term.

2. MODELING OF FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT

A central issue in the active control of space structures is the development of "cor-
rect" mathematical models for the open- and closed-loop dynamical plants. While a great
deal of controversy has been recently generated over finite-element methods and their
assorted pitfalls, programs such as NASTRAN and SPAR are nevertheless the primary current
tools for generating dynamical models of conceptual spacecraft whose structure cannot be
idealized by simple models of beams, plates, and beams with lumped masses.

Finite-element structural programs generally provide the control designers with a set
of modal frequencies ,n and a set of mode shapes (eigenvectors) s n corresponding to

appropriate boundary values*. These eigk.nve ctors are given in discretized form, i.e., a
set of modal displacements in the x, y, and z directions at each nodal station. In some
cases, modal rotations -x' 0 , 0 are also required. In addition, coordinates and a

"map" of the structure's nodes must be provided to allow the reconstruction of physical
displacements in terms of their modal expansions.

The important point here is that, for any nontrivial flexible satellite configuration,
the volume of information is so large that the data handling must remain entirely within
the computer and its mass-storage facilities. Development of this data base, in a form
usable by control synthesis software, is a fundamental necessity for the synthesis and
evaluation of complex controls which require modal truncation, actuator/sensor location

-and type changes, and evaluation of system performance for parameter and system order
changes. Preparation of a structure for controls is a major part of the overall effort
required to develop structural control systems.

2.1 State-Space Models

As an example, consider the dynamic equations of a structure, which are linear for

small displacements and are written as

MN + KI = f , (2.1)

where 6 is a column vector obtained by "stacking" the components of the displacements at

all nodes, f is a similar vector of (control) forces applied at those nodes, and M and
K are generalized mass and stiffness matrices of appropriate dimensions. The usual pro-
cedure [61 is then to diagonalize (2.1) by solving the eigenproblem:

M-1K = 2dn ,(2.2)

where 1 is the matrix whose columns , n are the mode shapes corresponding to the mod:;l

cyclic frequencies o)n  (i.e., eigeinvaIues of M-
1
K). Because of reciprocity properties,

K and M are symmetric matrices (M is a diig(.nal for lumped-mass models if I is the ve-c or
,1r diaplacement at lumped-mas Tlocations). It is known that t hor exists then ;i normaii
zat.ion of : (whose columns :iri, only dot,,rmin d up to a mull i pl i;t iye const ant by Eq.

(2.2)) such that ,I['M, = , and hence, from Eq. (2.21,

1 T K( =2. (2 .3 )

% *For single-body monolithic spacecraft considerations, free-free modes are appropriate. For
gimballed multi-body structure,, se' discussion at the end of this subsection.

i | -- -
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Using then the basic modal transformation 6 = Cq (where q is a vector of modal ampli-
tudes), Eq. (2.1) is thereby transformed into the classical modal equations

+ *n q 
= 

0 (2.4)

In general, forces are applied only at a few nodal points of the structure, via

specific actuators, and there are linear relations between the set of command inputs, rep-
resented by some vector u, and the vector f or control forces, such as:

f =0u .

In the same way, sensor measurements may be stacked in a vector y which is linearly

related to the position and rates of the nodal points, i.e.,

Defining the modal state vector as

x q]L (2.5)

the equations describing the dynamics of the spacecraft can be finally written in the
usualy first-order form:

x Fx + Gu
(2.6)

y Hx

where

I 2
-n wn -' n. l 

TF --- G [ ... and H = L i (2.7)

The diagonal elements -2Fn n are added in the F matrix to represent the (usually

small) natural modal damping. The F matrix is the state-space form of the (open-loop)
dynamics matrix and now has complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The calculation of the

matrices F, G and H from the structural data and the actuator/sensor definitions usually
requires a direct handling and processing of the data by digital computers since hand
calculations become rapidly prohibitive for large systems. The introduction of actuator

or sensor dynamics may further complicate the construction of these matrices. Neverthe-
less, Eqs. (2.6), along with the definitions (2.5) and (2.7) constitute the basic model
for preliminary control design.

2.2 Structural Transfer Functions

Although modern control synthesis methods are principally formulated in the time

domain, frequency-domain methods provide a useful complement, especially when steady-state
responses are sought. In particular, combinations of frequency-domain performance criteria
with time-domain synthesis methods, discussed in Section 3, can produce control designs

which are accurately realized in hardware. Using Eq. (2.3) (with an added term for modal

damping) one may easily obtain the open-loop modal amplitude transfer functions:

(qnft) _ _ in (2.8)
n(2 + 2j" 2

n nn

where f is the force acting on the ith degree of freedom and j =r-,T. The linear rela-

tions between x and q, y and x and f and u make it easy to compute the other

transfer functions of interest, e.g., xk/ui and ye/ui.

2.3 Nonlinear Models

For single-body monolithic structures, the fine-pointing attitude dynamics are sub-

sumed in the rotational rigid body modes included in the modal matrix 4P. When only small
motions of a space structure are being considered, the conventional linear structural
dynamics analyses (NASTRAN and SPAR) are adequate, and the rigid-body modes are formally
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handled together with the elastic modes, even though the actuators necessary to control
them will be different, in general, from those used to control elastic vibrations. When
larger attitude angles need to be considered, and angular rates remain small, the linear
equations (2.6) are still applicable provided that the rigid body modes are now given in
terms of three attitude angles which then constitute the first three modal coordinates.
The displacements 3. are then interpreted as the linear deformations of the structure1

with respect to the rotated frame. This procedure removes the kinematic nonlinearities
resulting from the liiear stretching of the structure under the classical rigid-body modes.

However, for large angular rates, nonlinear dynamic effects have to be modeled, even though
structural deformations can still be represented by linear equations.

For multi-body configurations, such as spacecraft with gimballed power equipment sec-
tions, the dynamics become highly nontrivial. The field of multi-body dynamics was pion-
eered in the late sixties when, based on the earlier work of Hooker and Margulies [7,8],
the first N-body attitude dynamics computer software was developed. A number of subse-
quent extended programs were written in the next few years, and these are documented in
Ref. 9. These N-body programs provide a hybrid synthesis of large-angle nonlinear multi-
rigid-body dynamics with the modal representation of linear elastic deformations used
in structural mechanics. More recent models, based on T. R. Kane's formulation [10], have
been developed for monolithic structures containing stored momentum [11]. However, while
those dynamic models and associated computer programs are very useful for evaluation pur-
poses, the associated nonlinear control synthesis problem is still extremely difficult to
tackle and will not be discussed in this paper.

3. CONTROL DESIGN FOR LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES

Problems associated with vibration control and accurate pointing of large flexible
vehicles are quite different than those posed by traditional rigid spacecraft even if they
have flexible appendages. Differences in control requirements and constraints and in syn-
thesis and evaluation methodologies are now addressed in the context of the flight control
system design.

Control design is principally driven by spacecraft dynamic characteristics, perfor-
mance considerations, on-bo.,rd or environmental disturbances, and sensor/actuator availa-
bility. The special features of large flexible spacecraft in these four categories are
summarized below.

1. There are an infinite number of elastic modes, usually with low natural damping,
and the controller bandwidth extends over a significant number of tLese modes (Fig.
3-1). This last feature is the defining characteristic of a largc space structure.

2. Flexible modes interact not only with the attitude controller but contribute
directly to the detormation geomtry of the structure which itsc f may require accurate
control. Performance criteria must then be precisely formula,ted or the control problem
is ill-posed.

3. A variety of disturbances may excite the structure and degrade its performance.

Again, the formulation of the control problem will be strongly affected by the type of
the disturbances ;,nd their spatial and spectral characteristics.

4. Most of the actuators and sensors currently envisioned for large space structures
have only been studied theoretically. Ground experiments in active vibration control
and hardware development are just beginning and it is safe to state that there is no
available flight-qualified hardware. The control designer must therefore rely on
believable extrapolations of available data.

The major problems encountered in the control design of large flexible spacecraft are

directly due to the first three characteristics. The truly infinite-dimensional character
of the structure has to be approximated by a finite-dimensional model. A good structural
analysis usually generates modal models with a large number of modes which provide a

Controller

Bandwidth

Svitem Modes

B.iii IIJI!III

Freq (lz)

% Fig. 3-1. Flexible structure mode location and controller bandwidth.



reasonable-representation of the spacecraft. However, such models have two fundamental
drawbacks: (1) their size is much beyond the computationa-1 capability of current control
synthesis methods, and (2) the higher-frequency modes of a structural model are known only
imprecisely. Indeed, modes are usually accurate in the low-frequency part of the total
spectrum. They depart more and more from the actual spacecraft modes as frequency
increases and can only be used in a qualitative manner in the design process. Thus, the
control design must be based on a reduced-order, model containing only selected low-
frequency modes. This is not, by itself, a major limitation since low-frcpquency modes
are those usually requiring most control because of their longer settling times and larger
contribution to performance degradation. Nevertheless, the control design approach must
properly handle the poorly known higher-frequency modes by not destabilizing them while
controlling the low-frequency modes. Indeed, no matter where the controller roll-off
frequency is situated, the infinite nature of the modal spectrum implies that there will
be modes within and beyond the roll-off region. It has been shown [121 that destabiliza-
tion is likely and almost certain to occur in the roll-off region, a situation which can
only worsen for closely packed niodes and low nat'ural damping. This so'called "spillover"
phenomenon is one of the most crucial problems faced by the control designer.

The high-order model is used with advantage to evaluate both spillover and the
total performance of the controller, since it is this model which reflects the effects of
the unmodeled modes. Finally, on-board implementation considerations may require even
further reductions of the controller order with minimum degradation of closed-loop per-
formance.

To summarize, large space structure ontrol design usually requires three models:

1. Evaluation model (large order; e.g., 40 or more modes),

2. Control synthesis model (reduced order; e.g., 10-20 modes), and

3. Reduced-controller model (simplified controller; e.g., less than 10 modes).

Correspondingly, the overall control-design procedure includes three major steps:

1. Model reduction.- Development of reduced models for control synthesis, which
essentially represent accurately the low-frequency behavior while approximating the
impact of high-frequency modes on low-frequency response.

2. Control deign.- Selection of actuator and sensor types and locations and of
the controllerestructure for control synthesis.

3. Controller simplification.- Reduction of the controller obtained in the previ-
ous step to simplify implementation, and in some cases, to improve robustness.

Finally, steps 2 and 3 must be validated by checking the controller against the large
evaluation model, so that spillover effects and performance of the total system may be
assessed. These steps may have to be performed iteratively.

3.1 Model Reduction

Model reduction is a process by which the order of the dynamical system is reduced,
for a fixed number of actuator inputs and sensor outputs. The traditional structural
mechanics approach fi'st approximates the infinite-dimensional nature of the real structure
by a large, but finite, number of degrees-of- freedom representation. This approximation
may be based on a direct physical interpretation in terms of lumped-masses and inter-
connecting springs or on the improved "consistent mass matrix" method. Several methods can
be used to further reduce the degrees of freedom, and correspondingly, the number of nodal
points in the representation of the structure. Most of the techniques used in dynamics and
control, however, focus on modal-coordinate reduction. Reducing the number of modes is
usually done by modal truncation, whereby modes above a chosen frequency or in an inter-
mediate frequency range are simply discarded. For large space structures control, the
frequency criterion is not sufficient in general, and more sophisticated criteria need to
he used, resulting in selective deletion of modes. In more general methods, the reduction
involves a dimension-reduci ,g coordinate transformation in which the individual meaning of
the modes is no longer apparent [131.

In general, the requirements for model reduction for active control of large space
structures must include the following:

1. The reduced model should be suitable for control design and synthesis. it
should incorporate all features critical for the selection of a feedback structure
and control gains.

2. The reduced model should accurately incorporate actuator effectiveness, sensor
measurements and distuibance distribution (ref. 3].

3. The dynamical characteristics of interest in the structure should be represented
in the reduced model.
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3.1.1 Modal Representations and General Considerations

Consider a high-order large space structure model with Nxl state vector x, qxl
control vector u and pxl output vector y:

= Fx + Gu , (3.1)

y = Hx + Du . (3.2)

The transfer function between y and u is

y(s) = [H(sI- F)- G + D] u(s)

T(s) u(s) . (3.3)

The transfer function may be expanded about the N poles of the system. Because of the
particular form of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), the number of zeros does not exceed the number
of poles, and the expansion takes the general form:

TsR R1  R2  RN
T(s) =R° + R-- + 2 ... + RN(3.4)+ S - ( s - X 2) ( s - X N

where the R's represent constant coefficient matrices. For any input-output pair (k,Z)
the transfer function may also be written as a ratio of zeros and poles:

g(s-zl)(s-z 2 ) ... (s-z M )T kt(S) = (sX11)(sX 2) ... (SXN ) , (3.5)

where the scalar g and the zero's z. depend upon the choice of k and Z. In most1

representations, the number of zeros is less than or equal to the number of poles.

If the model is to be reduced to n states, the number of poles will drop to n.
Criteria have to be developed to determine the set of poles which may be dropped, along
with the corresponding set of modes. These criteria must consider the following:

1. Any mode which is uncontrollable and undisturbable or unobservable can be
dropped. Either of these conditions corresponds to a zero residue or a perfect pole-
zero cancellation in all transfer functions.

2. Controllable modes should not necessarily be discarded even if they are nondis-
turbable and add nothing to the cost functional, since they may bc excited by the
control actuators.

2. Highly controllable modes in the bandwidth of interest should be retained even
if they are not disturbable or observable. Similarly, highly observable modes should
be retained for rotnustness reasolis.

4. Proper mode ordering based on cost analysis [13] should include the above factors
in addition to performance considerations.

For very small feedback gains, the rate a. which the poles migrate depends upon the
residues. High-gain, closed-loop behavior is described more accurately by open-loop poles
and zeros. Therefore, an ideal reduced-order model should maintain the residues of the
retained poles and zeros in the spectrum of interest. Unfortunately, both zeros and resi-
dues cannot be preserved simultaneously. The attempt, in reduced-order modeling methods,
is to maintain either poles or zeros or provide approximations to both of them.

3.1.2 Retention of Residues

The procedure for retaining residues is implemented as follows. Let F, G, H and D
be in modal form and assume that the first n modes are retained. The state equations
are then written as

[:2] [-o 1 L- --- u  (3.6)

[x]
H H2 ] + Du (3.7)

% Let the average frequency of the retained modes he w'a The state x2  is approximated
by
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x2 = Re[(jwaI-F 2 2 )-G 21 u , (3.8)

where Re(-) represents the real part of (). The real part is selected because it is
not feasible to match the imaginary part of the approximation using a reduced model with
real coefficients. Therefore, the reduced model is approximated by

= F1 1 xI + GU 1u

y = H 1xI + [D + Re[(jwaI-F 22)-1G2]] u (3.9)

In order to match the dc gain of the reduced model to that of the high-order model, wa

may be set to zero. Most approximations match only the de gain because for zero wa,

the right-hand side of Eq. (3.8) is real. The problem of not being able to match the com-
plex component in Eq. (3.8) then disappears.

3.1.3 Retention of Zeros

To retain the first m zeros and n poles about the average frequency, a The
transfer function of Eq. (3.5) is simplified to

Tg(ja-Zm+l) ... (j a- M) (s-z 1 ) ... (s-zm)Tka NS) (s- n(3.10)
(Ja- An+ I ) .. (W a-A N ) (s-51 ) ... (s-A n )

The first term is approximated by a real gain. Each input-output transfer function is
simplified as in Eq. (3.10). These simplified transfer functions are reconverted into a
state-variable description.

The computation time requirements to obtain reduced-order models which retain zeros
are very high. Poles and residues of high-order models are determined much more easily
than zeros. This model-reduction procedure, therefore, has never been used for large
space structures applications.

Table 3-1 shows the partitioning of the infinite series representing the exact trans-
fer function for the case of a general undamped structure. The ci's are the mode shapes

at the location where the disolacement-to-force ratio is measured (or rotation-to-toroue,
etc.). The number of modes to be controlled is nc, the number of modes retained in the
model of the structure is n

r

In the straight truncation case one has nr = nc, and a substantial error is committed

in representing the zeros of the system, leading to erroneous control design. The expanded
truncation uses a larger model, but still a significant error may remain. The "rounded"
transfer function approximates the remainder of the infinite series by a constant bias
term. (For these terms, s is indeed much less than the w's, hence the approximation.)

Because all these approximations depend on the convergence of the series, there are
open questions regarding the use of other kinds of mode shape functions which may improve
convergence. For instance, mode shape derivatives (used to express rotation and torque
properties) converge much slower than the usual displacement modes when free-free modes are

Table 3-1. Modal Partitioning and Approximate Transfer Functions

TO BE RETAINED NOT RETAINEDCONTROLLED IN MODEL IN MODEL

Transfer Function s > W s S wi  s << t

n 2 n r 22
Exact T (s) + + F 

i=l Wi + s n +1 +1 +  nr +1 w i + s

n 2

Total Truncation Td(s,nc) =
i=l Wi + S

nc  2 nr 2

Expanded Truncation Td(snr) 2 2 + 2 2

Rounded T n(s'n 2 i +

d r 2 22 + +  + 2
i + s n c+1 W fl s nr +1l (i
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used. However, using mode shapes which reflect better the boundary conditions imposed by
a torquer may drastically improve convergence.

3.1.4 Mode Selection Criteria

Mode selection may be formally based on modal cost analysis methods developed by
Skelton [13]. An ad hoc approach involving modal controllability, observability and dis-
turbability is often more physically motivated and can sometimes be related to modal cost.
In addition, reduced models are preferably chosen to represent the low-frequency region
because: (1) actuators and sensors have finite bandwidth, (2) the model is known more
accurately only at low frequencies, and (3) the resulting control law can be implemented
adequately with a lower sampling rate than if high-frequency modes are retained (digital
processor requirements are simplified).

3.1.5 Example

Mode selection methods must ultimately address the inadequacy of (finite) modal rep-
resentations under boundary conditions imposed by closed-loop control. A simple beam
example is shown. Here, two methods are used to compute plant transfer functions. The
first provides a discrete (modal) approximation, equivalent to a finite-element represen-
tation; thc. second yields exact transfer functions from the partial differential equations.
The two methods are now discussed in more detail.

The first method converts the partiai differential equations (PDE's) and associated
boundary conditions into an infinite set of ordinary differential equations (ODE's). A
small subset of these ODE's is then chosen as a model, and this is strictly equivalent to
the finite-element approach, except that a finite set of modes is obtained analytically
and not via a numerical eigensystem decomposition.

The secoi.,d method start6 with the same PDE's but does not expand the solution into
modes. Rather, it obtains directly an exact analytical transfer function which can be
used in classical control theory, or in the more elaborate distributed optimal control
theory.

Since approximate transfer functions can also be obtained from modal expansion of the
first method, comparisons can be made between finite-element representations (identical to
the first method) and the exact model (second method). The particular problem of a free-
free beam was treated using these two approaches and analytical expressions obtained for
the continuous and discrete (modal) transfer functions are shown in Fig. 3-2. Two types
of transfer function appear in Fig. 3-2, i.e., displacement/force and rotation/torque at
one end. All symbols are defined in Fig. 3-2. The discrete transfer function Td (6;n)
is a function of the number n of modes retained in the series expansion.

Figure 3-3 shows a graphical comparison of the exact rotation-to-torque transfer

function Tc () (obtained from the continuous model) and the truncated (discrete) trans-

fer functions Td (;n) when 7 terms or 20 terms are retained, i.e., the beam is modeled

by one rigid-body mode and either 6 or 19 structural modes. The graph clearly shows the
error in the zero-crossings, while the other parts of the curves are in excellent agree-
ment. Because the zeros of the open-loop system play an important part in the closed-loop

P: BEAM DENSITY S: LAPLACE TRANSFORM VARIABLE yt BEAM DEFLECTION AT ONE END
A: CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA 4 FOR4E A PPAM SLOPE AT THAT END
E: YOUNG'S MODULUS pAs 2 /EI ft FORCE APPLIED TO AM AT THAT END
I : CROSS-SECTIONAL INERTIA t TORQUE APPLIED TO BEAM AT THAT END

: BEAM LENGTH

T (E. ) y (s, t)/f (s,*) (CONTINUOUS OR DISCRETE)(DEF.)
T'(0) M 0(s,1) /r (s,1) (CONTINUOUS OR DISCRETE)

/ 3 nch "c snh

T ( ) .in# cosh - cost? sinh 0 (CONTINUOUS)
EWi3  - cosh 0 cost?

TRANSLATION/FORCE

T (8;n) E (DISCRETE)

Tc)= si -cosha +cos fl (CONTINUOUS)
TrO I -co01 13Cos 0

ROTATION/TORQUE {TO)4[_ _ _ _ _ _

41 +n 81 csin - cos ja; / (DISCRETE)

Fig. 3-2. Continuous and .1screte open-loop transfer functions for beam (I)
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0.2-

0.1

Fig. 3-3. Continuous and discrete open-loop transfer functions for beam (II)

system, their insensitivity to modal truncation is of prime importance to the control
design. Zero crossing errors can be reduced by increasing the number n of modeled
modes, but a satisfactory result will require a very large value for n. These curves
indicate that a much better approximation could be obtained by adding a constant bias term
(negative in this case) to the discrete transfer function.

3.2 Design of Controllers

Design of feedback control laws for large space structures is dictated by the follow-
ing considerations:

1. Model.- Because of modeling accuracy as well as computational considerations,
the model is of low order. The neglected modes have low damping and can be unstable
if not properly considered in control design.

2. Sensors and actuators.- Though structures have significant response up to
infinite frequency, physical actuators/sensors have finite bandwidth. In addition,
actuators and sensors have dead zones, hysteresis and nonlinearities; their type and
placement may be restricted in actual structures.

3. Model uncertainties.- The behavior of structures is known only approximately
at high frequency. Therefore, control design cannot depend on the behavior of high-
frequency modes.

To address these issues and to provide adequate robustness, a two-level control-design
approach, previously discussed in Ref. 4 , is now described in more detail.

The two-level approach consists of a wide-b.nd, low-authority control (LAC) and a
narrow-band, high-authority control (HAC). HAC provides high damping or mode-shape
adjustment in a selected number of modes to meet performance requirements. LAC, on the
other hand, introduces low damping in a wide range of modes for maximum robustness.
Figure 3-4 shows the control-design procedure with integrated LAC and HAC designs.

LAC is usually implemented with colocated sensors and actuators. However, the theory,
based on the work of Aubrun, is applicable to multiple actuators/sensors with cross-
feedback and possible filters [5].

% HAC uses a collection of sensors and actuators not necessarily colocated. Selecting
the increase in damping ratio is realized by use of a state estimator filter. A unique
frequency-shaped extension of the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) method has been developed
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Fig. 3-4. knalytical control-design procedure.

to provide roll-off over desired frequency regions and selected disturbance rejection [15].
HAC may destabilize modes not used in the design. LAC is, therefore, necessary to "clean
up" problems created by HAC.

The need to integrate HAC with LAC is shown in Fig. 3-5. HAC is based on models
valid over a limited frequency region. It produces large increases in damping ratio and
disturbance rejection in the frequency range of interest. The effect of the HAC controller
,)n modes not used in the control design and outside the controller bandwidth may be Stabi-
ii/ing or des? abiliz.ing. IAC is designed to provide protection such that adequate damping
is provided in the mode most adversely perturbed by HAC. With reference to Fig. 3-5, the
LAC moves the entire uncertainty region above the 7ero level damping ratio.

3.2.1 Low-Authority Control Design

Low-authority control (MAC) systems 1161, when applied to structusres, are vibration

cont rol systems consisting of distributed sensors and actuators with limited damping autho-
r it y. The control system is allowed to modify only moderately the natural modes and fre-
quU,.ncies of the structure. This basic assumption, combined with Jacobi's root perturbation
formula, leads to a fundamental LAC formula for predicting algebraically the root shifts
produced by introducing an LAC structural control system. Specifically, for an undamped,
open-loop structure, the predicted root shift (dn)p  is given by

I ~~(dl )~ 1 F~~C~(.1
dnp 2 2 a Crar an rn+. a,r

%I
-' - -' - . .... r r'.,". .." V _J
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- " - - LAC -

FREQUENCY

~INTEGRATED
~HAC/LAC DESIGN

FREQUENCY

Fig. 3-5. Need to integrate high-authority controller (HAC) and
low-authority controller (LAC).

where the coefficient matrix* C= [Car I is a matrix of (damping) gains, and an' trn

denote, respectively, the values of the nth mode shape at actuator station a and sensor
station r.

Equation (3.11) may also be used to compute the unknown gains Car if the d n are

considered to be desired root shifts or, equivalently, desired modal dampings. While an
exact "inversion" of Eq. (3.11) does not generally exist, weighted least-squares type
solutions can be devised to determine the actuator control gains Car necessary to pro-

duce the required modal damping ratios. This determination of the gains is the synthesis
of LAC systems, and is achieved by minimizing the special weighted quadratic cost function

J(C) n ) -[(dAn)p  (dX )D2 +1 C
2  (3.12)

n 
ar

in which the (dn)p denote the predicted root shifts given by formula (3.11), and tho

(dX n)D denote desired root shifts (i.e., given numbers). In the cost function J(C),

the modal weights Wn help specify pole locations, and the term Zar C2  improves
n ar ar

robustness of the controller.

Since the cost function J(C) is quadratic in (d n)p, and hence, in view of Eq.

(3.11), also quadratic in the elements of the matrix C, the gains can be obtained alge-
braically by solving the linear equations

3J(C) = 0 (3.13)
aC

for the elements of C. This is an exact algebraic process in which both the modal
weights Wn and the desired root shifts (modal dampings) (dln)D play the role of adjust-

able synthesis parameters, similar to the weights on the control effort and the state
error in standard optimal control synthesis procedures.

% *This LAC gain matrix will subsequently be denoted by CL in Section 5 to distinguish it

from the high-authority control gain matrix C.
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For structures which already have some damping or control systems in which sensor,
actuator, or filter dynamics can either be ignored or are already embedded in the plant
dynamics, the root perturbation techniques and cost function minimization methods above
can similarly be used to synthesize low-authority controls. In this case, the perturba-
tion method proceeds from the state equations

Dynamics: x = Fx + Gu

Sensors: y = Hx , (3.14)

Controls: u = Cy

which result in the closed-loop dynamics

= (F+GCH)x (3.15)

For sufficiently small controls C [8], let GCH S dF be considered as a perturbation
of F, so that the closed-loop dynamics may now be written as

k = (F+dF)x . (3.16)

Let A n denote the nth (complex) root of F, and denote by Ln , Rn, respectively, the

corresponding left and right eigenvectors of F, i.e.,

L n n L n(3.17)

F Rn =X n Rn

normalized so that LT Rn =2 (this normalization makes Eqs. (3.11) and (3.18) formally
compatible).n

For small C, let dXn denote the eigenvalue shift corresponding to dF. Then, as

shown in Ref. 16, Jacobi's formula leads to the fundamental root-shift formula:

dX L 
T 

dF R

n =2 n

I1 LT G C H R
2 n n

1 A)T R
n Cn

hence,

dA OA R (3.18)
an 2 E Car an rna,r

where = and OR =HR are generalized actuator and sensor modes, respectively.
wee0n G n n n

Formula (3.18) is a generalization of formula (3.11) and reduces to Eq. (3.11) when sen-
sors and actuators are complementary (i.e., translation/force, rotation/torque), sensors
measure rates, and the structure is undamped.

Robustness of LAC systems.- When sensors and actuators are colocated (i.e., a r),
are complementary, and only rate feedback is used, formula (3.11) reduces to

dAn = -t 'n w an (3.19)

which shows that the root shifts are always towards the left of the jw-axis if all the
gains are negative. This robustness result is obviously based on the assumption that both
sensors and actuators have infinite bandwidth, and also that the structure was initially
undamped*. Several departures from this idealization occur in the actual practical
implementation of the LAC systems. The most severe of these results from the finiteness
of the actuators' bandwidths. More precisely, the second-order roll-off introduced by
the actuator dynamics will always destabilize an undamped structure. However, when some
natural damping is present in the stru'ture, or when a passiye damper is mounted in paral-
T-eTwith the actuator, additional active damping can be obtained without destabilizing the
structure. The precise statement of this result is given in the following theorem:

LAC Stability Theorem 141. li.bilty7 tb ii ,',f an IAC oyo tem £ gu:aranfcd
'*f ,tnd ,yzTy if, for e:z,.h nile n, the atX'," iamping ratio ion ia leass than 2en

Robustness is that quality of a controller of remaining stable in the presence of para-
meter variations In the structure and/or control system parameters. For example, the
above stability condition (negativity of all the root shifts) is independent of mode
shapes and frequencies, and depends only on the negativity of the gains Ca. Any para-

meter variation in the controller which modifies the values (but not the signs) of the
gains will not affect the stability condition.
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certain maximum This maximum active damping ratio in any of the modes within

the bandwidth of an active LAC controller is proportional to the sum of the natural
otructuraZ damping &on and the damping pn introduced by a passive damper mounted

in parallel with the actuator. Specifically,

&n = Rma( o 
+ p n ) 

1 (3.20)
en max on pn

where the value of the proportionality oonotanl Rmax is given by:

Rmax min (K + 2r-K, T1 T2 /T 0 ) , (3.21)

where K = TI/T 2 + T 2 / 1 + 2 # (3.22)

and where lIT1 , lIT 2 are the poles of the active damper, and l/to  is the pole

of the passive damper.

The proof of this theorem is given in Ref. 4.

3.2.2 High-Authority Control Design

The HAC control design procedure is based on linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) methods.
Increased penalties in the LQG cost functional are placed at those frequencies where less
response is desired. The concept of frequency-shaped cost functionals has been introduced
previously (15]. This section demonstrates the application of these methods to the large
space structures problem.

The frequency-shaping methods are useful in several areas of large space structures
control. Three principal applications are important: (1) spillover avoidance, (2) dis-
turbance rejection, and (3) state estimation.

Management of spillover.- Spillover in closed-loop control of space structures is
managed by injecting minimum control power at tht natural frequencies of the unmodeled
R,)dCs. Pro:+edures for controlling spillover at high-frequencies are discussed, although
imilar techniques are applicable for other regimes.

The high-frequency spillover may be controlled by modifying the state or the control
weighting. The state weighting A(jw) may be made a decreasing function of frequency.
Three of the possible forms for A(jw) are shown in the following:

1. A(J) = A ,(3.23)
2

4

2. A(j) = 2 2)2 A , (3.24)
(w0 +

2 + 2)2

3. A(jW) = 2 22 A , l > 5o (3.25)
(wo + W

To include thc frequency shaping of Eq. (3.23), define additional states x as

xx . (3.26)

The performance index is then

T

lira (xTAx + uTBu) dt , (3.27)

and the control law will be of the form

u - CIx + C2x . (3.28)

The control gain C2 will ensure that the high-frequency response is minimized. This

formulation resembles integral control. However, the weighting matrices used in the
design are different.

Spillover may also be reduced by placing high control weighting at high frequency.
Examples of B(jw) which reduce high-frequency spillover are as follows:

(W + W 0

1. B(ja,) = 2 B (3.29)

% 0
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IF

2 +2
2. B(jw) 1 B , W 

< 
Wo (3.30)

0

4
3. B(jo) = 2( 2 2 B .(3.31)

[( + ) 2+ 2w~ 2]

The frequency-shaped parts of these weightings are reciprocals of the frequency-shaped
parts of state weightings. To implement the weighting function of Eq. (3.29), define a
vector u by

+ W u 
=su . (3.32)

The performance index then takes the form

T

d = lim f (xTAx + uTBu) dt , (3.33)
0

and the feedback control law will be

+ Wou = W = o (ClX+ C2u)

or
+ W 0

(1 - C
2 )u = Wo ClX (3.34)

This control law is shown schematically in Fig. 3-6.

During maneuvers and in other missions, there is often a need to not excite a par-
ticular mode at wo . Minimization of spillover at one frequency wo is achieved by:

A(jw) = (w2 _ w 2  (3.3S)
o

or by
B

B(jw) = 2 2 2 (3.36)(2_- °)

0

Spillover reduction in state estimation.- The discussion will again address the
estimation of low-frequency states when the high-frequency modes are not modeled. Exten-
_ion to other cases is straightforward.

In the linear systems of Eqs. (2.6), a linear transformation can be used to place
all errors caused by unmodeled modes into the measurement equations. Note that when high-
frequency modes are not modeled in the state equations, measurement errors in the modified
system are also at high frequency. Therefore, the lumped modeling error at high frequency
represents a high-frequency noise measurement with many peaks.

To derive a filter with desirable high-frequency behavior, consider the optimal esti-
mation as the output of an optimization problem with the following performance index:

T

= lim f (wTQw+vTRv) dt . (3.37)
T 0

Again, conversion to the frequency domain gives the following performance index:

J = f (w*Q(j)w + v*R(jw)v) d. (3.38)

STRUCTURE

.. moSl+ oI77)-71 -1 STATE

-o%"-o%-" 'IESTIMATOR

~Fig. 3-6. A frequency-shaped controlle.r to reduce high-frequency spillover.
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The problem of model invalidity at high frequency is solved by making Q and R func-
tions of frequency.

Since all errors associated with model truncation are incorporated in the measure-
ments, frequency shaping is used only in R. High-frequency measurement spillover is
controlled by increasing R(ja) at high frequency. For example, choose R(jw) as:

(W2 + W2)

R(jw) = ( 2 R R (3.39)
Wo

Defining a new measurement y as

y + y = Woy , (3.40)

then
y = Hx + v , (3.41)

where

x + Wx = WoX (3.42)
0 0

and the state estimator is then of the form:

x = Fx + Gu + K(y-Hx)

x = -Wax + a3x0 + Wa0R--HiX)

y = -Wy + ay . (3.43)

This filter is shown schematically in Fig. 3-7. Note that a standard filter is obtained
by setting K to zero and a 0/(s+ ) to one. In this formulation, filtered measurements

are compared with filtered states. The eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are, in
general, in the low-frequency region. Low-frequency, closed-loop eigenvalues reduce exci-
tation of high-frequency modes through feedback in the state estimator. The filter shapes
may be modified to provide any desired roll-off. The filter, of course, becomes more
complex as faster roll-off is obtained. Note also that the transfer function between the
estimated state and the measurements has at least two more poles than zeros.

Although this filter has been developed for application to large space structures,
it is believed to have a wide applicability in the design of practical state estimators.

Disturbance rejection in large space structures.- Large space structures are often
subject to high disturbance levels caused by rotating machines, combustion devices, rotating
antennae, and other on-board equipment. In addition, gravity gradients and solar pressure
are external disturbance sources. These sources are usually nonwhite. Frequency-shaping
methods may be applied to minimize the effect of these disturbances on the structure.
Procedures for realizing disturbance rejection are shown in the following.

Consider a cryogenic cooler or control-moment gyro. The primary disturbance pro-
duced by these devices is at one frequency (typically the rotational frequency) and pos-
sibly its harmonics. Let the disturbance frequency be w. To minimize the effect of this
disturbance on output y, the following term j is included in the performance index:

J1 - 2 1 T (3.44)(W2 _ W2) 
y  

vy

(s -a)l- )

it

TK+

% Fig. 3-7. A f'requency-shaped filter to reduce high-frequency spillover.
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Note that the output penalty goes to infinity at the disturbance frequency. Thus, the
impact of disturbance on the output is minimized.

The implementation of this frequency-shaped weighting requires definition of addi-
tional states as follows:

x=[2 I + ( y (3.45)2 1 
I

The performance index will then take the form

T
J=lim (jTA x + xT Ax + uTBu) dt , (3.46)

T- 0f

and the corresponding control law becomes

u = Clx + C2 x

The flowchart for this control law is shown in Fig. 3-8.

The control formulation given above may be extended to include disturbance at other
frequencies or over a frequency band. In each case, as shown in Fig. 3-8, there is
memory in the control portion of the feedback.

Summary.- The application of frequency-shaping methods to large space structures
leadst-o a linear controller with memory. However, the additional states needed to
represent frequency-dependent weights increase the controller order. The software needed
for these controller designs is similar to that for standard LQG problems.

3.3 Controller Simplification

The frequency-shaped controllers developed i1. 'ie previous section are of the form

xc = F x + Ky , (3.47)c c

uc = Cx c + Dcy • (3.48)

The controller, therefore, has the same form as the system itself, except that: (1) the
roles of input and output are switched, (2) the controller state vector dependes on the
choice of frequency shaping, and (3) K and C are known exactly (unlike G and H
in the design model). Controller simplification is, therefore, similar to model reduction.

All unobservable or uncontrollable modes of the controller sbould be dropped, since
they have n, effect on controller performance. In addition, poles with small residues
can also be dropped. Note that the residues are physical matrices representing force or
moment applied per unit error.

Further selection of modes or states which should be r-tained in the low-order con-
troller is a difficult problem. One approach is to drop one or two states at a time to
determine the set of states which may be eliminated without loss of performance. To
minimize computation time, a stepwise search procedure is needed. A modal cost function
could be used in the search [131.

COWNND + U LARGE SPACE
STRUCTURE

+ ESTIMATR

Fig. 3-9. A frequency-shaped controller to eliminate the
effect of disturbance at 7 on output y
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4. APPLICATION TO A COMPLEX OPTICAL SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION

The illustration and demonstration of control-design methods for large space struc-
tures has been, and remains, a difficult problem. The very nature of large space struc-
tures precludes the construction of simple textbook examples which illustrate the theory.
Control theorists have unfortunately confused this issue often by postulating dynamical
plants which are no more than sets of matrices to be immediately processed through a maze
of procedures and algorithms developed in theoretical approaches.

Under the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency sponsored program on Active
Control of Space Structures (ACOSS), an important step towards the resolution of this
problem was taken by the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL). Early in 1980, DARPA
commissioned CSDL to develop a (paper) design of a "generic" optical space structure which
embodied the essential characteristics needed to illustrate and demonstrate large space
structure control-design methodology, implementation, and performance evaluation. The
resulting non-trivial spacecraft model, known today as "CSDL Model #2," has been fully
documented in Ref. 17. It is available to the dynamics and controls community via a
NASTRAN computer tape which contains the entire structural model. References to "CSDL #2"
are becoming increasingly more frequent, particularly in view of the fact that this model
was also recently chosen by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base as the "test bed" for a pro-
gram they will sponsor and initiate later this year on the Vibration Control of Space
Structures (VCOSS).

4.1 The CSDL #2 Structural Model

The CSDL #2 model [17], shown conceptually in Fig. 4-1, is a wide-angle, three-mirror
optical space system, together with a line-of-sight model giving the law of displacement
of the image in the focal plane when the structure deforms (see Section 4.2). The assump-
tion is made that the mirror sarfaces are simply displaced and maintain their nominal
(rigid) shapes. The mirror shapes are off-axis sections of rotationally symmetric coaxial
surfaces. Since the intent is to derive a first-order optical model (by neglecting the
influence of light redistribution in the image), the asphericity of each mirror is dis-
regarded.

The total structure is approximately 28 m high, weighs about 9,300 kg, and embodies
a structural design based on realistic sizes and weights; the corresponding mass distri-
bution is indicated in Fig. 4-1. Principal lumped masses are graphically displayed in
Fig. 4-2. As "seen" by the NASTRAN program input, the structure contains many more beams
than in the artist's conception of Fig. 4-1. The computer-graphic display shown in Fig. 4-3
represents the actual structural model which was input to the NASTRAN program, together

HEIGHT 28 m t,

TOTAL WEIGHT - 9300 k9

* 51 NODES

* 306 DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM 3 RIGID BODY MODES
(ATTITUDE ANGLES)

8 4q NONZERO MASS ELEMENTS AND 41 FLEXIBLE MODES
RETAINED FOR ACTIVE

* 137 STIFFNESS ELEMENTS CONTROL EVALUATION
(CSDL MODES 020. 33
AND 49 DISCARDED)

%Fig. 4,1. (CSII, 02 model (artist's conception)
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Fig. 4-2. principal lumped masses in CSIDl :2 (masses in relative proportional size).

ACOSS DRAPER MODEL

Fig, . 1-3. Computer-graphic display of CSI)1. '2 (all heam clements shown).

'S
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with Its number of nodes, degrees of freedom, nonzero mass elements and stiffness ele-
ments . The structure is configured as a truss, but it is assumed that all joints allow
a full moment connection. Thus, both bending and axial stiffness are included in the
model for all structural members.

To complete the structural scenario, two perturbation models were also included in
the CSDL #2 design. Combined lumped-mass perturbations and beam stiffness perturbations
are obtained by changing the thickness of the 25 cm diameter graphite epoxy hollow tubes
used in the metering truss. The locations of these perturbations are shown in Fig. 4-4.
and their specific descriptions are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, where Po denotes the

nominal model, and P2 and P4 the perturbed models. The latter two models are to be

used to evaluate the control laws designed for P0 and, hence, provide a specific test

for control-system robustness. The frequencies of the first 44 flexible modes for P

are given in Section 4.2, Table 4-3 Natural damping was assumed to be 0.1% for all
modes.

The disturbance model consists of two sinusoidal forces applied to a point on the
upper optical structure and a point on the equipment section below the isolators, as
shown in Fig. 4-5. These forces simulate on-board vibrating equipment. It is assumed
that they both act simultaneously.

4.2 The CSDL #2 Line-of-Sight Control Problem

To define a control problem for the CSDL #2 configuration, a performance metric is
required. This is chosen to be the line-of-sight (LOS) error, i.e., the displacement of
the image of a target when the structure deforms under the influence of the two on-board
sinusoidal disturbances. The mathematical model giving the displacement law is described

0

LUMPED MASS PERTURBATION

BEAM STIFFNESS PERTURBATION

Fig. 4-4. CSDL #2 model perturbation (qualitative).

Reference 17 incorrectly lists 37 nodes and 117 stiffness elements

tThese were obtaiiied using SPAR, a large-scale structural dynamics analysis program

(available through the COSMIC library) whose detailed numerical procedures, structural
reduction, eigen-computations, etc., are implemented differently than in NASTRAN. SPAR
was used for comparison purposes, and for the first 68 modes, i.quancies varied less
than 0.1% compared with NASTRAN. In Table 4-3 , modes 1 through 6 represent rigid-body
modes.
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Table 4-1. Description of member perturbations.

NOMINAL PERTURBED MODELS
MEMBER NO. NODE A NODE B MODEL P0 P2 P4

PROPERTY

76 8 14 400 1 1
80 9 15 400 1 2
81 11 17 400 1 1
85 13 19 400 1 2
99 15 32 400 1 2

101 17 33 400 1 2

PROPERTY I PROPERTY 2 PROPERTY 400 (NOMINAL)

25 cmn DI A x 0. 10 cm ROUND TUBE 25 dm DIA x 0.025 cm, ROUND TU13E 25 cm DIA x 0.05 cm ROUND TUBE
A =7.823 x I0-4m 2  A = 1. 962 x 10-4 a 2  A = 3.919 x 10-4 m2

I=6.063 x 10-6 m M4 = 1.S539 x 106 M4 1 = 3.0496 x 1 6 m4

J - 1.213 x 10-5 an J =3.059 x 10 6 m M4J =6.9x1064

Table 4-2. Description of mass perturbations.

NOEN. NOMINAL PERTURBED MODELS

NOEN. MODEL PO P2 P4

27 375 350 375
28 375 350 375
29 375 350 375
30 375 350 375
32 500 500 550
33 500 500 450
34 250 300 300
35 250 250 200

e%~c~ N AT 10 Ha DISTURBANCE

(0. Y22Z

IZ
'4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X Fig Z).Dsubne n cutr/esrlctosfrCD 2
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in Ref. 17, wherein it must be assumed that the coordinates xI, y, of the image point
are chosen to be zero.

The LOS error is a vector with components LOSX and LOSY in the focal plane, and is a
function of the transverse defocus (X,Y). The defocus itself is denoted by Z, and
together, X, Y, Z are linear functions of the 16 optical variables:

Xp, Yp, XtZ Yto Xff Yft Zp, Zs, Zt, Zf eXp eY X OYs, eXt, eYtt

where the Xi, Yip Zip aXil Y i refer to the translations and rotations in the global

X, Y and Z directions of the primary (p), secondary (s), tertiary (t) and focal plane (f).
These 16 optical variables are, in turn, linear functions of 21 variables which are X, Y
or Z coordinates of 12 particular nodes whose displacements control the geometry of the
optical path. These 21 variables are therefore the physical coordinates of LOS and corres-
pond to 21 degrees of freedom of the structure. Indeed, each of these physical coordinates
can now be given its modal expansion in terms of the structure's mode shapes, and the
resulting transformation:

LOS - OPTICAL VARIABLES - PHYSICAL COORDINATES - MODAL COORDINATES

gives rise to the modal expansion of the LOS. More importantly, it suggests directly
that, in order to control the LOS, one should control its physical coordinates where
actuators can be placed. And indeed, the control actuators and their locations were
chosen to correspond to these 21 degrees of freedom at the 12 particular nodes involved,
as shown in Fig. 4-5.

Remarks:

1. This actuator selection procedure is generic in that it can always be imple-
mented whenever an LOS is to be controlled. In other applications, extrema of con-
trollability and/or observability maps can be used.

2. An interesting consequence of the above selection of colocated sensors/actuators
is that, in the resulting on-board disturbance-rejection control design, the steady-
state behavior of the CSDL #2 spacecr:.ft is not guaranteed to be globally quiescent.
However, the 21 actuators keep the 12 nodes (where they are mounted) under sufficient
displacement control to guarantee good LOS performance, but do little to control the
rest of the structure's vibrational motion since the control system was not designed
for that purpose (see Section 4.4).

The performance requirements are specified by the total LOS error defined as the
quantity

LOS V(LOSX (LOSY)

The contribution of each flexible mode to LOS can be calculated as follows. For simpli-
city, denote by Za (a- 1) the quantities ti aLOSX and Z2 aLOSY. The expression of

LOS in terms of its physical coordinates is then of the form

i

En (P in q n
n i

E Lan qn (Ltn E xi Oin )  (4.1)
n

in which the modal expansion xi. i n F in qn was used. Th,- a__ m value San of
n a

Lanqn(t) represents the contribution of the nth mode to the components of the LOS error.

The modal amplitude qn is obtained .from the structural transfer function defined in

Eq. (2.8) of Section 2.2, and its maximum is the sum of the amplitudes corresponding to
the two sinusoidal disturbance frequencies k (k-1,2). Thus:

S Emax L qn ILan kn fkI , (4.2)
n k-1,2

where fk denotes the magnitude of the kth disturbance. Finally, the contribution of

the nth node to the LOS error is defined by

S- F Sn+ n . (4.3)
n'2
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The control problem is to reduce the LOS error produced by the two steady-state
disturbances below a required level. The disturbance magnitudes and the performance
tolerances used in this paper were based on preliminary CSDL estimates*, and are as fol-
lows:

Upper truss disturbance: 10 N @ 10 Hz

Lower truss disturbance: 20 N @ 5Hz

LOS tolerance: 50 x 10~ rad

Defous tlernce: 25 10- mj Performance requirements

is 972 nrad. The axial defocus already meets the requirements, and hence is discarded
from further consideration. The LOS error can be broken down into its modal components
defined in Eq. (4.3), and are listed in Table 4-3 for the first 44 flexible modes and
3 rigid=body rotational modes.

Table 4-3. System modes and their contributions to
the line-of-sight error

MODE NATURAL MODAL

NO. FREQ. LOS ERROR
(n RAD)

4 0.000 98
5 0.000 66
6 0.000 -

7 0.145 41
8 0.263 -

9 0.317 -

10 0.333 7

11 0.443 -

12 0.578 65
13 0.581 12
14 1.22 113
15 1.30 -

16 1.34 175
17 1.72 6
18 1.81 -

19 1.81 -

20 1.88 -

21 2.36 633
22 2.98 365
23 3.17 -

24 3.38 815
25 5.16 -

-26 5.26 143
27 7.87 -

28 8.11 67
29 8.35 124
30 8.57 630

31 8.78 1
32 8.80 -

33 11.32 -

34 11.49 45
35 12.72 382
36 13.52 115
37 13.71 334
38 14.16 37
39 15.65 59
40 16.07 35

41 16.52 47
42 16.74 48
43 17.15 87
44 17.82 30
45 19.07 93
46 23.77 3
47 24.41 39
48 25.91 17
49 26.27 -

50 26.36 200

These were subsequently revised, and in Ref. 17 they have been scaled up by a factor of
20. Since these quantities scale linearly, the control problem remains unchanged.
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4.3 Control Design for CSDL #2

Active control is clearly required to meet the LOS requirements. Conventionally,
vibration control has been realized by imparting damping to all structural modes, so as
to reduce the overall response of the structure. Unfortunately, for steady-state dis-
turbances, structural damping often fails to achieve the expected result and may even
worsen the performance. As a test, 30% damping was assumed to be present in all modes.
The total LOS error with damping was found to increase from 972 nrad to 1131 nrad. This
phenomenon can be explained with reference to Fig. 4-6 which shows the ratios of transfer
functions (LOS/disturbance) obtained, respectively, for the assumed 30% and the nominal
0.1% damping ratios. Near the disturbance frequencies, these ratios are larger than 1
in three cases out of four. Similar results are obtained when there are no rigid-body
modes (Table 4-4).

The conclusion to be drawn from this example is that damping augmentation does not
work in all cases. Its effectiveness depends specifically upon the type of disturbance
and the distribution of the modal frequencies in the disturbance spectrum.

The approach which is taken here to solve the CSDL #2 control problem is based on
the control-design method of Section 3. A quadratic performance criterion which contains
explicitly the effect of the two disturbances is optimized. Thus, the LOS error due to
these 5 Hz and 10 Hz disturbances is strongly reduced, while the overall system is stable.

The overall procedure for a disturbance-rejecting controller design is shown in
Fig. 4-7. As was stated in Section 4.2, 21 single degree-of-freedom force actuators were
selected to control the physical coordinates of the LOS. These actuators are located at
the structural nodes shown in Fig. 4-7. Correspondingly, 21 sensors colocated with these
actuators and measuring displacement rates are introduced for the low-authority control-
ler (LAC).
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STUTRLDISTURBANCE PERFORMANCESMODEL MDLRQIEET

SACTUATORS

NUMBER AND
LOCATIONS

HIGH AUTHORITY CONTROL DESIGN

LOW AUTHORITY * REDUCED 12 MODE MODEL
CONTROL DESIGN a FREQ SHAPED WEIGHTS

* DISTURBANCE REJECTION

EVALUATION ON NOMINAL MODEL

•STAB]ILITY

•PERFORMANCE

Fig. 4-7. Control design approach for disturbanf..e rejection.

The high-authority controller (HAC) uses only three measurements: the two LOS errors
(LOSx and LOS y) and the rigid-body angular rotation 6 z . This last measurement is neces-

sary to control the attitude of the spacecraft about the z-axis, which is otherwise not
observable through the line of sight. These measurements may be obtained directly by
optical means or reconstructed from structural information and kinematics.

Three modes were first discarded (20, 33 and 49) from the initial model because they
were neither observable nor controllable. The evaluation model thus contains 3 rigid-
body modes and 41 flexible modes. The reduced model was obtained by selecting ten modes
with the highest controllability xobservability product and the two most disturbable modes
as shown in Table 4-5. This 12-mode model (which includes the 3 rigid-body modes) is used
for control design. Since the disturbances occur at the two discrete frequencies (5 and
10 Hz), the following state penalty is used in the design

J = T(jw)[LOS2 +LOS 2 ] + buT u (4.4)

where the frequency-shaping weight is given by

4 + 1 0 (4.5)
T(jw)) = 2 O~ 2  2 22

(W 2 10012 (W2 - 400r )2

Table 4-5. Mode selection for HAC (12 modes).

ORDERING BASED ON
ORDERING BASED ORDERING BASED ON OBS/CONTROLLABILITY

ON MODAL COST CONTROLLABILITY PRODUCT

24/ 21v 21/
21/ 28/ 30./
30/ 30/ 17-/
22/ 17/ 28,/
16 12V 4,
26 11 5,/
29 13/ 6-/
14 4,/ 12/

4 13/
28/ 7/

% 5
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A plot of T(jw) as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 4-8. The control weight
b is selected to ensure that the control effort in the closed loop is not excessive.

The 24 states of the reduced model are estimated by a Kalman filter to which the
8 additional states necessary for frequency shaping are appended. The overall structure
of the controller/filter is shown in Table 4-6. The measurement vector y is used
directly as input to the estimator. In the reduced model, this measurement is approxi-
mated by y0 based on a reduced number of states. The quadratic weights used in the

design are given in Table 4-7 and the resulting closed-loop filter and controller damp-
ing ratios are given in Table 4-8.

The LAC law is designed separately to minimize spillover. The model used for LAC
synthesis includes the 12 modes used for HAC plus 10 additional modes chosen outside of
the HAC bandwidth on the basis of their controllability. The LAC mode selection is
shown in Table 4-9. The LAC control law is defined by the diagonal gain matrix CL

relating the 21 measured velocities at the actuator locations to the corresponding 21
actuator forces. These LAC gains are selected to provide approximately 3% damping in
all modes. Because of variation in level of controllability from mode to mode, it is
possible to achieve this condition only approximately. Table 4-10 shows the LAC gains.

4.4 Performance Evaluation for CSDL #2

The HAC/LAC controller performance evaluation combines the HAC controller/filter
equations (shown in Table 4-6), the LAC control law and the 44-mode evaluation-model
equations. The total system is of order 120. The stability is evaluated by complex
eigenvalue determination shown in Table 4-11. A significant feature of the design

60 I !

4 10
(W2 - 100,2)2 (W2 _ qOf 22

PENALTY
ON
LOSx, LOSy

20 -

10

OPEN-LOOP FREQUENCY (Hz)

REQUIRES FOUR ADDITIONAL MODES IN CONTROL DESIGN

Fig. 4-8. Frequency-shaped weights for disturbance rejection.

Table 4-6. Frequency-shaped controller/filter structure.

Reduced model for optimal control synthesis

x FoX+ GU + row 24-state model (12 modes)

fl + U YO 8 frequency-shaping states (2 frequencies)

z°  Lo x 3 measurements

Controller

u Co + C 21 controls

Estimator

- F 0x+ Go u+ K(z- Lox) Kalman filter (24 states)

- M Z + frequency-shaping states (8 states)

u - C 0 + C control law (21 controls)
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Table 4-7. Control and filter weighting used in the design
(non zero elements).

STATE PENALTY WEIGHTING

AS 1 6. Ol- 1.000-04 AS 4 2. 2)- 1.000-04 AS £ 3. 31- 1 M-04 AS 4 4. 41- 6 0i04
AS I S..Si 6.IW0-04 AS 1 . 6) 1.000-04 AS (27 2.11 VWfM*03 AS 126.741- .IUV6n.03

AS 131.31. 4.000002 AS 432.321* 4.000'02

CONTROL PENALTY WEIGHTING
* 4 6. 11. 2.000-611 • 4 6. 2). 2.000-11 a ( S. 31 2.(M0-II a ( 6. 41). 7.l000 16

* 41. %1- 2 OW Ir 1 4 1. S) 2.000-10 • 4 6. 71- 2 000-66 R 4 I. @1) 2 00 1166

* 6. 9)
t 

2 On0-6t I I 1.10). 2.000-66 i 1 6.). 2.0 00-I I a .62). 2.0w- 6t
1.:1)- 100-I I 6.64)- 2 000-11 • 6.5). 2.01M 66 P 4 . - 2 r06 -II

• 1.171- (61 -II • 4 0.6)- 2.00- I1 2 1.#1)- 2.0M- 11)0- • 1.0)-0 2 ownM-6

a 6 6.26)- 2 ono-Ii

STATE NOISE DISTRIBUTION USED FOR FILTER DESIGN

o ( I. t). 1 000-06 0 4 3. 711. .000 06 0 6 s. 3' - .0M-060 4 7. 4) . 0.00'00
v 1 9. s), t o00o00 a (it. 5)

t 
I.-000or 0 (13. *)t- 6 0o0o'0 ) (is. 6)- t. O*-0

n 417. %). i.m00*O0 0 i(ti. 60) i.o00io0 0 429.9' t .0p1o000nO0 v 2.62) t 0(60.no

STATE NOISE COVARIANCE

V 1 4. 1)- 1( -01 4 6. 2), 1.000-0 0 66. 31, 4 6. 01 W 1. 464- 1 OM(14
• 1 6. S). 1 000-04 V 6. 6)- 0.04 V ( 6. TI 6 W6 04 V 4 6. SI' 6 (100 04
V ( 6. 91, 1 Oo -04 W 4 6.0. 6000-04 6 .66), ,6fl04 V 6 6.6c2' 6 0000

MEASUREMENT DISTRIBUTION MATRIX

N 4 6. M- 000*00 U 4. S)- -3 5.6.0, 7.36 -04 N 0 .171 2.40664
U 4 6624)- 2.73305 N 6.66). 2.362-0 4 (.66)- 6 34"-0 .4 - ".6,0- 5.6n-017
6 6 6.221- -4.73-04 04 1 .241' . 6)7 N 4 2. d|- 6.0660*00 • 4 1. 561 3.054-04

N 2.60)1- 66-066 : 2.62)' 8.73!,-4 4 ).4 -2 775-03 s f 2.66), i. i,- n
N 4 2..,- 2 134 06 2.2 0 1_. -4.0d-04 •4 2.22: -' 701- U 4 2.346 - , 130M
N ( 3. 6- 6 00Oo0

MEASUREMENT NOISE COVARIANCE

V 6 . 61. EV'l1 V s 6.i I) I 04W, 1 5 m , I6 I 6 1 . 61. nm IW 66

Table 4-8. Closed-loop high-authority-control (HAC) design.

OPEN-LOOP FREQ. CLOSED-LOOP STATE
MODE NO. (Hz) CONTROL ESTIMATOR

(Hz) DAMPING RATIO DAMPING RATIO

4 Rigid Body 0.74 0.70
5 Rigid Body 0.78 0.71
6 Rigid Body 0.78 0.71
7 0.145 0.009 0.247
12 0.578 0.014 0.039
13 0.581 0.012 0.046
17 1.72 0.021 0.017
21 2.36 0.127 0.044
22 2.99 0.001 0.001
24 3.39 0.001 0.001
28 8.118 0.004 0.001
30 8.57 0.046 0.005

5.0 0.028
FREQ. - 5.0 0.057
SHAPING 10.0 0.011
MODES 10.0 0.036

Table 4-9. LAC mode selection.

4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 21, 22, 24, 28, 30(12 HAC modes)

34, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 50 (10 high-frequency modes)
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Table 4-10. LAC gains CL

ACTUATOR GAIN ACTUATOR GAIN
NO. N/ms-I NO. N/ms-1

1 -548 12 -43.9
2 -815 13 0.0
3 -9830 14 -3380
4 0.0 15 -7120
5 -458 16 -3850
6 -2380 17 -3450
7 -5470 18 -583
8 -12800 19 0.0
9 -220 20 -94.6

10 -6410 21 -3500
11 -6620

Table 4-11. Closed-loop poles with HAC/LAC controller.

CLOSED-LOOP FREQUENCY DAMPING CLOSED-LOOP FREQUENCY DAMPING
MODE MODE

1 0.027865 .715573 32 4.9365 .048290
2 0.032277 .677591 33 5.0330 .048502
3 0.037175 .592291 34 5.1613 .001000
4 0.037728 .847899 35 5.2598 .001000
5 0.042809 .784749 36 6.8506 .079446
6 0.057039 .789423 37 7.8743 .001000
7 0.11387 .521452 38 8.1267 .005536
8 0.15508 .241?02 39 8.3553 .001001
9 0.24282 .245263 40 8.4296 .035427

10 0.29085 1.000000 41 8.5404 .100827
11 0.33410 .033916 42 8.7853 .001000
12 0.35873 .027640 43 8.8050 .001000
13 0.53354 1.000000 44 9.9597 .026767
14 0.56785 .215362 45 9.9798 .006723
15 0.57863 .039949 46 11.486 .030355
16 0.58241 .045567 47 12.762 .035712
17 0.58627 .091911 48 13.525 .001016
18 1.2235 .001175 49 13.608 .026854
19 1.3015 .006101 50 14.168 .013692
20 1.3449 .004299 51 14.524 .051410
21 1.7175 .018675 52 14.594 .013809
22 1.7182 .131110 53 15.743 .035748

4b 23 1.8178 .001014 54 16.513 .023005
24 1.8188 .001009 55 16.787 .018722
25 2.2411 .468032 56 17.178 .056485
26 2.3519 .044981 57 19.903 .026593
27 2.9885 .001181 58 23.883 .046616
28 2.9886 .001037 59 24.509 .011362
29 3.1753 .001158 60 26.092 .009018
30 3.3860 .001082 61 26.178 .030306
31 3.3864 .001226

%
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is that no pole has a lower damping ratio in closed loop than in open loop. The evalua-
tion of the LOS error is obtained by computing the steady-state responses at 5 and 10 Hz
using the complex equation:

X = Hs(jWkI-Fs)-i rs wk J (4.6)

where I ij the LOS error vector (whose components have complex amplitudes), wk is

the magnitude of the disturbance at the frequency wk/2w, and the matrices F., r. and

Hs correspond to the total closed-loop system defined by the equations

(4.7)

t M IL x .I

The magnitude of the vector sum of x-axis and y-axis LOS error is found to be 0.013 nrad.

The larger than four-order of magnitude reduction in the LOS error is in striking
contrast to the relatively small closed-loop damping ratios, showing that large perfor-
mance improvements do not necessarily require large increases in damping ratios. This
significant result is indeed typical of the application of optimal control. It exempli-
fies the difference between the colocated LAC system which locally absorbs vibratory
energy, and the HAC system which judiciously redistributes it, producing favorable
cancellations so as to optimize the performance. However, this latter controller can
be much more sensitive to model errors, and this sensitivity may be evaluated on per-
turbed models.

Evaluation on perturbed models.- The two perturbed models P2 and P4 described in

Section 4.1 are used to evaluate the previously described HAC/LAC controller. The
transfer functions between the x-axis LOS error and the upper-disturbance input are
compared in Fig. 4-9 for the nominal and the two perturbed models. There is a signifi-
cant change in the P2 transfer function around 10 Hz, where an interchange between modes

#30 and #32 occurs. This can be seen in Table 4-12 where the LOS modal contributions are
compared for the three models, allowing mode #30 to be tracked through the perturbations
P2 and P4.

The controller is stable for perturbed model P4. However, stability with P2 requires

only the knowledge of the uatural frequency of mode #30 (which had become mode #32 and
was no longer properly represented). LOS errors for the three models are compared in
Table 4-13. Table 4-14 compares the open-loop performance to the closed-loop LOS errors.
The improvement in performance for the perturbed models is of the same order of magnitude
as for the nominal models.

P4! PO
M: P2

* IMJ
C) " . . I

0,

F'REIEINCY IN 11Z

uppe" Appor. truss, nominal and perturbed models.

* .L= [1 .. . . . .. Ii l ... *"
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Table 4-12. Frequency and LOS observability comparisons -

nominal and perturbed models

MODE NO. OPEN-LOOP FREQ (Hz) LOS MODAL COMPONENTS ( * )
FOR MODEL FOR MODEL

FLEX # CSDL # PO P2 P4 P0 P2 P4

1 7. .145 .14S .145 .325 .330 .324

2 9. .263 .262 .263 .214 202 .216

3 5. .317 .317 .317 .Oo1 .001 .005

4 . ..333 .333 .229 .227 .230
5 I1. .443 .443 .442 .006 .001 .023

6 12. .676 .576 .579 .736 .724 .746
7 13. .581 .501 .61 .673 .875 .872
6 14. 1.224 1.24 1.224 .236 .213 .244

9 15. 1.300 1.3 1.300 .152 .047 .224

10 18. 1,347 1.347 1.347 .15s .149 .165
I1 17. 1.731 1.76 1.695 2.775 2.046 3.096

12 l :. 1.16 1:D8 1.016 .201 .003 .004

13 T. 1.619 1.219 1.619 .012 .01 .013

14 20. .889 1.989 1.89 .001 .001 .Oot

15 21. 2.364 2.427 2.3l2 13.757 13.769 13,663

16 23. 2.985 2.909 2.98 2 .135 .116 .143
17 23. 3.175 3.175 2.175 .261 .275 .268

14 24. 3.3a6 3.3s6 3.38G .454 .476 .442

19 25. 5.161 5.161 9.11 .000 .000 .000

20 26. 5.260 0.260 5.243 .034 .027 .042
21 27. 7.874 7.a74 8.863 .0 .000 12.721

22 26. 6.118 8.355 7.874 1.756 .064 .000

23 29. 8.355 8.785 9.355 .283 .003 .151
24 ?. 8.572 6.905 .453 1S.,29 012 16.419

25 31. 8.765 9.851 8.7i5 .231 3.713 .020

26 3;. 0.205 5.401 9.65 .052 !5.290 .027
27 33. 11.221 11.32 11.401 .01 .002 .015
29 34. 11.499 11.571 11.467 2.237 2.834 2.708

29 35. 12.727 12.837 12.697 lO01 11357 11.079
30 36. 13.525 13.525 13.524 .521 .431 1.027

31 37. 13.716 13.826 12.612 10.141 11.315 1 .912

32 38. 14.162 14.280 14.147 7.146 4-3SO 525

33 39. 15.54 .6.0.4 14.417 14.510 '7.916 10. 72
34 40. 16.075 :653 .71 10.523 14.,1 7.408
35 41. 1.6.27 7.200 15.745 7.1iS 5.451 8.530

36 42. 16.748 18.55 16.571 3.952 15.542 11. 37

37 43. ;7.57 19.001 19.731 8.425 5.091 13.010

38 44. 17,29 19.351 17.265 3.440 1.096 3 928

39 45. 19.072 20.662 1 937 14.472 6.214 12.617

40 49. 23,773 25.18s 22.039 2 0.122 25.118 25.64
41 47. 24.416 25.2ca 24.521 39.221 20.762 39.313

42 48. 2E.910 25.934 26.243 12.027 34.004 9.162
43 49. 23.272 26 272 6.272 .000 . oo .CEO

44 50. 26.35 27,CCO 29.254 17.817 21.654 19.493

N (LOS) = (LOSX) + (LOSY) WHERE (LOSX)n, (LOSY) n ARE NTH ELEMENTS IN FIRST TWO ROWS

OF LOS MATRIX

Table 4-13. LOS error and control efforts for nominal and
perturbed models

NOMINAL

MODEL 2 p4

LOSS 5 Hz 0.002 0.004 0.001

(nrad) 10 Hz 0.005 0.007 0.004

LOS 5 Hz 0.006 0.007 0.005

(nrad) 10 Hz 0.004 0.004 0.004

Average Control 0.82 0.90 0.69
Effort (N)

Table 4-14. Comparison of open-loop and closed-loop LOS errors.

AVERAGE

OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP CLOSED LON AS CONTROL
(nrad) (nrad) A FRACTION OF EFFORTOPEN LOOP

(Newtons)

Nominal 972 0.013 13 x10- 6  0.82

P2 1,740 0.016 9.2 x10 - 6  0.90

P4 674 0.010 15 x10-6  0.69

Controller simplification.- Because of the eight additional states required by the
implementation of frequency-shaping methods, the modified LQG problem from which control
gains are obtained is of order 32. For practical implementation reasons, it may be
desirable to reduce this ordpr. The controller is simplified by setting the control
and filter gains corresponding to various modes to zero. Table 4-15 shows three simpli-
fied controllers (with orders 30, 26, and 20); the simplification does not degrade the
LOS error significantly and the control effort is also the same as for the full-order
controller.
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Table 4-15. Closed-loop controller simplification.

MODES IN MODEL

NOMINAL 1 2 3

RIGID . " .. ."
RIGID t

r

MODES RIGID If
__ __ __ 0.145 ......... X
_____0.5786

0.581 1 _ X
1.72 _ x
2.36 I
2.99 _ _ x x3, 39 X_ X
_.12 X x X
8.57 ¢

COST 12.6 12.7 12.7 12.7

CONTROL 0.822 0.822 0.821 0.622

CONTROLLER 32 30 26 20
ORDER

Note that when a 20th order controller is designed directly, the closed-loop system
is unstable.

Robust controller.- A robust controller may be designed so that knowledge of the
natural frequency of mode #30 is not required for stability of perturbed model P2. The

robust design is obtained by increasing the control penalty and measurement noise covari-
ance by a factor of ten. The robust controller is stable for all models. The closed-
loop performance for P2 degrades from 0.016 nrad to 0.046 nrad (see Fig. 4-10). This

result illustrates the usual trade-off between maximum performance and robustness.
Slightly relaxing the performance requirement can produce large improvements in system
robustness.

1740

70.0462

0
0.020 0.0157

OPEN CONTROLLER ROBUST
LOOP WHICH REQUIRES CONTROLLER

KNOWLEDGE OF
FREQUENCY

Fig. 4-10. A robust controller for P2 .
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5. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS

Large space structure modeling, control design, and closed-loop evaluation require
numerical solutions to high-order matrix problems. Standard digital computer procedures
used successfully for small-scale problems are simply not applicable in the large space
structure case because of high memory storage requirements and numerical instabilities.
In addition, a significant part of the software is devoted to the manipulation and con-
struction of the various large matrices involved in the control syntheses and evaluation
procedures. To give an idea of the size and type of the software operations needed for
the control of large space structures, an example is given next corresponding to the
CSDL #2 problem discussed earlier.

In this previous example: (a) 44 modes are used as the total model for the con-

firuration, (b) two disturbances w= [1 are assumed to be applied, each at a given
structural node, and (C) 21 single DOF control actuators are placed on the structure.
The state equations then take the form

= F x + G u + r w, (5.1)
88xl 88x88 88x21 88x2

where the matrix dimensions are included. The matrices G and r are of the form
shown in Eq. (2.7) for the G matrix.

Equation (5.1) represents only the initial formulation of the control problem: a
large modal model of a disturbed structure to be controlled by a control vector to be
determined. For reasons given in Section 2.4, the controller design is carried out on
a reduced-order model. For example, in the CSDL #2 configuration, if 12 modes were
deemed as the most important ones for designing a certain type of control, then one
needs also the equation:

Xo = Fo x0 + Go u + ro  w, (5.2)

24xi 24x24 24x21 24x2

where now those columns of P (appearing in G and r) corresponding to the discarded
2

modes have to be crossed out, as well as the corresponding wn s in the matrix F given
in Eq. (2.7).

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) together are still a very incomplete model for the con-
trols problem: they appear as the first two equations (denoted by "PLANT" and "REDUCED
MODEL") in Fig. 5-1 which represents the total system equations for a particular

TOTAL SYSTEM

= F5 + GU. r
1 8 11x 1 88x 2 PLANT

o= Foxo+ Gou 4 r
ow

2 1 24x2% 24x21 24x2 REDUCED MODEL

2[!,]+ 35,21 2x Mi"[x FfN+ G,u+ K1 ,~ _l v ,[ x
--]= F + K,, M FREQUENCY SHAPED KALMAN FILTER

2C,2 L , G2, CONTROLU w. 21x32 21.21

WHERE:

1 032 32.00 0 0 1.. 0 2x2 K =[K;xo2 ., 1 K. .. 1 [., ]
-" 25"' °'. "~ IL 28, L ,.,,2' ""

21i L ..- [ ;0F .---0 - - ,- ----- ,'A ANDLF .,, -0 00,0". "
*20 2x. SI 1. 6 2.0 0 --o 0:, ,. o..I.. M =-  J:S

L 1 , x,2,1 L .ISTHE REDUCEDLOSMATRIXGCIVEN 3Y l X 2,4

lv IS THE MEASUREMENT MATRIX GIVEN BY IJLOSX] MV1 .IVIS THE REDUCED MEASUREMENT MATRIX GIE YLOSJy 5 K

% DISTURBANCE FREQUENCIES .i11 S "I, '2/2. t I1ON

Fig. 5-1. Total system equations (CSDL #2 control system).
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disturbance-rejection control system for the CSDL #2 spacecraft model. The third and
fourth equations in Fig. 5-1 represent, respectively, the Kalman filter and the control
equation. In these, the measurement matrices M are constructed from the LOS matrices
L and A which, in turn, are derived from structural information (modal decomposition
of LOS). The matrices F, G, and r (as discussed earlier) are also obtained from
structural data (mode shapes), while the gain matrices K, C, and CL which define the

control laws, are obtained from modern optimal control synthesis computer programs.
Figure 5-2 shows the block diagram for the CSDL #2 control system. From there, closing
the loop around the total system equations (Fig. 5-3), produces a "closed-loop dynamics"
matrix Fs  of dimension 120x120, corresponding to an aggregation of the 88 open-loop

structural states with 32 filter states. Complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this
large matrix Fs  need then to be evaluated in order to obtain the steady-state solution

of the differential equation

w (DISTURBANCES)

STATE EQUATIONS

T IT

ZLAC

ESTIMATOR TIJEOGENC CSHAPED KALMAN FILTER)-

X(E OT SYSTM

EQUATIONS)

Fig 52.5-o. Block diagram for combined HAC/LAC control system.

132

2 l, (C .C G').

,:,.T INo,
F .GC,G GC

K G,,$ C G I ,-I1 K
% 211 121 18 21.32

Fig. 5-3. Closed-loop system/evaluation model (CSDL #2 control s ystem).
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F =FX + [D~] w,(5.3)

and to compute the associated transfer functions like those shown in Fig. 4-6. To obtain
the closed-loop system performance, this solution X is substituted into the measurement
equation (third equation of Fig. 5-3):

. = [IM IQIX , (5.4)

and to obtain the control effort (forces), X is substituted into the control equation

(second equation of Fig. 5-3):

u = CX + C L GX ,(5.5)

where the two terms on the right-hand side, corresponding to the HAC and LAC control effort,
can be evaluated separately.

The three components of Z in Eq. (5.4) are LOSX, LOSY, and DEFOCUS. (The quan-

tities LOS (LOSX)24 (LOSY)2  and DEFOCUS are the performance metrics for the particu-
lar CSDL #2 controls problem).

In the above discussion, the path from the original structural concept (e.g., CSDL
#2) to the final closed-loop evaluation model (Fig. 5-3) constitutes the dynamics and
controls modeling of a controlled flexible spacecraft. Thus, in addition to the con-
siderable expertise required to design and synthesize modern optimal control systems,
the extensive "preparation of a structure for controls" process must be included in any
generalized modeling capability requirements necessary to address the vibration control
technology for flexible spacecraft. Control design involves extensive manipulation of
large matrices (e.g., construction, modification, partitioning, aggregation, algebraic
operations, complex eigenanalysis, etc.). Furthermore, this must be carried out in a
large-scale digital computer by referencing the structural dynamics data tape in such a way
that any change in the latter (due to model refinement, design modification, etc.) allows
one to repeat the entire process rapidly.

6. IDENTIFICATION OF MODELS FROM TEST DATA

Analytical representations of actual space structures may be inaccurate, even at
low frequency, and achievable robustness is limited when fixed gain controllers must
exhibit high performance. Thus, the need for open-loop system identification from test
data both in ground tests and orbital operations is clear. Open-loop testing using
curve-fitting (least-squares) techniques to chirp and sine-dwell generated transfer

Alb functions is well established (21. Measurement of closed-loop system characteristics,
i.e., verification of closed-loop performance, is, however, not well developed in labora-
tory tests. Real-time identification and the entire feasibility of ground-test experi-
ments depend on accurate closed-loop identification methods. This section summnarizes
some requirements and compares promising techniques which may offer the experimental
investigator the tools to enhance the understanding of control-configured spacecraft.

Space structure system identification requirements are driven by the following:

1. need to know poles (modal natural frequency and damping ratio) as well as
zeros;

2. low damping ratios of open-loop modes and high damping ratio in selected
closed-loop modes;

3. high-order systems;

4. multi-input excitation and multi-sensor measurements;

5. the identified model must be of much lower order than the real system -the
identification method must work in the presence of truncated modes; and

6. both system and measurement noise sources are present, in general.

This section considers appropriate model forms, identification algorithms, and a brief

numerical example. The section concludes with a comparison of techniques.

6.1 Model Forms

Three models forms can ire used for large space structure system identifications

%1. transfer function or continuous autoregressive moving average (AREA),
2. sampled-data transfer function or discrete ARMA, and
3. state variables.
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Transfer function.- The qxl input u to pxl output y transfer function is

Y(s) = T(s) (6.1)~~U(s) =  '

which may be written as

N(s)
T(s) =f Ts (6.2)

n R.
= s (6.3)

N(s) is a matrix polynomial and D(s) is a scalar polynomial in s. Ri are pxq
matrices and Xi are the pole locations.

For scalar input and output, the transfer function is also written as

m n
T(s) = K £ (s+z ) (s+X i ) , (6.4)

where zi are the zeros and K is the gain. A continuous ARMA form is

() n y(n-i) m mi
y(n) + F , (ni y = F, B. u( -i) (6.5)

i=I  i=O i

where y(j) is the jth derivative of y. Advantages and disadvantages of various
transfer-function forms are shown in Table 6-1.

Sampled data transfer function.- This transfer function and ARMA representation
is similar to the continuous transfer function except a z-transform is used in place of
the s-transform.

Because of very small damping ratios characteristic of large space structures,
this transfer function could have poor numerical conditioning except when expressed as a
combination of residues/poles or zeros/poles.

State-variable models.- Defining the state vector as x, these models are written

as

x = Fx + Gu , (6.6)

y = Hx . (6.7)

F, G and H can take many forms because the [F,G,H] model has the same input-output

behavior as a [TFT-,TG,HT ] model if T is a nonsingular matrix. If poles, residues
and low-frequency gains are to be identified without any a priori knowledge about the
structure of the model, the following representation appears useful (for single-input
systems):

Table 6-1. Advantages and disadvantages of various transfer function forms.

REPRESENTATION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Numerator * Easier nonlinear optimiza- 9 Numerical conditioning
Polynomial Divided tion problem in the iden- may not be good
by Denominator tification stage e Requires solution of
Polynomial polynomials to deter-

mine poles and zeros

Residues and Poles e Directly convertible into e Complex residues
state-variable form e Difficult to interpret

9 Good numerical conditioning control laws and con-
e Easier estimation problem trol structures

Gains, Zeros and a Directly usable in classical Difficult identification
Poles control design and interpre- problem

tations of control laws

Auto-Regressive Same as the first representa-
Moving Average tion

Discrete Forms Easiest estimation problem Often very poor numerical
conditioning
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F B  1 0I I i1

F= [i. G I L j. (6.8)

/ I * . ]
I " lB

I i i ' B I0L , i ,n JL 1J

Bi = [2 , (6.9)-Wi  -2 i wI]

and H is a general matrix with potentially all nonzero elements. With multi-input
systems, the remaining part of matrix G is general and unknown. This representation
is also suitable for closed-loop control design.

If physical parameters of a structure are to be determined a more general form
must be used.

6.2 Identification Algorithms

Although many identification algorithms exist, four appear particularly applicable
in large space structure system identification:

1. least squares,
2. extended Kalman filter,
3. instrumental variables, and
4. maximum likelihood with its simplified forms.

Since the principal objective is control design, both the zeros and poles of the trans-
fer function must be identified.

Least squares.- The measured transfer function Tm(jw) is fitted to the para-

metrized transfer function based on Eqs. (6.1)-(6.5). The cost functional is

[T(jw)-Tm (Jw)]*W(jw)[T(jw) -Tm(jw)] dw . (6.10)

W(jw) is a positive-definite Hermitian weighting matrix. A nonlinear optimization
numerical procedure is required to determine the parameters of the transfer function.

Extended Kalman filter.- The extended Kalman filter (EKF) uses a state-variable

formulation with parameters modeled as a random function

- = F(O)x + G(6)u + w , (6.11)

y = H(e)x + v , (6.12)

= EB + n , (6.13)

where 0 is the vector of unknown parameters, and w, v and 0 are noise sources. A
nonlinear system Kalman filter may be developed for state equations (6.11) and (6.13)
with measurements given by Eq. (6.12).

Instrumental variables method.- The least-squares method gives biased estimates of
parameters when the input measurement is contaminated by noise. The instrumental-
variables technique was developed to minimize the bias in estimates (18]. In addition,
unlike least-squares, the instrumental-variables method does not require solution to a
nonlinear programming problem. The instrumental-variable estimates are, therefore,
obtained in a single step. The details of the technique are given in Ref. 18. The con-
cept is now described.

The matrix transfer function is expressed as follows:

D(Jw) y(j0w) - N(jw) u(jw) + noise

or
y(jui) - N(jw) u(jw) + (I-D(jw)) y(jw) + noise

N(jw) and D(jw) are linear functions of the parameters. Therefore, the large space
structure transfer function indentification problem may be formulated as y = Xe + v,
where y and X are the measured data; 6 is the vector of system parameters to be iden-
tified, and v is random noise with zero mean. The least-squared-error estimate of e is
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T -1 TX0LS X (X X)-XTy. If the measurements X and the noise v are uncorrelated, this

estimate is accurate. However, if X and v are correlated, the expected value is
T -lI T

E(OLS) e 6+(X X) E(X v), and the least-squared-error estimate Will have a bias. In

the presence of noise, least-squared-error techniques do not give useful results. In
the instrumental-variables technique, a matrix Z is selected which is not correlated

with v. Then the instrumental-variables estimate 6IV . (ZTX)-lZTy has no bias,

E(6IV) = 0. In the present case, the measurements at a past time are used for instru-

mental variables. The time lag T between the current measurements and the instrumental
variables must be long enough so the current random noise is not correlated with the
measurements at T. Averaging all the data to obtain an input/output relation of the

form y =X6 leads to auto- and cross-correlations. Equivalently, integrals of the spec-
tra can be used in the frequency domain. Note that if the parameter T is set to zero,
the algorithm reduces to a least-squared-error estimate.

Maximum-likelihood method.- The standard maximum-likelihood method (19] has to be
extended to accommodate specifiL -roblems associated with large space structure model
estimation. Four problems must be directly addressed:

1. Lumped-mass models of large space structures approximate a small subset of the
infinite modes defining dynamic behavior of a structure. The identification method
must treat large modeling errors, which appear as nonwhite and non-Gaussian state
and measurement noise.

2. The models are of high order. Including 20 or more modes in a model is not
uncommon.

3. The model order must be specified based on control requirements or sensor/
disturbance bandwidth, or identified from data.

4. Because of the interest in actively controlled structures, the identification
technique must work in both open- and closed-loop.

Table 6-2 shows extensions of the maximum-likelihood method to solve the above problems.

The problem associated with nonwhite noise has made previous applications difficult.
Frequency-shaping concepts can help resolve this problem. With reference to state equa-
tions (6.6) and (6.7), the state transition and measurement distribution matrices do not
change if the inputs, states and outputs are filtered by the same transfer function.
Therefore, we may use an equivalent model

xc =Fx + Gu , xc(0) = x- c c c 0

c Hx c + noise , (6.14)

where
uc = T(s)u , (6.15)

=Yc T(s) y

T(jw) should ideally be as shown in Fig. 6-1. Such forms are not realizable because
they are not ratios of polynomials. It is important to note that only the variation of
gain with frequency, and not the phase angle, is of significant interest. Frequency-
shaping methods may also be used to divide the overall problem into a number of smaller
problems.

Table 6-2. Maximum-likelihood methods.

DIFFICULTIES SOLUTIONS

Nonwhite state and measurement Frequency-shaped transformation to
noise from truncated modes eliminate truncated modes

High-order model Use 2x2 block diagonal form for state
transition matrix

Need to know model order Use higher order model than required;
extra modes should have low gains

A priori parameter values are Natural frequency is determined from
needed in nonlinear optimiza- transfer function or analysis; damp-
tion ing ratio and gains may be set to

_zero

Closed-loop system operation Identify closed-loop mode] with
appropriate correction or directly
with open-loop model
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Fig. 6-1. Desired filter transfer function for
maximum likelihood estimation

6.3 A Simulation Example

Application of the maximum likelihood method to a five-mode model is now discussed
to indicate procedural details.

The open-loop transfer function is shown in Fig. 6-2. A random input, shown in
Fig. 6-3, was applied and the response measured with additive noise is shown in Fig. 6-4.
The frequency-shaping method is used to estimate a two-mode model valid at low frequency.
The standard maximum-likelihood method did not converge with a fourth- or fifth-order
model.
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Fig. 6-2. System transfer function.
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Fig. 6-3. Spectrum of broadband input.
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% Fig. 6-4. Response of system to white-noise input.
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The frequency-shaped weighting penalty in Fig. 6-5 was used to eliminate the effect
of high-order truncated modes. This weighting required passing the input and output
through a filter with pole-zero locations shown in Fig. 6-6. Spectra of the filtered
input and output are shown in Figs. 6-7 and 6-8, respectively. The frequency-shaped
maximum-likelihood method converged with the identified transfer function shown in
Fig. 6-9. A comparison of simulated and identified poles is shown in Table 6-3.
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Fig. 6-5. Filter gain used in frequency-shaping method.
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Fig. 6-6. Poles/zeros of filter used to minimize
effect of truncated modes.
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Fig. 6-7. Filtered input.
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Fig. 6-8. Filtered output.
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Fig. 6-9. Identified transfer function (fourth-order).

Table 6-3. Comparison of simulated and identified

transfer functions.

FREQUENCY DAMPING RATION

SIMULATION IDENTIFIED SIMULATION IDENTIFIED

20.5 20.5 0.02 0.04
36.8 36.8 0.04 0.03

6.4 Summary

Table 6-5 summarizes the characteristics of various identification methods. The
maximum-likelihood and instrumental-variables methods appear to be two of the most useful
approaches.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

The discussions above have delineated procedural details and the state-of-the-art
for controls synthesis and evaluation for large space structures using a hierarchical
control methodology. Sequentially, plant-dependent high-authority control laws, highly
robust low-authority mechanizations, and, finally, passive actuator damping are used.
Each of these techniques is characterized by robustness properties matched to system
model uncertainty. Frequency-shaping techniques give the control designer a powerful
method to combine classical controls synthesis with multi-input/multi-output LQG tech-niques to achieve high performance, including disturbance rejection, without exciting
unmodeled modes. Low-authority gain synthesis can proceed from a higher-order reduced
model using a weighted least-squares formula to achieve desired stability augmentation
across a broad range of frequencies. This assures robustness of the high-authority
mechanizations. Although these analytical methods are now well developed procedurally
and have been implemented in software, further work is needed to assess robustness
properties for systems with densely packed medes. More complete performance vs. robust-
ness trades are also required.

Detailed hardware performance studies, now in progress, must consider actuator/
sensor hardware dynamics and non-colocation effects on global stability. Although
detailed hardware mechanizations are not discussed here, selection and design of actua-tors and sensors and implementation of these controls on actual structures is non-trivial.

% A great deal of work remains to be done in this area. In particular, parallel algorithms
and architectures for real-time'implementation of modern control, estimation, and
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Table 6-5. Characteristics of identification methods.

EXTENDED INSTRUMENTAL MAXIMUM

LEAST SQUARES KALMAN FILTER VARIABLES LIKELIHOOD

Formulation Nonlinear Riccati equation Linear algebraic Nonlinear
optimization recursive gain equations optimization

Frequency/ Frequency Time domain Frequency domain Time domain
Time Domain domain

Batch/ Batch Recursive Batch Batch/
Recursive recursive

Parameters Poles (zeros Elements of F, G Transfer function Elements of
Identified and gains) and H matrices numerator and F, G and H

denominator poly- matrices
nomial

Computation Low High Low Medium
Time

Accuracy Good (poles) Fair (poles) Good Excellent
Fair (zeros) Good (zeros)

Stability Good Fair Good Good

identification techniques must be developed and tested to enhance the credibility of
flying reliable high-performance, control-configured spacecraft. Finally, comparison of
predicted and actually achieved performance depends on further development and testing
of system identification algorithms on closed-loop hardware experiments; flight experi-
ments, the ultimate test of these ideas, must be considered and implemented in the near-
term if future high-performance mission concepts are to be realized.
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SUMMARY

A controller design approach for large space structures, which proposes the use of
several Annular Momentum Control Devices (AMCD's) for structural damping enhancement, and
either torque actuators or AMCD's for primary attitude control, is investigated. The damp-
ing enhancement controller makes the system asymptotically stable under certain relatively
simple conditions. The closed-loop stability of the system with the primary attitude con-
troller as well as the overall controller is established. It is shown that the same AMCP's
can be used for the actuation of the damping enhancement controller and the primary attitude
controller. Numerical results are obtained for a finite-element model of a large, thin,
completely free, flat aluminum plate.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of designing control systems for large space structures (LSS) is a very
complex one because of the high order of LSS dynamics, and extremely low inherent energy
dissipation (damping). Because of practical considerations, it is necessary to design a
reduced-order attitude control system for LSS, with only few structural modes, if any,
controlled actively. The stability and performance of the resulting closed-loop system
depend heavily on the inherent structural damping--particularly that in the uncontrolled
or "residual" modes [1). Inherent structural damping ratios are often difficult--if not
impossible--to predict. Therefore, it is highly desirable to increase the structural
damping of LSS using a secondary or damping enhancement controller. Structural para-
meters such as modal frequencies and mode shapes (i.e., influence coefficients for
sensors and actuators) are often not known accurately. Therefore, an ideal controller
should be robust; that is, the closed-loop system should be stable regardless of
parameter inaccuracies.

Concepts such as direct velocity feedback controllers [2), member dampers [3], and
low-authority structural controllers [4) with guaranteed Lyapunov stability, have been
proposed in the literature for damping enhancement in LSS. The use of an Annular Momentum
Control Device (AMCD) [5] was proposed for damping enhancement in References [6] through
[9]. An AMCD, shown in Figure 1, consists of a rotating thin rim, which is suspended in
three or more noncontacting electromagnetic actuator stations, and is driven by a non-
contacting electromagnetic spin motor. The use of several AMCD's (distributed on the LSS)
for damping enhancement was proposed and investigated in References [8) and [9]. Along
those lines, the design of secondary controller using several AMCD's is discussed in Sec-
tion 2 of this paper. As in the previous investigations, it is assumed in this investi-
gation that the AMCD rims are relatively small ('2 m diameter); therefore they are con-
sidered to be rigid. Electromagnetic force actuators and position sensors used for AMCD's
have very high bandwidths (several hundred Hz), and are assumed to be without phase lag.

A primary attitude control system consisting of torque actuators and attitude and rate
sensors is next investigated in Section 3. When the torque actuators are colocated with
attitude and rate sensors, the closed loop system is Lyapunov-stable (assuming infinite-
bandwidth actuators and sensors). For the noncolocated case, design methods based on
linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control theory can be employed to achieve satisfactory
control. .iLe use of the secondary controller causes a significant improvement in the per-
formance. Finally, a method for designing AMCD actuator gains is presented, which permits
the use of the same AMCD's for primary and secondary controller actuation. Numerical
results are presented in Section 4 in order to demonstrate and evaluate the design methods
discussed.

2. SECONDARY CONTROLLER USING AMCD'S

It is assumed that v (>1) AMCD's are distributed on an LSS of mass m, inertia
matrix Is (two-dimensional), -and nq structural bending modes. The AMCD rims are assumed
to be relatively small (r2 m) in diameterl therefore, they can be considered to be rigid.
Only X and Y axis rotations and Z-axis translations are considered, which suffices to
present the principles. The location of nominal rim center position of the ith A1CD in
the LSS coordinates is (xi, Yj). mai, rj, Iai, 1i (>3) represent the mass, rim
radius, transverse-axis rim inertia matrix, and number of-actuator stations for the ith
ACD. Cli represents 2 x 1i moment-arm matrix of the AMCD actuator stations, and
C2i is a 1 x Li vector consisting of all unity entries. Li represents the difference
between Z axis displacement of the ith PMCD rim center and rigid-body translation of
the corresponding point on the LSS. Let as - (es, es) denote LSS attitude vector about
the X and Y axes, and Qai - (Oai, eai) denote rim attitude vector for the ith rim.

ii
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The actuator stations are assumed to produce only axial (Z-axis) forces. (Only radial
rim centering is accomplished by radial actuator forces and is of no consequence in the
present analysis.)

From the basic principles of dynamics the combined AMCD/LSS equations of motion can
be written as:

AR + Bx + Cx = Yf (1)

x=(T T T aT T T)T(2- s,... - s, €1 (2x = ( ,I aal av ..., l

where q denotes the nq-vector of modal amplitudes of LSS

T T ., TT(3
(FT' F2 ', ) (3)

Fi (f ill f i2 ' .. T f= 1,2,..., v (4)
1

fik being the axial force at actuator station k of the ith AMCD.

A is a (n × nl) symmetric positive definite coefficient matrix (where
nI  nq + 3v + 2:

1(3v+2)x(3+2")
A

0 in xfl

L q qi

is-i I -I-i °-l- 1i-%~ . _s-l_

-_1 S_ -1 -l -1l C

s-I s + al I  Is I - Is-• IS-lv

aI

-Is- is-1 - I s-l • S-l

Al=

-Is-- - -. --  -- s- 1 Ia -1[ 1-l 1 • o . -l;

T'a I gT
1 1l V NJ { S

-1I 
a-1C a- Il-

T~ I T -1 TVS

" vIs " 4 8

(5)

where C [;I ..... CV] T ,  4 (yi, - xi, M. diag. (mal ...,r mav), and M,)- 1 -
(The notation diag. ( ) is used to represent diagonal or a block-diagonal matrix.)iJ

I
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V
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W1  W1  0
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I 0 I

0 0 0 D

where D = DT > 0 denotes the nq x nq LSS damping matrix.

0 H.i

Wi L (7)

-Hi  0

Hi being the angular momentum of the ith rim about the Z axis.

C = - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(8)

Where A = AT > 0 is the LBS modal frequency matrix (usually diagonal, with squared
modal frequencies as its entries).

02x 2  a 0

0 C1 2  0

0 0 C1,,-- - - -- - - - - - (9)
C21 0° 0 Lnn 2xZ

0 C2 2  0

0 • . C2 v

n-i -, 1 -- , - - ., - - -

-0 T -0TT

1 2 * *
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$. (i = 1,2,..., v) represents 9i x nq mode shape matrix for actuator locations
IV A

of the ith AMCD. = E Xi, and n2 = nq + 3\ (= in Eq. (9) denotes equality by
definition). l

Let 6ik be the axial centering error at actuator station k of the ith AMCD.
The I x 1 centering error vector 6 is given by

6 = (6111..., 1.. 6 v1,...' 6 T = -yTx (10)

Consider a control law of the type

f = Kp 6+ Kra (11)

where K and Kr are real symmetric positive definite 9 x 9 proportional and rate
gain matrices.

It was proved in 8] that the closed-loop system given by Eqs. (1) and (11) has at
least two zero eigenvalues for all Kp and Kr. The zero eigenvalues correspond to as
which represents LSS rigid-body attitude. Defining:

P= (T aT a T a T ,  .. qT)T (12)
a s a V V

S= (pT, T T = ( T *T TT(13)
x , as p )(3

Equation (1) (excluding as ) can be expressed as:

R A + B f (14)

It was proved in Reference [8] that the closed-loop system given by Eqs. (14) and
(ii) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov if K > 0 (positive definite) and Kr 1 0
(positive semidefinite), and that it is asymptotically stable if

V

i) E Hi 9 0, (ii) Kp > 0, Kr > 0, (iii) k > nq + 3 , and (iv) rank (y) = nq + 3
i=l

However, conditions (iii) and (iv) are too restrictive and difficult to satisfy in prac-.
tice. In order to obtain the least restrictive conditions, it was proved in [9] th..
the control law of Eq. (11) is optimal with respect to a steady-state, linear qua'
(LQ) regulator performance index. (The philosophy followed was along the lines .. iu
The performance index consists of quadratic penalties on state and control vectP, and
also a state-control cross-penalty term. Well-known properties of LQ regulators were
subsequently used to obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic
stability. These conditions (Theorem 2, Ref. [9]) are somewhat difficult to apply, but
can be used to obtain the following simpler sufficient conditions, which are much less
restrictive than the sufficient conditions stated above.

Theorem 1. The system of Eq. (14) with control law of Eq. (11) is asymptotically
stable if all of the following conditions are satisfied: (i) the LSS structural model is

V
stabilizable, (ii) E Hi # 0 and (iii) LSS does not have undamped structural mode at

i=l
twice the spin frequency of any of the AMCD's.

Proof. The proof is given in [9].

Thus a secondary controller using several AMCD's assures stability of the system
regardless of parameter inaccuracies and number of structural modes. The amount of damping
enhancement in different modes would be determined by the locations of AMCD's on the LSS.
However, if several AMCD's are distributed on the LSS, structural damping of a number of
modes should be enhanced. The hardware required for this type of secondary controller
is within the reach of the present-day technology [10].

3. PRIMARY ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM

The secondary control system increases modal damping and thus controls shape of the
LSS. It also aids in primary controller design by reducing the effect of "spillovers"
[11], especially when the primary control actuators and sensors are not colocated. Primary
attitude control system design using infinite bandwidth torque actuators and attitude and
rate sensors is considered first.

illHi lia I l -i i i i " ' &- . . . ... .
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Assuming that primary attitude control is accomplished using a (>I) two-axis
torque actuators distributed on the LSS, the LSS equations of motion (without secondary
controller) are given by:

a
As s + Bsx s +Cx = i!1YtiTi (15)

where xs - (asT, qT)T, As = diag. (Is, Inqxnq), Bs diag. (0, D), Cs = diag. (0, A).

f T(i (16)
0T T i°mi y

Omi being the 2 x nq "torque mode-shape matrix" corresponding to location of
actuator i. Txi and Tyi are the X and Y axis torques.

Colocated Actuators and Sensors. Assuming that a, two-axis attitude and rate
sensors are also located at the same points as the torque actuators, the measured attitude
vector ami and the measured attitude rate vector amri at location i (ignoring noise)
are given by:

T
ami =Yti x s  (17)

a = YtiTxs (18)

Denoting r = [Yt-,..., ytt], T = (TIT,...ToT)T, am [amiT,..... aMOT]T,

amr = [amrlT,..., aMroT]T, Eqs. (15), (17), and (18) can be written as:

Ai + BSk s + CsXB = rT (19)

am - rTxs (20)

amr = rTc s  (21)

Consider the control law

T = -(Gp am + Gr amr) (22)

where Gp and Gr are 2a x 2a positive definite symmetric matrices. For example, a
simple control law for controlling the rigid-body attitude would be:

Ti  : )s + ()

0 2P yl Js

for i = 1,2,..., a, where Psk and wsk (k = x,y) denote the desired rigid-body
damping ratio and natural frequency. In this case Gp and Gr will be block-diagonal
matrices.

The closed-loop equations become:

A + (Bs + GrT)xs + (Ca + rGrpT)xs = 0 (23)

Theorem 2. The system of Eq. (23) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov if Gp > 0,
Gr 0.

Outline of Proof. Consider a Lyapunov function:

V(xa, is) xaT ?r8x + iST A*sa (24)
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where Cs - Ca + rGprT. It can be shown that Cs > 0, and that:

S- s T - s~ s  0 (25)

(since Bs = Bs + rGrrT > 0).

Thus the primary control law using colocated torque actuators and attitude and rate
sensors gives a stable closed-loop system. The controller is robust because it is stable
regardless of parameter inaccuracies. In addition to controlling rigid-body modes, the
"colocated" primary controller also increases damping in some of the structural modes,
depending on the locations of the torque actuators. The secondary controller consisting
of AMCD's can be added in order to enhance modal damping and improve the overall per-
formAnce. When the secondary controller is included, it can be shown that the overall
closed-loop system is Lyapunov stable if Gp > 0, Gr > 0, Kp > 0 and Kr 1 0.

Noncolocated Actuators and Sensors. The stability of the closed-loop system is no
longer guaranteed when actuators and sensors of the primary controller are not colocated.
This is because of control and observation spillovers" [11). For the noncolocated case,
the primary controller design must be accomplished using methods such as truncation [12]
and modified truncation (or model error sensitivity suppression (MESS) [13]). When the
secondary controller is activated, it can greatly improve the performance of the primary
controller. The truncation method merely ignores the presence of residual (uncontrolled)
modes in the design process. The effect of control input on selected residual modes is
included in the performance function in a quasi-static sense in the model error
sensitivity suppression (MESS) method. Of the methods investigated in [12], the MESS
method was found to be the most promising for primary controller design with noncolocated
actuators and sensors. Only truncation method and MESS method are considered in this
paper for the noncolocated actuators/sensors case. As a simple special case, it is
assumed in the following analysis that the primary controller controls only rigid-body
attitude, without attempting to actively control any structural modes. This assumption
is justified to some extent because structural modes will be controlled by the secondary
controller. In order to simplify implementation, the primary control law is constrained
to require feedback of only the measured attitude and rate (measured attitude and rate
includes contributions of rigid-body and structural modes). It should be noted that this
special case is included only for the purpose of demonstration and that primary controller
design using truncation or MESS methods is not restricted to active control of rigid-body
modes only.

MESS method - a special case: Assuming that the primary controller is to be designed
to control only rigid-body modes a, [=(Os, Os)], and considering the case with a single
2-axis torque actuator, consider the control law given by

T = [T x = Is L(X 0)csm + py2Ry - wmj (26)

where wi, Pj Ci = x,y) denote the desired rigid-body bandwidth and damping ratio,
and asm, wsm denote the measured attitude and rate vectors; Ri = l/2wi. If control
spillover were absent (i.e., if the actuators could force only rigid-body modes), this
control law would minimize the performance function

0 0 yRy + p y2Ryj

r RxWx 2  0 rR
x  0

+ 2asT T + TT  T dt (27)

-0 R y Wy2 - 0 R -I

This can be verified along the lines of [9]. However, because of flexibility, the con-
trol input also forces structural modes. The model error sensitivity suppression method
requires augmentation of a quadratic function of the forcing terms corresponding to a few
selected structural modes, to the performance function in Eq. (27). If modes kl ,..., k

are selected for augmentation, denoting the mode-shapes (for the kth mode) at the

actuator locations by PxkP Oyk' the modified performance function becomes
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2Kp T xk2  xkoy k
J - Jo + k k  TT 2 T (28)

k=k1  L xkoyk Oyk 2

where Qk is a positive weighting coefficient. The effect of addition of this term
to the performance function is to modify the control weighting matrix. The optimal
control law for this type of performance index requires feedback only of measured
attitude and rate. A modified state estimator can be similarly designed for generating
estimates of rigid-body attitude and rate.

Use of AMCD's for Primary Attitude Control. The AMCD's used for the second-
ary controller can be simultaneously used for actuation of the primary attitude con-
troller. Primary attitude control is accomplished by torquing against AMCD momenta. In
this dual control mode, however, the relative rotation angles between LSS and AMCD's
(i.e., mai - as, i=1,2,... v) cannot be controlled simultaneously with LSS rigid-body
attitude as  (controllability of AMCD/rigid-body modes is discussed in [14]). This
entails that the control law of Eq. (11) for the secondary controller should be redesigned
to exclude feedback of (aai - a.). However, the rates (&ai - &s) must be zero in
steady-state, and must be fed back. That is, the position feedback must be redesigned
to control only ei, the motion of AMCD rim centers relative to LSS, and AMCD rim
transverse rotation angles are allowed to be nonzero in steady-state. Provided that the
relative angles, (Oai - as), are sufficiently small (so that the actuator gap limits
are not exceeded), the AMCD's can be used in this dual control mode.

The columns of the 2 x Xi matrix Cli are given by (yi, -xi,) T , j=1,2,..., ..
Since the actuators are located along a circle, columns 1 and 4 are linearly independint,
and columns 3 through ki can be expressed as linear combinations of the first two
columns. That is, Cli can be expressed as:

Cli = Ci[12 ! ri] (29)

where C. is the 2 x 2 matrix formed by the first two columns of Ci, 12 is the
2 x 2 i~entity matrix, and ri is a 2 x (Zi - 2) matrix. If Kp is designed as
follows: r i ) I

Kp = diag..... K diag. ... (30)

where Kp is a (Z - 2v) x (Z - 2v) positive definite matrix, it can be verified that the

resulting coefficient matrix multiplying (aaT - asT'...' a - asT)T in Eq. (1)i
zero. Defining

h = (ET, qT)T (31)

the resulting closed-loop system is the form:

[h_] 0 L L ] (32)

where all 2 are appropriately dimensioned matrices.

Theorem 3. The system defined by Eq. (32) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov if

Rp > 0 and Kr > 0.

Outline of Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 (part a) in [8], except
that it is additionaly necessary to prove that C2KpC2T > 0 (positive definite) for the
specially structured Kp of Eq. (30). This can be proved by establishing that
zTC2K C2Tz can be zero for some z # 0 if and only if

PT

[riT, -I]CT2i = 0 (i=l,2,..., v) (33)

Using the fact that actuators for each AMCD are located along a circle, it can be proved
that Eq. (33) cannot hold. Therefore,
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C2KC T > 0

This type of secondary controller essentially provides rate feedback for modal damp-
ing enhancement. The only function of the position gain is to keep the AMCD rim centers
at their nominal positions. Additional force commands can now be superimposed on the
electromagnetic actuators in order to produce the desired primary control torque for con-
trolling as . Since the AMCD's are small compared to LSS, the effect of control moments
generated in this manner would approximate point-torque actuators. If an attitude and a
rate sensor is located on the LSS at the nominal position of the center of each AMCD, this
configuration would approximate colocated torque actuators and attitude/rate sensors, and
should therefore have the associated Lyapunov-stability property. In this configuration,
the AMCD's must have sufficiently large momenta in order to exert the magnitude of torque
required to achieve the desired rigid-body bandwidth (without exceeding the electro-
magnetic actuator gap limits). Separate AMCD's may also be used for primary control
actuation. The position gains for the rim suspension control system should be structured
as discussed above to retain the closed-loop stability properties of the structural modes.
For orbital applications it will be necessary to gimbal the AMCD's for primary controller
actuation.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the purpose of demonstration of the primary and secondary controller design
methods, a 44-mode finite element model of a 30.48 m x 30.48 m x 2.54 nun, completely
free aluminum plate was used. Inherent damping ratios of all the structural modes were
assumed to be zero. The AMCD's were chosen to have rims having 1.79 m diameter and
34 kg mass, suspended in four equally spaced electromagnetic actuators, and spinning at
5000 RPM. Secondary controller design was considered first.

Three AMCD's, centered at coordinates (4.44 m -8.26 m), (-12.06 m, -0.635 m) and
(14.6 m, -14.6 m) were used for the secondary controller (in the coordinate system with
axes parallel to the plate edges and origin at the plate center). Gain matrices KD
and Kr were assumed to be diagonal, with entries kpi, kri corresponding to the ith
AMCD. Keeping position gains constant at kpl = 146 /m, kp2 - 14.6 N/m, k 3 = 14.6 N/m,
rate gains (kri) were increased for the three AMCD's, starting with zero rate gains. As
shown in the root loci of Figure 2, damping ratios of the structural modes increase, the
lowest damping ratio being 0.071 for nominal gains (i.e., position gains as given pre-
viously, and rate gains of respectively 5636 N-sec/m, 2050 N-sec/m and 7174 N-sec/m for
the three AMCD's). Although only the first seven modes are shown in Figure 2, all modes
exhibit similar behavior.

Primary controller design using two-axis torque actuators and attitude/rate sensors
was next considered. As discussed in the previous section, the primary controller was to be
designed to control only rigid-body attitude, without attempting to actively control any
structural modes.

The secondary controller gains (when used) were set at their nominal values given abov.
Numerical results were obtained using either single torque actuator (2-axis) located at
the center of the plate, or three torque actuators placed at the locations of AMCD centers
given previously. Both colocated and noncolocated actuators/sensors cases were considered.
For the noncolocated case, single torque actuator located at the plate center was used,
and the attitude and rate sensors were located at (15.24 m, 0 m). The "evaluation"
or "truth model" for the noncolocated case was assumed to consist of rigid-body modes and
the first seven structural modes. Numerical results were obtained for the following cases:

1. single primary actuator with noncolocated sensors--truncation method;
2. single primary actuator with noncolocated sensors - MESS method;
3. single primary actuator with colocated sensors; and
4. three distributed primary actuators with colocated sensors.

For all cases, direct feedback of measured attitude and rate was used instead of using a
state estimator.

Numerical results for cases 1 through 4 were first obtained without the secondary
controller, and then with the secondary controller (K and K being at their nominal
values). The objective was to vary the primary controller position and rate feedback
gains (or weighting coefficients Qk in case of MESS method) in order to get the highest
rigid-body closed-loop bandwidth wrb with the restriction that the rigid-body damping
ratio (Prb) does not fall below 0.5. Closed-loop damping ratios of the structural modes
must also be reasonably high in order to obtain satisfactory shape/vibration control.
Figure 3 shows a bar graph of wmax' the maximum rigid-body bandwidth achievable such that
Prb > 0.5, and of Psmin, which represents tie smallest closed-loop damping ratio for
structural modes.

Since the purpose of these computations was to gain some insight into performance of
the methods discussed, formal numerical optimization routines were not used for obtaining

Ofwmax rather, it was accomplished by varying the parameters mentioned above and observing
% the trends. When the secondary controller was not used, it was not possible to obtain a

stable design for the noncolocated case with either truncation or MESS methods, as
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indicated by zero value of w in Figure 3. With the secondary controller included, how-
ever, stable designs were obtatned for the noncolocated case, with the MESS method causing
slight improvement over the truncation method. For the colocated cases, although the
closed-loop stability is guaranteed, it is possible to have zero closed-loop damping on
some structural modes (with no secondary controller), as indicated by the results for
Case 3. In addition, because of interaction of structural modes, the maximum achievable
rigid-body closed-loop bandwidth is also limited with this type of control law, although
all eigenvalues are guaranteed to be in the closed left-half of the complex plane. The
highest wmax (about 0.05 rad/sec) was obtained using three distributed torque actuators
with colocated sensors, when the secondary controller was included. It should be
possible to increase it further by using additional AMCD's in the secondary controller.
In all the cases considered, addition of secondary controller caused significant improve-
ment. For investigating the use of the same AMCD's in primary and secondary controllers,
preliminary numerical results were obtained for the case where attitude and rate sensors
were located on LSS at the AMCD center nominal locations. There was very little difference
in the damping-enhancement characteristics in spite of using the specially structured
Kp matrix. The overall closed-loop system was asymptotically stable even though actuators/
sensors in this case are only approximately colocated. However, it will be necessary to
have larger total AMCD angular momentum in order to get rigid-body closed-loop bandwidth
of the order of 0.05 rad/sec.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A controller design approach for large space structures, which uses several Annular
Momentum Control Devices (AMCD's) for modal damping enhancement, and torque actuators (or
AMCD's) for primary attitude control, was investigated. The secondary or damping enhance-
ment controller makes the system asymptotically stable under certain relatively simple con-
ditions, regardless of parameter inaccuracies and number of modes in the model. The primary
controller using torque actuators and colocated attitude and rate sensors makes the closed-
loop system Lyapunov stable. A method for structuring the secondary controller position gain
matrix was presented, which permits the use of the same AMCD's for secondary and primary
control actuation. Numerical results indicate that a control system consisting of a
secondary controller using several AMCD's and a primary controller using several distri-
buted torque actuators (or AMCD's) with colocated attitude and rate sensors, holds signifi-
cant promise.
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SUMMARY

For investigation cf the dynamic behaviour of spacecraft systems, simulations are commonly
used in nearly every phase of a mission. In the present paper, three hardware simulation
methods are presented:

A pure physical simulation method, which makes extensive use of scaling techniques in or-
der to overcome technical and environmental difficulties is demonstrated by means of two
examples.

A hybrid simulation technique is presented, which allows to include the dynamic behaviour
of flexible appendages into a physical simulation.

Finally, the possibility of implicating satellite hardware in a computer simulation by use
of a three axes flight simulator is pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

A widely used method for investigation of the dynamic behaviour of technical systems is
the simulation. Typical application fields of simulations in spacecraft dynamics are

* System design and development

* System selection

e System test and qualification

e Ground operation simulation,

each of which imposes its very special requirements to the simulation technique to be
used.

Spacecraft dynamics is essentially governed by three items:

* Physical properties of spacecraft (moments of inertia, energy dissipation,
flexibility etc.)

a Environmental influences causing disturbance torques

* Attitude control system.

Starting from this, two different types of simulation methods may be characterized: Simu-
lations which include parts of spacecraft hardware and simulations which do not so.

In a computer simulation, spacecraft dynamics, control system, sensors and torquers are
modelled mathematically as well as the dicturbance torques acting upon the spacecraft.
This type of simulation is frequently used in system design and system development, but
also in application fields, where hardware simulation seems to be not feasible (e.g. large
flexible space structures). Difficulties will appear in computer simulations, if the ma-
thematical models are only imperfect representations of the real components and systems,
for example because of the poor knowledge of the physical effects in such a system.

Methods including spacecraft hardware are necessary for system selection, test and quali-
fication. The physical simulation is a method which includes the complete attitude mea-
surement and control system in a physical manner. This means, that control torques from
the actuators and the physically simulated disturbance torques act upon the "spacecraft"
represented by a three-axes airbearing platform. The attitude of this platform is deter-
mined by the original spacecraft sensors relative to the simulated external references.

The purely physical simulation of spacecraft with large flexible appendages seems to be
not feasible with reasonable effort. Therefore a hybrid simulation technique is used in
this field, which combines the physical airbearing platform simulation with the computer-
aided simulation of the flexible parts.

Another hybrid simulation technique combining computer simulation with a three axes servo
platform is mainly used for system qualification. The physical properties of the space-
craft, the environmental influences and the actuators of the attitude control system are

% implemented in a computer and thus can be easily adapted to special mission requirements
and manoeuvres, while the optical sensors and the attitude measurement and control elec-
tronics are implicated in the simulation as hardware parts.
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The following contributions deal only with hardware dedicated simulation techniques. Pure
computer simulations are not within the view of this paper.

2. PHYSICAL SIMULATION METHODS IN SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS

Frequently, effects which are not well-known or even unexpected might have a considerable
influence on the dynamic behaviour of a spacecraft. A physical simulation will then be a
suitable means for finding out those effects and thus enables the system designer to take
them into account.

Characteristic features of physical simulations in spacecraft dynamic are:

" A hardwar- model is used for the performance of spacecraft dynamics

" Almost turque-free conditions of the undisturbed simulator have to be provided

" Control torques and disturbance torques are applied physically to the airbearing
table

" Spacecraft attitude measurement and control hardware is used in the simulation

" External attitude references (sun, earth etc.) are simulated by optical simulators.

Physical simulation methods may be applied to spin-stabilized spacecraft as well as to
three-axes-stabilized systems [1.2,31. They can be used for the investigation of single
components just as for testing of complete systems.

2.1 Simulation Hardware

Primary facility for physical simulations is a so-called spacecraft-motion-simulator,
which is essentially a mounting platform, equipped with a spherical airbearing, so that
it can move almost frictionless about all three axes. If the centre of mass of the plat-
form and all mounted equipment is located in the centre of the airbearing sphere, the
airbearing table represents a nearly torque-free system [4]. The remaining disturbance
torques may be devided into two groups:

a) Internal Disturbance Torques

These disturbance torques origine form the simulator itself. The main contributions are:

* Unbalance tr que, which occurs if centre of mass and centre of airbearing sphere do
no coincie. The largest amount of disturbance torque is caused by unbalances, main-
ly because this torque is time-variable. Thermal loads acting on the simulator struc-
ture will cause bending of the structure and thus shifting of the centre of mass3 the
same holds for the depletion of coldgas tanks although these are arranged symmetri-
cally and are carefully adjusted.

* Turbins torque, caused by an angular momentum in the air-flow of the bearing and by
imperfections of the bearing itself.

* Anisoelasticity torque, resulting from variable bending of the structure at different
inclination angles of the platform.

b) External Disturbance Torques

* Air turbulences, caused by the motion of persons, by convection from the heating etc.

This torque may be exceptionally suppressed.

e Magnetic tor ues, resulting from the interaction of the earth magnetic field with the
magnetic dip oment of the simulator. The magnetic torque can be kept small by us-
ing antimagnetic materials and by suitable electrical wiring.

The airbearing table (Fig. 2.1) is equipped with a complete coldgas system consisting of
four tanks, tubing, valves and a set of thrusters. It carries a battery assembly as elec-
tric power supply and a telemetry/telecommand system. For acquisition manoeuvres an exter-
nal large angle attitude measurement system is available. Fine attitude measurement is
achieved by an opto-electronic system.

The optical stimulators used for the simulation of the external optical references are
presented in detail in chapter 4.

Fig. 3.10 gives an impression of a typical simulation set-up.

/iii i=i i mmm.. .. .
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Fig. 2.1 Airbearing Platform

2.2 Simulation Technique

Physical simulations mostly are performed for selection or testing of systems and compo-
nents. The aim of physical simulations therefore is either the comparison and evaluation
of the behaviour of different systems and components or the determination of specific
parameters and of the performance of components and complete systems. From this it is
clear, that the simulation has to be accomplished in a manner, which allows to derive all
the significant parameters with a high confidence level. Furthermore, in a real project
it is necessary that there is a well-defined relation between simulation and spacecraft,
this means, that the simulation results have to be representative for the spacecraft too.
From this point of view, a number of problems arises when performing physicsl simulations:

Influence of gravity

Due to the influence of gravity the residual disturbance torque level of the airbearing
platform is limited to a lower value, which for most spacecraft missions is considerably
beyond the expected nominal disturbance torque level. As indicated in chapter 2.1, this
is mainly caused by thermal effects, depletion of the coldgas system and anisoelasticity
of the platform structure which in any case will cause a time - dependent shift of the
centre of mass.

Geometry and dimensions

Normally it is no longer possible, to realize the geometric dimensions and above all the
moments of inertia of present spacecraft in the simulation.

Limited simulation time

Battery capacity as well as fuel supply impose severe limitations upon the maximum simula-
tion time.

A problem encountered during the feasibility analysis of a simulation for a geostationary
satellite is appropriate to demonstrate the above mentioned difficulties:

An unscaled simulation of a complete orbit should be accomplished, based on the following
parameters:

* Maximum moment of inertia 2700 kgmm

* Nominal. disturbance torque level mj0-8 Nm

* Simulation time 24 hours

Consequences for the simulation:

16
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* Diameter of airbearing platform s 4 m

* Weight of airbearing platform > 1000 kg

* Required residual disturbance
torque level of the airbearing
platform o 10-

6 
Nm

These values are equivalent to the requirement that the maximum centre of mass shift of
the platform is about 10-10 m in 24 hours, which means 1/5000 of light wavelength. It is
obvious that this requirement cannot be fulfilled. As a consequence of this, the necessity
rises to scale the parameters, in order to come to realizable orders of magnitude. The
scaling method applicable to the problem depends on the actual task and the specific ob-
ject in view. Generally for each project a new method has to be developped [5].

The parameters which usually need to be scaled depend on the technical and physical pro-
perties of the simulation squipment to be used.

In particular these are:

" Moments of inertia
Typical values for the moments of inertia of present application satellites are in
the order of 1000 - 3000 kgm

2
. The realization of this for a simulation would result

in the before-mentioned weight and dimensions. The disturbance torques produced by
such a facility mainly by inclination - depended elastic bending are by a factor
100- 1000 beyond the nominal disturbance torques of such a satellite. In the simula-
tion, a reasonable upper value of the moments of inertia is 150 kgm2.

" Disturbance trues
The resid~uldsturbance torque level of airbearing tables with complex payloads over
a period of one hour or more is about 10

- 3 
Nm if the simulation set-up is very care-

fully designed. This means, that the nominal disturbance torques to be applied to
the platform must be at least in the order of 5.10

-
3 Nm.

* Control torques
" Cotras reaction jets are used as actuators in the simulation, the thrust level has

to be adapted once to the nominal disturbance torque level and secondly to the labo-
ratory conditions. If the thrust is too low, this will result in a bad reproducabi-
lity of actuator pulses. On the other hand, a too high thrust will produce heavy air
turbulences and thus induce additional non-deterministic disturbance torques upon the
simulator platform.

" Drift angles
Simulations of spacecraft with very high attitude pointing accuracy impose hard re-
quirements to the optical reference simulators. Therefore it may be desirable to
scale up the drift angles. Beyond this, it is frequently necessary to perform drift
angle scaling as a consequence of the applied scaling method.

• Simulation time
Battery capacity and fuel supply normally require a time limitation. Furthermore, the
time-dependent residual disturbance torques recommend a time limitation of the simu-
lation too.

In the following chapters two different methods shall be presented, which have been em-
ployed in actual satellite projects.

2.3 Simulation of a Pure Reaction-Jet Attitude Control System

To study system behaviour and to evaluate system performance of a new type of reaction-jet
attitude control system, a physical simulation was accomplished [2,6]. In detail, the ob-
jectives to be investigated were:

* Fuel consumption

* Number of thruster switchings

o Adaptivity to variable disturbance torques

* Fine pointing capability

* Critical system modes

In that simulation, the drift angle being input to the controller should remain unscaled.
The moments of inertia and the thrust of the jets could be changed only by rather small
amounts, so that scaling was necessary in order to transfer the results to any spacecraft.
The simulation parameters are given in table 1.

Moments of inertia 17 -35 kgm
2

Control torque 0.23 Nm

Disturbance torque 1.10
-
4 Nm

Table 2.1: Simulation rarameters
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2.3.1 Scaling factor Simulation/Spacecraft

With the before-mentioned parameters and conditions, the dynamics of the simulation is de-

termined. The motion of the spacecraft and of the simulator platform about one axis is

given by Eq. (2.1)

(2.1) 3"d---  = T T

where 3 is the moment of inertia, Td and Tc are disturbance torque and conm ol torque re-
spectively and p is the drift angle. Tc is non-zero unly during short time periods 6t when
a thruster is fired. Otherwise the motion is given by Eq. (2.2)

(2.2) J d = Td

In general the following relations will be valid:
Si 3 /C TSim _ /

Sim < S/C and Td > S

which means, that the motion of the simulator will be faster than that o the scacecraft.
Thus a time scaling of the simulation is achieved and the relation between simulation and
spacecraft is renresEnted by a time scaling factor.

Integration of Eq. (2.2) yields

1 Td
(2.3) = -T t2 +4,t (po

which represents the motion of the simulator between two successive thruster pulses. For
a chain of successive Pulses, the ti ie coJrse of motion is shown in Fioure 2.2.

'PI

0 & ,

The~ O inta value (tthiomnt ofthutevernglae

1 t 1 T d  At i_ t
o i = 1o ( c l

((D angular acceleration due to disturbance torque)

The principle of the system in test is, to control the peak heights of the parabolas such
that the peaks are oscillating about zero. The mean time - between two pulses (as repre-
sented by parabola 4 in Fig 2.2) can be calculated:

(2.4) AE 4 J-

and from this, the time scaling factor can be determined, which enables transfer of the
simulation results to an actual spacecraft mission.

-- SiTm-

tSat 3Sat Td(2.5) K M _ S

The dynamics of a modern communication satellite (J -2500 kgm
a
, Td -5,10

-
5 Nm) for example

will be scaled by a factor K -27 in this simulation.

ii
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2.3.2 Scaling Method for Fine Pointing Simulations

Oue to the fixed thrust level of the coldgas system and to a system-inherent minimal
thruster pulse length of 10 milliseconds, modifications of the scaling method had to be
done for the fine pointing simulations. For a correct performance of the attitude control
system in test, a mean pulse length 6T considerably beyond the minimal pulse length of
10 msec is necessary. With the parameters given before a limitation for fine pointing of
about 0.1 degree results, which however is not a limit of the systEr itself, but of the
simulation method. Therefore it was necessary to modify the simulation method in order to
enable simulations with increased pointing accuracy.

Regarding again parabola 4 in Fig. 2.2, the angular rate of the simulator platform after
being accelerated by Td for a time period AT/2 is calculated.

(2.6) 3 d

With this angular rate, the switching level - j is crossed and a mean pulse of length 6T
should invert this angular rate 0:

(2.7) c• 2 = 2

so that

(2.8) 3t . 4 . T d

c

Taking the simulation parameters from Tab. 2.1, it can be seen that 61-10 msec is reached
at pointing accuracies of about 0.1 degree.

Therefore, a new scaling technique was applied: Starting from a correct limit cycle whose
pulse length is sufficiently separated from the minimal pulse length, the disturbance tor-
que is increased by a factor n> 1. Thus it is possible, to simultaneously decreasF the
deadband-width AO (which corresponds to increased pointing accuracy), without decreasing
the mean pulse length, according to Eq. (2.9)

4,Q2.J-(T dn)

(2.9) 1* " n d - 3
c

As a consequence of this, the mean time between two pulses changes again, according to
Eq. (2.4)

(2.10) T- At

n

so that a total time scaling factor

(2.11) C = K'n

results. With this technique, pointing accuracies of about 0.001 degree could be obtained.
This however represented the utmost capability of this simulation method, because with this
time scale factor the time between two pulses is of the same order of magnitude as the
pulse lengths. This fact causes an instability of the system behaviour.

Taking again the modern communication satellite as an example, the total time scaling fac-
tor is about 2700, which means that five minutes of simulation time correspond to more
than 9 days mission time of the spacecraft.

2.4 Simulation of an "ttitude Control System with Fixed Momentum Wheel

A very interesting example for an extensive use of scaling methods is the simulation of
an attitude control system with a fixed momentum wheel for a geostationary satellite. The
attitude control system is essentially a WHECON system and is presented in detail in (7].
The primary simulation task for this prcject has already been mentioned in chapter 2.2:
Unscaled simulation of a complete 24h-orbit. As could be shown it is not possible to ac-
complish these requirements and scaling technique has to be used for an adequate simula-
tion. Considerations concerning the most critical parameters of the simulation gave as a
result, that the residual disturbance torque level of such a complex set-up has to be ex-
pected at about 10- 3 Nm, the moments of inertia should not exceed 150 kgm 2 and a simula-
tion time of 0.5 to 1 hour would be suitable.

As a consequence of this, nominal disturbance torques of 5.10
- 3 Nm have to be simulated

which can easily be done by a set of coldgas thrusters. Furthermore, time scaling requires,
that the orbital angular velocity of the spacecraft (2n/24h) which is responsible for the
kinematic coupling of roll and yaw axis also has to be scaled up, which means that there

% was a demand for an appropriate simulation technique.
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2.4.1 Scaling Method

The desing of a suitable scaling method was governed by four crucial requirements:

" Minimal modifications of the control system

" High reliability of the results

" Transferability of the results to spacecraft

" Angular momentum must remain unscaled.

From these requirements, a fundamental scaling principle for this simulation was deduced:
The ratio of the three main components of attitude motion

* nutation (cN ,

* angular drift due to disturbance torques (a) .

* orbital angular velocity (WE)

relative to each other should be maintained.

A characteristic value for the normal operation roll-yaw-controllor performance is

(2.12) AN T 40 T =
(2O. A2 OB o N ATOB H3

which is the attitude drift due to disturbance torque Td within half a nutation period re-
lated to the deadband-width ATDB. This quantity is directly related to the stability of
the controller and therefore should not be changed in the simulation. So the condition

ATN
(2.13) -- = const.

was taken as a scaling law for the simulation and it will be seen, that the application of
the scaling principle derived before implies condition (2.13).

The scaling procedure is now, that primarily a simulation set-up is realized, whose ratios
of the mrments of inertia are the same as those of the spacecraft. Then the nutation fre-
quency (ON of this set-up is determined:

(2.14) 6 *

Comparison of oaN to the nutation frequenty taN of the spacecraft provides the time scal-

ing factor K. From this the crbital angular rate to be simulated can be calculated:

(2.15) ( = K. E

Next, the scaling constant ATN/AVDB is calculated from spacecraft data. Taking now the si-
mulated moments of inertia and the simulated disturbance torque, the angle scaling factor
C may be determined using Eq. (2.12).

The control torque pulse for removing an attitude offset &TOB from the spacecraft is

(2.16) Tc.At = H.AQDB

Thus the angle scaling factor C accordingly applies to the control torque pulse.

In the following table, a comparison of spacecraft and simulation data is presented.

S/C Simulation

Angular momentum H [Nms] 35 35
Moments of inertia kg.m2]

Jx 2720 100
Jy 1330 71

JZ 2140 85
Nutation frequency WN[sec-1). 1,45.10-a 3,8.10-'
Time scaling factor K 26 2
Orbital angular rate wE(sec-'] 7,27'10-5 1,9,10-2
Disturbance torque Td[m] 10-5 5.10-

3

Drift rate WD[sec-1] 3.10-7 1,510
-
4

Deadband ATD 0.05 1,0
Scaling consant tON/AQOB 7,1.10-a 7,1,10-a

Angle scaling factor C CM
Control torque pulse TcAtlNms) 3.10-

2  
6.10-1

Table 2.2: Spacecraft and Simulation Parameters
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With this scaling method, only slight modifications of the control system settings have
to be made, the motion of the simulator platform is the same as those of the satellite,
only modified by two constant factors. In this way, the requirements postulated before
are satisfied and a suitable means to overcome the experimental difficulties is available.

2.4.2 Scaled Cimulation of Roll/Yaw Coupling

As consequence of the time scaling, the orbital angular rate which provides roll/yaw cou-
pling has to be speeded up by the time scaling factor K. One method to do this is, to am-
plify the natural gyrocompass effect due to earth rotation by rotating the earth simulator
with an appropriate angular rate about an axis parallel to the flywheel rotation axis and
passing through the center of the airbearing sphere. The linearized equations of motion
for a circular, geostationary orbit (orbital angular rate WE = const.) and small angular
motions are

SX0 + jEf + 4 = TX

(2.17) 3 H-A = Ty

= TZ

(ce, Euler angles)

The same equations of motion are valid for the simulation. If an additional angular rate
ao is applied, we get the roll and yaw equations of motion as follows:

(2.18) X+ H'. +wEV
' p +H'= TX- H.EH'sinwot(2.18) TZHaHcs.t

J Z + H'[ w , 
+ w E V '

,P + H' : T z  - H' EH'COSo t

where the simulator pitch axis is parallel to the local vertical axis and COEV and (OEH are
the vertical and the horizontal component of the earth angular rate. As can be seen from
Eq. (2.18) an additional torque modulated by the orbit angular rate is generated by this
method. This torque would act upon the simulator in the same manner as for example the
solar pressure disturbance torque acts upon the spacecraft. Thus, this additional torque
represents a realistic disturbance torque.

However, a number of problems arises from this simulation method: The required accuracy
of the earth simulator rotation is very high (positional accuracy i0.020) and furthermore
all other external equipment aligned towards the airbearing table has to be rotated with
high accuracy, because the airbearing platform itself rotates with the simulated orbital
angular rate. For this reason, an alternative method was selected, to introduce the roll/
yaw coupling into the simulation [3,8].

A very simple possibility to get an effect similar to the gyrocompassing effect is to de-
finitely shift the center of mass of the simulator platform thus generating a torque caused
by the gyropendulum effect. Although these two effects are of quite different nature,
their mathematical description is very similar as can be seen from Fig. 2.3.

Gyropendulum effect Gyrocompassing effect

H w

H

Reaction torque equivalent torque
T = mgl siny: p • siny T =-wo x H : WoH siny

Fig. 2.3: Pyropendulum f ffnct and fryrocnmpassinj, Fffect

Introducing the gyro pendulum effect into the ]ineari'7'd oquations nf motion 2.17. this
yields for roll and yaw axis:
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1 3X + CWEV.H + p)'p+Ht = TX -AEH'sin6
(2.19)

JZ t + (WEv'H + P)'P+ H9 = TZ -(EH'COS
6

where 6 is a fixed angle now instead of co0 t in equation 2.18 because the simulator pitch
axis is again parallel to the local vertical axis, but no additional rotation is applied.

If the gyropendulum torque p is adjusted now in a manner, that the artificially increased
angular rate"

(2.20) wo = cEV +

is equal to KWE (K = time scaling factor), then the roll/yaw coupling in the scaled simu-
lation is equivalent to the natural roll/yaw coupling in the orbit.

3. HYBRID SIMULATION OF SPACECRAFT WITH FLEXIBLE APPENDAGES

A realistic approach to ground-based attitude control system design verification is three-
axis air-bearing testing with actual system hardware mounted on an air-bearing platform
which simulates the spacecraft dynamics. In particular this is true for control systems
employing angular momentum storage devices (e.g. a Doubled Gimballed Momentum Wheel [3,
9]) which exert internal control torques on the satellite only detectable by the inves-
tigation of the motion of the complete system. Air-bearing testing offers the ultimate re-
presentation of the system dynamics but provides limited accuracy in dynamic modeling rJe
to the facility disturbance torques and because only rigid body dynamics are available.
Flexible structures like solar arrays, antennas etc. are designed for zero-g conditions
and cannot be incorporated as hardware in the simulations on earth. On the other hand it
is known that for example rotating dissipating systems like flywheels with compliant bear-
ings (grease bearing, magnetic bearing) can significantly change not only the overall rig-
id body motion [I0.11] but also the relative motion of deformable structures (10]. There-
fore it is desirable to include the effects of relative elastic motions of substructures in
the simulations. In this chapter a general approach is presented to overcome the limita-
tions of air-bearing testing by augmenting the platform dynamics by either active or pas-
sive means.

3.1 Mathematical Modeling and General Considerations

The fundamental objective in this context is extension of the scope of three-axis air-
bearing tests to spacecraft configurations for which flexibility is significant. The basic
idea of constructing a flexible dynamics simulator [12] is the physical realisation of the
principle of internal reaction forces and torques (Newton's Third Law) widely utilized in
the theory of multibody systems. That means to investigate the dynamical behaviour of a
single body it is sufficient to cut off the connections to all other bodies. The internal
loads transferred by the connecting elements like springs, dampers or even fixed mountings
may now act on the body like an external excitation.

Flexible Array Central Body

SBS( Platform) M= Internal Reactian brques

Fig. 3.1: Principle of Internal Reaction Torques

Fig. 3.1 represents this principle in case of a satellite motion simulation using an air-
bearing table. The simulator comprises the complete hardware of the ACS (electronics, sen-
sors, actuators) to be tested. All other parts of the system in particular the dynamics
of flexible subbodies and the internal reaction torques Me representing the connection be-
tween hardware and software are computer simulated using appropriate mathematical models.
By some additional actuators the internal loads Me are transferred to the air-bearing ta-
ble like an external excitation. The dynamic response of the platform should be that of a
satellite to be simulated driven by the real control actuator torques including errors
from the laboratory environment.

Ik
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The mathematical modeling of spacecraft with flexible subbodies and the utilization of
such models in the control theory is well known in literature [13,14,15]. Most of them
are based on a formulation technique introduced by Likins which is called *method of hy-
brid coordiantes". It represents the equations of motion in terms of discrete parameters
as far as the rigid body motions are concerned while the elastic deformation is described
by distributed parameters.

x ,PYx(roll)

rigid
central body solar array

F _ . y, e,-H
cm (pitch)

Inertial reference

Fig. 3.2: Configuration of a Modern Communication Satellite

A sketch of the configuration of a three axes stabilized modern communication satellite
is depicted in Fig. 3.2. It consists of a rigid central body serving as a reference for
the antennas, the sensors and the actuators of the attitude control system. Attached to
it there are two rotating solar arrays with their axis of rotation coincident with the
spacecraft pitch axis (y,e) being aligned normal to the orbit plane. Usually the arrays
are mounted on a shaft to avoid shading of them by the central body or the antennas. The
spacecraft yaw axis (zij) points towards the earth center while the roll axis (x,() is
coincident with the flight direction. In case of stabilization by a Double Gimballed Mo-
mentum Wheel the spin axis (H) is normally parallel to the pitch axis the spin rate vec-
tor being negative while the gimbal axes are parallel to roll (Yx) and yaw (Yz).

A good approach to derive the equations of motion of the system is the usage of Lagrange's
formalism

(3.1) _5 (aT) _T , aV Q-
dt 3gi I g. 1

where

T = kinetic energy, V = potential energy,

gi= generalized coordinates, Qi - generalized forces.

The kinetic energy of the system is given by

(3.2) T - I f AT A dm
•7 -dm -dm d

s T
where [ ]" denotes the absolute time derivative of the corresponding vectors and [ i means
vector transposed. The mass integral is taken over the whole system. Using ?dm = + 

+ yields1 *T o T T

(3.3) T - 1 f A A dm + AT w dm + f T ; dm
5 S S

In Eq. (3b3) there are three distinguished parts
rigid body motion: T lf O~m- 1 ms~ I' T

r 7 -- 7 s-CM _CM+ 7 'C M5

elastic deformation: Te 1 T j T dm

coupling rigid body/
elastic motion: T re f T dm

Note that since R incorporates no deformation the integral of T can be substituted by the
Ssystem mass me and the matrix of the system moments of inertia ICM related to the o\erall
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center of mass CM of the undeformed structure and the angular velocities w (discrete co-
ordinates). The deflection w depends on time and on the spatial coordinates of the solar
arrays. So the integrals of Tre, T may not be resolved and are taken only over the range
of the array coordinates p (distributed parameters).

Neglecting the influence of gravitation the only source of potential energy is the stiff-
ness of the deformable structures. The corresponding term in Eq. (3.1) can be written

(3.4) V = 
w T 

K w dp
P

where K is the local stiffness matrix of the appendages. It depends on the spatial coordi-
nates and their spatial derivatives respectively.

To seperate the time dependance of the deflection w from the spatial distribution of mass
and stiffness, w is resolved in a series of time and space dependend functions

(3.5) w = Lq , L = [01(p)...O.(p)...0 (p)] , q = [q1(t)'. qj(t) . qn
(t ) ]T

where *j(p) are the mode shapes of the deformation and qj(t) are the corresponding ampli-
tude time functions. These modes are orthognal and represent the result of a static ana-
lysis of the structure, e.g. using finite element techniques. In general they are the so-
lutions of a homogenous system of linear algebraic equations and therefore can be proper-
ly normalized.

Substituting w(t) of Eq. (3.4) by Eq. (3.5) yields

(3.6) V = qT K q , K LT R L dp
P

where K is the global stiffness matrix of the system. Normalizing the modes to the extent
that the mass integral resulting from Te is given by

(3.7) f 1T 0. dmP = 11
I

p - -J 0, i*j (orthogonality condition)

results in a diagonal form of the global stiffness matrix representing the eigenfrequen-

cies Wi of the deformation

(3.8) K = diag [w ], i=1(1)n

while the mass matrix of the elastic motion becomes the unit matrix.

Supposing complete linearity and applying the formalism of Eq. (3.1) to the energy expres-
sions of Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) respectively the satellite equations of motion can be
written

(3.9) Id+ Gd +Pa+Ry +A = B1 + Mc + Md (rigid body motion)

(3.10) Ad + 4 +diag[d 14 + diag[o]q = 0 (elastic deformations)

where

I = mass matrix of the rigid body motion,

A = coupling matrix rigid body motion/elastic deformation,

G,P,R,B = input matrices of a Double Gimballed Momentum Wheel,

di  - structural (modal) damping,

Y-, - gimbal angles and time derivative respectively,

M . additional control forces and torques (e.g. exerted by gas jet thrusters),-c

Md - disturbance forces and torques.

The coupling matrix A resulting from Tre depends on the attachment point r and the general
undeflected orientation of the appendages with respect to the central body. Note that the
external forces and torques Mc, d act only on the rigid body motion and that rigid body
and relative elastic motion couple only through accelerations, i.e. internal dynamic loads.
External forces like station keeping thruster forces will not produce torques on the space-
craft but by the coupling A may excite the appendage deformations.

In the same way the equations of motion of the air bearing table can be derived

(3.11) 1t 4t G4 -t +Pgt+Ryt - Bit +c,t+dt + s
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where the index t indicates table motion and MS is the vector of the internal reaction
torques. The parameters yt,yt and Mc are real physical quantities. Since hardware of the
satellite has to be tested, without a control actuator error it is

(3.12) - =t it, -c -ct

Supposing

means the platform dynamics are equivalent to that of the real spacecraft to be simulated.
Formn Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.11) together with Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) the internal raction
torques can be computed by

(3.14) Ms= (I t -I)d-A T

Eq. (3.14) reveals, that Me depends only on the difference of the system mass matrices and
that the intersection point need not to be a real physical interface.

Examining Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.14) the question may arise, whether it is possible to re-
alize the internal reaction torques by passive means. In this case a configuration which
maintains an invariant center of mass is a clear requirement, unless gravitational effects
are intentionally employed as an effective spring. One approach which meets this constraint
is the torsional pendulum. Consider a single mode with the table representing the central
body. One-to-one modeling of a bending mode with an effective bending inertia of about
600 kgm2 (a typical value for usual three-axis stabilized communication satellites) re-
quires a pendulum inertia of the same amount. Even if the inertia is scaled downward with
10:1 scaling (at the expense of maintaining on-orbit torque to inertia ratios) the pendu-
lum mass is still excessive. In addition to size and weight, other factors which limit de-
sirability of the passive approach are bearing friction (which will exclude attainment of
zero damping) and operational convenience. With any passive configuration parameter chan-
ges will result in inertia changes, spring constant changes etc. which will be time con-
suming and will affect table balance.

Therefore an active configuration is the appropriate answer. Possible candidates for the
additional internal reaction torque actuators are coldgas thrusters, reaction wheels and
special electro-magnetic actuators. Gas thrusters have the disadvantage of increasing the
disturbance torque level in the laboratory and may only be used if the demanded torques
are very large. Electro-magnetic actuators, consisting of coils and permanent magnets are
the superior concerning torque accuracy but their range of linearity is limited and they
permit only very small motions of the air bearing table. So for the actual configurations
discussed here, ball bearing reaction wheels have been selected, although there may be dif-
ficulties at zero rotation speed due to the sticktion torque effect. The control laws pro-
posed for these actuators are based on two different approaches to the system. They differ
by the method how the appendage reaction torques are generated as functions of the table
motion. They are called the "model tracking approach" and the "explicit torque approach"
and will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

As indicated above a general characteristic of communication satellites is the presence of
a rotating solar array with the axis of rotation parallel to the satellite pitch axis. From
Fig. (3.1) it is clear that the effective bending inertia about the transverse axes (roll/
yaw) is much more significant than about the rotational (pitch) axis. While the roll/yaw
modes will be excited by attitude and velocity dependent control forces and torques, pri-
mary excitation of the pitch array mode results from the array drive. Although interaction
with the attitude control system can occur in each case, the roll and yaw axes usually pre-
sent the more challenging design problem. It is realistic, therefore, to consider the roll!
yaw dynamics as the primary objective of the simulator with pitch as a secondary goal.

3.2 The M~odel Tracking Approach

The model tracking approach was suggested in 1973 by H.L. Mork and P.C. Wheeler (12]. The
block diagram of their "Flexible Dynamics Simulator" is shown in Fig. (3.3).

Here a spacecraft model realized by electronic hardware is driven by a torque signal cor-
responding to the central body external torques, that means the table external torques with-
out the internal reaction torques resulting from the additional actuators. A comparison is
made between the model and table attitude behaviour to generate the model tracking error.
It is used to command the actuators and thereby driving the table response to follow the
model response. If the error is small, the actuators will be producing the internal reac-
tion torques on the table, that the flexible appendages exert upon the spacecraft. In this
case the appendage reaction torques are not explicitly derived.

Utilizing accelerometers for table motion sensors and if there is no momentum wheel (0,P,
R,8 = 0) it is possible to get information about the external disturbance and control tor-
ques acting on the table. The tracking error equation can now be written using Eq. (3.14)
in its Laplace transformed from

(3.15) g2g(g) -Ms- s2[(-I t -E)at - -iATqi

% ~where the model attitude angles are %- ct*e and E is the unit matrix. Suppose there is
small or zero coupling between the rigid body motion and the elastic deformnations (' 0
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then Eq. [3.15) reduces to the error of the rigid body motion between the simulator and
the model.

DISTURBANCE TORQUES

CONTROL
TORQUES SIMULATOR

TORQUES {TABLE [
MOTION
SENSOR

I SENSOR
ONTIONINGI

N L
UJNTIROL

Fig. 3.3: Model Tracking Approach of a Flexible Oynamics Simulator

In case of equal moments of inertia I=I t the coefficient multiplying the sensed table rate
is zero and the tracking error, considering only the sensed rate and the rigid body motion
will be identically zero. Since the control loop commands the actuators as a function of
the tracking error, no internal reaction torques are exerted on the table. This case cor-
responds to the table inertia representing the total rigid body inertia of the spacecraft
and the appendages.

The second case is for It<I, e.g. It equal to the moments of inertia of the rigid central
body. The coefficient of the sensed table rate is negative resulting in additional reac-
tion torques. The actuators will act to scale down the other applied torques on the table
so that the apparent table inertias will appear to have been increased, thereby achieving
the total rigid body inertias. In both cases the effects of flexibility are added to the
system like additional disturbance torques.

Evaluating and comparing the transfer functions of the simulator and the model for several
values of bending frequencies and bending moments of inertia Mork and Wheeler have shown
that the dynamic responses for a given configuration are in very close agreement to each
other in the frequency range of interest, i.e. the ACS crossover frequency range. This ac-
curacy is achieved by proper selection of the control loop parameters, the characteristic
of the table motion sensors and the additional actuators. The effects of nonlinearities
inherent in the system like actuator saturation and wheel friction can be kept small.

In [12] no simulations of attitude control systems incorporating amomentum wheel have been
Investigated. In this case the dynamic response of the air bearing table will be complete-
ly changed because now it shows nutational and precessional motions. Although the rigid
body motion of the model has the same characteristic, the frequency range is different if
the table moments of inertia are not equal to the overall satellite plus appendage moments
of inertia. Since the table motion sensor signal now contains not only information about
the external torques but also the internal dynamic loads exerted from the wheel on the
simulator it may be difficult to achieve stability of the model tracking approach. At the
DFVLR in 1978 an alternative simulator concept has been developed [16], based on the di-
rect torque approach, which permits the simulation of wheel attitude control systems
with arbitrory rigid body configurations of the air bearing table.

3.3 The Direct Torque Approach

Contrary to the simulation concept discussed before the internal reaction torques will now
be synthesized and computed explicitly in a digital computer and exerted upon the air bear-
ing table by additional actuators. No tracking error signal is generated forcing the simu-
lator to follow the computed model output.

--9. .. ir - ..- I. . .
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3.3.1 Simulation Concept

A sketch of the simulation principle is given in Fig. 3.4:

Internal Reaction Torques

Fig. ~ ~ ~ : 3.:SmlainPinilDitTrque Hg Appurach

ThTor ie te c t o Attitude c oteas.j-.- utocolimator )
..J[Air Bearing JL

0 " J ~~Platform L-°

tsd IcstoEarthsensors
Actuator hoSunsensors

1 A tt it u d e  J_

1 C on tro l

Fig. 3.4: Simulation Principle, Direct Torque Approach

The lower part of Fig. 3.4 comprises the components of the attitude control system to be
tested. It consists of earth and sun sensors, the attitude control electronics and the
control actuators, represented here by a Double Gimballed Momentum Wheel and coldgas jet

thrusters. The upper part comprises the computer simulated part of the system. This simu-
lation needs an additional measurement of the air bearing table attitude angles with very
high accuracy using optical sensors. These measurements provide the necessary information
about the table motion for a digital computer to integrate the system equations of motion
and to evaluate the internal reaction torques. From these torques control commands are de-
rived which are transferred to additonal actuators mounted on the table.

A detailed representation of the computer simulated part is depicted in Fig. 3.5. In ge-
neral it consists of three subsystems, which shall be discussed below.

The Kalman-filter estimates the external disturbance torques acting on the air bearing
table and the table state variables with minimal estimation error variance. The distur-
bance torques are modeled as two GauB-Markoff processes of first order. According to the
environmental conditions in the laboratory they have a short term and a long term compo-
nent. Filtering of the attitude measurements is done via a model of the air bearing table/
momentum wheel dynamics represented by Eq. (3.11).

The evaluation of the internal reaction torques starts with an integration of the overall
system equations of motion, i.e. an evaluation of the satellite motion. The dynamic model
of the satellite described by Eq. (3.9), (3.10) is driven by the estimated disturbance
torques in addition to the computed torques of the attitude control actuators. Modelling
of these control torques is done in the same way as it is necessary for the performance
evaluation of the control system. Utilizing Eq. (3.14) with the known model accelerations
d and g the internal reaction torques can be computed. From the torques M5 a control com-
mand i3 derived, being transferred to a set of reaction wheels as additional actuators un
the table. They force the dynamic response of the table to be equal to the motion of the
real satellite.

As can be seen from Fig. 3.5 nowhere in the computation a tracking error signal between
the table and the model attitude angles is utili-ad. There is only an explicjt realisa-
tion of the internal reaction torques. In case of a L itrol actuator error i.e. Mc*Mo, there-
fore the dynamic response of the simulator coincides with the dynamic response of the
real satellite driven by the incorrect control tnroje. The difference AMc=Mc.-c is esti-
mated by the filter and added to the system as an additional disturbance torque and there-
by it is incorporated in the evaluation of the internal reaction torques. The main task
of air bearing simulations to dtect control actuator failires and to study their influ-
ence on the overall system motion is preserved.

The dynamic repsonse of a satellite and also the response of the air bearing table stabi-
lized by a momentum wheel and excited by external disturbance torques is a nutational mo-
tion. Its frequency is determined by the nominal value of the angular momentum and in ad-
dition depends on the moments of inertia. According to Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.11) the wheel
angular momentum is equal for the satellite to be simulated and for the platform but usu-
ally this is not true for the moments of inertia.
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computer simulated part of the system .
F mode( of the

control actuators

and precession model of theAd

al m, Iatttd esr-

air bearing ment

Searth/sun sensor

t, m table attitude angles and measurement resp.

tt estimated table statevaabs

Md,'_d actual and estimated disturbancetoue

reactionttoqque

Ms,_Mk internal reaction torques and compensation torques

M c,.Mc  real and modeled attitude control torques

Msks+k real and modeled torques of the additional actuators

Fig. 3.5: Computer Simulated Part of the System

Performing the simulations according to the concept described so far the result would be
a platform motion as shown in Fig. 3.6.

1.6

-1.6___________ ________________

0 t/T B  1.•2

Fi. 3.6: Time Record of the Simulator and Satellite Roll Angle

The response of the air bearing table exhibits two oscillations. The sinodal motion with

the long period represents the dynamics of the satellite with flexible 
ppendges. But in

adoition there is another short period oscillation due to the nutation frequency of the

simulator which in general is not equal to that of the satellite as outlined before. There-

fore, In the block diagram of Fi. 3.5 a feedback of the estimated table state variables

, t has been introduced called the table nutation and precession compensation ccording
to the following equation

M .-

ac u t r ..... k_ ,i be rn tm n
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K, +k K t K &

By proper selection of the feedback parameter matrices K1 ,K2 in the interesting frequency
range the response of the table will be equal to that of the satellite without any addi-
tional resonance.

3.3.2 System Dynamics

The dynamics of the overall 6ystem have been investigated in a numerical simulation. The
corresponding parameters are listed in Table 3.1:

satellite air bearing table

rigid body motion:

momentum bias H nNmsJ 20 20

ratio of moments of inertia ISAT /It1-] 50
nutation frequency Wntrad/s] 3.1.10-2 9.3.10-1

precession frequency ( [rad/s] 7.3.10-5 7.3.10-
3

reference angle tSPB[rad] 6,25.10-3

reference period Tp[s] 253

flexible appendages:

1. bending frequency/roll W R,I/nSAT 6.05

2. bending frequency/roll (R,2/wn,SA T  37.9

1. bending frequency/yaw G,1/CanSAT 60.5

2. bending frequency/yaw W G,2/Aan,SAT 379.2

bandwidth/simulator w(rad/s] 0+3

external excitation: (compensated)

(torque impulse/roll)

nominal M d At[Nms] 0.13d,c
erroneous M d,cAt[Nms] 0.117 0.13

reference torque MB(Nm] 0.25

Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters

In roll and yaw, two bending modes of the flexible appendages have been considered. Accord-

ing to the ratio of transverse moments of inertia satellite/table of 50 the frequency of

the table nutation is much higher than that of the real satel]ite. Using Eq. (3.16) it is

compensated with a simulator corner frequency of 3 rad/s. The corresponding change in the

air bearing table response is given by Fig. 3.7 with the transfer function roll torque/

roll angular velocity for an example.

The nutational motion was excited by a jet thruster torque impulse about the roll axis.

By this external disturbance also the appendage mode with the lowest bending frequency is

primarily excited. The results for the roll axis motion are shown in Fig. 3.8. As time

base the nutation period of the real satellite has been chosen. Cue to the external tor-

que impulse at the first moment the dynamic response of the simulator is faster than that

of the real satellite. The corresponding difference in the roll angle plot results from

the transient phase in the torque estimation and the discrete computation of the internal

reaction torques (Fig. 3.8 a,b,c). After that transient the roll angle estimation and the

simulator and satellite roll angle are equal up to a very high degree of accuracy (Fig.

3.8 d). The dynamic behaviour exhibits the satellite notation disturbed by the relative

appendage motion due to the first roll bending mode. 'he influence of the second bending

mode is almost negligible. By proper compensation the disturbance effects due to the near-

ly undamped simulator eigenfrequencles (ref. to Fig. 3.6) have completely vanished from

the system. The dynamic response in yaw not plotted here is in the same order of accuracy.
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d) roll angle (t %.
' 

°LSAT)

1.4

i 771

c) internal reaction torque/roll

1.2

Ms/MB

-1.2

b) compensating torque/roll

3.6-10
- 1

MK/MB

-3.610-1

a) torque estimation/roll

Ad/MB

_8.10
- 3

0 t/T3 1.2

Fig. 3.8: Time Record of the Roll Angle and Corresponding
Simulator Torques, Nominal Case

In [12] Mork and Wheeler stated that for lightly or undamped systems stability of the di-
rect torque approach could be difficult to achieve. The system described here is stable in
roll and yaw because here the dynamic response of the simulator is dominated by the wheel
and that means by changes of the overall angular momentum. The filter is able to estimate
these changes and to derive the correct information about the external disturbance torques.
But there is no influence of the angular momentum bias in the pitch axis. Here the problem
of stability is more ignificant. Employing the same method as in roll/yaw (i.e. to realise
a prescribed transfer function of the simulator by a proper feedback of the estimated table
states) and using the filter as a predictor of the disturbance torques also in pitch satis-

fying stability can be achieved.
/
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d) yaw angle (at , t, aSAT )

1.3

-1.3

c) roll angle (a t , , aSAT )

1.4

-1.4

b) torque estimation/yaw

8 10
- 3

Pd/MB

-8-10 - 3
L

a) torque estimation/roll
210 2

Ad/MB

-2 10
- 2

0 t/TB 1.2

Fig. 3.9: Time Record of the Roll and Yaw Angle and Corresponding
Torque Estimation, Erroneous Control Torque

3.3.3 Realisation

The hardware configuration of the complete simulator is presented in Fig. 3.10.
The rigid body moments of inertia achievable with this configuration are only about
30 kgm

2
. This e >ins the large value of the inertia ratio in Tab. 3.1. On the air bear-

ing platform two J.fferent sets of momentum wheels manufactured by Te.dix, Heidelberg are
mounted. A 0ouble rimballed Momentum Wheel (0GMW) with a momentum bias of 20 Nms is sta-
bilising the satellite and represents together with cold gas jet thrusters for wheel de-
saturdtion the actuators of the control system. In addition a set of three ball bearing

( wheels with zero momentum bias (reaction wheels) are used for generating the internal re-
action torques. They are not driven by direct torque commands but by a speed control loop
to minimize the effects of friction torques. Thereby the output of the reaction torque

% evaluation implemented in a digital processor are wheel speed commands directed to a mi-
croprocessor rather than motor torques. The microprocessor serves as a decentral cor'trol- i

. . . . . . _ - , .. . . . .
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ler of the actual rotation speed.

Data handling between ground and simulator is performed via flexible wirs. Due to the ad-
ditional disturbance torques introduced by the wires this method is only feasible for small
angular deflections of the table. For larger attitude angles they must be substituted by
a TM/TC-system. The interaction between the processor and the wheel controller depends on
the minimum time, required for the computation of the internal reaction torques. It is d9-
termined by the number of modes incorporated in the evaluation and by the degree of inter-
axis coupling. A typical sampling period for the system described is 150-200 ms. This rate
is too slow to get a satisfying operation of the reaction wheels and so the microprocessor
has to interpolate and smooth the discrete wheel speed commands.

As mentioned before this active configuration of a flexible dynamics simulator can be a-
dapted to various satellite configurations in a very short time. If there are any changes
in the satellite parameters (e.g. larger moments of inertia, modified bending frequencies
of the appendages etc.). only the parameters of the internal reaction torque evaluation
have to be adapted. Kalman filter, nutation and precession compensation and, most inipor-
tant of all the hardware configuration of the air bearing table needs no changes, since
now the eigenfrequencies of the simulator are independent from the actual satellite con-
figuration.

Fig. 3.1D: Simulation Hardware, Direct Torque Approach

"

........ um
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4. SIMULATION OF SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS BY MEANS OF A THREE-AXES FLIGHT SIMULATOR

The theoretical design of a satellite attitude control system advantageously will be
performed by means of analog and/or digital computer simulation techniques. Commonly
this means fairly high expenses in case of hardware oriented - e.g. sensors and tor-
quers-investigation.

In order to keep down computer and software extent a simulation method has been devel-
oped including a three-axes servo-system.

4.1 Computer Based Simulation with Hardware

This simulation method is based on the mathematical modelling of the spacecraft dynamics
and the sensor and torquer transfer functions. The models are programmed in a digital
or analog computer. The sensor and torquer hardware is attached to the gimballed mount-
ing platform of the servo-system. The gimbals are driven by hydraulic or electric motors.
The motor control signals are produced by the computer charged Euler equations. The com-
puter input data are identified by the sensor output signals that are generated at dif-
ferent platform ottitudes and rates by means of reference simulators, e.g. earth simulator
and sun simulator. In this way the servo-platform reproduces the rotary motion of the space-
craft, thus the sensors move in the same way with respect to sun and earth as the real sa-
tellite does. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the block diagram of the dynamic simulation.

a .

Computer I Computer T'al ro

Fi. .1 BocDTgablte Dyci Smlt onto

!r t

... .... .... .~~~~~ 

~ ~ ~ 
IMI . .

ii . . I I .... .I
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4.2 Dynamic Simulation Facility

4.2.1 Mathematical Fundamentals

The control signals of the dynamic simulation facility corresponding to the Euler angles
p, 8, $ and the angular velocity components c.i are defined with respect to a labor fixed
coordinate system (x, x, xl) and must be transformed to the body fixed coordinate system
(xy, xb, xb) of the simulation facility. This is established by three consecutive matrix
mulitplications:

Notation: 1. xl-axis: inner gimbal frame
x2 -axis: middle gimbal frame
x3 -axis: outer gimbal frame

2. Angular velocity in

o labor fixed (earth fixed) system: W

9 body fixed (platform fixed) system: (.

3. Components of the motor angular velocity:

(The time differentiations of the Euler anglos are identical to the skewed
components of the satellite angular velocity.)

1

The transformation from the xi-system to the outer gimbal frame x3 is executed by:

[b 1 +]1 0
(4.1) W3 = -sink coss, 0 W2

(033j [0 o 1 ( J
Neglecting the earth rate: w 0 the matrix equation is reduced to

0

(.2) (03i: = c~i 0 ~

The transformation from the outer x3 to the middle frame x2 is:

(4.3) (022 0 1 0 0 0

0 2 3] [sinO 0 cosa '

That means
wal - -sin@'

(4.4a) w2 2 =

W23 = Cosa '

or

-sinO OP

(4.4b) W21 - 6

cosa J

The next transformation (middle frame x2 to inner gimbal frame xj) is
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[~11 ~1 a 0 1 -sine * (][P
(4.5) (012 10 cos(P Sing) 6 0o

L11 a 0 -sino coscj cose 0

that means

cj I=- sine ,- +

(
4
.6a) G ia - cosO • + sino cosa •

(013 - -sing) + coso Cosa 4

or

1 0 -sinO 1
(4.6b) wi f cosp sin cose ] A "0

-sin cosP cos* to

Transposing the matrix A yields to

ca 1 + sincp tanb ' Wia + CosW tanO (013

(4.7) a cos• - sinP C013

sin) cosg)
cosa " i + co----5 CJ13

Figure 4.2 demonstrates this transformation.

b Xbxl2

Fig. 4.2: Transformation from labor fixed (1) to simulator fixed (b) coordinates

4.2,2 System Requirements

The purpose of the dynamic simulation facility is the hardware oriented investigation of

attitude stabilization systems of earth orbiting satellites in geostationary orbits as well

as in low(er) orbits. The different attitude maneuvres thoroughly determine the specifica-

tion of the simulator dynamics and control characteristics,

The three gimbal frames physically simulate the angular motion of the satellite. The gim-

bal torques required are determined by the components of the satellite motions with respect

to the simulator kinematics.

The data of the gimbals angular velocities, accelerations and ranges are determined by the

corresponding satellite acquisition and operation maneuvres by means of the above defined

% transformations.

X b

,j3
" -- -I I II I I I . . ..L l I - I ... --... . ...... ..... " -- -a .. .. - . .. .b
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Table 4.1 summarizes these data in the body fixed (satellite-) coordinates in case of a
geostationary satellite. This is taken as a typical reference for specifying the simulator
requirements. The kinematic specifications of satellites on lower orbits are commonly with-
in these ranges. In order to meet the maneuvre characteristics (table 4.1) the simulator
has to cover the angular accelerations, velocities and ranges as listed up in table 4.2.
Phaseshift and gain of the gimbal control must be specifical for the simulation of nuta-
tion motions in transfer and operation orbits.

angular accelerations angular velocities angular ranges

[ad s-
2
] [rad s

- 1
] [degree]

b b b b b b b b b
x1  x2  x3  x1 X2  X3 Xi xa XX3

Geostationary Orbit

Earth acquisition 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.05 0.01 0.01 360 ± 20 ± 20

spin axis control 0 0.005 0.005 0 0.005 0.005 0 ± 3 + 30 to - 90

normal operation 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.005 0.005 ± 4 ± 4 ± 4

wheel despin 0.006 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.005 ± 4 ± 4 ± 4

orbit control 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.005 0.005 0.005 ± 4 ± 4 ± 4

Transfer Orbit

attitude measuremen 0 1.4 1.4 12.6 0.1 0.1 360 ± 10 ± 20

attitude control 0 1.4 1.4 12.6 0.1 0.1 360 ± 10 ± 20

Table 4.1: Minimum satellite motion characteristics of a geostationary satellite
(example: SYNFHONIE)

Cardan Frame

outer middle inner

Angular freedom [0] -120 to +30 continuously

Angular velocity [rad s
-
1]

- min. 3,5 • 10- 7  3.5 • 10- 7  3.5 .10
- 7

- max. 4n 0,1 0,15

Angular acceleration (rad s-2] 0,38 2,15 2,20

Position accuracy [0] 0,1
Frequency response (at 3 H2 ]

Phase shift (0] 5

Gain [db] 1

Table 4.2: Requirements on the dynamic simulation facility

4.2.3 Oescription of the Simulation Facility

The simulation facility consists of the three axis motion servo-platform and the sun and
earth simulators as optical references for the attitude measurement sensors that are at-
tached to the inner gimbal of the motion platform.

The principal item of the three axis motion simulator is the mounting platform that is pi-
voted on a u-staped middle gimbal frame in order to guarantee free field of view to the
optical reference simulators. This frame is fixed to the outer gimbal that is closed upon
itself. To gain high angular accelerations of the middle and outer gimbal hydraulic motors
are provided for each whilst the inner gimbal, the servo mounting platform is driven con-
tinuously by an electric motor for high precision synchronism.

The sun simulator consists of a high pressure xenon radiation source, a circular aperture
that is adjusted to the focal plane of the collimation lense. To reduce the constructional
length, a deviating mirror is established. Regarding the focal length the diameter of the
aperture is such that the simulated sun has an angular aperture of 32 arcmin. The collima-
tion accuracy of the radiation is better than 25 arcsec. The sun simulator is mounted on a
suspension facility that is tiltable about the three axis servo table such that the optical
axis crosses the intersection of the three gimbal axes.

The thermal irradiance of the earth is simulated by a heated copper plate that is attached

to the outer gimbal of the three axis servo table. The center of the plate is adjusted to
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the gimbal tilt axis. The diameter of the plate is of about 12,8 cm to simulate the earth
diameter of 17.30 at a distance of 36000 km (geostationary orbit). The temperature of the
copper plate is controllable in the region of 300C to about 100

0
C.

Figure 4.3 depicts the whole assembly of the dynamic simulation facility.

Fig. 4.3: Dynamic simulation facility

4.3 Tasks of the Dynamic Simulation Facility

The dynamic simulation facility of the OFVLR is specified for executing the follo'ing
tasks:

* system selection

* system tests and qualification

* tests of attitude sensors

e operation simulation.

System Selection

The selection of a suitable attitude stabilization method for defined satellite maneuvres
principally is associated by the following steps:

1. Comparision of different stabilization methods in dynamic tests.

2. Evaluation of the test results with respect to mission requirements.

3. Selection of a preferred stabilization system.

Investigations of attitude stabilization systems advantageously are carried out by means

of a dynamic simulation especially in the field of

0 long term stability,

* drift characteristics,

* dynamics and

* limit cycle.

Otherwise. i.e. a computer simulation gives no chance of finding system errors. The selec-
tion criteria (system architecture, reliability, handling) commonly can be determined in
a very simple way by dynamic simulations.

System Tests and Qualification

A System tests and system qualification consecute the selection phase. Qualification tests
of subsystems and components are closely connected with quantitative measurements of the
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hardware-system parameters i.e. pointing accuracies of the attitude measurement sensors,
dead band of the control loop etc. The goal of a dynamic simulation within this field is
"space qualification".

Tests of Attitude Sensors

Attitude measurement sensors are attached to the mounting platform (inner gimbal) of the
three axis table and the kinematics of the satellite is simulated such that the sensors
are moved with respect to the optical references (sun and earth simulator). The motion
simulation includes all maneuvres of a satellite mission, i.e. such as nutation 6amping
in the transfer orbit, apogee injection, earth acquisition etc. The dynamic simulation
gives informations about the sensor characteristics (dead band, characteristic curve,
pointing accuracy, repeatability, field of view) in these maneuvres.

Operation Simulation

The dynamic simulation facility offers the possibility of simulating the satellite opera-
tion and training the ground personal.

This simulation requires all the hardware of an attitude stabilization system as the con-
trol electronics and torquers, the transfer functions of that are, besides the satellite
dynamics, programmed in an analog or process computer. The attitude measurement system is
- as mentioned above - attached to the inner gimbal mounting platform. The operational
programmes are implemented in a digital computer. Doing this, the whole stabilization con-
trol loop is closed and satellite attitude maneuvres can be established.
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